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SEA TRAINING AT MARITIME ACADEMIES
OVERSIGHT
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBgR 9, 1980
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
AD Hoc SET PCT SUBCOMMITTEE pN
MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING,
MFPI'EE ON MERCHANT MARINEAND FISHERIES,
-

Washington, p.C.
..
Thesfsubcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room
1334, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Les AuCoin (chairman of the subcommittee) preldding.
.

Present: Representatives AuGloin, Akaka, Emery, and Studds.

Mr. AuCom. The subcommittee"will come to order.
Today this subcommittee devotes its attention to the sea training
of U.S. merchant mayline officers and different ways of satisfying
this requirement.

Earlier this year in additional views to the committee report on
the Maritime Reauthorization Act, I indicated that the IMCO Convention on Standards of Training, Certification,- and Watchkeeping

for Seafarers faces us to take a closer look at the requirements

our Government has agreed to support internationally and precLs&

ly how these requirements will be interpreted by the U.S. Coast
Guard for licensing purposes.

The subcommittee welcomes the attentive interest with which
the Federal agencies, the academies, the industrial sector, and the
labor, force of the-U.S. merchant marine responded to its invitation
to testify on sea training During my term as chairman of this ad.
hoc -subcommittee, 1 have 'learned that ther 'are many different
approaches our educational institutions may pursue as they prePare futdre merchant Seafarers to meet our maritime standards of
,
safety and efficiency.
,
Our goal today iq to examine those different approaches to meeting the sea train- ipg requirement, most importantly the _options of

maritime academfy training vessels, sailing on U.S.-flag merchant
ships, the role of smaller vessels and the use of simulators.
The record we build ddring -today's oversight hearing will serve
as a basis for future legislation and maritime Policy. It will guide
the administration's implementation of the IMCO Convention, a
process that has already begun through_ interagency meetings betweeii Marad (Ma ime Administration), the Coast Guard, fnd the
State and Federal aritime academies. This was one of mY sugges-.
additional views on H.Rr 6554. We welcome
. tions contained in

the confirmation of this in testimony from these organizations
today.

,

.

This oversight ahearing will also guide the educational institutions, it is hoped, in the most cost-effective preparation of their-_
students as we examine differgnt approaches to at sea training.
The 'IMOD' Cortvention mandates a substantial increase in the
a aunt of sea trainirtg time for initial licensing of deck officors.w the Federal Government and the academies shall meet this
increase in time remains.a challenge to he met. Simulatortraining
is one Vgry probable.compOnetit of that traifting", yet-it will require
serious commitments by educators and policymakers alike to a new
and not inexpensive technology.
So that we may proceed in an orderly and efficient
eff
'manner, may

'

I ,a.sk each of the witnesses on the. 'five panels to present a short
summary of your written testimony. Please keep in mind that the
euhcornmittet ib primarily concerned with the sea-training prob,
lems that have 'arisen as a result of the IMCO ',Convention and
precisely how in the judgment of the witnesses those-pr9blems can
best be overcome:

.
--..

Each witness may be assured that his entire written statement
will be included irr the hearing record. Upon the oonciusiort of'

tpclay's hearings, the subcommitta will carefully,review the entire-

record and most of you will receive tritten questions for your

further res nse. These questions and answers OW also be included
in the printe hearing record. Then the subcommittee will decide if
it is necessary for the subcomrnitteeto hold additionAi hearing_ s on
e
this subject.
.
.., -kI t. isrny hope that today's proceedings will assist us in deteithin.

ing the mix of old and new sea training.techniquat desirable for
the preparation of highly competent merchant marillie officers. To
the extent that we are sailing in somewhat unchaiked waters, I
hope that the subcommittbe's record will furnish a guide
the
government as well as to the industrytoday's_ heafing,
the subcommittee hopes to determine how it can assist the various.
parties to work together to solve the problem of incrAased sea
4 training required by the pending convention in the most efficien1
and economical manner.

I want to say in the course of the hearing, `at the request of the
gentleman from Massachusetts, it is the subcdmmit e s intention
to look into particular problems that have come to the fore with
gard to the Massachusetts Maritime Academy and the training
vessel that was taken by the academy not long ago but which ran
into serious operational and safety problems. The subcommittee
within the context of thi bearing intehds to bear down on what
apppars to be a very spetific problem. I appreciate the gentleman
from Massachusetts bringing it to the attention of the subozorrimittee.

Before recognizing 4Dur first witness, I think it is appropriate to
take just a moment 'for the chairman of this arrhoc subcommittee
to notethe service rendered by Admiral. Harrington, president of
the Massachusetts Maritime Academy. Admiral Harrington appeared before this subcommittee a number of times,
-1
Admiral Harrin
, as most people in this room today know,
died earlier this sum er..I knew this man but short time, yet the
time I worked, with him were numerous. It -is my_ considered

opinion that he was an incredibly gifted leader, one who was

-

deeply eoffirnitted to. his work, and% a man who fought for "what he
believed in.
I admired ..hia ,vigor. I admired his dedication and his unyielding

tenacity in pursuing his goals; and I am certain the members 'of
this subcommittee" as well as the industry and all those who are
concerned about marititne educatir will miss' him very, .very
much.

.

Mr. STUDDS, Mr. Chair_

recognized.
Mr: AuCeaN. The gentlema
Mr. Savona: May I state ray appreciatiolvefbr your acknowledge-

ment of the Harrington service. I had the privilege of attending
earlier this summer his last appearance at the Maritime Academy
in Buzzards Ba , at which tune' the Bay State of whom-we will hear
more later was hristened or rechristened as the Bay State.

I think as y_1.1 suggested in your statement, hearings of this

d of any futare subcommittees on this subject will
inevitably be a bit less colorful because of the absence of Admiral

-Subcommittee

Harrington, who had a way of stating-with- that little ektra

energy which men of the sea have of adUing inflections and mean-

ing to woid.s, some of which he could never use here, to try' to
(convey a point about which they felt strongly. I think this record

should reflect, and I appreciate the chairman seeing to it that it
does, that hiS presence was felts here and it will be for a long time
to come in Massathusetts.
I thank the chairman.
Mr. AuCona. I thank the gen e
At this time I would like to call as our first witness, the witness
for the U.S.: Coast Guard, Rear Adm. Henry H. Bell, Chief of the
Office of.Merchant Marine Safety.
Admiral. Bell, we would like to hear your testimony.
.

.

STATEMENTS OF REAR ADM. HENRY -H. BELL, U.S. COAST
GUARD. CHIEF, OFFICE OF MERCHANT MARINE SAFETY;
HON. BRUCE McALLISTER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR MARITIME AFFAIRS, MARITIME ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE; AND .COMMODORE WILLIAM R. ,
BENDY, JR.. ACTING. PRESIDENT, MASSACHUSETTS- MARITIME
ACA

Ad
Mr.

al BELL. Good morning, sir,

airman and members of the committee, I am Rear Adm.

Henry H. Bell, Chief, Office of Merchant Marine Safety, U.S. Coast

Guard. It is a pleasure. for .me to appear before you today to
present the views of the Department, of Transportation concerningsea training at the Maritime Academies and other matters relating
to the provisions of the International Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification,--..and Watchkeeping far. Seafarers, 1978.
(1978 STCW).

In October 1971, the Maritime Safety Committee of the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization, IMCO, established
the Subcommittee on Standards of Training and Watchkeeping. Its
objecikve was to develop universally acceptable standards to 'im-

prove training and strengthen the professional qualifications of

seafarers.

4

The result of its iovo'rk was the subject of an nternational coriTererice originally scheduled for the end of 1978. The conf ?ence date

was advanced to June-July of that year at the -request of the

,

United States based upon the urgency of President Ctirterls tankvessel safety and pollution prvention initiatives.
-- The Aim-of the conferenceWas to agree on a strong and effective
Convention, capable of early ratifibatioa by all. nations- so that it
_might come into force as early as possible. The'conferehce, attendby 7a nations, adopted the text of the world's first international
corlirention establishing basic standards of training, qualification,
certification and wahkeeping for masters, deck and engineer officers, and certaia.ratings,of seagoing merchant ships.
The 1978 STCW convention supports 'the views of the interria
tional maritime community that minimum qualifications fox seafarers should be _eltahlished to reduce ship-related maritime casual.

..

..

2

ties with the resultant loss of life, property, and -har,m to the

marine environment. Adthtionally, the mandates of th6 President,
and the Congress direct that qualification standards beleevaluated

..

for U.S. seafarers..

For an original license as officer in charge of a. navigational

watch--mate- on ships of 200- gross tons or more the 1978 STCW
Convention will not i pdie any additional sea service requirements
except for the deck cadets of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
five State ma line academiesCalifornia, Texas, New York,
chusetts, an Maine.
The convention will require at least 12 months sof sea service.
Presently, the U.S. Merchant Marine _Academy provides for approximately 9 months of.fea service ,and the-State academieq pro,

vide for approximately 6 littoral's -of'sea service.

.

The draft text of the convention before the conference lid not
contain a speoific minirnurlv'required time of sea service for deck
cadets. However, proposals were: made at the conference ranging
from 24 months-to the original adequate period of sea service for
certification of deck officers. After-1:_daYs of discussion, a compro-

mise of 12 months of sea service wasreachetl, This was the thin'

s
mum that could be supported
by a majority of the traditional

maritime nations.
The oversight reptCrt on the Federal Government's (role in merchant marine officer education by -the Ad Hoc Select Subcbmmittee

on Maritime Education and Training stated that the Maritime

Administration and the State maritime academies muse prepare too-provide la full year of sea experience t least to deck students
tyhen the United States becomes oblig ece to folloW. the .resuirements of the treaty.
The Co4t Guard does not perceiv.ve that the training requirement
eneratelt by the convention will require a complete restructuring
of the-Federal role in maritime education and training However,
the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and five State marine acade-

mies, will have to make certain modifications to their existing

programs to comply with the 12 month sea service training requirement of regulation II/4 of the convention.
In this regard,, the U.S. Maritime Administration recently*submated to the Coast Guard a package proposal to meet the shortfall
of sea service. This-proposal offered several elements of teaining or

consideration under the provisions of article IX, Equivalents,'
the convention.
The Coast Guard has agreed to accept in principle the use of ship.,
handling simulator training and the use of a small craft training
program as meeting the spirit and intent of the equivalency provisions of the 'convention. The Coast Guard further.- believes that
Various combinations of these two 'training programs, properly
structured; c2uld be given credit towards satisfying part of the sea
service requWements.

Obviously, an increase in.t3ea service provided by the academies
either on commercial. vessels or their training shills would corre
s ndingly reduce the need for equivalent s6a se- 'ce training
programs

The U.S. delegation to the rmco,Subcommittee o Standards of
Training and Watchkeeping" worked hard to _develop increased
standards for seafarers On an-international level whpre none had

existed before:- Article 1X, "Equivalents," of the '1978 STCW Convention will require the details of any accepted equivalency ar=-_--/,
rangements to be reported to the Secretary General of IMCO who
shall circulate such particular's to all parties.

Accordingly, the Coast Guard will exercise extreme caution in
the acceptance of any equivalency proposals. I feel this is :the;.
proper way to go in order to maintain our standing in the eyes of
the international maritime community. In summary, our actions
must be defensible.
The 1978 STCW Convention is not disruptive td our present U.S.

licensing and, certification system. For many years we have had a
requirement that all seafarers ser.iing on U.S. ships, in any capacity which is coverecj by the convention, must be in possession40f a
Coast Guard issued license or certificate indicating his or her qualifications.

Many of the major maritime nationsbased on registered tonnage- do not have a system similar to the United States, or have
no system at all These nations will be faced with a major effort to
develop and implement a workable system for the issuance and

renewal of licenses and certificates to their seafarers.
As you have noted, the 1978 STCW Conventiondoes not apply to
personnel of ships operating exclusively on the Great Lak The
Coast Guard does not intend to impose the convention stand

this area as our present system equals or exceecs the convntion

.
requirements in almost all cases.
The 1978 STCW' Convention permits specialized training in certain areas in lieu of sea service. The Coa4t Guard intends to accept
this training in lieu of sea service. This specialized training could
be in a formalized education program or by use of simulators.or by
a mix of both. Any such training prograni will have to be reviewed
and approved by the Coast Guard prior to its acceptance in lieu of
sea service.
The Coast Guard feels that formal education, combined with sea
service, is an effective met1-.44 to insure the high degree of prates. sionalism required to operate safely present day marine equipment.
To this end we will encourage and assist, where poSsible, the continuation of effectiv4 training .oburses' for seafarers sponeored by

the -Maritime Administration, afitime _labor and management
-interests.
Thank_fou, Mr. Chairman. I will be pleased to answer any questions You or members of the committee may wish to ask.
Jr . AuComi. Thank YOU Admiral Bell.

When you refer to the mix. of- training, could you amplify this for

the committee by outlining in some detail what steps the Coast
Guard is taking, the Maritime Administration is taking and the
various academies may be taking in working together to try to
discuss what a proper mix of different training techniques mightbe, including actual at-6ea training ai well as ,simulators?

Could you tell, the committee what kind of discourse has been
undertaken between these parties as yotr attempted' to develop
some preliminary ideas about the mix that you refer to in your
,
testintony?
Adiniral' BELL. That is kind of a tall order. We have had discussions with, the Maritime Administration and the heads of the _State
.

dcademies at a meeting sponsored by Marad, where our comman-

dant addresseq these gentlemen, specifically stating that we do
believe, as the statement said that a properly structured program
with the use of -"simulators,- or as the State says, small craft training programs, can be created with an equivalency to sea service
t_ ime.

The acadeniies, in cooperation with Mar d, as again the state-

ment said, had looked at this and had come forward with proposals
which we have discussed and agreed to in principle.
The questioh outstanding,. sir, is how you use the simulator in
conjunction with classroom training, the syllabus that is used how
it augments the Classroom experience with the practical experienye
for the yOurig cadets?

Similarly, with tfie small-boat 'training or small-craft training, it
more a question of developing at each Of the individual institutions their training program as they would propose, and the Coast

Guard review it, to augment again classroom instruction with
actual on `the -job, hands-on training aboard a srip.

In resPect to simulators, we have undertaken in the Coast

Guard, in conjunction with the Maritime Administration, a three:
part study on the use of simulators. Maritime simulators, as you

are aware, are very new and their proponents obviously claim
great things for them., But there really is little information as to
their, effectiveness.

We can draw on and we know of the simulators used 'in the
aircraft industry and the nuclear indatry, but we think we are

facing a little different problem' in the marine industry -in the use
of simulators.

Thy research prosram is attempting to identify the benefits as a
learning experience of the use of simulators, what can be taught on

them; what is the retention rate of that information, what are

we can be guided
their strong points and their weak points, so
in our discussions with the academies and in ir own investiga-tions and our licensing program on the use of simulators.
To sum `up, sir, I think we -are learning through our research
prbgram the effectiveness of maritime simulators in a quantifiable
way as a teaching tool or learning experience. We have -agreed

with the academies o the use pf-simulators and sma11.5oat train!'
ing in equivalency status to make up part of the shortfall, in 'the
sea service time.
What, remains, of course, now is to lookat what each individual

simulator will be applied to as it integrates with their training

program, and similarly with the small boats. VOW are they going to
be-4-sed? They must auginent the training, illustrate the training

in an educational way, and that of _course will be up to each
academy to develop as part of their eurriculurn `consistent with

their other programs
Mr. AuCons. How. long did you say the study would he? For how,simulators'? When do you
long 1.411 the study be conducted .6n
expeto have a report?, Admiral BELL. It has been 2 years running now and we are into
phase 2. The final report is dye in June 1981.
Mr.-40%1;1.4s this an in-house study?
-Admiral-BELL No sir.

Mr. Aueoix. It is contracted out?
Admiral BELL. It is a contracted study. The attem t was ro try to

develop a little bit from the "back of the envelope" idea what

simulators are ;what they can do, approach it from a quantitative
educational /point of view so that we could understand the merits
and the weaknesses of simulator training arld hopefully enharibe:
whatever simulat8r training was used and avoid the pitfalls that
other countries have had.

Mr. AuCon.q. What are some of those pitfalls, briefly?Admiral BELL. One of the things we are discovering, to illustrate,
is that a full-blown simulator:---I say full blown, one that has all'of.

the capabilities for reproducing the onboard conditions on the

bridge full color, full display, has any-thing everybody could ever

want as a'-teaching- toolisn't necessary for the whole term of
instruction..

We are finding that"part-task simulators, as they are called, if
you 'Want to teach a man radar simulation, used of the radar for
collision avoidance or piloting, you don't need this full,blown bridge

simulator. You can have that as a separate-element which to then
integrated.oshen he comes into the full-blown simulator. This is

important because-Mr. AuCoiN. Admiral; the kinds of simulators' are relatively

new in this field, but you did frankly mention that simulatou have
been used in aviation and in other fields with success. You Fiave a
study that has beeR going on for at least 2 years: You are not able
to tell the committee, at least today, when your own report is going
to be coming tn.

What is it that is Soiunique in the maritime field, tro warrant

such an exhaustive study when we do see. IMCO staring us in the
-face? We know irk all probability that at some fixed point in the
future we are going to have to live by its terms and need to begin
to be making some fairly concrete Preliminary judgments about 'the
makeup of that mix you refer to

We can't wait forever for that study, it would seem to me,

especially with the information we havvarticularly in the field of
aviation.
What is so mysterious about it

Admiral BELL. There_is nothing mysterious, and I hope there is
no flier sitting behind me here, but most of the simulat4 used in
aviation aid the nuclear. regulatory field are procedural simula--.
. tors. People are ,taught certain procedures on them. When some
thing_ goes wrong, that casualty is.siTulated, andAthen the prosebe followed is tested out and trained on the"simulator.
dure
In other words, you are leaning a series Of 'steps via the siniula, tor 'that you must take: You have flown into many airpotts, sir.
the same when, you come into them.- At least
. Mbst.,airportilook
they 'do to Me. I am 'sure there are wide .variances, and so. you are
ofd4tocgclaral-,apprbach to an airpor-t, a procedural appr - _ , - `
= sualty.
h the -,ritime simulator, everything confronting the mariner' Ss not . rocedural. Every harbor is different: Each harbor is
different each time he comes in it bdcause of the traffic confronting

him, the \Weather, et' cetera. You are using. the .simulators as a
decisionmaking tool. You 'are teaching the man to make decisions
when he is confronted with certain stimulimexternal to the vessel,
or.- a casualty that occurs to his vessel. You are not talkittg procedure, although it is a learning experience. You are trying to teach
decisignmaking. This is quite a..,bit different than procedure.
We want to make sure that when we do teach these decisions, we
do it properly:,, Also, sir, I might say that, yes, I can't give you the
end of the study,,but what we have learned so far has already been
integrated into both the Marit4rne Administration and the Coast
Guard work on this subject. It is the ongoing study in phases so we
don't have to wait until the very end to know the answers. Mr. AuCoiN. What preliminary consensus is there now knowing
that this is still preliminary, about the amount of time that might
be recognized on simulators to meet the at-sea training? What is
your best judgment on that now, based on all the parties you have
consulted and the work that you have clone to date?
" Admiral BELL. Properly structured, again, sir, it does depend on
No 1, trtie simulator and, 'of course, how -it, is integrated into the
training program. But we would perceive that up to 3 months seaservice equivalency could be credited for simulator training.
Mr. AuCom. The upper range might be 3 months?
Admiral BELL. Yes, sir.

Mr. ;Aucorm. And also on a preliminary basis, have you given
thought to what typeS and sizes of small craft might be allowed for
such training?
Adiniral BE'LL. We use the term "small craft" kind of loosely
because normally servic on a vessel of less than 1,000 gross tons is
not credited.
We are not talking of rowboats. We are certainly not talking of
25-foot, pleasure boats. We are talking of a boat or a ship, if you
will sir, a vessel, that is in the order of 100- to 200-foot long, this
Order. We have not settled on it but it has to have some of the
maneuvering characteristics that are much more similar to a large
vessel than they are to a small craft_ So use of the term, I think, is
inappropriate.
I think, again,, sir, it would depend on how the academy chooses
'Co use it in conjunction with its training program as much as the
.

-

.---,

size of the vessel, Having eliminated the rowboat and the small
motorboat, the size is important, but also how it is used
Mr. Au Colic Of course.

AdMiral BELL. What kind of training is given on it is of equal
importance_

Mi. AuCon.I. Taking into accoUnt- some of the varying ways it

could be employed by the acadeMies, what do you thinkop a
preliminary basisinight be the upper -range of crqdit that could
be given to students using small vessels?
Adrniral BELL. Again, with all of the caveats I used before, we

would think the upper range would be in the order of 3 months
again.

Air. Au Com. Has the Coast Guard given thought to other training possibilities beyond those we ,have discussed to meet, this new
set of requirements?
Admiral BE. Yes, sir;- we have thought. of some ourselves. We

reviewed some that were put forward by the various academies
jointly through Marad, and we are not convinced that there are too
many other proposals that etwe have studied that we truthfully
could go forward with and call it equivalency sea service tirtie, and
it is truthfully that we have to call it an equivalency. It is just not
a question of gaining experience, but we have to go forward to the

world and say that we have studied,- and pretty much. beyond a
shadow of a doubt we have got our national reputation at stake
here.

,,,

Mr. AuCom. I think you made that point very well and it is a
view that a number of the memberS of this subcomittee share. We
at stake. Bearing this in mind as well as
do have that.
some of these equivalency steps that could be taken, is it your
feeling that there is enough of a record in the discussions on the
convention to give us some guidepostssome 'fixed, firm, clear
guidepostswhich in turn would give us some assurance that these
alternatives we are considering would measure up in the eyes of
the other signatories to the convention, or are we just guessing?
Admiral BELL. NO, sir.

.

In respect to the two we have talked of the small-vessel training
and the simulators, I feel very comfortable with them, from my
discussions at the IMCO and at several simulator conferences I
have gone to in discussions with other countries.
I am not as comfortable if we come up with some other alters a-

until we have gone through the same discussion process.

Mr. AuCom. One final question and I will yield to my colleagues.
In the debate on the convention itself, what was the U.S. position
on the 1-year requirement for sea time? Did the United States push
for the 1-year requirement?

Admiral BELL, No sir; it is my understanding, but I think you
have got a couple of witnesses coming up later in the day that
could confirm- this we were willing to stay withwe o--. nally
went in with adequate sea service. It was some of our compatriots

in the other maritime nations that started trying to get a 2-year
requirement in there, and I think it was a compromise that we
accepted.

Mr. AuCom. Where is the impetus for the 2 year and the corn-

promise for the 1 year, where did that come from?
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Admiral
find out.

EI.L. That.,1 can't say, sir. I did not attend it I could

Mr. AuCoiN I am sure we can lind out. I thought you might

know.

Admiral BELL. Yes, sir; there are a couple of other witnesses that
were in attendance that know better thim I do some of the infighting that went on
Mr. AuConsr. Thank you Admiral Bell.
The gentleman frcim Hawaii, Mr. Akaka.
Mr. AxAxA. Thank you very much, Mr. ChairMan.
Admiral, them seems to be a question about demand for training,
and so My question is is there a demand for training? At one time
there was a question as to whether we should even continue Kings

Point. That came from a feeling that, our merchant marine was
deClining, that we didn't need all of that personnel, and the question then was should we continue to operate these academies. And
so I come back to the question: Is there a demand or increased
demand for training?
Admiral BELL. Sir, I am going to have to sort of defer on that
question because the coast Guard is responsible for assuring that
the training and the subsequent examination and licensing of the

rsonnel meet the standards the United States has, but I am

ally not qualified to talk of the need for the training that these

institutions provide.

I believe 'Maracl can answer that much better than I could, sir,
because that is their responsibility.

Mr. AKAKA.-Let me_ask, then, specifically about the Coast Guard.
Admiral BELL. Yes, sir.,
Mr. AkAICA- This morning .I came from a conference with Army.
Chief .of Staff Myers. I guess some of his comments will be reported

in the papers today..

He pointed out that they were having problems with improve
ment, not having enough personnel, and 'were seeking ways in
which we could encourage young people to voluntarily join the

service.

I wbnder whether the Coast Guard has a similar typejof prob-

lem?

Admiral BELL.. Sir, speaking of the people in the Coast Guard, I
think we have similar but not perhaps as aggravated problems as
some of the other services. Unlike the, other Armed Forces, we
'have been able to attract enough recruits.
The problem'in the Coast Guard and in the other Armed Forces
is the retention of our .qualified enlisted personnel after 8 to 12
years when we have invested a lot -of training money in them.
These are our experienced cadre of men about which we operate.
We are unable to compete financially with some of the other beneL
fits that private industry can offer, and we are losing our people at
that point.
Hopefully, the proposed pay'raise this fall will do something to
alleviate this I don t think it is going to correct this situation.
Within our officer ranks we have not had the attrition that we
have had in our enlisted ranks. Our retention rate in the Coast
Guard in the officer ranks has been very good. It is in our enlisted
personnel where the financial and the other social problems ere-

ated by living in the military have hit hardest, and it is the

midgrade enlisted personnel that we are losing at a very high rate,
at a great expense to the services.
AKAKA. Admiral, on page 5 of your testimony you speak

ab it specialized training in certain areas in lieu of sea service.

Can you elaborate upon that, specialized training for me?
Admiral BELL. Sir, we are referring/there to the general question

of how _much training. There is a certain requirement for sea
service, and the convention recognized that training for an engineer, training in certain phases` of engineering, is as beneficial
when conducted in a proper classrOom as it is spending a lot of
time at sea learning it, and therefore when they use the words
"specialized.--t-Nning," they are talking'. about training that is directed toward thb.rate or the license the individual holds
For an engineer it wouldbe, say, diesel training, maintenance,
=

repair, et cetera. This is as opposed to just general education.
Mr. AKAKA. Thank you very much.
Mr. Au Com. Thank you, Mr. Akaka.

Before turning to my colleague from Massachusetts, I want to
acknowledge the presence of the former chairman of the House

Merchant Marine and. Fisheries Committee, Ed Garmatz_ It's good
to see you, Ed, and we appreciate you being here today.

I want to turn at this point to the 'particular problem I m
tioned in my opening remark-s. This I think is an indication of

some of the praSlems.we find in maritime education although I do
not know .of a single case that is quite as dramatic as the one .the

subcorfimittee wishes to focus on today.
The whole question of training vessels and how tliey are selected, I.

how they are financed, and how viable, they are is of immediate
concern' to this subcommittee_ It is obviously. a key part of the
educational component ?of preparing our seafarers. In the case of
the Massachusetts Maritime Academy, we find ourselves- facing a
situation in which, at a cost to the Government of $4.2 million, and.
a cost overrun of $700,000, a ship vvas'iteceived after subsequenf
signoffs and approvals by both Marad and the Coast Guard by the
Massachusetts Academy for the training of its-students.
The academy planned to schedule its training voyage on July 24,
but the vessel had to come back because of repairs. In fact, it was
towed back to port.

I am- told, and the subcommittee staff was told that after some
100,000 man-hours of work by the stUdents, the faculty and the
administration of the academy, the ship finally was able to go out
on its cruise. It will be an abbreviated 45-day cruise, but it was on
September 6 that it finally was able to go out.
I don't know what this means in terms of disorder within the
academy br in terms of faculty contracts and the academic sched-'
ule, not to mention the cost to the Government.
I intend to ask questions and I know the gentleman from Massachusetts who iedeeply concerned about this intends to ask qUestions not only of the Coast,Guard but also Marad. Before I ask
mine I would like to recognize the gentleman from Massachusetts,
Mr. Studds, who has asked the subcommittee to look into this
question today. At this time I yield, to him. He is recognized for
such tim'e as he may consume.

Mr. STunus. Mr, ChairmaA, I want' to thank you for your willing-

ness to focus on this among the many items of concern to your
,subcomrnitee. I never thought I would live to be a-chair-man or

former-chairman of anything. It is nice to be back.
-Let. me say this first. I will'try very,tnrd to keep my questions'as

brief as pbssible. This is a matter, as7you indicated, of ihtense

concern to us, and while,the questions reflect on a specific vessel at
one ofthe six academies, nevertheless I think they raise questions
of general consequence and general importance to all of the academies, and in some `ways I think the question of maritime'training
and safety-in general in this cbuntiy..

Admiral, I will sure you and everyone else a detailed recital. I
its
think you are familial- with what happened to the Bay State
first training cruise which lasted something less than 12 hours and
which raised some very serious questions, I think, with regard to
first of aildwhethet or not the taxpayers money had been wisely
spent.
I added sorN $3.5 million as you know for the Maritime Administration to take,thit vessel from the west coast, repair it in New
Orleans; and bring_it to Massachusetts this past summer. It would
appear based on what we have learned so far and on accounts in
the press that something less than an adequate job was_done.by
that shipyard in New Orlikans, and that a vessel set sail with dyer
600 people on it, Most of them inexperienced sailors, which was in
anything but 4ondition to go to sea.
As.I.say, that raises qiiestions'with _respect to the wisdom of the
expenditure of taxpayers' money. It also raises in my mind questions as to whether ,proper safeguards are being provided for the
young men and women who go on these cruises; and of course the
question which will be of interest to this subcommittee is whether
or not this is a unique incident affecting our own vessel. -in Massa:
chusetts .or whether it Affects some broader problems throughout.
Let me- ask you if I may what kind of inspections are required,
on a vessel-like the Geiger, which was rechristened the Bay State,
after it undergoes renovations as extensive as those that it presumably _underwent or .was to have ui!dergone in New Orleans, and
what kind of inspectiOns were conducted on the 'Bay State at:that
time in New Orleans?
. Admiral BELL. Mr` Studds, as you are aware, she came out of the
_

fleet last March and she was drydocked and had her tail shaft
:pulled as required in San Francisco. That was 'part of the regula
tory review. The examination is necessary: She did go to New
Orleans, and she at the end of June was awarded a certificate of
inspectilin. This-is under subchapter' K of our regulations which

addresses school ships in particular. It is based on passenger vessel
regulations, but recognizes the unique character of a schoolship.
As- you note, she had a large number, 39 I believe it was, outstanding deficiencies when she sailed, of which"a number, approximately 26, were required to be corrected before she took the studentS out on cruise,
M -STUDDS. You thought she was safe to sail from New Orleans
tot sachusetts, but not to leave on a cruise with 600 students
it without repairing son e 26 of those 39 deficiencies?

Ad Miral BELL. Yes, sir; some of the emairiing ones were long
term, such things as in the way of th refrigerators, they had not
been able to inspect the shell plating _o there was an outstanding

requirement, I think it was 2 years, at some time during that
period to make the shell plating. available. It was not a safety
questiOn. It was an inspection question.
You have another' thing here, sir, that with a commercial vessel,
certain thing_ s that have to be done are don_ e obviously, and the
a regulatory body to
Coast Guard really doesn't have to come in

get them done. They are.part of the, normarthachinery of maintenance. When ohe gets into a Government -vessel or Governmentfinanced vessel, we have different accounting than our civilian

counterparts do! and in Many cases the need forr a repair, the
parent agency or the parent unit asks the Coast Guard to document that need by way of an outstanding or an 835, as we call

them. Many of these 39 outstanding _items referrgd to were of that
nature.
Mr. STUDDS. How many of them had to do with questions of
-safety?
Admjral BELL.. I asked that question yesterday myself of my staff.

They were all necessary we believe under the readations, and they
were necessary for safety. There are judgment factors. Of the 26; I
would. say that all had to be corrected. Some are more important
than others, sir_
Mr. Swops. I understand.
Admiral BELL.. There are certain things, if Icould, sir, go on: One
instance was reference to one of the mechanisms foriaunching one

of the lifeboats. That had to be done be re you took on anybody
that would have to use that lifeboat. Tit& is an illustration of one
that there was no-question &Dots_

Another One was- the- handrails in certain 'areas needed repair.
That is the type of thing that normally the repair would be effeefive without the Coast-Guard:having to write an outstanding deli-.
ciency. on Becauseof the accounting system we use in the Government, it made it easier to obtain the funds for the Coast Guard to

require this rathpr than have an internally generated piece of

p per on the ship frorn the academy.
So,,,,again, you have from very. serious' to serials, needing correcnot of an imminent-type problem,
ti
Mr.

/Minos. What were those 3u Auld say were the three ,or

four most, serious on that list?
Admiral BELL. Sir, I would have to provide that for the record. I
can't remember all 39 outstanding ones. I remember a few of them,
but I don't remember-all of them.

Mr. STUDDS. I would think if, there were any of major /safety
consequence potentially, that you would remember thorn, wouldn't
you?

Admiral BELL. Yes, sir; but also remember that ship was allowedthe deficiencies, the 39 deficiericies-26 to be corrected
before they brought the students onboard, were granted with a

certificate that allowed that vessel to sail from New Orleans, with a

crew onboard, and therefore-

Mr. &mons. And she did make it?
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Admiral BELL. Yes, sir; she made it, and the people in New .,

Orleans felt she- could make. it and that she was safe to proceed to
, sea, but with these outstanding items.
Mr. STUDDS. This may not be 4 fair question. This may be more a
question for Marad than for you but that long-Lst of things, is that
not prebisely the_kind of things you were sent __o New Orleans to
have done? Was that not the responsibility of the shipyard in New
.
Orleans to effect those repairs?
iral-BEiL. I can't say, sir, because I don't know under.what
contract she went into New Orleans.
.Mr. STunns. In your judgment she was at least seaworthy- -for; the
purpose of getting from New Orleans to Massachupetts
Admiral BELL. Yes, sir.

It

,

Mr. &mons. When she reached Massachusetts, those additional
repairs, if any of them had to be done, did the Coast Guard monitor
those before she set sail or Attempted to Set sail?

Admiral BELL, It is my understanding, sir, that all of the 26
deficiencies that-New Orleans had issued to be corrected prior to
sailing were 'corrected.
Mr. Survos.-They were?
Admiral BELL. Yes, sir; tfrat

,

my understanding.

Mr. STU-DS. As you know, she lost all electrical power in a
ours after leaving port. When a vessel like that loses
matter
electrical Power, does she also lose her firefighting capability and
,
her internal communications?
Admiral BELL- The answer is a qtralified no She has, onboard- an

emergency generator, and I believe this ship also had ah ernergency battery bank. It is a' question not of losing the capability

irnmediately, sir. It is a question of time Thelemergency geuerator
and the battery bank" are only reqviked by regulation to run for a
certain period of time but she is never supposed to be initially left
without power.

4

After a certain period of time, days, yes, sir, you do run out of
fuel oryour batteries would run down.

Mr.t.STurms. Did the Coast Guard inspect that vessel again before,
she finally set out a few days ago on her cruise?
Admiral BELL. It is my understanding they did, sir.

Mr. ,STunos. Did you conclude whether or not the problems

which led to the aborticin of the first attempted_ cruise were problemp that should have been corrected before? Were any of them
,Aattributable to any of the deficiencies previously noted?
ment. It
Admiral BELL. I am having trouble answering the _

is my% understanding that the cause of the first aborti. of the
h the
cruise was an operational problem. It was not a problem

)

onboard hardware. It was my understanding, sir, that the = = chest
in the
had become fouled with seaweed. They had lost vacuu
main .condenser, and then everything cascaded .down fro that.

That is not a mechanical or maintenance problem. It is an operational problem that on ets involved,in, and therefore,it was not
a deficiency that we wo lld have-- a
Mr. STUDDS. What caused something like that? I mean, surely
seaweed is not something one is surprised to encounter in the
water. Why.d s something like that happen?
.

(

'

tri

Normally seaweed is not a problem. It is a minor
Admiral
problem. In certain are ,,not only seaweed but shellfish or fish

themselves in great number can get in and clog ,the salt water.
intakes to niachinery. Normally the engineer, being skillful, aware.
of this or familiar with the area, can shift to a-AdifTerent _suction

and in using water flush out his sea chest and continue on by
flushing his sea chest.

It is not untqual to have circulating water problems! Normally,
thbugh, the onboard personnel recognize the prablem early enough
and can correct it I can't speak gpecificrdly in this cast- as to what
was done because I do not know. As far as their operational proce-

dure and correcting it--

Mr_ Smons. You are suggesting, as I understand you that that.

kind of,a problem is not in any way attributable to any deficiencies
on the ship, but would be traced in some way to judgments made
by e_pgineers onboard at the time
Admiral BELL. Yes,
sir; based on my knowledge of what hap.
pened,
Mr. AuCoIN. Will the gentleman yield for a moment?
Mr. STUDDS.- Yes.

Mr. AuCom. I think that the best way to proceed, and I very

much commend the gentleman for his line of questioning, would be

at this point tg bring forward a Marad zopresentative to the table
with the Coast Guard as well as a representative from the academy
to complete thequestioning on this and then those two witnesses
can return rater foz the other set of questions.
Mr. STUDDS, The gentleman is kind and I would feel less guilty
about it.
-Mr. AnCoiN. You shouldn't feel guilty at all I think the gentleman is raising very, wry important qultetions, and I think it would
be even more useful to the subcommittee to have the other two
witnesses here so that you areifree to ask questions of each and so
that we will have a better giVe'and.take.
I would like to bring to the table Deputy Assistant Secretary
Br'uce. McAllister, if I may for Marad, as well as Commodore
Hendy from the Massachusetts Academy. t

Will you two gentlemen come forward and sit on either side of
Admiral Bell. Admiral., you are gojng to stay right where you are
Tharlk you, gentlemen.
Mr. Studds,. why don't you continue.
Mr. STunns. Thank you very much.

I will do my best to stay away fro 1 questions that are overly

detailed I have some general questions here.
Mr. Ati,com._Please pursue your line of questioning_ I think itis
excellent.

Mr. Swops. May I ask, gien the chairman's patience and indulgence, please retl free to respond to any questions directed to

someone else, if 3rou wish to elaborate, correct, or take issue
something that is said.
Admiral, let, me just ask you ,a coule morequestions. Was she
-reissued' a certificate of inspection after her first unfortunate attempt to sailoand prior to her eventual setting out on the cruise'?
Admiral BELL. No Sir, I don't believe so. l- don't believe her
ertificate was ever'revoked.
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Mr. STUDDS. It was not?

Admiral BELL. No sir. For an operational problem such as that
unless there is a mechanical deficiency, an outstanding. deficiency
that needs correction, and there is some problen-L4in correcting it

,

normally one would not withdraw her certificate of inspection..

Mr. STUDDS. Who has the ultimate responsibility of assuring the
safety- of a vessel that has undergone the process of renovation as
extensive as the one in this case? Is it the Coast Guard's responsi
bility r Marad's or is it shared? Who iAt that says, yes, thisiie a
vessel hich now in spite of its age, in spite of the extenion of its
alterati s is prepared to set safely to sea with many hundreds of
studets? Is that the Coast Guard's responsibility?
Admiral BELL. It is 4 Coast Guard res °risibility, sir,- as far as
compliance with whatever Federal law. p regulations are conconcerned. The ultimate responsibility goeS b
it does on all
vessels to the master. The master in his profes
al Opinion-has to
be satisfied as to the seaworthiness of the vessel and the prepare- '''.
tion for the voyage.
He is concerned both with the regulaEory items tha,t ..'aye deal
with he is responsi,ble for whatever requirements Maritime Administration has placed against the vessel, but he holds the ultimate responsibility to make sure the operational procedures and
everything on that vessel in his opinion as a master; that the ship
.

can safely sail to sea in a seaworthy c9ndition, consistent with

their voyage and the people onboard.
Mr. Smons. If I understtind you correc ly, it is the Coast Guard's
co
ion that ttie major deficiencies cit a when _the original certifica of inspection was issued had beep corrected
. prior to theme
first set I sail: is that correct??
_
\f"'
J'Admira BELL. Yes, sir.

.

.

Mr. STUDD. And that the problem encountered at that time was.
one which you would chwacterize as operational?
Admiral BELL. That isirrny understanding, yes, sir.
Mr. STUDDS. Commodore Hendy, do you wish to say anything at

that point?
Commodore HENnY:- I kind of disagree with the Admiral that it

was due, to any operational deficiency on the part of our staff. I
might' point out that in our seaweed problem, it was mentioned
that you could in some ships change to another sea suction. On this
4vess . jheie.is only one sea suction. There are three turbo service
gen rators. Tlity have. three circulating pumps, inlets and outlets,
but they all _are served by a common sea injection so if this one
coon sea injection is clogged with seaweed, you have just lost
all three servIcp generators., This is a design feature.

When this did happen they had two service turbo generators
going. They shut down these two because of overheating, started
the third, feeling it was free of seaweed, and parallel with what we
have as another service generator Axgept it is Dowered by diesel.
These two generators operated in parcel, and they attempted to
clean the seawed out of the other two generators.
..
In trying to remove the 'plates, they found that they couldn't
relieve the pressure on the condenser. This was utlimately determined, to be the result of the
that a cross-over valve between
the fire pump servicing the condenser had a hole in the valve, and

-
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this was a valve that was supposedly inspected by the shipyard and
so we had every right to believe that this valve worked.
Mr. STUDDS. Although it had not been listed as one of the deficiencies, had it?
Commodore HENDIX It was 'part of the specs. It was supposed to
/ be inspected and of course, when we finally inspected _It and re-

newed it we found there was a hole in the belt and. this is the

the pressure off the conde-risre7 It is hardly
reasoh we couldn't
due to the fault of t operating personnel.
Mr. STuons. Let me clarify two things, Commodore Hendy. You
said'it should bave been inspected_ Did you mean inspected by the
CoaSt Guard or by the shipyard in New, Orleans?
Commodore HENDY. By the §14ipyard in New Orleans
Mr_ STURDS. It Was part of their.

Comi-nod-6re HENDY. Part of the specs_

Mr.

STUDDS.

their contract?

k.

Part ofthe things they had undertaken to do under
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Commodore HENDY. Yes, sir.

-Mr. Slrupos. Let me make sure I understand the answer to my
other questio. n; It had not been listed in a ' y form in connection

with any of the deficiencies cited by the` Coast Guard; is that

Correct? It was anrelated to it?
1,
'Commodore HENRY. Not until after it was discovered, of course._
This was after we Were back in Buzzards Bay again.
.

Mr. Swops. Lat me ask you Commodore, at that point did you
e emergency power to fall back on or were you at the riskdid

y

have internal communication"*Nstbe ship?
ommodore HENDY. Ultimately wN lost all power. The diesel

generator began, to overheat, and they figured this was due to
seaeed in the coolers but ultimately found that the outlet valve
disc had been separated from the steam and therefore it had no

cooling water going through. So- that generator had to be secured.
Then, ofCourse, this caused the emergency generator to come on
the line and it ran for approximately 2 hours` and then it developed
problems and had to be secured.
_''.STunos. What was the matter with it?
ComniodQre HENDY; Ultimately we found that there was quite ti,
bit of work had_ to be done in the pistons and rings ana cylinders.
Mr. Swims. The emergency geperator was not in good operating
condition either.
Commodore HENDY. Not after 2 hours. Up to that time it had

been run for small periods of time and everyone I suppose had
every reason to believe that it was in opentional status. But after

a 2-hour test in this emergency situation it proved that 'it wasn't up
standards that it probably should have been.
to

moos. And when it failed, you lost internal cornmunica

tion?

Commodore HENny. Well, we had emergency, power through batteries in which we had communications ashore.
Mr. STunos. How about firefighting capability?
Commodore HENDY. During the brief, period o one in which we
fire
re pumps to try to determine wher, he pressure, vas
secured-

and til'ed to relie-ve the pressure on the condensers -so we could

°

.

clean the condensers, during t t period df time we also had :Available a diesel tire pump in the forward end of the ship

Mr. Swims, Do I understard you correctly to say that in the

/event that the valve in question had been operating as it ought to
be, that you would not fhavu, had or that you could hay? dealt
satisfactorily with dr problem? 4,
Commodore HENRY. Certainly we would have peen able to get in

the condensers and remove the seaweed thate-Was there. and perhaps this may have made it possible for us to get operational again.
It was a secvence of ev'ailts that l'wouldn't wish on anyone.
__-;. _Uldrnately,.. when _.the _emergency generator stopped, they had been vibrking on the diesel-powered serviee generator and were
about to put it back on the line. And when they attempted to do so

at that time the air, starting air had beert dissipated and so they
were unable to start the diesel. They then made another attempt to
- start one of the turbo service generators with ,:vhat steam v-as left
in :.the boilers, and we were 'unable to start that .because they
couldn't get-the vacuum desired, the starting 5 inches of vacuum,
and it dropped immediately to a pressire s tuation where a valve

automaticillly closed the steam valve on this vessel.
Mr.STuoris.1,Let me ask you a more general question. I have read-

-many, many press--- reports purporting- detail the nature of the
deficiencies that you found when that essel' arrived in Buzzards
Bay.

us the c,!,.dition of the
Can you just ch re isterize generally
vessel? I suppose ether than going .1 ugh 39 specific detailed 1
delijencies; what shape was she in?
/
Was she ready to go to sea for her purposes? How did you receive
,
her? What did you find when y'ou ;ook p look at her?
Coramodore HENRY. When tl.' vessel arrived in Buzzards Bay we
00 mile journey and had to be
had t9 assume it j
complete
e assumed that it had beep
in some reason abl
od shape
approved,by the Co i :Guard t ail, which it had;:
rid 2 ur 3 days later we received a
.Jul
The vessel arrive
s Office of the Coast Guard dated Jilly
letter from its New
11 in which the deti ncyrHst that you cited, 39 deficiencies, with
eted before we left Buzzards, Bay, this was
26 items to be ,co
demy after the vessel arrived in Buzzards Bay.
receivt-d by the
-,Mr. Swops.' 0 )ylously, you fixed all 26 items before she set sail?
1

Commodore HENDY. Yes.
Mr. S r u oDS. At what cost?
,

I

Commodore HENDY. I don't 'believe I could supply a cost figure at

this time because the. Maritime Administration is in a better posi-,,,,
tion to do that At that time 1 'think the cost to the Commonwealth

was minimal.Mr. STUDIJS. Let me' ask, aid perhaps Mr. McAllister is the one

to ask this, should not all of this_ work have been done in NewOrleans? Is this not why a.ship' is sent to be renovated, to get, her
ready for sea and not to get her with-a liSt, of 39 things that says
she isn't-ready for sea?
Mr. MCALLISTER_ Subject to elaboration or correction by some
people who are here including Art Friedberg and John 'Davis, who
,

is the Chief of our Division of Ship Management, it is mk under-
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standing on reviewing this incident that thee Were serious time

and budgetary constraints on all of the people involved. j
I don't...mean that as an excuse but simply as part of the enviTernment.
If I may answer you pe rhaps more fully, I will try ,and get to a
direct answer to your question. As you know, the Maritime Admin-,

istration is charged with reactivating vessels out of the national

defense reserve fleet and out of the Ready Reserve leleet, and we ado
that, every year the Maritime Administration does, in coordination
with the Coast Guard and other agencies..
For instance, there is a vessel called the Washington,. which was

pulled otA of the national defense reser* fleet, activated at a cost
of something around $3 million, ancris_now serving in I believe,.a
NATO exercise. Two vessels have been pulled out on less than 10
days notice, and were activated satisfactorily to the military,
This is not an easy job. The cost in excess of $4 million that was
spent in dreydo"ek ancun New Orleaks %or topside work is not
unusual when you pull an inactive veigel out and try and reactivate her.
Mr_ AuCcnN: 'Mr. McAllister, why don't you respMThdirectly to
the question?
Mr. MCALLISTER. I cannot answer that, however, with a yes or a
no We would certainly wish that all of the deficiencies. were corn:
pletely taken care of I believe that the admiral is correct when he
aid that the reason for the stoppage of this, particular first voyage
was not causally connected to any of the deficiencies that we knew
about,
-

I simply wanted, to, emphasiie, and I will end my answer here,
the effort by all the, partigs involved, including the Massachusetts
Maritime Academy, to discover all of the deficiencies that might
have existed in that vessel,
extended themselves and tried as hard as they
I think they

-Couldoto find them all ;t
Mr.'STAJDDS. What process is used to ,select contiactors for this
kind of renovation work?
Mr. MCALLISTER. In this case it was a combination, primarily a

bid, competitive bid, and then negotiated after that.
Mr. Srrunns. Bow closely does Marad monitor the actual renovation work? Do you have onsite inspectors or do you come and look
at it after it is all done or what do you do?
Mr. McAtusTER.,YeS, Sir. For instance, on the deliVery Voyage;.

and prior to that time the Maritime Administration had repre-

hired am independent surveyor alscao.attend ,=
sentatives aboard,
in order Pp get ati independent' jildgrnent.
Mr. &moos? Are you speaking about during the work or during
the voyage?
Mr. MCALLISTER. I am speaking about during the 'work,, but also
during-the delivery voyage from New ,Orleaff to BuzzardS Bay, and
during the delivery 'voyage, the master, the chief engiheer, the first
mate-and the chief mate who were going to sail the vessel were on
board during that voyage.- _-

The Coast Guard, the Arn rican Bureau of Shipping, all had
representatives during the w rk, at delivery, to try and test the
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vessel-as completely al-could be tested in the timespan that was
allowed.

-

Mr. Swops. Was Marad aware of thiirnatuiv and extent 'and

magnitude of th&deficiencies in the work'?
Mr.. MCALLISTER. Ves, sir.
Mr. TUDDS. Were they

reported to the Coast Guard or to the
academy, or why did Marad let her go? Do youthink your contract
was fulfilled with that shipyard?
Mr. MCALLISTER. I would have to ask, because I am not-familiar

with the exact terms of the contract. If you will allow me a
moment, I will' get an answer.
Mr. STUDDS. Certainly Yov may have that moment.

Mr. -MCALLISTER.t.The contract wasn't set up, as understand it
and this is fairly typical in this industry, with a set.of specifically
detailed, specificatioffs or jobs that were to be done- at first, apd
then the shipyard simply fulfills them.
As is normal in cases like this pieces of equipment are opened
, up. As the 'inspection bes * particular jobsere put in hand. AS
Mr. Davis, whom I mentioned to ypu before', just related to. me,
everything that was put in hand for that shipyard to do was done
satisfactorily in the opinion of the people who were involved in
inspecting the work and judging the work.
`Mr.',AuCOIN. Mr. McAllister, if the gentleman from Massachu,
setts will let me interrupt for a second, who does the initial inspection? If I underStood you correctly, you said the ship is opened up,
the inspection is done and then the work is performed on those

items Which the inspection revealed needed work.
Who performs that first inspection? That is not the Coast Guard?

Mr. MeAt.f.isTua. Well certainly fhe Coast Guard has requiremerits. They tell you, what to open up, what needs to be inspected,
at least.
Mr. AuCam. Is it the Coast Guard, then, that provides hat then
becomes the working list of repairs?
Mr. McAmism. I would say that is part of the wo ng list.
Mr.,AuCoiN. What else goes into it?

Mr. MCALLISTER. American Bureau of Shipping, and this is over-

lapping, and then what additional inspections lead you to
Mr. AuCoiN. Who does the inspecting?
Mt. MCALLISTER. In this case I will have to ask Mr, Davis again.
I am not sure which agency or whatever took the lead.
Mr. AuCniN. Mr, Davis,. would you identify yourself for the
record?

-

STATEMENT OF JOHN DAVIS, CHIEF, DIVISION,OF SHIP
MANAGEMENT, MARITIME ADMINISTRATION

Mr. DAvis., l- am John Davis, with the Maritime Administration,
Chief of the Division of Ship Management. Th6 ship, when it was

pulled out of the fleet, had at that time a specification developed
for repair work based on our best knowledge. It was based on a
survey report that was done on the ship when it was laid up, whichnoted certain deficiencies,
Mr. AuCoiN. Who did that survey?
Mr. DAVIS. I believe it was the Navy, MSC. The ship was operat-

ed by'MSC at that time We used their records to develop certain

repair work, andk, we also developed items 'based on what the U.S.
Coast Guard and the American Bureau of.:Shipping would want
done, before -the ship could be classed and certified by the Coast.
Guard.
s
"Mr. AuCeHv. How old was that survey?
/V11-

DAVIS .

.

r

,

The survey was pfohably about 13 or 4 years 4pld.

Mi. AuComr. That became the'wOrking.documentl

Mr. DAVIS That became the working list, and we knew that
there would be additional IternS. Normally' when you activate a
ship you can anticipate another 30 percent.
.

Mr. AuCom. If the geihtleman will :just let me have an additional
moment hel-e. What do you do to survey the vessel further to find

out that other things in the course of 14 years may have gone
wron with it?
Mr. DAvis. We'halve to havesomething
something CO start with, to put the
bids out.

Mr..AuCoiN. I.can 'understand what you are starling with.

Mr. DAVIS. Once the ship goes into shipyard, then you do a lo
of opening and inspecting.
, Mr. AuCoiN Who does that?
Mr. DAvis. We put that work in hand.
Mr. AuCoiN: You do that?
Mr. DAvis. Yes.
Mr. AuCoix. You are responsible for that

Mi. bAvis. We are responsible to check out the- items when the

work is ,put in hand to inspect them, as well as like the Coast

`Guard is reSponsible to inspect®
Mr.' AuCor-N. -St the faulty equipment that was identified a
moment_ ago was _missed by that inspection that you performed?
Mr: DAVIS . What faulty equipment are you :pecifically talking
about?

Mi-..AuCoiN. The Valve.
Mr. STVDDS, The 39 deficiencies, not counting he valve

Mr. AuCoiN. Commodore Hendy indicated there- was a valve

with a hole in it_
Commodore HENnv. Crossover valve.

Mr. AuCoiN. That seemed to be the linchpin of the whole unhappy scenario. That was not identified in the course of your

additional survey; is that what you are saying?
.Mr. DAVIS. I can't say if that specific valve was open$ up and
inspected or not We would have to look at the specificati ns before
I could 'answer that to say if,that is correct

Mr. AuCoiN: Do you think one of -the. problems

that you

basically, take-a survey that is in,almosf every instance of this kind
by definition several
yead out of date arid accept it as the working
.
documarit to guide whatever renovation or repairs are necessary?
I's that the problem?
Mr.',1:1Avs. The only way you can identify what actually has to

be done is ,wait until the,ship goes to a repair yard and you start
opening up 'machinery and inspecting it and testing it A ship that
has been laid up that long, there is no other way to do it. You have
to wait until it is in a shipyard.
Mr. AuCoiN. The gentleman from Massachusetts.
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Mr. Swans. Let me just or the record the you some idea.
stunk iri-the'time I have remaining for a moment switch to a more
eneral level of questions. I am' reading from a Story in the Cape
Times on this incident, and it says after the ship lost power on
her first attempt to sail:
In a report riled after the breakdown. Coast Guard Inspector-Carl W. Beale wrote
that the Bay State had lost fire-fighting capability when the generators broke down.
fire detecting system and possibly the smoke detecting
He also wrote that'.
were Luoperable."

The repaiiiiiWide by the academy after the Bay State returned to Taylor's Point
almost too numerous to list

In teems of Marad thinking -about the adequacy of its system:A partial list of items .repaired, accordhig to Lyons and eneneer Bradley Lims,'
would include
'

About 200 large valves, and numerous smaller ones.
Five generators..
Two boilers.
Evaporators, Which produce fresh water from motors.
Air compressors.
About 100 electric motors.
Electric switches.
Pumps.
Refrigeration systems.
Fans.

Boiler controls.
Transformers.
Pipes.

Sanitation system%

It would seem to me that if that list is even remotely correct, and

no one has suggested that it is , not; the- adequacy of the entire
system of inspection by Marad and possibly the Coast Guard ought
to be one of the most serious of questions.

A vessel with that laundry list of major repairs to be made,

.doesn't that make you wonder what it is your inspectors are report
ing to you about?
Mr. DAvis. When the vessel was put in the shipyard for repairs,
there were, .over 400 items that were put in hand, and we sailed the
vessel from New Orleans to Buzzards Bay successfully, and then we
put the additional items in hand, the 26 items that the. Coast
Guard had required.
In addition, we put several more items in hand when the vessel
got there. There were other items that were identified by the chief
engineer, the master orthe vessel, and by Marad people.
We sat down with Massachusetts maritirrie, went over the list,
identified which ones we were to put in hand at that time, so that
the cruise could commence. We considered the vessel operationally
ready to sail.
Mr. STUDDS. I don't want to be unfair in any way to Marad or
anyone else. Let me again say if anybody wants to respond, I am
going to drop the specific level of questions, but I think anyone
would have to ag-ree that some awful serious questions are raised
when you have a vessel in this condition. For example, it appears
that she was dumping raw sewage at her mooring in the Cape Cod
canal because there was no sewage system in the vessel. Is that
right?
Mr.

DAVIS.

The Coast Guard gave us a waiver on that sewage

treatment plant, so that the academy could conduct its 1980 cruise.
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Mr. &mons. Right; but I would have thought that a sewage
treatment plant would be a fairly standard item on a vessel these

days of that size, would it not?
Mr. DAVIS. We were limited as far as money is concerned.
Mr. STUDDS. I think this is where we get into questions of concern to everybody. The whole question of. at -sea training for the

students in the academies here, the chairman will recall that the
subcommittee in previous Congresses Has raised this question.
You have elaborated on it and gone into it in greater depth.
First, the question of Whether we should try to place these cadets
in berths on . ongoing commercial vessels or whether we should try
to get sufficient capability in ships for each of the academies. We
have been round, and round, and round and we concluded that we
could not afford to construct new vessels for each of the State
academies and consequently, the hunt was on and has been on to
locate older replacement vessels that could be used
I remember I believe over a matter of some time, perhaps a year
or two, asking the Maritime Administration whether there was
'anywhere in the mothball fleet in this country something to replace the previous State training vessels of the Massachusetts academy.

.

As I recall, and I can't give you months and precise dges, but as
I recall, for a substantial period of time we were told effectively
that nowhere in the mothball fleet capability of the United States
can a vessel be found that has approximately the right characteristics for a training vessel of this kind.
When we thought we found a couple, it turned out, as I recall,
that Spain wanted. Consequently, they received the two vessels
that the Massachusetts academy wanted. I wo er if someone in
the Maritime Administration could tell us a litt
it about the
process by which we conduct a survey presumablV o the existing
vessels that might be available for the State acacremies for these
purposes and how it was in particular that this vessel happened to

be chosen for the Massachusetts academy, and what were the
alternatives, if any
Mr. McALLismt. I believe I can prodel at least part of the
answer to that and if I may I will be, reading from a report given
to me last week.
Admiral Harrington, the president of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy, wrote a letter October 10, 1978, asking that the
then Bay State be replaced. In his letter the Admiral stated that a
""
thorough search had been made for potential training ship
replacements. As part of this search Marad had made arrangements for academy personnel to visit the San Francisco area, to
inspect several vessels there."
Admiral Harrington concluded in that letter "' * that the most

viable school ship replacement candidate was the U.S -N.S. Geiger,"
the present Bay State.
In early 1979 or late 1978, some Massachusetts maritime alumni

learned that the U.S.S. Francis Marion was to be retired by the
Navy. They also then learned that the U.S.S. Paul Revere, a sister
shy of the Marion, was also scheduled for retirement.
ose are the two vessels which were ultimately near the end of
June of that year transferred to Spain.

At that point in 1979, attention was reluctantly turned back to
possibilities of
the Geiger, and Marad assembled a list of otherpromising.
That
which the U.S.S. Tulare was cnnsidered the most
was a vessel which was not in mothballs.'
A group of Massachusetts maritime and Marad, representatives
visited the. Tulare in San Francisco in August 1979. The conclusion

of the visiting group was that a major conversion would be re-

quired to make the Tulare suitable. The cost of tiuch an undertak
ing was estimated to be about $6 or $8 million, and was deemed to
be prohibitive.
At the request of the academy, arrangements were made for
academy personnel once again to visit the Geiger, to identify their
specific needs for its use as a training vessel.
In October 1979, Admiral Harrington, in a telegram to Assistant
Secretary Nemirow, once again formally requested the Maritime
Administration to activate and prepare for school ship service the
U.S.M.S. Geiger.

Mr. Sumps. I think that is becatise the Bay State, too, at that
time was sinking, not literally, but he needed a ship very badly:
Mr. MCALLIST-ER. That is correct.
Mr. STUDDS. The former Bay State, correct me, was the former
Empire State. It was a former hand-me-down, was it not?
Commodore FIENDY. That is correct.
Mr. STUDDS. Do I understand you Mr. McAllister, that you, in
cooperation with officials of the academy, surveyed existing possibilities exhaustively, and discovered the U.S. Geiger was the best
this country had to offer as `a training vessel to one of our State
maritime acaderrUes?
Mr. MCALLISTER. At this point, under the policies of using na-

tional defense reserve fleet vessels, that was the best that anyone
could come up with.
Mr. STUDDS. Mr. Hendy, do you want to add anything to that?
Commodore FUNDY: Not that, but if I could at this point, I know
that we have been asking the Maritime Administration- and the

Coast Guard some very pointed questions. As you know, I am
acting president inasmuch as the -Admiral died on July 25. Since
that point in time I have been more actively engaged in the
training ship and its problems.
I would like to say that since the vessel has. been in Buzzards
Bay that the Maritime Administration has been aboard the vessel
stil?aboard the vessel, and I

since Buzzards Bay, and I believe it is
have received the ultimate in cooperation.
They have given me everything I have asked for I have talked to
Mr. Nemirow and I have talked to the various' people below him,
and this is true all the,way down through the chain.
I would also like to say that the Coast Guard certainly has done
its job in Buzzards Bay, even though we look with disdain the fine

tooth comb that they seem to bring aboard,' it seems to get finer
each day and we seem to pick up more and more items, nonetheless, I ,personally wasn't too excited about it because I knew in the
end that when We finally cleared that list that the vessel certainly
would be ready for sea. And's° I must say that the Coast Guard did
an excellent job in identifying and giving us those 835, so I have
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praised, at least in the Buzzards Bay administration, the Maritime
Adminiitration and the Coast Guard for what they did.
Mr. Sruniis. We have a diplomat, as you can see, acting ii] the
post It is all right now? The radio is working.

If I may I want to thank all three gentlemen at the table and
the chairman for his forbearance. I think, and I may be speaking
prematurely because, I have not had an opportunity to look at allthe details that I should before reaching such a conclusion, but it
appears to me the villain in this, if there is a villain other thanthe
Coast, Guard or the Maritime Administration, is .the broad policy
questions facing this subcommittee and this country with respect to
the adequacy of our cap_ ability to train young men and women for

the merchant marine. I think it is a question with which this

subcommittee will have to wrestle. But this incident may indeed be

a paradigm, if you will, an awfully good illustration of why we
have a problem. If a country with resources as vast as our own can
indeed do no better than to offer to its institutions for the training

of merchant officers at sea, a vessel in the very sorry state and
ancient age of the Geiger, then I think the lessons we will learn
will transcend the lessons of the students at the Massachusetts
Academy that have, been affected because of this Although it will

not be of much comfort to those whose lives were interrupted,

something will be effected.

I wish the chairman well in his responsibility in, this matter, not

only in behalf of this particular academy, but in all maritime

institutions in the country in what is a very, very serious deficiency, it seems to me, in Our capacity. to train men and women in
matters of national defense.
I thank the chairman very much for his patience.
Mr. AUCOIN. I want to tell the gentleman ffomr Massachusetts

that the subcommittee does plan to look more closely into this
particular incident to see what we can find in addition to today's
'proceedings. Obviously, in a short period of time there is not
nearly enough time to investigate entirely all matters that would
be instructive to us.
Mr. STUDDS. I trust the chairman will be at Buzzards` Bay when

the vessel returns. In fact, if he comes to Castine, Maine, the

gentle An from Maine will see it on his way horde.
Mr. AuCoiN. An important point has been made, and if it is true,
as the: testimony today brought out, that the Geiger was the very

best that could be offered to the academy, that says quite a bit
about the matter. I think the gentleman's conscientious effort to
bring this to the committee's attention even though we proceeded
somewhat out of order to obtain this testimony.

1 would ask each of the men at the table if they would in 25
words or less indicate to the subcommittee what they think has
been learned- from this experience from their own vantage points
in terms of Any corrections or improvements that ought to be
made.

Admiral Bell, have you any observations?
Admiral BELL. I was hoping I could go last.

No sir; I do not have any sage words that I can arrive at as a
result of this. .I think it is illustrative of the problems, as you

yourself referred to and Congressman Studds, when one does take

long time, one is to
an old ship that has been inoperative for a &ship,
is a complex
expect that a host of things will 'go wrong.
piece of machinery. Normally -during its operating life, you have
people on board watching, cognizant of what is going on So when
they go in for repair, you have knowledge of them and there are no
surprises, or the surprises are limited. Here you took something
out after an extended inactive period. I would submit you are going
to have problems with any ship that has been laid up a long time
Mr. AuCom. Does this raise questions in your own mind about
the Coast Guard's inspection proceddres, and have you formulated
something in your own mind as to changes in the allure?

Admiral BELL. Our critics are on both &des, one feels the Federal
Government 'should come in to do all this investigation,` and the
other feels we should be there to verify the shipyard has don
those things The Federal Government is not intended to take th
place of the management of the company in developing the work
list, assuring that it is done, paying for it, all the other good things.
We verify that things are done, but still the sound operation of
vessel is the responsibility of management.
Mr. AuCoiN: You do not foresee any changes in your inspection
procedure?
Admiral BELL. No, sir; no changes.
Mr, AtiCoiN. Mr. McAllister.

Mr. McALLisTER I agree with Admiral Bell. l do not pretend
every action by every persop in Marad was -perfect. By the way,
Marad will of course cooperate to the fullest in any continuing
investigation the chairman wishes to make,
I want to go through the simple business problem of transferring
one vessel from one operation to another. Even a relatively small
vessel, when transferred from one company to another, runs into
serious problems, because the people who have been operating it
are not the people who wind up operating it under the new owner,
and you find numbers of things unknown to the second set of
people. That is magnified 100 times in the case of the Bay State. It e
is practical problems like that that simply cannot be met by efficient and hard-working people doing the best they can
Mr. AuCong. You will basically maintain current procedures?

Mr. McALusr-Ea. Yes,
Mr. AuComr. Commodore Hendy.
Commodore HENDY. The Massachusetts Maritinie Academy has

learned a lesson, the irrtportance of the training ship and its importance '-'to the life of our academy. We have found out our sister
academies are closely tied to us, in that they cooperated with us in
getting the vessel underway, without which we would not be at sea
today.
Mr. AuCoiN. From your vantage point, do you think this subcom-

mittee should encourage either of the two agencies to review their
inspection procedures? That is the question I am asking a this ad
hoc panel.
Commodore HENDY. I would like to avoid that question and go to
finances.

Mr. AuCom. Invoke the spirit of Harrington and give me an

answer to the question.
Commodore BENDY. I feel the operating

Mr. Au Com. Is there a problem with the inspection process used

by these two agencies that this committee, needs to look into?
Commodore HENDY. I think the inspection process is probably all

right Mr, Chirmart, but I think Ole process could be improved if
we could receive substantial commitments in funds in reactivating
these vessels.
Mr. AUCOIN, Admiral Bell, on,e final question for you The' other
two gentlemen are dismissed.

Staff has handed me, Admiral, a transcript of a previous hearing
in which Secretary Nemirow indicated that the Coast Guard had
given Marad tentative- authority to accept simulator time for at
least 3 or 4 -months for the 12-month seatinie requirement. This

seems to me slightly at variance with the testimony you gave

today, in which you said perhaps an outer limit of 3 months could
be reached. Is there a conflict here?
Admiral
Obviously there are different numbeni appearing
there, He used the word tentative approval. We said we approved

in principle. I think the 'bottom line is, one has to look at the

simulator in use, the training, instructions, just what they do with

it

Mr. AuCorN. We know that, but Marad seemed to have the

impression at the'tirne of ti-re February authorization hearing that
had tentative approval for at least 3 to 4 months. Has there been a

change in your thinking since then, or was Marad mixed up?

Admiral BELL I am going to get in trouble either way. I cannot
say Marad was mixed up. Since February of this year we have been

in negotiation, but had received no definitive proposals. We had
discussed them, the use of simulators, but we had notudied it in
depth. It was at that time that the Maritime Administration in
conjunction with Kings Point put forth this package. We replied to

it sometime late this springJuly 31that is pretty late spring.
That is when we talked of the 3 months. So to go back to the
question of 3 or 4 months, I think that was during the preliminary
stages, and I think we are still in the preliminary stages, but I
would not want to wrestle anybody over 3 or 4 months at this

perickl in time with the little knowledge we have of the simulators
or the training programs, sir.
Mr. AuCom. Thank you, Admiral.
Mr. Emery,
Mr. EMERY. I have no questions.

Mr. AuCoiN, Admiral Bell, we thank you for your testimony.
I would like to call back to the witness table Deputy Secretary

McAllister. He is accompanied by Arthur Friedberg, Director of the

Office of Maritime Labor and Training, and Capt. Paul Krinsky,
USMS, Academic Dean, U.S. Merchant Marine Academy.

STATEMENT. OF HON. BRUCE McALLISTER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT

SECRETARY FOR MARITIME AFFAIRS, ACCOMPANIED BY
ARTHUR FRIEDBERG, DIRECTORS OFFICE OF MARITIME
LABOR AND TRAINING, AND CAPT. PAUL KRINSKY, USMS,
ACADEMIC DEAN, U.S. MELCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

Mr. MeAurs.rza. As the chairman has noted, with me re Capt.
Paul L. Krinsky, Dean of the U.S. Merchant Marine Acad my, and

.

Mr. Arthur Friedberg, Dir-ector of the Office of Mart irne Labor and
Training of the. Maritime Administration.
Captain Krinsky has a prepared statement he will summarize,
And Mr. Friedberg is available to respond to whatever questions
.,
the subcommittee may have.
Attempting to summarize this prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, the Admiral carefully summarized, I believe, the events leading up to the adoption of the convention in July 1978, and I believe.
of that conven
-he ds° summarized acctirately the primary_ impact
ti on maritime training- in the U_ nited States, and has focused on
.

h increased seatime requirement to 1 year That is the point that
will atterapf to summarize here.
As you gentlemen know, the Maritime Administration operates
the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point, and we pr&
vide assistance to six maritime academies
To1, increase the Kings Point system or 6-month State school
system at this point we believe would be not only very troublesome
with respect to budgetary constraints, but would also raise havoc
at those'
with the academic programs currently being offered
schools. It ice. 'my personal belief also that the add-on. of at-sea
training would not be as valuable as the equivalent training that
we have proposed to the Coast Guard and which we are continuing
to refine, namely, training with small craft and .training with
simulators.
I think I can leave the summary there, with just a short concluto be a very large step
sion, and that is that I believe simulatorssimulators
even without
forward in training, and we s%)4,,d go to
convention
behind
us.
the impetus or thrust of the IM
I think this is a new generation of maritime training that we
would be well advised to take advantage of, even without the
#

-.
. increase proposed by the convention.
I would be happy to respond to questions.
[The statement of Brizoe A. McAllister follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT or BRUCE A. 11/1cAationra, DEPUTY 1548I8TAZiT SECRETARY FOR
MARITIME AFFAIRS ON BEHALF or THE MARITIME ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT or
COMMERCE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am Bruce A. McAllb3ter,
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Maritime Affairs of the Department of commerce. I
am standing in for the Assistant Secretary for Maritime Affairs who has requested
that I convey to you his regrets at not being able to appear before the Subcommittee_
this morning
Dean of the United
Mr. Chairman, I am accompanied by Captain Paul L.
States Merchant Marine Academy, and by Mr. Arthur Friedberg, Director of the
Office of Maritime Labor and Training of the Maritime Administration, Captain
Krinsky also has a prepared statement, and we will be pleased to proceed in any
at the Maritime Administration,
way you wish. As you know I am relatively new
and Mr. Friedberg is available to respond to technical questions that the Subcommittee may have.
to comment
It is a pleasure to be here this morning. I appreciate the opportunityStandards
of
Convention on
on the sea training requirements of the International
Seafarers,
1978,
hereafter
referred to
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for
as the Convention, as they affect the maritime education and training responsibilities of the Maritime Administration.
I might say at the outset, Mr. Chairraun, that these hearings are most timely and

naturally follow the work of you and your Subcommittee with respect to the
Maritime Education and Training Act of 1980.
The text of the Convention was adopted on July 7, 1978 by a confe-ence of
representatives of 72 nations converted in London at the invitation of tl Inter-

.,
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GOvern- -tal Maritime Consultative Organization. The Convention was sigma on
behal f the United States, subject to ratification, on January 25, 1979! It will enter

into force 12 months -eftsr the date on which not less than 25 countfies,,he

combined merchant fleets of which constitute not less than 50 percent of the'gi` -s
n e of the world's merchant shipping of ships of 100 gross register tons or more
vention has been ratified b the Soviet.
far, the
ha .e,
onie, parties to itit may take
Union,. FranCe and thi German Democratic Republic. We estima
anywhere from five to six years for the Convention to come into Teen
On August 10, 1979, President Carter transmitted,the Cony -Awn to the Senate
for advice and consent to ratification. It is currently under nsideratien- by the
SeriateForeign Relations Committee.
As sesforth in the President's letter, "This Convention establishes improved Ilmd
often new international requirements for training, certification and watchkeeping
for masters, officers and certain crew members of 'seagoing' merchant ships. These
requirements should provide more highly qualified pemonnel on board ships and
thereby reduce maritime casualties arid promote safety of life at sea and protec7on

df the marine environment . Such international requirements are responsiv e to
proposals which were made by the United States. in March 1977, following a Seri`
of tanker accidents in or near United States waters."

The agencies of the United States governmentprimarily responsible for the

Coast Guard and the
subjects addressed_ by-the Convention are the United
Maritime Administration.
As you know, the Maritime Administration operates the U.S. Merchant Marine.
Academy at Kings Point, New York. We also provide Federal assistance under the
Maritime Academy Act of 1958 to the six State Maritime Academies located in
Maine, 1VIwisachussets, New York, Texas, California, and Michigan. All these schools

train students to be deck or engineering officers in the. U.S flag merchant markne.
Therefore, the provisions of the Convention are of great interest to the Maritilne
Administration.
IMPACT OF '11-1E 12-MONTH seArissE REQUIREMENT

Mr. Chairman, while we consider the Convention to be a Major first step! in
establishing minimum international standards for the professional competence of
merchatit marine personnel of all flag-s, we do hake difficulty with some of its
provWions-

Regulatien 11/4 of the Convention sets forth the at-sea training requirements for
licensed deck officers and Regulation 111/4 sets forth such requirements for licensed
engineering officers.

We do not anticipate that Regulation III/4 of the Convention will be a problem
with respect to the training of engineering officers at the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy or the State Maritime Academies. It provides that every engineering
officer in charge of a watch in a traditionally manned engine room or the desiamted duty engineering officer in a periodically unmanned engine room on a sea going
ship powered by main propulsion machinery of 750 kw, equivalent to 1 000 SHP, or
more shall have completed an adequate period (emphasis added) of sea going service
which may have been included within the prescribed three year:period of approved

education or training. There ono reason to believe that the current curriculum for
marine engineering students at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and the six
State Maritime Academies will not be adequate to accommodate this reqirement of
the Cdnvention.
With respect to-the training of deck officers, Regulation 11/4 of the Convention is

of particular concern to us. That Regulation requires that every candidate for

certifleetion as a deck officer on a sea-going ship of 200 gross register tons or more
shall ho_e "approved sea-going service in the deck department of not leas than three
years which shall include at least six months of bridge watchkeeping duties under

the supervision of a qualified officer; however, an Administration (Nation) may
allow the substitution of a period of special training for not more than two years of
this approved sea-going service, provided the Administration (Nation) is satisfied
that such training is at least equivalent in value to the period of sea-going service it

replaces." In brieL Regulation 11/4 requires a minimum of-one year of approved atsea training for licensed deck officers.
This provision of the Convention would affect the training progi-ram for deck
officer candidates at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and at five of the six State
Maritime Academies. The Great Lakes Maritime Academy, located in Michigan,
train deck cadets for service as pilots on the Great Lakes; service that will not be

covered by -the Convention. The U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and the State
Maritime Academies located in Maine, Massachusetts, New York, Texas and Cali-
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fornia general'
_ -ti deck cadets for deep-sea service
ce as a licensed deck officer;
service that will covered by the- Convention..
At-the present
the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy strives to provide ten
on commercial vessels, and the five State Maritime Academonths at-sea tr
mies provide six months at-sea training on federally-owned Training Ships Clear

the at-sea training prodded deck cadets at all these schools would have
usted in order to comply with n literal reading of the requirements of

11 4 of the Convention.
However, Article LX of the Convention, entitled "Equivalents," provides that The

AduiLnistration Flom retaining or adopting other
Convention shall not prevent
educational and training arrangements including those involving sea-going service
and shipboard organization especially adapted to technical developments- and to

special types of ships and trades, provided that the level of seagiiing service,

-

knowledge and efficiency as regards, navigational and technical handling of ship and
cargo ensules: a degree of safety at sea and has preventive effect as regard
of such
least equivalent to the requirements of tRe Convention.
elutionarrangements shall he reported as early as practicable to the Secretary-Generalvho
shall circulate such particulaii to all Parties."
ALTERNATIVES FOR COMPLYING Wirt REGULATION X/ 4

The Maritime Administration has 'Oven careful consideration as to how best to
accommodate the requirements of Regulation 11/4 and Article IX
with the at-sea training now afforded students at the- United S tes Merchant
Marine Academpaaisi the State Maritime Academies.
1. US. Merchant Marine Academy ,
The requirements of Regulation II/4 and Article IX will resent a problem with
respect to our operation of the United States Merchant Marine Academy. At the

present time we-are striving to provide students at the Academy with ten months
sea time on commercial vessels. For prospective licensed deck, officers, we hope to
supplement this training -with additional training on bridge simulators and on small
craft at the Ii.S Merchant Marine Academy. Captain Krinsky will comment further
on this when he presents his prepared statement.
2. State maritime academies . .
The five deepaea State Maritime Academies would appear to have a more serious
problem with the req uirements of the Conve tion, as they Ikurrently provide only six

months at-sea training on their Training hips'. We are currently reviewing the

options for providing the increased sea tr in for deck officers required by
ladon 11/4, or its equivalent as proVided b
isle LX.
e most obvious option would be to require,
(a) Extended use of Training Ships
the State Maritime Academies to provide more than the current six months of sew

i

time training on their Training Ships This option would be expensive to both the
States and the Federal Government, and would be disruptive to ,the academic

arely able to meet
schedules at the State Maritime Academies. These schools are barely.
their operating costs now and plainly couldinot afford to operate the Training Ships
to satisfy the Convention's 12-month sea time requirement The Academies would
each face an operating cost increase ranging from $500,000 to $800, 0 per year
today s costs, including $200 000 for fuel caste.

Our rough estimate of the impact on maintenance costs of dou ing the operating
time for the Training Ships, is that these Federal costs could increase by-as much as
50 percent Additionally, this option world be disruptive to the academic schedules
of the State Maritime Academies both aftiore and at sea. Maine Maritime. Academy
has already indicated to the Subcommittee that it would be virtually impossible to
maintain and operate a Training Ship and include this extra time within the fouryear program. These Training Ships are generally operated by deck and engineering
any extension of sea
students under the supervision of licensed officerstraining, to provide for deck students under Regnlation 11/4 of the Con4ention would

subject the engineering :studenta to unrequired sea time Also the shoreside academic schedule of these schools is closely tailored to the annual two month cruises
of the Training Ships.

(hi Use of Commercial Vessels.Another option would be the use of U.S.-flag

commercial vessels to provide the additional sea time for deck students required by
Regulation 11/4. However, it is unlikely at the present time that sufficient berths
could be made available for this purpose. Captain Krinsky, in his statement, dis-

cusses further some of the difficulties inherent in the use of commercial vessels.
(c) Training on Small Craft.The fundamentals of seamanship and ship_ handling
can be acquired by training on small craft. Such training could be made a part of
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-e of the Academies already
the program at the State Maritime Academies.
provide such training, and others are contemplating :acquiring small craft for this
The Maritime Administration believes that training on small'craft at the
u
ariirne Academies appears to be a viable optiod for providing part of the
increased sea time 'required of deck students by Regulation II/4. In this regard, at ,
the 12th Session of the IMCO Subcommittee on Standards of Training and Watchkeeping, held froM July 9-I3, 1979, a filrawas presented on a proposed small craft
for basic sea training of navigation officer candidates. The film was viewed by the
members of the Subcommittee with considerable interest. Subcommittee members
were particularly Mterested in how ship handling skills can be .acquired on board
small vessels and craft. The craft shown in the film was a diesel powered, craft of
about 10Q feet in length, with a pilot house eqtdpped with all the navigational_ aids
generally found on board modern cargo ships. These included a gyrocompass- radar,
omega, and decca navigation
system. With qualified officer iastructors,caclets were
m
exercised in all aspects of rules of.the road and navigation, in both 'open waters and

art approaches. While the particular craft shown in the film did not have ship

tiling characteristics scalee to large vessels, it is possible to design and build, a
small craft with rudder and propulsion reaponses scaled to large ocean-going cargo

ships. The film portrayed the flixibility and training effectiveness of a small craft
that preperly incorporated in a supervised training program. Frequent repetition
of shiphand g tasks on small vessels will better' prepare cadets for their substL
uent ship rd responkhilities. However, the success or any such program will
epend upo the training syllabus and the =size, characteristics and equipment o
board any such small craft.

(d) Training on Ship-Handling Sirnulators.-The Maritime Administration
lieves that the use of full bridge simulators is another viable option for thet-ncreased sea training requirements of Regulation r1/4. In a number of ke ar as

such simulators provide better training than can,be acquired aboard ship rai ing
in many ship-handling functions can be more effectively achieved on such Si ulzi-tors, and in some areas.are likely to be achieved-only in this manner. For exa ple,
crossing situations and emergencyavoidanee of an object can be conducted over and
over again on a simulator without the risk of a catastrophic accident_ This h _ bee
demonstrated by experiments conducted by Eclectech Associates who ar under
contract to the Maritime Administration andthe United States Coast uard to
cadet
study the role of bridge simulators in mariner training and licensing.
training experiments they conducted on the CAORF facility at Kings Print New

York-

beyond any doubt the effectiveness of bridge simul tors. Addi-

tionally, such training could be readily incorporated into the existi
training programs at the State Maritime Academies.

shoreside

-

APPROPRIATE' COURSE OF AMON

Mr. CHAIRMAN. In conjunction with the State Maritime Academi , the Maritime
Administration has developed an IMCO Equivalency Package whi h has been subalong with a
mitted to the United States Coast Guard for review and appr
elements of our
request that Article LX of the Copvention be invoked. The prim
proposal for the State Maritime Academies to meet the require ems of Regulation
1/4 are (a) continuation of the existing atsea training on the raining Ships; lbr a
proposed -training program for cadets on shiphandling simulators. and (c) training
on small craft or vessels.
The Training Ships are the basic resource of the State aritime Academies for /
providing the necessary practical sea training for their ca ets. We believe training,
on board the school ships would be complemented by training on bridge simulato
and small craft_ The combination of these elements would provide a very substant-fil
imProvement over the current training, be acceptable as meeting the require
of the Convention, and be a viable solution insofar as the State Maritime Acade
are concerned.

The matter of simulators will be carefully reviewed by the Administration in the

course of the Fiscal Year 19112 Budget action during the months ahead_
I will be pleased to answer
This concludes my prepared statement Mrany questions the Subcommittee may have

STATEMENT OF CAPTAIN KRINSKY

Captain KRINSKY: I, too, am pleased to have been invited to

participate in this hearing and give my views on the effect that the
adoption of the International Convention on Standards of Certif.:Ication, Training and Watchkeeping of Seafarers-1978 will have on

the maritime' education and training program of the U.S.Merchant
Markle Academy,

A Significant part of the professional training.of students at the
Federal Academy is the tours of duty that each midshipman
during two quarters of his sophornore'year and tt-vti quarters of his,
*nip year aboard commercially -operated U.S.-flag merchant
ships. Midshipmen ate assigned to different vessels during these
training to familiarize them with the performanoe_periods of
t -andi.operating aracteristics' of various classes of-ships and with
the diverse open ting requirements of different trade, routes. In
connection-with t heir practical experience in the perfOrMance of
watchstanding an other shipboard duties, the students- are required to complete wTitten assignments, called the Sera Project,
which, are carefully designed to assure that; while abdard
rnirlehipmen apply the knowledge and skills learned in the acade'fb'UndationJor advanced study
my classrooms and acquire a'
my!opLnion,- this type of
Upon their return to the acad
orrnance of the actual duties of
seagoing training, involving the
merchant marine officers under th tutelage of trained and experienced ships' officers,-in the envir ient of modern commercial
of interrelating the pracvessels, and coupled with the
tical experience. with theory through the medium of the sea project,'is the most effective means of providing true commercial-ship,
hancvon experience for young men and women being trained for
careers as merchant marine officers.
Over the course of the past 5 years concerted efforts have been
node by the academy adininistration to maximize the number of
days that students spend aboard ship for their practical training.
Prior to 1975 the average shipboard time was 250 days. Ir31-979 in
conteniplation of the increased sea-time requirement provided' ih
the3MCO convention, the target was again raised, this time to 300
dE1.3.-The additional days actually assigned to ships resulted from
reducing the number of indiviflual assignments from four to five
different vessels per tour under the previous program to two vessels per tour, thereby eliminating time spent ashore by the student
between vessel assignments. The average number of .days onboard
ship actually experienced by the class of 1981, which has just
completed its atea training program, was further raised to 294
'

days.

We feel any further increase, hoviever,-dn the number, of days
beyond the 300 would require a change in the .academic schedule.
McAllister pointed out, we do not believe a further increase
As
is necessary. Thelbest way .to achieve our training goals is through'

a proper blend' of training with commercial ships and carefully,
conducted training making use of the simulatorl:--

Mr. AnebiN. I did not understand your point.
Captain KRINSKY. We do not believe additional time beyond 300 .
days is the best way, to achieve our goals. We believe the best way
is to make use of simulated training and small-craft training, start

ing with the training on our training vessel as a base As Mr.
McAllister and others have pointed out we feel we should take

advantage of the technology and state of the art.
In closing, I would like to point out that there is another impact

that IMCO might have, and that is in our so-called dual license
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program. This would have to

'reevaluated blecause of the difficul-

ty we would have in giving the student., deck and engineering
triaining. This is something we_.Will'hEiv;e:qo .take a look at in the
future. --

Mr. AuCoiN. At the worst, what Idad of problems are those?

Captain KsiNs)cY The 'demise of the dual license program. In the
dual license we are: trying to.citm into those 300 days, both deck
and engineering t).fictining. Under the best of circumstances, it is
po '-ble that the total time at sea of 300 days would be counted
aid the time required.for deck training. We would then make it
iness to assure that we have at least 6 months of sup_ ertised
bridge watchstanding in accord with IMCO. Then we would, add to

that the simulated and small-craft training to make up for the

balance of the time
Mr. AuCoiN. What was the percentage of dual-license graduates it
our last _graduating class?
of years, we average about 20
aptain KRINSKY. Over a num

graduates per class. We start wit one group of 30 and it drops
down to 20.
Mr. AuConsr. Can it be called a significant problem?

"Captain KRINSKY. Only in a sense that the dual prograni has
been -successful. The people are sought after, it was considered to
be a- move in the right direction, but in terms of the total nuraliers

involved, I cannot say it is as significant as one

curriculums would be.
I would also be glad to answer any additional questions.
[The statement of Capt. Paul L: Krinsky follows:].
_T I
PREPARED oTATEMENT OF CAPT., PAUL

the nth&

KRINSKY, DEAN, `,U.S, MERCHANT MARINE

ACADE14Y

Mr. Chain:nail and Members of the Subcommittee, I, too, am pleased to have been

invited to participate in this hearing and give my views on the effect that the
adoption of the International Convention on Standards of Certification, Training
and Watchkeeping of Sedarers-1978 will have on the maritime education and
training program of the United States Merchant Marine Academy.
A significant part of the professional training of students at the Federal Academy
is the tours of duty that each Midshipman has during two quarters of hii sophomore
year and two qdarters of his -junior year aboard canpnerciidly operated .L.J.S.-flag
merchant ships. Midshiplyien are assigned to different vessels during these periods
of sea traininvito fernilini-Lze them with the performance and operating characterLstics of vario classes of ships and with the diverse ,,opieruting requirements of),,
different trade routes. In connection with their practical experience in the perform
of watchstanding and other shipboard duties, the students are required -to
cOmplete written assignments,: called the "Se,a, Project... which are, carefully de-

signed to assure that while aboard ship, midshipmen apply the Ithowledge and
Skills learned in 'the Academy.. claisrooms and .acquire 'II firm foundation for ad

vanced study upon their return to the Academy. In my opinion, this type of

seagoing training, involving the performance of the actual duties merchant marine
officers under the tutelage of trained and experienced ships' officers, in the environment of modern commercial vesselseand coupled with the Mechanism of interrelating the practical experience with theory through the medium of the Sea Project, is
the most effective means of providing true commercial ship, hands-on experiagce.for
'young men anc0.wernen being trained for careers ,as merchant marine officers.
Over the 'Course' of the past five years concerted efforts have been made by the
Academy Administration to maximize the number of days that, students spend'
aboard ship for their practical training. Prior to 1975 the average shipboard time
was; 250 clays:. For the Class of 1977 the target date was raid to 270 days per
student, to be atcOmplished!througheliminefing a part of the summer leave period
and assigning each student to sea duty imMediately after completing the last final
examination at the end of the 2nd or 4th Quarter. The actual average number of
days spent aboard ships for the Clam of 1977 was thus raised to 272 days. In 1979

,

in contemplation of the increased sea time r6quirernent provided in the IMCO Can

vention, the target was again raised, this time to 300 days, The additional days
actually assigned to ships resulted from reducing the number of individual _

meats from four to five different vessels per tour under the previous program to
.

vessels per tour, thereby eliminating time spent ashore by the' student between

Vessel assignments. The average number of days on board ship actually experienced.... .

by the Class of 1981, 'which has just completed its at.sea training program, 'was,:
further raised to 294 days.
The total available time under the present schedule for shipboard training ,averages 390 days:Experienee has shown, however; that the highest percentage of actual

Mt-board tam attainable W -approximately 77 percent of this twailiiililel tinis.A.
higher percentage of utilization -ki effectively precluded' by such laniting: factors as
I. The diminished number of berths available on American flag vessels;. - '
:

2 Competition for cadet berths by students from the State Marirlde Academies,

the U.S. Coast Guard Academy and the MESA Union School;
3-

.-v

use of cadet accommodations for company trainees and representatives;

4 The delft); encountereicin obtaining ships with separate cadet quarters to
accommodate maleiferaikle iiseigrunents;
The peobtern di cepidintiting cadet assignment schedules to ship schedules; and

6. The need- to,.'0,tovide at least minimal leave time for midshipmen between

peilock3 of residence at' the Academy and tours at sea duty
Accordingly -any fiirther increase in the number of days of assignment .of Mid .
shiprnen of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy to shipboard training would require

a major change in the academic schedule and a concurrent modification of the
academic curriculum:: - . . .
-liana question as to whether such further increase in the
There U, h
. number' of da i- of 'assignment of students to corrapercial vessels at the expense of
the in-residence academic program, would be the most deirable way to further the
It is our opinion that the
training of our students as merchant marine of
requirements of.the IMCQ Convention should- be the -ccation of introducing into
our maritime training program more innovative processed that would signifidantly
enhance the content, quality. and effectiveness of developing qua/ifled and experi..

enced merchant Marine officers: The 'concept &-="equivalent'" is recognized in the

language of Article IX of the Convention whi h permits other educational and
training arrangements .provided that the level f sea going service, knowledge and
efficiency as regards navigatibnal and technic- handling of ship and cargo ensures
a degree of safety at sea and has a preventiv- effect as regards pollution at least
equivalent to the requirements of this Convention," We strongly feel that as far as
the training program of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy is concerned, far
greater benefit cad be .aseured by a careful blending of'the present 300 days of
commercial ship experience with supervised use of bridge simulation and training
on small craft. It is our judgment that such a prbgrara will be more beneficial than
by simply expanding the period of training aboard commercial vessel for deck
candidates to a full 365 days,

I.,

Current state of the art permits the construction o? bridge simulators which can
roduce the complex behavior of a ship over a full range of operating conditions.
us,,sattalent can bsexposecllo a multiplicity of scenarios which can teach him or
her hew 'td react to critical "vents and dangerous situations which would be avoided
at all costa if the student was embarked on a real vessel. By Constant repetition of
such experience, not readily available at sea, a student's learning can be greatly
enhanced. iand_ the simulator wheti carefully and properly used can ,serve as-.a.
uniquely {valuable and complementary adjunct to on the -job training
A small vessel can also be a most effective supplemental training platform. New
stud elts can be introdeced to basic skills and concepts of seamanship and navigation fS, conductdg a series of training voyages, ill-euid around Long Island Sound,

-which concentrate on the handling of mooring lines, anchors and ground tackle,
ring and keeping a lookout, 'piloting, emergency drills, and collision avoidance.
ey.will thus be better prepared for sea duty aboard oceangoing vessels and will
benefit more from their subsequent shipboard training experieriCea Small vessel
voyages during the first clam. year can then focus on more advanced skills such as
ship handling, docking, and undocking, supervising a bridge watch, and emergency

_

maneuvers- As in the -6ase of-simulation, constant repetition can expoae the student
ned aboard a
,more actual ex erience in a shorter period of time
than can be obtained
.,... ,
.
eiehant.'ship over several voyages,
I am cianipelled to stress at this time that in our viewv...the,,00 days of commercial
hipping eirperience-is the.nbase" upon which we would build, through simulation
mid small craft progMms. It is our belief that concentrated training through the use

of simulat6ra and .small craft,. as deacii

above, can actually be designed to

.

produce the equivalent. of approximately 65 training days in _far less "reel time." In
this manner the. U.S. Merchant Marine AcadeMy would propose to meet the total

365 days IMCO training requirement for deck officers effectively and consistent
with quality professional standaids and without drastically impacting on our total
'

academic prpgFara.

The matter of simulaidrs and small craft available to us at Kings Point fop siichtraining will be carefully reviewed by the Administration in the course of the FiScal
Year 1982 Budget Action during the months ahead.
Another. .sigthricant .effectel the adoption of she provision of the IMCO Conven-

--tiorr.rolateis to the dual licensing proem presently ofyered to a certain selected'
group of studeritaat the Academy. The-addi4onal sea time required under the termsof 41e Convention ,in the training of deck cadets will seriously impact on our ability

-tti continue to provide the opportunity for midshipmen to obtain both deck and ,

e officer licenses within the regular four-year course of training at the

Ac

rman, that completes .my prepared statement, I would be pleased to
respond Io any questions that you or members of the Subcommittee may have

'Mr. AliCom Mr. McAllister, on page 11 -of your statement, you
briefly outline. the contents of the equivalency package %Alai, you
have supplied to the Coast Guard. Wduld.'you. elaborates ,oriz- the
amount of time you have recomMended:AO, the-,!Ctiast:,Guard be

permitted on training ships, small craft, and simulators? And to
the degree that miglit. involve a great deal of docuhientation, the
Chair would like you. to provide that to the subcoMmittee. But I am
1.ydridering if for nowkyou could elaborate on how you suggested to

the Coast Guard the components of that miit would be allocated

values of time How much time are you recommending?
Mr. McALLisTEs. An April 28, 1980, letter to the Coast Guard,
which was sent by Mr. Friedberg to the Coast Guard, enclosing the

soalled equivalents packageMr. Friedberg would be more familiar with this than 1. Subject to your correction, Mr. Friedberg, I do
not believe there were any specific time equivalents used
Mr. AuCouv. You had no suggestions for the Coast Guard as to

time?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. We did suggest fis the Coast. Guard that substan-

tial portion of the incremental time could be satisfied by simulators

such gs 3 to 4 months, We did suggest to the Coast Guard that

depending on their characteristics, the small craft pOrtion could be

the equivalentand unless I go-through this paWage verbatim to
look exactly for itit certainly- 'has been conveyed to the Coast

Guard verbally in our discussions. We have Aileen:suggesting to the
Coast Guard similar amounts of time for small - graft, :3 to 4 months.
In arguments concerning .supervised training 'on the training ships
themselves as .distinet froth time as an observer on a commercial

,

ship, since the training ships are `dedicated to training and since
the cadets are supervised, that in terms of the IMCO timeclock
punching, if you will, this should be counted as part of their time
in other word , stead of 6 actual months, 9 equivalent months,
because it is supems
1 would have to go through the. whole packagegone by one-Mr. AuCoiN. Would you supply that to the committee for: our
records?

_

-

Mr. FRIEDBERG. Yes.

[The information folio
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April 28, 1980
Rear Admiral henry M. Dell, USCO

Chief, Mkt! of Merchant Marine
United States roast Guard
Washington, 0.C.
20590.
Dear Admiral Bell:

You will retail that at Wu- meeting lost year with tho 'residents and
Superintendents of the Stale-amp-him ficadooieS and colleges, relative
to the IMCO requirement for ode year minimon sea Lime for 'candidates foe
deck officer certification, it wan decided that the Maritime AdminiStration
Should develop an equivalency package for evaluation under Article IX
of the Convention. Article tX as you knew. permits "other educational
and training arrangements" which "ensures a degree of safety at sea and
has a preVentive effect as regards pollution at least equivalent to
the requirements of this Convention."
In ConJunctIon with the acadonles, we developed the enclosed equivalency
It represents the Maritime Administration position with varying
package.
We would like In emphasize that the
degree of Support from the atademlei.
PaCkage is intended to provide maximom flexibility regarding applicability
Of Its Partn to the prOgramn of 4ho individual atdemien. IL In not intended
to force uniformity among the academies in the mix of elmnents which would
lath aCadony program should he reviewed
be considered for equivalency.
SCPArately.
We are proposing
Bridge Stinulators are an integral part Of this package.
thaVfederal support he provided for their acquisition: Therefore, we
request that any Implementing steps of the previsions of the Convention
be coordinated with our ability to hrinq simulators orrline. Should we
be unsuccessful in our efforts, then. we request that any implementation steps
await taming into force of the Convention internationally
We hone that you can concur In our position on equivalency and urge that
Article IX he invoked.
Sincerely,

ARTHIJA

RILUL/016"7"M
Director
.Office of Maritime Labor
A training
(in iiisuee

[The enclosure has been retained in the subcommittee
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Mr. Au Com. I want to go back to a question Admiral Bell raised.

Could Marad indicate which nations in the formulation of the
convention were the ones which pushed originally for the 2 years
at-sea requirement, forcing as it did, the compromise?

Mr. FRIEDBERG. It is very difficult for me to identify any specific

nation. I can give you a picture of what took place on the scene,
though, adding to what Admiral Bell said.

Prior to the promotion of the 2 years, there was another action
that precipitated the action that gave us the final problem. That
was that the concern of the Group of 77, the developing countries,
for the amount of time it would take for them to develop top
officers, the chief engineers and particularly masters, led to an
effort to decrease certain of the sea time at the higher levels.
Certain concessions were made there in terms of the movement
of individuals from some of the middle ranges of officers to the
unlimited master levels. In making those concessions there was
concern by the developed maritime nations that the totality of time
starting out as the very junior officer all the way up to master had

to be reviewed again as though nothing had happened. That is
,.4flere the move for the 1-year sea time came solidly into the
conference. It was a reaction to a suggestion made by the higher
levels.

Mr. Au Com. What nations were instrumental?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. I think I would have to avoid identifying individual nations. It was a collective action. But basically, you had concessions being made' to the developing countries and concern for

their ability t to develop masters, and then reaction to that by
tightening up the sea time requirement to develop third mates.

Mr. AtiCoiN. Do we have any experience in the case of some of
the other major seafaring nations as to what degree they use a mix

today of small craft and simulators? Take the top two or three
nations and give the subcommittee an indication of how they are
handling these alternatives.
Mr. FRIEDBERG. The United Kingdom is a good example at the

present time since there is a good simulator technology in that
area In the United Kingdom, most of their academies are more
like our State academies in terms of financing from regions and
industry. They have been offering sandwich operations in which

individuals get their seatime between phases of academic training.
The United Kingdom has not had the problem of seatime. That is
12 months in terms of clock time The United Kingdom is going to
simulators. They have a night -only simulator in Southampton, a
very interesting simulator. They are going to full-day simulators in
Wales and in certain other of their maritime schools. In fact, it is
my understanding they are going to install from five to six full-day
simulators that will just about blanket all their schools.

The Dutch, of course, started
Mr. AuCoiN. In, the case of the United Kingdom, what portion of
their so-called sea training is given over to the use of simluators?
Mr. FR -1.--aseRG: They are just getting into the question of simula

tors. They have no substitution problems, so they are not looking
at the issue of equivalency. They will build the simulators into
their programs at the academies. We will have to see how they are
going to do it Most countries just starting in with the use of full-

bridge simulators are at the same stage as we are just starting g to
build them. They have more than' we have

Mr. AuCoiN. How would you compare the simulators in the

United Kingdom to the one at Kings Point, for example?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. We have two here.

Mr. AuCom. I know that How do they compare with those
the United Kingdoin?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. We have CAORF, a research simulator, with all

its whistles and bells like.a super Cadillac. The one at NISI, I see
you have a representative from MSI, is a rather straightforward,
basic ,training simulator.. The night-onlywision deck simulator at
Warsash is at one stage, a little less than the NISI simulator. The
ones that are going in now at the British schools will be in my

,opinion one step above' the MSI, and a couple of steps below
CAORF.

Mr. Au CozN. What is the cost range?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. In dollars maybe about $5 million apiece. I am
not absolutely sure.
Mr. AuComi. How many do you say you understand the United
Kingdom has?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. The schools in the United Kingdom are going in

with a buy for five or six of them at the present time
Mr. AuCom. But you have no knowledge or even an indication of
hoW many that will fit into any academy?
Mr. MCAWSTER. As to sea time, simulator time?

Mr. FRIEDBERG. No, I have had some very preliminary correspondence with the schbols. It indicates they are struggling as we

are They are going to install and try them. We will have the

benefit shortly of 2 to 21/2 years of research in the use of simulators'
in training, and should have a better ability to blend in the simulators in our academic curricula.

Mr. Aucom. As far as you know, the United Kingdom is not

setting any goals for itself as to the dominance in the mix?
Mr FRIEDBERG. No AS to the mix between actual sea time and
simulators, J do not believe they have that as the same -type problem we 'have. They see simulators as supplemental and as adding
to the quality of training.
Mr. ALICOIN. Are you saying in the United Kingdom, it appears
that simulators would be used for upgrading of the officers' education?

Mr: FRIEDBERG. It is-my understanding the simulators I am
mentioning now are for basic licensing. We intend to build it into
that level of program.
Mr. AuCoiN. Someone said simulators would have their best use

as an upgrading educational device rather than as a licensing
experience. How do you react to that? Do you agree or disagree,
and why?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. I am going to disagree, because you haVe given
me no choice. If I have to agree, I would have to say it is better for

upgrading than original. I want to say it is good for both and it is

desirable for both.

I think it has a definite, very distinct value in the original

licensing prom-am. We have run into situations where in use of the

simulators in our research, up to this point, the remarkable and

_
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simple training advantage is that they add a tremendous value to
the individual, the simple ability of having the experience of giving
helm orders, which a third mate will have to do, never having had
the experience except in a simulator. He must now give a helm
order in a loud voice. Also in emergency situations, it teaches the
ability to experience and be faced with a kind of decision process.
The simulators have those advantages.
I do not know that you 'want me to carry on for a long period of
time on this point.
Mr. AuCoiN. in aviation, it is my understandilig the FAA, from
the testimony FAA has provided to the committee, simulators are
used for experienced pilots for largely an upgrading purpose: What
is different about a*ation from the training with which we are
concerned here' that would change the use of simulators and suggest that perhaps si-inulaters Were better up front, in the initial
licensing training?

Mr. FRIEDBERG. Well

I do know that simulators are used even

when you only have your learner's-ticket, if you would, it is part of

the ground training. You run into a more elaborate siTn4lator if
you are an experienced pilot and you are moving frorryAe type
aircraft to another, But simulators are used for totally green trainees as part of their ground training. I have not considered that
there should be a distinction in the use of simulators. You might
make a distinction in the kind of simulator you are going to put
together, but I do not think it appropriate to consider that sirnulators generally have a greater advantage in upgrade training from, q
one level of license to higher levels of license ,as against the origi
nal licensing. I think it has equally valid and very worthwhile roles
at both levels.
Mr. AuCoiN. In that regard it is my recollection that your recom-

mendation to the Department in this budget cycle was for five

simulators, which was denied. I wonder if after that experience and
more thought, Marad intends in the,next budget cycle to give more
careful attention to the point you just made, namely, the question
of the different types of simulators; if there is a case where there
are different types of simulators, which academies might be best
suited to a particular type? Should in fact, every academy have a
simulator? Those are the specific questions. The bottom line of all

that is can the subcommittee expect to see a more sophisticated

recommendation in the next budget :cycle? I would call the last one
rather unsophisticited.
Mr. FRIEDBERG. Well you elicited from Mr. Nemirow at the last

budget hearings our listing of simulators in the 1981 budget. We
are continuing our refinement of the characteristics of the simulator, particularly as we get the results of research we are going into
We are continuing our own efforts to discuss this within the administration as to where we are going in our budget cycle. And that is
the best I obviously can answer to you as to what you will see next

year It has to be thought, through and has to be the subject of
decisionmaking.

Mr. AuCoiN. You are in the business of maritime education, and

I would pose to you the questionshould every academy have a
simulator, based on your best judgment today? Should they or
should they not? Does each academy need a simulator?
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Mr FRIEDBERG. Each academy needs access to and that means
should have a ship-handling bridge simulator. These devices repr
sent probably the most significant training advance for navigating
officers that we have seen for decades.
Mr. An Com. So you feel as of now that it is most desirable for

each academy to have its own simulator as opposed to a very

elaborate sharing program; am I correct?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. That is correct. Unless these things are built into

the curriculum I do not see how in the world we can justify a

program of sending a group of cadets for a short period of time and

kissing it -off, hoping it works. These things. should be built in
academy by academy.

,

Mr. AuCoiN. Captain Krinsky, do you have the equipment to
meet the proposed requirements under the proposed convention? If
not which suppose will be the answer, what do you think would
be required in terms of costs to prepare yourself to meet the needs?
Captain KRINSKYi4 am not sure I understand the question. You
mean the simulator and small craft?
Mr. AuCoiN. Yes.

Captain Kaussicv. Like -Mr. Friedberg mentioned, I think they
are talking about $3'to $5 million for a simulator, which we do not
have built into a budget at the time. In terms of small-craft training, there would have to be additional consideration there. But I do
not have hard numbers I can bandy about.
Mr: AuCons. Lan you make an estimate in the small craft satiation?
Captain KRINSKy. Probably in excess of $300,000.

Mr. AuCoiN. So, for your academy alone, we are talking about a

cost impact of $51/2 million.

Captain KRINSKy. It is obvious as to the simulators that is what
we are talking about. Now the small-craft cost would probably be a
one-time cost. Then there would be follow-on costs to operate the
craft. While small-craft training has beerh.a part of the Academy

training, it has not been looked upon as a means of attaining
equivalency training. So this would involve additional costa.

Mr- AuCov. I want to ask you one final question on the small
craft. In turning to this equivalent form of training, what kind of

small craft de you have?
Captain KRINSKy: A converted' Navy tug; ATA class, 143 feet
long. =Tonnage, 850 gross tons. We have been using it as a supple -,
ment up to now It has been refitted with a bow thruster and it has
a number of features making it useful as a training craft.
Mr. AuCoiN. Mr. Emery.
Mr. EMERY. Thank you. very much, Mr. Chairman,

In order to really get a handle on the` training advantages and

disadvantages of these three 'methodsthe traditional training
ship, small vessel, and simulatorwill you tell us what some of the
advantages are with a simulator. In order to understand what we
are doing we have to understand.

Captain KRINSKy. I will try. I will use a simple example. You Can

put together in a simulation situations involving other vessels,

crossing situations, and dangerous situations, which you obviously
would not try to do using a regular ship. As a matter of fact you
probably would not even want to do that using a small craft. You
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can put the ship in an endangering position and critique it and you
can critique the skills that .cannot be duplicated elsewhere. This is
one of the major advantages of simulation.
What I am saying is there 140 certain things you just would not

do with a large vessel, whether using it for original training, or

advanced training of pilots, master, whatever.
Mr. EMERY. What about underway operations or repairs or hang of the vessel itself? Are simulators used for those purposes,
are they sufficient?
Captain KRINSKY. This is one of the major characteristics' of the
bridge-handling simulators you have today. They are programed so
they would respond as a regular ship would respond.
Mr. EMERY. Are they realistic?

Captain KRINSKY. I think they are Most everyone I have spoken

to who has had experience with simulators says they are The

feedback I have gotten back universally is that simulatiOn, as Mr.

Friedberg says, is one of the major advances insofar as training

within the'past decade.
Mr. EMERY. Would you anticipate simulation of lOading and off-

loading of cargoes?
Captain K.RINSKY. Yes. We have those things available today. As

a matter of fact there are some in existence at some of the academies now. There are different types of situations in which simulation is useful. Sometimes a simulation can be used to transfer skills
to the actual equipment. Other types of simulation will be used to
teach generalized knowledge. All these things are available. I think
all of them significantly enhance training and enable you to do
things you cannot do in on-the-job training.
Mr. EMERY. Is it your intention to replace certain aspects of fullsize training vessels, or are you trying to instill skills and experience on smaller vessels? Captain KRINSKY. No We look upon the small-vessel training as

an enhancement of the overall training. In the initial phases it is
valuable to introduce the individual to the basic principles. This
will enable the student to take better advantage of training when
he goes aboard the big vessel. Subsequent to training on seagoing
vessels, small vessel training can be used to undertake more complicated tasks. Coupled with a simulator the total package is better
than anything we have today using a single source.
Mr. EMERY. I wonder .if the other gentlemen on the panel have

comments they would like to add to what Captain Krinsky has

said.
Mr MCALLISTER. I would like to add a comment to the realism of

the simulator. Anyone who has been at Kings Point will understand what I am about to say. I was on a bridge simulator of an
80,000-ton tanker coming into New York. Harbor. The effect is

nothing less than astbnishing.
Mr. EMERY. For the record, I have 'had a similar experience. I

had an opportunity to visit a simulator at Baltimore, and I was
very impressed with the ability of that device to simulate New
York Harbor as well In fact, I successfully piloted the ship from
one end of the building to the other. But it is an amazing experience and has some use, I am sure. I am trying to get a handle on
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whether that as at-sea experience provides complete training and is
adequate.
Mr. FRIEDBERG. I do not believe we are ready at all to adviiicate
complete substitution of simulators for onboard experience. I know

there are some who would argue to that In fact it is my understanding, at any rate, in transition from one aircraft to another,

the FAA accepts simulator time completely. But we are not ready
for that As Captain Krinsky has said, they would be supplemental

to the existing, level of at-sea training in the academies, State

academies and Kings Point, and this would enhance the quality of
training at these schools.
Mr. EMERY. Are there sufficient differences between the various
characteristics of different kinds of vessels which necessitate experiences, differences between large tankers and small tankers, ships
constructed differently? How many of those different characteristics can you reproduce on a simulator?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. You can duplicate or simulate, particularly in

the ship-handling characteristics, by programing whatever set of
characteristics you want to put into the program. You can take one
ship in snap back to approach, and put another ship in
Mr. EMERY. So you anticipate having a whole fleet of various
characteristics and 6designs?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. Yes. We are envisioning certain selection. I think

how much you want to give a cadet, it is a matter of retention. You
cannot force all of them.
Mr. EMERY. Moving back to the realm of at-sea training. Over
the time I have served on this committee, there ha's been considerable discussion as to appropriate reliance 'on commercial vessels as

training vehicles. It has been pointed out inasmuch as students
would have an opportunity to watch personnel operate a ship
derway on a normal commercial voyage, that might be use

hands-on training. But certainly such training would be very limited because no commercial vessel would stop dead it the water and
- allow cadets to change equipment, make repairs, or actually operate the ship in touchy situations. So in fact is it not true the use of
reliance on commercial vessels is somewhat limited?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. I think there are limfts, advantages, and disadvantages to each type of training. We have the State 'academies
dealing with their training ships, and a number of the State acade-

mies are taking advantage of it by putting their individuals on

commercial vessels. :I would not say it is limited. I think each has
its strong points and each has it weak points.
I will make a strong point out of a weak point. The boredom on
the bridge at sea on a commercial vessel is something they do not
think about putting on a simulator, but it might be something you
might want the cadet to know' occurs and how to cope with it So
the mix has great attraction.
Mr. EMERY. You anticipate I cadet might spend some time on a
vessel -where he is subjected to the seagoing-laboratory situation
and then given an opportunity to see a, modern up-tt>date vessel
underway?
Mr. FRIEDBERG. Yes, where that mix can be worked in

Captain KRINiKY. I think, there is a slight misconception about
the role of a cadet aboard a commercial ship. Whether it be one of
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the State students aboard the ship, or one of the Kings Point

students, he or she is part of the ship's company. Granted, it is not

the same as performing duties under supervision, minute by
minute. This is a matter of fact,,, not conjecture. Also they are
he ship's officers do take the time to teach the
, getting instruction
cadets. While th e is not the same quality control,- it is there.
Mr. EMERY. Th point I am makirfg is that a commercial vessel is

there primarily t r whatever role it is designed to perform. Inasmuch as that will be the top priority of the ship's crew and the
company that owns the vessel, in situations where that becomes
complicated by whatever the situation might be the trainee will
take a secondary role.
captain KRINSKY. That is why the simulators will provide neces-

sary knowledge
Mr. EMERY.

ID do not see there would be opportunities where, I

should say occasions- where student activiti's would be put into
*hold?
Captain _KRINSKY. There are obviously tradeoffs, and it is obvious

I. am biased. I think the simulator is important.
Mr. FRIEDBERG. We do not see any tradeoffs

,

Mr. EMERY. The final question I would ask is given the condition

of various State academy vessels, do you see problems with training a young cadet today on a vessel that is obviously at the opposite.end of the'spectrum in terms of tgchnology, equipment, and so
forth? Do you think they are'getting useful training time on those
vessels, -:or would their time be better spent on a more modern

vessel?,

Mr. FRIEDBERG. Particularly where you talk about= deck cadets
where the difference is not that substantial, where the electronics
are there, the basic electronics are there and can be added, there is
really not that much difference between the training ships, albeit
they may be old, 30 years old. Some of the deck navigation equipment has been described, and you can see it compares favorably. So
there is no problem there.
Mr. EMERY. You think the basic ship-handling experience and
familiarity with equipment would be the saw on.these ships as in
simulators or more modern ships?
Mr. FaiEriERG. The simulators add to the training a person gets

on a State ship or a commercial ship. Each does its own job.
Mr. EMERY. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. AuCom. We pare going to have to leave in a few moments-.
While we are gone I will ask the staff director to continue the

questioning until we return.

.

Gentlemen, I want to thank you for your testimony. .We may

have a couple of additional questions.

I understand an emergency has arisen, and I would like the

indulgence of the next panel so the subcommittee van call Admiral
Benicert to deliver his testimony.
STATEMENT OF ADM. WILLIAM M. BENKER.T. USCG (RET.).
PRESIDENT. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MERCHANT SHIPPING

Admiral BENKETrr. I have a short statement. With your indul-

gence, I would like to read short excerpts from it to open my
testimony, sir.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Rear
Adm. William M. Benkert, USCG (Ret.), president of the American
Institute of Merchant Shipping. AIMS is an association of owners
and operatbrs of deep-draft American-flag ships a,ggregating over
10 million deadweight tons. We do appreciate the invitation to
testify here today.
We understand this oversight hearing is intended to provide a
tr

forum for discussion of sea training requirements and ways to meet

them. We recognize that maritime training is at an important

stage of evolution because of increasing demands being placed on
officers and crew through regulatory requirements and the many
new sophisticated systems for merchant ships. I am speaking kare
of highly advanced navigation, propulsion, cargo handling, and
safety systems found today on many different kinds of vessels.'
In view of these demands, AIMS. 2 years ago instituted a training
committee within our membership, with a full-time training coordinator to assist member companies in evaluating their future tiaining needs and assessing the capability. of existing or future training
facilities to meet those needs.
AIMS has been a strong supporter of higher proficienCy for
seamen` and was deeply involved in the 6 years, of effort by IMCO
which culminated in the 1978 International Convention on Standar6 of Training, Certification and Wutchkeeping for Seafarers.
While that convention unfortunately has not pet been ratified b
the United States, we know that the U.S. Coast Guard is prom

ing, as it always has in the past, with a continuing program of
upgrading requirements for U.S. seafarers. The United SWes,
among other countries, has -a reputation for requiring high standards of its seafarers; For this reason, the impact .of the STCW
convention on us will really be quit minimal. Other than the full
1-year sea time requirement for certain prospective third officers,
the convention really does not present any radically new requirements when compared to current or contemplated domestic regula-

tions. Even here, article IX of the convention, the equivalents

provision, allows for flexibiity in putting together combinations of
approved practical training to meet the - sea-time requirement,
among other expanded regulatory requirements and recomrnendations.

Of course, the Coast Guard will want to be assuredand so

should we allthat, any_ . alternative training means permitted to
satisfy a portion of the seatime requirement in fact does the job.
There is a strong conviction among AIMS 'member companies that
adequate hands-on experience must be obtained. There are several
avenues that may be followed to obtain seatime, intluding using
Small vessels and commercial ships to supplement .school ships.
Training institutions should make every effort possible to achieve
the 1-year seatime requirement without resorting to alternative
means of training. For example, Federal and State academies could
be more flexible in their academic scheduling so as to allow maximum use of training vessels and commercial vessels for their deck
cadets to get the required time.
I would like to emphasize that the 'convention's controversial 1year seatime' requirement applies only to the initial qualification of
third Mates and that great care, should be 'taken in permitting
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simulator substitution for the basic sea experience required of an
individual at this stage of his capability development.
Simulator training, if properly used, can undoubtedly enhance
the skills of masters, senior deck officers and, of course, engineers
in their specialty fields. The-1-year seatime requirement should not
be_used, however, as a boot strap to justify automatic acceptance of
simulator training in lieu of portions of the sea time requirement.
In fact, no one alternative training aid mechanism should normally
be relied upon as the equivalent to practical seagoing experience;
training procedures in the maritime industry must remain flexible
so they can adapt to new techniques, developmenth, and regulatory
uirements, and the need for improved levels of safety.

hank you for this opportunity to present the views of the

American-Institute of Merchant. Shipping on the important subject
of maritime training.
I would be pleased to answer any questions.
Mr. PANSIIIN. Thank you for your testimony. Admiral Benkert,
am I not correct- that you headed the U.S. delegation to the 1978
IMCO convention?
Admiral BENKERT. Yes; sir, I did.

Mr. PANSHIN. It is the matter of, that convention and the 1-year
sea-time requirement in the convention that have come up in the
questioning a couple of times today. In view of your role in that
elegation, would you please inform the subcommittee for the
record how that 1/ear sea-time requirement for ii#tial licensing of
third mates was arrived at
Admiral BENKERt. I think, sir, Mr. Friedberg has given= a fairly
thorough and certainly an accurate description of how the 1-year
seatime requirement was arrived at. The only thing I would add is
this I think the question was asked earlier as to which countries
desired to insure this level, of initial sea training. My recollection
is that this was primarily ari effort of the Scandinavian countries
and the countries of the European Economic Conirnunity: These
-countries were strongly in favor of this particular requirement
because qf the concessions that were developed during the course of
discussions resulting from the efforts of lesser developed countries,
who were very concerned about their ability to develop their own

maritime capability in the sense of officer qualifications as the
officer's service time progressed.

From a seaman's point of view I would like to throw in a persorr
al note. I do not feel a T-year sea-time requirement for a license as
a third mate of unlimited tonnage is an exorbitant amount of time
I feel this amount of time with certain equivalents thrown into the

hopper, is proper for the experience level that is needed for the
individual to assume the job of third mate on an oceangoing large
vessel today.

Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you I am not sure that I heard this reponded to earlier, not by you but by the other witnesses: What
was the initial position of the United States with respect to sea

time on entering the convention?
Admiral BENKERT. As I recall, sir, our .initial position an this was,
that we- were in favor of w fesently had in our own system,
a basic 6-month .re
ent. I think _it was developed over the
years, preparatory to the conference;'''
the.. deliberations of

1
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the Standards of Training and Watchkeeping Subcommittee. ThiS

was the accepted position going into the conferencea 6-month
concept with additional time to be determined by the administration. It was. rather flexible arrangement going into the confer
ence

Mr. PANSHIN. Your views are very clear, but to pursue that
point, do you accept simulator training as a partial Mearis of
meeting any portion of the 1-year at-sea requirement under article

IX of IMCO for initial licensing of deck,officers?
Admiral BENKERT. I would answer this question, `.'yes,

on the ..
premise that the simulator training was fitted into the entire program. In other words, simulator training has to be a piece of. the

entire academic and practical program in trainir* cadets to

becpme third mateS:.-I would accept this yes, sir. I--think, anal
believe we stated this'view in my formal statement, that care must
be talcen in utilizing the simulator for this purpose. I think the
gentleman from Kings Point earlier stated this quite . well You
have to fit the simulator into your entire training and academic
program. I might add, sir, I feel the same about the small-Vessef
training. I think the use of small vessels in providing a portion of
the 1-year sea-time requirement is very good. I feel very strongly
that an individual, early in the game, before he knows a damn
thing about going to sea; can learn_ a tremendous amount by,, spend-

ing time on the bridge and aboard a small vessel. There are Many,

many things that can be learned as a seaman if I might say so,
aboard a small vessel, and, I have some experience in this myself,
in the past.
Mr. PANSHIN. Indeed you do.

Minority counsel has a question.
Mr. LOSCH. There is a comment in Admiral Rizza's testimony
that the State academies were not consulted in advance.
Admjral BENKERT. That is -a lot of baloney, and I can tell you.''

I say- this very specifically. The Federal academy, and the
State academies were sent material time and time again covering
what was going on with regard to the preparations at the Standards of Training and Watchkeeping Subcommittee prior to the time
of the conference.

I would agree with Admiral Rizza that I, as chief of the marine
officer safety, I do not recall diScussing this with him personally
prior to the time of the conference, but I do know many, many
pieces of material, the notifications of the meetings of the subcommittee, the notification of the meetings of the Shipping Coprdinat-

ing Committee working group under the auspices of the State
Department, were not only sent out to everybody on our mailing
list, but the material that was going to be discussed at particular
meetings was specifically e,ntered into the Federal Register for

anybody and everybody to join in the process of the development of
a U.S. position at that conference.

Now there may have been some misunderstandings about this

but I will say without any equivocation at all that the whole

program; the whole developMent of the U.S. poSition prior to. the
conference itself, was Wide open for participation by anybody who

wanted to participate. We in the Coast Guard felt some facets of
the maritime industry were rather recalcitrant in corning forward.
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Mr. LOSCH. I felt the record should be clarified on that point,

because his statement will be made a part of the tecord.
Admiral BENKEAT. I do not want to gekinto an argument With
the admiral,- but the= Coast Guard did -make a strong and overt
attempt to get everybody involved. This was through a series
meetings which occurred at least twice- a year for at least 6 year
before the actual conference itself.

_

Mr. LoscH. Thank you ,I wanted to Clarify the record on that

point.

Mr. PANSHIN. Admiral Ben k ert, thank you for your testimony,

Let me call the next panel, the California Maritime Academy,
Rear Adm. J. P Rizza, USMS, president; Maine Maritime /trademy, Rear 'Adm. E. A. Rodgers, USMS, superintendent; Massachusetts Maritime Academy, Commodore William R. Hendy,-Jr., acting
president, and Capt. Geoffrey Motte, vice president of academic
affairs; and State University o New York Maritime college, Rear
Adrr.S. H. Kinney, USN (Ret.),
sident.
STATEMENTS OF REAR ADMIR L J. P. RIZZA; USMS, PREFSIDENT, CALIFORNIA MARITIM ACADEMY; REAR ADM. E. A.
RODGERS,. USMS, SUPERINTENDENT, MAINE MARITIME ACADEMY; COMMODORE WILLIAM R. HENRY, JR., ACTING PRESI-

DENT. AND CAPT. GEOFFREY MOTTE, VICE PRESIDENT OF
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, MASSACHUSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY;
-AND REAR ADM. S. H. KINNEY. USN (RET.), PRESIDENT, NEW
YORK MARITIME COLLEGE
Mr: PANSHIN. Admiral Rizza, may we hear your testimon
STATEMENT OF ADMIRAL RIZZA

Admiral RIZZA. Mr. Chairman, distinguished members f the
House Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Maritime Education and
Training, and ladies and gentlemen:
For almost 2 years we at the California Maritime Academy have
been studying the revised standards of sea training as proposed by
IMCO. Therefore, we take this legislative mandate seriously; consequently, we are looking at the best and most efficient method of
providing the practical training for merchant marine officers. This
training must give them confidence in their ability to handle emergencies at sea and in port, and the detailed knowledge and the
specific skills required' to carry out all their responsibilities rapidly
and efficiently: At the Lalifornia Maritime Academy we have been
developing an increasingly varied-spectrum of vessels, operational
laboratory equipment, and simulation systems to meet this need in
the most efficient, and effective way.

4,

In the course of years at the academy, the nine semesters spent
on campus by our midshipmen consist of a daily routine which is
best characterized as spent a half day in the classroom and a half
day in our shoreside laboratories, on our training ship engaged in
practical work, on our smaller diesel vessels, and our small boats,
and in our simulation laboratories. This routine is the daily learning experience provided to our rtidshipmen on- campus for roughly
8 months out of each year It is a routine that is packed intensively
with the practical skill training required to produce the fihest deck

officer and the finest marine 6 gineer. I make thiS point first so

that you will better comprehend that we rely only partially upon
our current program of 6 months of sea time on the training ship
to provide a..practical foundation of seamanship, navigation, and

engineering skills for our graduates.
Now let me address briefly the IMCO standards for sea training
which this subcommittee is considering today. We have no quarrel
with the.proposed regulation for Marine engineering officers, so I

will focus on the proposed IMCO sea training requirements for

deck officers, regulation 104, paragraphs 2 and 2(c).
-Thebasic qualification in this paragraph, in my opinion, provides
adequate.internatiOnal experience'Standards for a.,seqman applying

for a deck officer's license. The candidates must serve at least 1

year at sea.
However, the qualifying language does not provide for the deck
graduates of the State maritime academies who receive a total of 6

months' intensive training at sea under the strictly supervised,

precise regimen of the nautical training vessel whose only mission
is training.
The lack of consideration in theie regulations for our program of
6 months of sea training probably was not a deliberate oversight by
the U.S. delegation to the conference. The State academies simply
were not represented, nor were we consulted in. advance. This
omission is particularly unfortunate as the State academies represent over 100 years of continuous experience in the education and
training of U.S. merchant marine officers. Indeed, the bulk of the
licensed officers afloat and ashore in the O.S. maritime industry
today are graduates of these venerable maritime institutions. The

State maritime academies have a will-proven system

officer

training that is evidenced by the excellence of their product.

Since the IMCO convention already has been agreed to by its
international parties, the State maritime academies have recommended. through the U.S. Maritime Administration that the U.S.
Coast Guard take immediate action wider the provisions of article
IX of the convention, "Equivalents,," which provides in paragraph
other educational and training arrangements, includ(1) for
at least
ing seagoing service and shipboard organization
equivalent to the requirements of this convention."
I recommended this action on an urgent basis beca se ,shifting
from our current .program of 6 months at sea to a period of 12
months at sea would seriously disrupt our 4-year, 11 rtonths per
year curriculum. The obvious adaption would be to extend the
required sea training period at the academy by 6 .months. This
action would cause serious problems, as you can imagine. In addition, should the academy be forced to double the annual steaming
time of the training vessels, we would incur an immediate addition-'
al fuel oil expense, an ineffective and unnecessary use of valuable
energy, among other expenses, at today's prices of $352,000, plus

the strong probability this would require an increase in our State
budget at a time when our State director of finance has, publicly

stated that there will be no additional funds to meet even the
inevitable inflationary increases. I am sure that the other State

-academies would find the additional cost equally prohibitive.

We, have considered the alternative of placing our midshipmen
aboard U.S. merchant vessels for additional sea training, but such

an action would conflict directly with the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy's requirements. We do not see anywhere near the re- .,

quired number of spaces available.
today's highly technical and increasingly more sophisticated
ma
e environment, training aboard a school ship is much more
efficient, effective, and possibly less costly thSin observer training

on commercial ships.: This-is true primarily because training is

more intensive and extensive under the close _instruction of faculty.

A , variety of exercises are carried/out on a training ship that
cannot be firformed on a commercial ship. There is practical,

hands-on instruction becausethe
the hip is- operated, maintaine&and
by the cadets both duri g the cruise and when the shit*: is
tied up on campus. Cadets pe orm progressively every job Ifrarn '
seaman to watch officer on tli bridge, and a similar progression
exists in engineering. enior ca is serve as the ship's officers.
They help to train the nderclassmen; they organize and manage
all shi'pboard maintenan and repair; they carry out evolutions
and drills; control ship maneuvers in and out of ports, at anchorages, and at sea. In addition, they must prepare all specifications

-

for repairs and maintenance, and they are in charge of watches

and daily shipboard evolutions.
In shot-I, a training ship routine is dedicated to training cadets in
every conceivable ship's operations and emergency procedure and
doing each task. n a _repetitive basis. There is no real comparison,

day for day
een the training onboard a school ship and the
observer training aboard a-commercial ship.
Survival at sea lone is scarcely the most important 'and prob
ably the least effi 'ent ingredient in the training of a third mate.

.,..

llatheri it is the q ality, type, and intensity',of the-raining received that are the imPortant ingredients.
The value of this program of sea instruction onboard school ships
been recognized for_a hundred years.
ulato today are playing-a very important and ever-increas-

raining, and the use of these computeriied training
should be taken into account in any consideration of training
' equiv ent to seatime. For example, completion --of-Squid cargo
cours in which a tanker simulator is used provide a far better
quxa_1i
of training in overall tanker safety cargo handling procedures han would be available by using an actual tanker. Even if

this training were feasible financially, there is always serious
danger of polluting accidents, shipboard fires, or explosions in
training situations on vesselsmuch too risky to make shipboard

training practical. Similarly, the extensive use of a radar simulator
provides far more variety in training than actual shipboard experi-

ence. Both the number and complexity 'of situations can be ar,
ranged to demonstrate a great variety of potentially dangerous
situacions as well as normal shipping traffic.

In view of the rapidly advancing technology in computers and
simulator training, it is my view that simulation training in 10 to
12 years, I emphasize 10 to 12 years, will be capable of taking over
the bulk of practical operational training, and thus in my opinion
will reduce considerably the time required to be spent on inefficient and relatively expensive operational shipboard training.

..

At the California Maritime' Academy simulators in laboratories

already playa Major role in our practical operational trmany areas where on-thelob training
'There are today
is not feaSible or ow ible; .dirt -to the potential risk'or the e

y
nee,-

and we !MIA turn to computer teaching aides to achieve hands-on operational training.
In my opinion simulators are an absol te- necessity for more
effective- training, and I say more effective raining to supplement
what we have today for all tanker operation like wide natural gas
where in real praccarriers and shiphandling operations for sh
tice an error, miscalculation, or hesitati could spell disaster.
Computer simulators are a fast effective_ way to give students
and licensed ship-officers hands-on operational experience.
When I speak about simulators we are talking about operational
experience in ship handling, bridge operations, engine room oper-

ations, cargo handling, where shipboard training might prove impractical, expensive, or dangerous, simulators can be used to iii
struct trainees safely and efficiently in operations rand emergency
procedures.

The maritime industry today in my opinion is far behind present

technical capability in this area of training, and we should be

trying desperatly to catchup.
The Maritime Administration is currently advocating the need
for=ship-handling simulators, bridge simulators at maritime acadelilies and I believe these simulators would serve as an equivalent
for some portion of the increased sea time requirement.

Certainly there is an- urgent need for a simulator on the west

coast, where no such facility exists. The inatallation of one of these
simulators on our campus would have a significant impact on our

training procedures and our ship operations: However, it would
also serve as an advanced training facility available to the entire
west coast shipping industry.
With a full range of modern simulators in operation, actual ship

training time at sea could be reduced to an absolute minimum.
It's my considered opinion that the additional IMCO training

requirements can best be met by the primary use of simulators and
the continued extensive use of the training ship as a laboratory, as
I have mentioned above.
This combination will provide the hands-on experience of a ship
at sea plus the experience of operating and maintaining actual ship
systems. There are a number of reasons why we must place more
emphasis on simulation in maritime training.
Sea training is becoming very expensive, primarily because of
the escalating fuel costs, but also because of the inherently inefficient employment of time at sea, of manpower, energy in the ship,
which is a major resource.
Simulators will speed up the training process. Emergencies can
be simulated which will seldom be encountered-1Th a lifetime at sea.

Case studies of past accidents and disasters can be recreated and
studied on a simulator.
A simulator can create unsafe conditions that could not be duplicated in actual shipboard operation. Every conceivable accident or
possible failure can-be accomplished more safely, more efficiently,
and in much -shorter time on a simulator than on a training ship.
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Simulation training turns o better officers because they learn
by their mistakes on a simulator. Furthermore, simulators provide
months of experience in a matter of hours.

For examPle, one veteran tinker Skipper stated that he had
our tanker simulator than he had learned from a full year's time
acquired more experienCe and learned more in a week's training in

at sea, ~and I am getting this from other -skippers who are going
through the course.
I think we would be wasting valuable time, energy, and resources

if we tried to improve standards by lengthening the time at sea
only. This: is not the way to improve standards. There are better
ways. No ship afloat can safely and economically perform all the
emergency operations required for improving our standards of
training.
With the rapid advances that are being made in computer technology and simulation technology, it's my conservative statement
that within 10 or 15 years highly sophisticated simulators, and I
Am talking about 10 or 15 years, will be taking over the bulk of
operational, and I underscore operational, shipboard training_.

This simulator capability for operational training can reduce

considerably the amount of time now spent on shipboard training I
would estimate that for cadets at State maritime academiesif we

have thisin 10, 15, maybe 20 years, but in the future you could

send them aboard a commercial. ship. Only 3 to 4 months aboard a
commercial ship at the most would be sufficient to supplement the
time spent training on the simulators.
0
The training ship program at sea as utilized today by the. State

academies at that time with those types of simulators could be
eliminated. Our present training ships could be maintained on
campus as live laboratories at the pier, which could be activated in
an emergency for use by the Federal Government.

By that time, the operation of training school ships at sea will

have become excessively expensive in manpower, energy, resources,
and more limited in their scope.
I propose to you today that the most effective and least expensive
program in the short range for improving merchant marine officer

training all around and merchant marine officer testing is to pp>
vide each training institution ship handling simulators, radar sim-

ulators, tanker simulators for the improvement of deck officer
training and steam and diesel engine room simulators for the

mprovement or engineering officer training.
In 10 to 15 years, simulator technology probably will have developed a completely simulated ship, and we could integrate into one
complete unit all these shipboard simulators. I am talking about 10
to 15 years, hence. I think that is a conservative statement.
A corollary to this would be an active program of dockside ship-

board laboratory training on campus for cadet deck- and engine
.
training.
The problem of meeting the new IMCO requirements should be
resolved by means of establishing simulator and dockside training

described above with the use of a combination of small craft and
laboratory aboard ship integrated into the curriculum while on
campus, as I explained before, as equivalent to the additional 6
months of training by IMCO.
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The alternatives, as I pee them, are both expensive, inefficient,
and relatively ineffective. The _great versatility of this tiainin
facility. also should be used tuich more extensively by the U.
Coast Guard for testing proficiency and professional knowledge to
improve the quality .and effectiveness of license examination.. I
Would like to thank the members of the committee for the opportu-

nity to pass on these views.
Mr, PANSHIN. Admiral, your statement will be included in its
entirety in the record of the subcommittee.
Tine statement follows:]
PRZPA.SiD STAMONT or Biwa ADM Jae it
CAUFORNLA MAILit.mm

USMS, PlisluDYNT OF MK
ACADEMY

Mr. Chairman, Dietinguished Members of the House Ad Het Select Subcommittee

on Maritime_ Education and Training, and Ladies and Gentlemen.
have been studying the

For almost two years we at California Maritime Academy

revised standards of sea training as proposed by the InternatiOnal Convention on
Standards of Certification, Training and Watzlikeeping of Seafarers (1978), international Maritime Consultative Organization (IMC0). Tice objectives cif our institutions
are focused dearly on producing the highest quality officer for the U S Merchant
Marine. We take this legislative mandate seriously, consequently, we are looking at
the best and most efficient method of providing the practical training for merchant
marine officers.- This training must give them confidence in their ability to handle
emergencies at sea and in port and the detailed knowledge and the specific skills
required to carry out all their responsibilities rapidly and pfliciently. I think that it
is fair to say that the cost of this training, while of great concern to us, was not the
primary factor in developing the recommendations which, I will offer today for your
consideration. At the California Maritime Academy we have been developing an
increasingly varied spectrum of vessels, operational laboratory equipment and simu-

lation system to meet this need in the most efficient and effective way. Our

program at the Academy, are on
midshipmen, during three years of their four
on the Training
campus each year for two semesters_ and at sea for one semester DEL
ORLEANS,
Ship GOLDEN BEAR, a 10,000-ton former cargo passenger slip
and
in
1971
provided to
converted to a Nary attack transport during World, War II
the California Maritime Academy by the U.S. Maritime AdMinistration. The first
year at the Academy students are put through three -intensive semesters on campus
paration for their first deep-sea cruise The most important point which I should make is that in the course of four years
daily routine
at the Academy, the nine semesters spent on campus consist of ahalf
day in our
which is best characterized as spent a half day in the classroom and
ehoreside laboratories, on our traMbig ship engaged in practical work, on our
smaller diesel towing vessels, and in our simulation laboratories. This routine is the
daily learning experience provided to atm midshipmen. Ort campus for roughly eight
months out of each year It is a routine that is packed intensively with the practical
skill training required to produce the finest deck officer and the finest mane
we rely
engineer. I make this point first so that you will better comprehend that
only, partially upon our current program of six months of seatime on the training
and
engineering
ship to provide a practical foundation of seamanship, rivigation
skills for our graduates.
Now let me describe briefly the proposed IMCO-standards for sea training which
this Subcommittee is considering today. We have , no quarrel with the pro
regulation for marine engineering officers, so I will focus on the proposed IMCO sea
training requirements for Deck Officers. Regulation 11/4, paragraphs 2 and 2(c),
state in part:
"2. Every candidate for certificatioashall: '
(c) have approved sea-going service in the deck department of not less than three
years which shall include at least six months of bridge watchkeeping duties under
the
the supervision of a qualified officer; however, an Administration may allow
substitution of a period of special training for not more than two years of this
approved sea-going service, provided the Administration is satisfied that such training is at least equivalent in value to the period of sea-going service it replaces;
The basic qualification in this paragraph, in my opinion, provides adequate international experience standards for a _seaman applying for a Deck Officer's. License
(corning up the hawsepipe). The candidates must serve at least one year at sea.

However, the. -qualifying language does-not provide for Deck graduates of the State

Maritime Academies who receive -a total of six months intensive training at sea
under the strictly suparvised, precise regimen of the nautical training vessel whose
mission is training.

.

The lack -aconsideration in these regulations for our program of sea training
probably was not a deliberate oversight by the .U.S. delegation to the conference.
The State Academies simply were not represented, nor were we consulted in ad -..
vance. This omission is particularly unfortunate as the State Academies represent
over 100 years of continuous- experience in the education and training of U.S.
Merchant Marine officers. Indeed. the hulk of the licensed. officers afloat and ashore

in the -U.S.- maritime industry today are graduates of these venerable maritime
inatitutiorw. The State Maritime Academies have-a well-proven system of officer
training that is evidenced by the excellence of their product.

Since the IMCO -Convention already has been agreed to by its 'international

parties, the 1Mate Maritinie Academies have recommended throughthe U.S.- Maritime Administration that
U.S. Coast Guard take immediate action to provide for
the licensing of Deck graduates of the State Maritime Academies. This action would
be taken by the u.a Government under the provisions of Article LX of the Conven-

tion, "Equivalents," which provides in paragraph (1) for " other educational

and training arrangements, including sea-going sertice and shipboard organization
at least equivalent to the requiremeats of this Convention." Paragraph (2) of
this Article further provides that "Details of such arrangements shall be reported as
early as practicable to the Secretary-General who shall circulate such particulars to
all Parties."
I have recommended this action on an urgent basis because shifting from our
Current program of six months at sea to a period of twelve months at sea would
very seriously disrupt our four-year, eleven-months-per-year curriculum. The obvioua adaption would be to extend the required period at the Academy by six months.
This would cause serious probleins for our students, as you can imagma In addition,
should the Academy be forced to double the annual steaming time of the training
vessels,' we would incur an immediate additional fuel oil expense, among other
expenses, at today'S prices of $352,000. This would require an increase of over 10

percent in our State Budget at a time when our State Director of Finance has
publicly stated that there will be no additional funds to meet even- the inevitable
inflationary increases. I am sure that the other State Academies would find the

additional cost equally prohibitive.
We hive considered the alternative of placing our midshiprrien aboard U.S. merchant vessels for additional sea training, but such an action would conflict directly
with the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy's requirements. We do not see anywhere

near the required number .of spaces. The U.S. Maritime Administration manages
these cadet spaces on U.S. merchant ships, and I am sure that the_ y are prepared to
provide you with additional information.
We believe that the use of commercial vessels for training has some 'value because
it places cadets in an actual working environment in various types of commercial
vessels. Consequently, we encourage our midshipmen to make short cruises on
commercial ships during their vacations in order to gain familiarity with a variety

of ship types; i.e., bulk, container, tanker, etc., and with different control and
engineering plants. However, I feel that for best overall structured training direc

tion, the State Maritime A erny-operated training ship, in conjunction with smaller training vessels, practi laboratory aboard the training ship on campus, and the
simulators, offers a far su rior training resource. Erni:sir-king midshipmen only in
operating merchant vessels as apprentices is insufficient ifrid impractical in modern
times, since officers even they were qualified instructors, are too busy with their
normal duties to supervise e = naively the practical training of cadeta..
In today's highly technid increasingly more sophisticated maritime environment, training aboa
hoolship is much more efficient effective and possibly

less :costly than obserier training on commercial ships. This th true primarily
because training is more intensive and more extensive under close instruction of
faculty. A variety of exercises are carried out on a training ship that cannot be
performed on a commercial ship. There is practical, hands-on instruction because
the ship is operated, maintained and repaired by the cadets both during the cruise
and when the ship is tied up on campus. Cadets perform progressively every job
from seaman to watch officer on the bridge and a similar progression exists in
engineering Senior cadets serve as the ship's officers. They help to train the
underclassmen; they organize and manage all shipboard maintenance and repair;
they carry out evolutions and drills; control ship maneuvers in and out of ports, at
anchorages and at sea. In addition, they must prepare all specifications for repairs
and maintenance and they are in charge of watches and daily shipboard evolutions.

,
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In short, a training ship routine is dedicated to training cadets in every conceivable ship's operations and emergency preeklure and doing each task on a repetitive
basis. There is no real comparison, day for day, between the training on board a
observer training aboard a commercial ship. For this-reasqn, six
schoolship and
months training at sea on a training ship has always been considered by the'LlS.
Coast Guard to be the equivalent to the one year of training as a cadet obeerver
at Kings Feint, There is no evidence to
aboard commercial ships as is the
substawtiate .a change M this policy today. In fact the evidence supports the superiority °lithe training ship program ih establishing and maintaining high /standards
of performance. Let me elaborate a bit
rat off, survival time at sea alone is scarcely the most important and probably

the least efficient ingredient in the training of a Third, Mate. Rather, it is the
and intensity of the training received that are the important ingredi:
quality, t

ngs of the Maritime Safety Council and statistical data on mari
ants. The oc
time casualties point ,the finger of responsibility toward officers with many years at
sea, not our young schoolship-trained Third Mates. Tune spent on the high seam on

routine watches is not the only nor. the best crucible for the molding of a watch
officer. Merchant ships simply do not perform training exercises, casualty control
does the
exercises, or maneuvers for the benefit of officers or cadets aboard.
routine of the daily watch on board a merchant ship dedicated to its commercial
mission provide an effective train'ing mechanism:

At the California Maritime Academy annual cruises are made each year during,
the winter months from January to the end of March. The average length of these
sea training periods is 12 weeks,. In the course of our four-year curriculum each
of three cruises so that a total of 36 weeks sea
midshipman makes a-

training time in cruise status is accrued. It should be noted that this seatime
actually exceeds current U.S. Count Guard licensing requirements.
srd a schoothhip there is a 24-hour-per-day program dedicated to training and

instruction, all under the critical. eyes of competent licensed instruqtbra. In the
course of each of three annual cruises on our training vessel, the cadet . moves
through the ratings from seaman to watch stander. This training provided at sea
includes a preliminary two-week period of intensive, underway shakedown trainin
and later during the training period another one-week period of intensive advance
underway training. This training consists of the following type evolution% among
others, conducted on a daily basis:
Emergency fire and boat drills,
Man overboard,
Williamson turns,
Radar navigation,
Engine maneuvering,
Engmeroom casualty drills,
Lighting off and securing boilers,
Engine changeover from maneuvering-to cruising and vice
Rubber docking,
Anchoring and getting underway,
Towing,

Deck damage controldrilLs.

The long ocean legs are filled with a daily routine of supervised watch standing,
emergency drills, and a full schedule of professional instruction. The value of this
program of sea instruction on board schoolships has been recognized for a hundred
years. The synergistic effect of this practical learning experience is worth many
times the equivalent amount of time spent in routine watches on board commercial
should be clear that the training experiences cadets are
ships on the open sea_
exposed to on a school ship dedicated to training far exceed those situations arising
during the same period of time on board a conventional commercial vessel dedicated
to trade so that in effect, the school ship training cruise provides at least double the
training opportunity that can be offered on a commercial vessel.
First Class (Senior) cadets on their final cruise serve as the watch officers with
licensed faculty member in the background for safety psirposes..0ther cadet respon=
sibilities include the operation and maintenance of the vessel and its power plant
repairs when necessary, and the supervision and training of lower classmen. All
evolutions are performed under the alert supervision and evaluation of a licensed
watch officer.

In addition to scheduled annual cruises, other valuable afloat and ashore training
is conducted. For example, midshipmen voluntarily and at their own expense ride
selected commercial vessels when available during their vacation periods to gain a
different sea-going experience in a specific type vessel. Additional sea time is obtained on short cruises of two or three days aboard a variety of commercial vessels

during periods of academic recess. In addition, all cadets must complete a course in
shipboard firefighting and damage control which culminates in a practical exercise
conducted at U Navy facilities. In our shoreaide training, simulators are now
utilized to the fullest extent- so that a wide range of practicil, side operational
raining not ptherwine available or posilible en commercial _vessels is offered.

Currently a computerized tanker citrgo simulator is in use at the California
itime Acadeiny. This training aid provides invaluable training in -liquid cargo
ling. Real time training is accelerated emergencies of every conceivable nature
ant the student cargo officer.
our Radar Simulator Laboratory is
g used to maximum advantage for collision avoidance training and to a-lesser

extent for navigation and ship handling training. Aboard our training ship, the

latest collision avoidance and satellite navigation, equipment has been installed. for
training cruise. An ultramodern sewage disposal plant has been instilled for'operatienal training and the practical prevention of pollution.:
Extensive shipboard laboratory period are scheduled during the two trimesters

tha the training ship is moored at the. Campus. During this time both Deck apd

Engineering cadets perform weekly four-hour ioractical maintenanceiessions_ Additionally, dfiring one trimester, "senior Deck cadets engage in practical hip handling
classes for four hours afloat each week aboard the Academy tug boat type training
craft. Aa I pointed out before, .practical ship handling ex _rience for cadets, as well

as tee ship "s own Junior officers; rarely is possible aboard commercial vessels.
Th

tory

time spent in commercial ship riding and training ship practical, laboraamounts to at least one month per year so that in the four year period,

four 'ont,a of equivalent additional shipboard training is gained by these means,

prov ding a total of 11 months actual training on board ship in our current four-

year -rograiri)
As oted above,.simulators today are playing a very important and ever-increasin ±le in training, and the use of these computerized training aids should be taken
account in, any consideration of training-equivalent tesea time Completion of
quid cargo courses in which a tanker simulator is used provides Tar better quality
of training in overall tanker safety handling procedures than would be available by

using an actual tanker. Even if this training were feasible financially, there is

always serious danger of polluting accidents, shipboard fires or explosions in train-

ing situations on vesselsmuch too risky to make shipboard training practical_
Similarly, the .extensive use of a radar simulator provides far more variety in
training than actual shipboard experience. .Both the "number and complexity of
situations can be arranged to demonstrate a great variety of potentially dangerous
situations as, well as normal shipping traffic. The Federal Communications Commis-

sion credits airline pilots with flight credit for time spent on aircraft simulators. It
appears that pilotage time for instance, could and should be allowed some credit for
time spent on a bridge shiphandling simulator for a particular port. Likewise, some
credit for operational time should be extended for training time spent on radar and
tanker simulators as well as other operational simulators as they are develo
All of the general information on professional qualifications cited previously for
our Deck cadets applies equally to our Engineering cadetscadets also receive
practical experience which is not normally available to cadets on commercial vessels. A number of these experiences also. include Deck cadet participation. This
includes participation in the annual Coast Guard inspection and certification of the
training vessel; participation in the quadrennial (four -year) American Bureau of
Shipping special surveys for hull and machinery with most of the work done by
cadets; participation in the quadrennial=ffour-yeari opening of boiler mountings and
the octennial (eight-year) mounting removal inspections with the work being done
by cadets; participation in the annual dridocIdng overhaul of the training vessel;
and participation in the daily preventive maintenance and repair of the training
vessel during the two annual academic trimesters at the Academy.

A careful evaluation of the training opportunities afforded to cadets at this

Academy will show a sea training "equivalency" for both Deck and Engineering
cadets in excess of the one year spent by a cadet aboard a commercial vessel at sea.
The combination of the annual training- ship cruises, the short commercial cruises,
the dockside training ship laboratory periods, the intensive use of smaller training
vessels available to the Academy, and the extensive use of operational simulators,
without doubt, should provide practical training equivalent to well over a year of

sea training aboard a commercial vessel.
In view of the rapidly advancing technology in computers and simulation training, it is my view that simulation training in 10 to 12 years will be capable of taking
over the bulk of practical operational training and thus will reduce considerably the
time required to be spent on inefficient and relatively expensive operational ship-

board training. At the California Maritime Academy simulators and laboratories

ty
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already play a major role in our practical operational training. Our simulation
provides practical training 'in the basic theory of radar and the adjustment and

op ration of the radar set. Our primary course teaches radar plotting for basic rules
of the road, collision avoidance and navigation to enable the student to qualify, for
the Coast Guard-certification' of "Radar Observer." However, we use the simulator
for a variety of other training-roles;
Third Class (Sophomore) -Use the coastline generator of the radar simulator for
eix hour% practical, work in conjunctierr..with classroom instruction in navigation
!..
piloting
Second' Class (Junior) --In the fall, continue training in radar navigation for six.*
hour% nine hours of Instruction in classroom and simulator on basic principles of
deriving.information from radar presentations and relative motion and determining
courses of action to avoid colfisions. In the spring, we provide six hours of training
-on rapid radar plotting and'brioic problemsiricollision avoidance.
First Class (Senior)In the fall our Midshipmen take a minimum of 45 hours to
qualify for Radar Certification including theory, operation of uiptnent,
avoidance, radar navigation, and operation and principles of Eeqlectronic .Relfitive
Motion Analyzers!, During the annual training cruise, the First and Second Class
midshipmen undergo intensive training in all phases of radar navigation and collision avoidance, since the training ship deliberately is taken into high-density shipping lanes whenever possible.
Our Tanker Simulator Laboratory simulates a 70,000 DWT tanker. All First Class
(Senior) Deck midshipmen are required to complete a course in tanker operations.
As Ftart of this course, a laboratory period is conducted onLe trimester basis and
each midshipman spends a minimum of 18 hours acquiring skills in loading discharging and emergency procedtire% Real time stress and trim calculation .simulation is provided and antipollution measures are stressed. The simulator provides
repetitive and realistic emergency situations in all areas of liquid cargo operations.
By the time the midshipman has completed the course, he has had to cope with a
myriad of crisis situations. Eventually we hope to incorporate a crude oil washing
system. into the simulator. In one week the students learn more about oil transfer
operations than they would in a year aboard a tanker.
Our . Diesel Laboratory provides a full trimester laboratory course in which the
engineering student is trained to operate and maintain an operational Marine diesel
engine designed to simulate a direct-drive propulsion system. During the laboratory
sequence, our midshipmen .perform routine maintenance on the engine including
disaassernbly, inspection, reassembly and timing of a cylinder. They also are trained jk
in the use of electronic analyzing equipment. The laboratory time is 12 hours per
.

.

weak for a period of four weeks.

Our Welding Laboratory provides experience in welding, brazing and burning
techniques sufficient to .effect emergency repairs on machinery at sea. The laboratory time is twelve hours per week over a period of four weeks.
In addition to our formal campus laboratory period% practical hands-on shipboard
seamanship and engineering laboratory sessions are conducted aboard the training
ship at the pier between annual cruises to provide technical training and to practice
management skills. All shipboard maintenance is accomplished by midshipmen
between train rig cruises. Modifications and alterations within the capability of the
ship's force also are accomplished by midshipmen. Each midshipman engaged jn
this laboratory spends three hours per dayrfour days per week 'aboard ship in a
highly organized program.
The warrant officer artisans and the Senior midshipmen organize and supervise
the work as laid out by the Chief Mate and First Assistant Engineer. The Junior
midshipmen are assigned the skilled work of the Able Bodied Seaman /Oiler and Deck Engineers, and the Sophomore and Freshmen midshipmen carry out besic
seamanship and engineering tasks.
Looking to the future, I See an ever-increasing role for the simulator in all aspects
of maritime training. We hope to acquire a Low -Speed Diesel Marine Engineroom

Simulator which will be a "first" in maritime training here in the United States.
This modern simulator will meet the growing demand for advanced operational

training for Marine Diesel Engineers. The rapid trend to marine diesel engines has
been generated by the j-apid rise in the price of fuel oil. The thirty percent savings
in annual fuel oil costs generated by these large diesel engines provides the incentive of multi million dollar annual savings to our shipping companies. An increasing
number of American shipping companiea have seen fit to convert existing vessels to
to provide the trained engineers.-A diesel engine simulation
diesel_ Our obligation
laboratory will pontribute. very significantly to its critical diesel training requirement,
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For many yeare,aviation pilots have trained on computer. driven simulators with

cdroplete Hot controls and mock up cockpits, and FAA licensing authorities have

in

simulators VA an intrinsic part of pilot training, The nuclear Polder
-has turned to computer simulation of nuclear plaht control rooms for-,

training -plant operators. Unfortunately, we in the maritime industry have adopted.,..
simulatcfr training too slowly, even though the way _has been prepared by the
acceptance of radar simulation in the training and Certification of personnel as,
qualified Radar Obeervers. The use of simulators for LNG training prior to empluy,'
mentian a gas carrier and the acceptance by the USCG of certificates of satisfactory
course completion are encouraging an ihdicative of the role that simulators
play in the years immediately ahead.:
There are today too many areas where on-the-job training simply is not feasible or
-

possible due to the potential risks or the expense, and we must turn to computer
teaching aids to achievas handsam operationsd training- In my opinion, simulators
are an absolute necessity for more effective training for all tanker operations,
liquifiednatural gas carriers and in shiphandling operations for large or very large
crude carriers where in real practice, an error, miscalculation or hesitation will
spell disaster. For years, simulators have been utilized by the U.S. Navy for naval
team and joint ship training at very substantial savings in time and fuel to provide
-increased proficiency for operational personnel. I believe that it has been demon'atrated clearly that computef /simulator training provides a -realistic; effective and
high quality means of training.

The maritime industry is far behind present technical capability in this area of
training, and we should be trying desperately to catch up, The Maritime Administration .currently is advocating the need for shiphandling simulators at maritime
academies and T believe that these simulators would serve as an equivalent for

substantial portion of the increased sea time requirement!Certaiply there is an
;urgent need for such a simulator on the West Coast where no such facility- now
exists. The installation of one of these simulators on our campus would have a
significant impact on our training procedures and ship operations. However, it also

would serve as an advanced training facility available to the entire West Coast

shipping industry, With a full range of modern simulators in op_ eration, actual ship
training time at sea could be cut to an absolute minimum.
The U.S. Coast Guard awards the 'Radar Observer Certification one successful
completion of, an approved simulator course. USCG certification in other areas suchas tanker operations, tanker requalification, piloting and certain aspects of engineroom operation, both diesel and steam, now is possible.
supplement written

examinations appropriate portions of USCG examinations on rules of the read,
radar, tanker, engineering or shiphandling operations and casualties of all, types
should be based on the applicant's operational performance on a simulator. In

general. a tightening and significant improvement in standards could be achieved at

less expense with the increased use of simulators now available, We have the

technology to develop such a computerized simulation capability. Probably a cornpletely integrated single ship simulator for all aspects of shipboard training should
be developed.

It is my considered opinion that the additional IMCO sea training requirements
can best be met by the primary use of simulators and our continued extensive use of

the training ship as a laboratory This combination will provide the hands-on

experience of a ship at sea plus the experience of operating and maintaining actual
ships' systems. There are a number of reasons why we must place more emphasis on

simulation in maritime training. First, sea training is becoming very expensive,

primarily because of escalating fuel costs but also because of the inherently inefficient employment of time at sea, of manpower and of the ship, a major resource,
The other cost inefficiencies of sea training center around the large, unavoidable
expenses associated with operating an old ship modified for training. As you gentle-

men are aware, drydocking and major periodic maintenance and safety requirements are quite expensive. However, the cost of replacing these old raining ships

with new construction training ships would he exorbitant, so we do ist-ed to develop
a healthy set of alternatiyes, and simulation is our best prospect.
Considering the rapid advances being made in computer simulation and looking

ahead only ten or fifteen years, I would predict that most maritime training and
testing will be accomplished on simulators. The increased use of computerized
simulators will produce a significant improvement in professional performance
atandards. The most significant aspect will be the irnprovemeat in safety and
reduction in marine casualties and environmental pollution. These accidents are
mainly caused by human error, and extensive use of simulators for training will
reduce these casualties sharply. The prevention of just one marine casualty will pay
for a number of training simulators. We can program an infinite variety of situa-

t

rat which will gradually, if not corrected, produce a casualt y. We also can pro-.
avoid a cissualty.
am situations where only an instant, correct -response will
insulators: build confidence in dealing with daily operations and a wide..range of
-.emergetrcies. Only a lifetime at sea could produce equivalent training. ' ."",--7
Computer simulation can create any condition of constricted passage and heavy
any condition of wind, wave, tide or storm at sea.
traffic anywhere,in the world
SiraWaWrs will speed up the training process. Emergencies can be annulated which
will seldom be encountered in a lifetime at sea. Case studies of past accidents add.,.--disasters can be recreated and studied on a simalatar. -A simulatOrr can 'create
unsafe coaditions that could not be duplicated in actual shipboard operation. Every
conceivable' accident or possible failure can be accomplished more sitfeTy; more
-*efficiently and in a shorter time on a simulator than on a training ship. Simulation _.
training turns out better officers because they learn by their, mistakes on I the
.simulater. Simulators are valuable for training new officers and they are equally
mild for teething veteran officers on new equinment. Furthermore, simulators
prcaide months of experience in a matter of howls. For example, one veteran tanker
skipper stated that he had acquired more experience and-learned more in a week's
training on GM's tanker -simulator than
.he.learned from.a full year at sea on a
;
tanker:
Simulators will also play an increasing role in weeding.aut officer candidates who
are professionally or emotionally incompetent to serve as officers. They can create
an atmosphere of stress and produce requirements for instant, decisions that are
invaluable to this selection process.
In my opinion there are no excuses for most of the accidents we are -experiencing
follow prescribed
at sea. Yuman error or human failure to check eqWpment andRequired
simulator
.operational procedures is invariably at the root of the problem.
qualification, in my-judgment. will reduce greatly the number or accidents, save
the rapid spread of
many fdrecious lives, preserve valuable- cargos and prevent
environmental pollution. The evidence of- our need for abetter, more effective
is the dramatip fact that today over 75trainin-and more effective training. device
percent of our Shipboard accidents-are acknowledged to have been caused by human

.

need is obvious and
error. With this mounting tide of statistics in front of tth, the that
the answer does
immediate action: is required. Furthermore, I can assure: you
time
requi_ in the
not lie with the methods of.the past Stretching out the seaI can think
o no more
-long routine and -boring watches at sea is not the answer.
effective or immediate solution to our-problem than-immediate expansion o simulator certification iri every aspect of shipboard training.
We will be Wasting valuable _time, energy, and resources if we try to improve
standards by lengthening the time required at sea. No ship afloat can safely and
economically perform all of the eitergency, operations required for improving our
standards of training. The increasing coat of operating a ship at sea, the rapidly
changing character of maritime technology, theabphistication of shipboard, systems,
the increasing value and the potentially 'dangerous nature of cargos carded, and the
increasing congestion in the shipping lanes and the harbors all inhibit the future
.

use of commercial ships for effective training.

Some of my colleagues still believe that time at sea" on a commercial ship is the
best training for an officer. From my personal experience, I cannot agree with the
tenet that making long, straight wakes on the wide open spaces of the ocean is the
best method of improving officer standards.
Let me reiterate, with the rapid advances being made in computer and simulation
technology, it is my conservative estimate that within the next ten to fifteen years.
highly sophisticated simulators will-be taking over the bulk of shipboard training.
This simulator capability available for training will have reduced considerably the
need for the amount of time now spent on shipboard training. 'I would estimate that
for cadets at State Martime Academies only two to three months aboard a conimer
time spent training on
dal ship at the moat would be sufficient to supplement the ship
program at sea as
the simulators ten to fifteen years from now The training
utilized today by State Academies then could be eliminated. Our present training
at the pier which could be
ships could be maintained on campus as laboratories
activated in an emergency for use by the Federal Government. In ten or twelve
'years -the operation of a training school ship will have become excessively expensive
become
in manpower, energy, resources and time Prolonged training at sea will
increasingly more inefficient and increasingly more limited in scope 'due to the
potential danger inherent in a training operation conducted in high density traffic.
I propose to you today that the most effective and the least expensive program in
training and testing is to
the short range for improving merchant marine officer
provide for each training institution shiphandling simulators, radar simulat,. ,s, and
training
and both sr,- n and
tanker simulators for the improvement o deck oMcer

5a diesel engineroom simulators' for the improvement of engineer officer training. In
tea to-.fitteen years simulator technology probably will. have developed a completely
sitaulated ship, integrating into one .unit all shipboard simalatiorifiGerolitiry to this
would be an active program of dockside Shipboard laboratory' training for deck and
evrin cadets on our campuses
I`lie problem of fleeting up to the IMCO requirements should be resolved by
*sans of eatabliOung inudator' and dockside shipboard training as equivalent to
the additional six months at sea training required by IMCO. The alternatives as I
see them,
expensive, inefficient and ineffective_
For the ure, the role of simulators in maritime training must be expanded to
provide a ull spectrum of simulation for all important aspects of operational
training.'The great versatility of this training iris lernent alio should be used much
more extensively- by the, U.S. Coast Guard:far =ring proficiency and professional
krioyvle
'-would like to thank the distinguished me hers of this Subcommittee for the
opportuniti to pass on my views on this im
subject, and I stand ready for
your questions.
.
'a
EnClosure. Article in the California
tai News, Vol. 3, No 4 of Aug. 1980,
abject: "CMA Tanker Simulator."
,

CMA TANKER SIMULATOR'

-

"A realistic practical approach to _solving problems encountered in tanker operations."
"The ability to experiment without the chance of a spill."
The hands-on work, the opportunity to do it alone, and the constructive comments on better way_ s to do things were extremely valuable to me as a Junior

Officer."

These comments describe the California Maritime Academy's (CMA) Tanker Simulator Course; an unusual collaboration between industry, government, and academia to teach oil tanker officers safe and efficient techniques for oil transport. The
programs emphasis is on safety and pollution control; most major air and water
pollution problems occur during loading and offloading operations,
The Tanker Simulator, similar in concept to those used by airlines to train pilots,
consists of a classroom, console, and computer. From the console, which was actualbuilt for a tanker, the operator can control the simulated flow of petroleum to
d from the storage compartments. The computer simulates the operations and an
array of gauges on the console register the effects on trim (fore and aft balance),
heel (side to side balance). and stress on the imaginary 70,000 ton vessel
Students range in experience from greenhorn midshipmen to tanker officers with

years of shipload experience. In one week they learn more about oil -transfer

.

operations than they would in a year on board a tanker.
A typical assignment would be to simulate a tanker run from Alaska to Long
Beach. The student must calculate how much oil to load and where to distribute it
throughout the ship. Improper loading could place too much stress at some point,
causing a structural member to fail and the vessel to break in.two. That's the easy
part. The catch is that the instructor can plug any-data he wants into the system,
such as an inflow valve sticking open, By the time the trainee has completed'. the
course, he has had to cope with myriad of crisis situations.
According to. William Black, fhe project director, Most oil spills are the result of
human error; someone 'not noticing a valve failure, for example. Our students are
taught that equipinent will malfunction and to recognize the failure and deal with
it. Unless the steps that must betaken to handle the problem are imprinted on the
officer, chances are that when an emergency arises, he won't handle it correctly. .
The simulator gives the student a chance to live through an emergency .and learn
what steps to take."
So far, 100 midshipmen-and nearly 70 licensed officers have gone through the
rogram. For the midshipmen, the Tanker Simulator Course is part of their curricuum at the Academy. For officers, the Academy offers a week long course, once a
month for junior officers, and once every two months for senior officers. Moat of the

trainees are sent from Chevron, Arco, and Exxon as part of their training for
marine operations, but as the reputation of the program spreads, the diversity of

the students' backgrounds grows. Some students, such as an experienced cargo ship
captain, are willing to pay the $600 tuition out of their own pocketa for the Tanker
Simulator Course. Of the five instructors, three work for oil companies, one is a
retired Coast Guard Captain, and the other. Brian Law, is the project manager and
an instructor at the Academy,

..
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The Tanker SimulaWr, the only one of its kind in the world; was conceived m
the loading and off -toadin
1978 when Chevron bought equipment to automate
and.don _
operations for three of the tankers. Chevron canceled the modifications
to _study the feasibility of
some aL the equipment to CAA. along ._with $10,000
adapting the, equipment to a computer. When the go-ahead was received, Chevron
their earlier contributions stath
and several other oil -companies supplemented
865,000 to make the system o- rabic In 1979, the Coastal Commission awarded
(GE') grant of.nearly450,000 for computer
CAL a Coastal Energy Impact program
ware and software to improve the speed of sirriulation and to add hull trim,
heel, and steeps prograris to the simulator. Commission for another CEIP grant to
Currently COLA is applying to the Coastal
ify the simulator to accommodate. arl =Inert Gas System, a safety mechanism
(CWT)
which the Coast Guard now requires on all tankers 20.000 dead weight tons
'13WT Liberty Ship. of World War
and up. (oil tankers range in size from the 10,000
large
for
any
port
in
the
world.)
In an
II. to 500,000 DVVT tankers which are too
cleaned, cooled, and .then
inert. gas sysaem, burnt gas from the stack ki
h oxygen_ content, the empty
the
pumped into the ship's oil tanks. Because ofstatic
e ectricity have 6een known to
tanks are highly volatile. Sparks from stray
gas reduces the oxygen level in the tank
cause ciftastrephic explosions: Thea recycled
lighted match were thrown into an empty tank.
to prevent an explosion
' corporate a Crude Oil Washing System into the
Eventually, C1)4A hopes
foreign tanker officers .In a
simulator, and to expand, the ourse to accommodate
residue out
Crude Oil Washing System, oil is used to rinse the sludge-like crude oil
Ices of oil, and. water.
of`the tanks., greatly reducing the chances of an explosion
tankers constitute much of our coastal tanker traffic, though are
pollution.
safety and water pollution regulations as
not always subject,- to the same rigidsimulator
would indoctrinate foreign tanker
dothestic tankers. Experience with-the
officers to American pollution and safety rehrulationti.
the shipThe CMA Tanker Simulator marks a positive step toward safeguarding
envirbnrnent from tanker operations,
ping industry and preventing damage to the
land Shows that diverse interest groups can work together for a common good:

Mi. PANsittiq. Admiral Rodgers?
STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. E. A: RODGERS, USMS,
SUPERINTENDENT CASTINE MAINE
Admiral RODGERS_ Thank you.

,
Without' Tiiriig to repeat what my good colleague, Admiral'
perhaps
statement,
I
will
agree
with
99
percent,
included in
taking small exception to the value of 'simulators down the road
to 15 years.
I wouldn't want to disagree with him completely. There is no
'mportant
question in my mind that they will become increasingly
so in my
at this t
as time goes on', and it's certainly important
couple of things one on the

comments I will try to focus in on a
training ship situation as we have it
aining ships
In the first place, I am firmly convinced that
arm
of trainacademies
are
by
far
the
at the State maritime
ing available. I think that the time on a training hip on a day -toobserver time on a
day basis is worth more -.than the so-called
commercial ship. On the other hand, they are both extremely
valuable.
Maine Maritime Academy initiated a rather. formal program
back in 1968 in which we subAtitutone of our three basic 2 month
cruise on commercial ships, and that has been extremely successful.
It helps us to reduce the number of students aboard the training
the quality of training. Stuship, so we believe we can improve
ships
gain a variety of experidents going out to the commercial
experience of the real world
ences, not only gaining the practical
but, at the same time, they are bringing back reports and experi-

.

...

enceS that are good for our facts ty , and students. SO I urge the
combination ottraining ship and c mmercial ship time, and I think
that the Mair4 Maritinie Academ solution. has proven to be probably as effective as can be.

With regard to our present tr sng ships, without going into the
problems similar to what we h d on Massachusetts Maritime, I
think all of us experience from srs e .to time ,difficulties with our
training ships. Maine certainly had its share this year toe.
Most of it I believe stems from the fact that the only time that
receive a training ship is when no one else-wants it It's pretty
well_worn out and qld. It leaves something to bedesired as far as
modern' equipment, and so forth -birt; over and above that, the
single most important thing at the present time is-the eft& for an
infusion of money to modernize the preient training ships.
.

We heard that there are not replacements available. The socalled design of the new training ship apparently is in limbo for
lack of money at the present time I certainly would recommend
at some action, be taken immediately to modernize these ships
a goal of at least a 10-year span, and I am talking of modern-ization, I mean much more money than has been put in in the
past, such thing ';as even changing the electrical system. from DC
one single example, so that we could gel on with
to AC. That is j
present technol_ , and so forth.
I do think tha we should be studying new training ships in spite
of the fact that simulators are going to become increasingly impor-

tant, and it mayle that a new training ship of the future will have
a number of these simulators aboard and combine both features.
There is no substitute for getting students out to sea in the realthing, and we should be more active in pursuing the design of new
training ships:
I would like to invite your attention to part of my statement
which I won't elaborate on now but the" Maine Maritime Academy
did have the good fortune of being an official guest of the Soviet
Minister of Merchant Marine in 1974.

We took our training ship to Leningrad. We were hosted by a
Soviet training ship, and that particular ship incidentally was only
2 years old: There were three of that class that had been built for
training, had duplicate engine rooms, duplicate bridges, pieces of
equipment that were similar to the operating pieces that the students would actually take apart in a laboratory.
They also are designed to carry cargo and operate as part of a

fleet, and they were extremely effective as far as training and

experience for the students.

There are things that we can learn from the Russians. I would
like to also mention that Maine Maritime Academy has used its
training ship for promotion of trade, and the carrying of gift cargo
to the underdeveloped nations. So what I am suggesting is that in
the study and design of new training ships, we should try to look
and see what else can a training ship de to do something for the
country and use our tax money more effectively.

I think another aspect of what we need to do on training would
be to encourage through some incentive commercial ship operators
in building new ships, to provide a cadet bunk room aboard.

As Waknow, all subsidized ships Fe required to have Space for
two cadets, primarily _ the Kings Point cadet requirement, ,but it
seems to me that a little more mceritivb to provide additional space
would be very, very valtiable.: If other academies decide to use some
of that type of seatime, why it .Would -he available, whereas today

there just aren't enough spaces aboard commercial ships for all of us to gethe route that the Maine Maritime Academy has
Getting on to beyond the training ships, with regard to -simulators, I would like to start off by saying that I think the witnesses
tend to underestimate the impact on the State._ academies of the
rmco seatime requirements. Such statements as the-only ones that
are going to be affected are the academies. Not only that but when
you look at what the simulator is going to cost, what the housing
for it is going to mean in terms of money 'and space, the manning
and operating costs'and the upkeep Costa, I foresee very formidable
financial problems. I don't have any good _figures, but just jotting
down some figures, the $3 million to $5 million for a simulator, and
I would assume that it's going to cost a quarter of a million to put

some kind of a structure around it, staffing and operating costs
$100,000,-and upkeep of at least $25,000 per year

Those are probably too modest; but I only want to say before we
go headlong into these t_ hings somebody does need to consider all of
these various problems.

It's not only the cost factor, but there are time problems in-

volved. For instance,-at the present time we at the State maritime

academies, and I am sure it's true at the Federal Academy, are

really packing in about 5 years into a 4-year program through the
11 months and the seatime and the maintenance requirements on
the ship and the watch standing, and so forth, and by adding these
additional things, whether it's at sea aboard the ship or whether
simulator time or whether it's small vessel time, these are additional time requirements, and they are not easy to solve, and I am
not sure what is going to give.
I have a feeling, an uneasy feeling, that when it comes down to it

that the thing that probably will have to give is some of the
amount of time that we spend, that is the students spend in the
maintenance and upkeep of our training ship.
As you heard from California, Maine is the same way, our stu-

dents are there all year long, every day of the year with the
exception of a weekend, and on a weekend they are standing
watches, but there is an active group of maintenance students

performing Smile tasks, working with the electricians, the engineers, and so forth. As we are pressed for more things, such As
simulator, time, something has to give and I wouldn't like to see the .
ship maintenance suffer because I think the State academies particularly by having the training ship maintained by students have
earned an enviable reputation for hands-on practical type of seagoing people, which is extremely Valuable.

I just think those things need to be, said With regard to the

effectiveness of simulators in the program, both the small vessel as
well as the electronic bridge simulators are extremely valuable. We
all ought to have them. I think if I were sitting here with a Coast
Guard hat on, I would even speak louder with regard to the value

.

of them, becauae I think in addition
the are an extremely effective.mea

It
just plain
training on them,

of testing:

aVitig- been a naval aviator an been throlgh 'aimilialori,1
Ow that before- you really sit over in the lefthand- seat and

a
fly y the airplane, you have a b$tter opOortunity to demons rate through some performance on simulators your qualifications
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o handle these emergencies.
,

Today in our maritime training we da' t do this 'very well . 'Me
-Coast Guard administers a written examination, but there -really
isn't a.means by which you can guarantee that every student who
graduates and gets that license can handle_ the=se various situations
when it comes down to the real life situation.,

I think the simulator can approach that very well We can't do it

all with the ship..,

Two other very short comments; responding to testimony we
heard before, there was some statement asking -about how other
maritime nations were meeting this proble: of the increased seai
: .
time, and a reference was made to the Unit
It's my understanding that in the United Xi dom, the students
at the maritime academies are basically sponsored by shipping
companies who in turn provide the sea experience aboard their
own ships,' and they get their year's seatime and they have been
doing this.

,
Therefore, they are
not under any particiar ,pressure to get

more seatirne, and the simulator is looked, uppn as, : simply sonic.\ '
thing to enhance the value of training.
Furthermore, the students there are being sponsored by the company, not subject t-to the costs that our State academies are In the

case of Maine, we have had to increase our fees 11 percent this
coming year 10 percent last year and it's getting up to the point
now where the total cost is well over $5,000 for man3i stUdents, and
it becomes a- problem.

.

The other statement I -would like to refer to and Admiral Benkert very correctly said that we were giyen advande notice of the
IMCO Convention meeting, and so forth.

,

-

.

The only thing is that we are talking basically ;about.. this increased seatime, and that was not in the draft personally reviewed that draft. I found nothing wrong with it I cbuldn't find the
time and money to go to London for a couple of months if there
had been something in the draft suggested that there was going to
be an increase in seatime, there is no question that we would have
spoken up, so I think he is correct that we were aware° of the
convention, but not correct with regard to being aware of that
particular increase in seatime.
Someone else mentioned this morning that that came up at the
convention, and even though they had been meeting for some 8
years, in talking about these standards, within 2 days they resolyed
that particular issue and we had no input, and I think it's too'bad
that we didn't.
I think that pretty much summarizes the ,high points of the
things I wanted to say, sir.
[Admiral Rodgers' statement follows:],

.

PREPARED STATEMENT BY REAR Arm. E. A.
MAINE MARITIME

.ERs, usms, SUPERINTENDENT OF
CADEMY

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I appreciate this opportunity to
with their training ships. The ships are an integral and essential aspect of the

appear here today, to present my views on the problems the state academies face

program for the training of merchast marine officers at the several state academies.

We are at a critical stage as we face the possibility of a doubled sew training
requirpment for deck officers with ships that are aging rapidly, and :expensive to
'operate and with no visible replacements in sight. I trust that your current study

and the awareness of our problems that you demonstrate by this hearing, may lead
to a solution of our problems that will serve the national interest.
Since 1968.Maine Maritine Academy has used a combination of training, ship and
commercial ship sea time for all cadets. It has been formalized into our program
such that all cadets spend two months on the training ship at the end of both the
freshman and junior academic years and during the summer after their sophomore
year they are assigned to various commercial vessels for at least two months. We
developed this sytem in order to limit the number of students on the training ship

to two classes for more effective training. Furthermore the one summer on a

commercial vessel gives students an opportunity to experience the real world and
gives the Academy on opportunity to draw upon the wide variety of student experiences. We have found this arrangement to be ideal.
Our training ship is truly a working laboratory during the entire year Students
are assigned maintenance and watch duties as a routine part of their daily program.
During the course of four years all students spend a considerable amount of time
working and standing watches on the ship and we believe that our good reputation
in the industry is due largely to the heavy emphasis that we place on the use of the
ship as a training laboratory.
Although we advocate a training ship for each academy, there are three major
roblerns with the present ships. In the first place they are old and the government
they are not
as not been providing sufficient funds for their upkeep.
ideal training ships in that systems are obsolete and they are lacking in an opportunity for diesel engine propulsion training. Finally, training ship operating costs for
the academies are very high. Now that provisions are being made for the govern
ment to provide fuel oil for cruises, and hopefully additional funds for snip upkeep,
we are only buying time and
these problems will be relieved considerably.

it is no too early to start working on replacement training ships as the present
ones have only about ten years of se -mice life remaining.

Since there are no replacement vessels in service or in the reserve fleet and there
aren't enough berthing spaces aboard U.S. flag operating vessels for all academy
cadets, it should be obvious that time is running out for action. The ideal-solution
would be to construct new ships designed for training purposes, one for -each
ademy: If this isn't feasible, then a system of rotating a couple of shins between
could be developed but this will present very serious problems in
he
scheduling. The whole educational system in our country is geared to a fall and
spring semester and there are times of the year when it would be very undesirable
to be scheduled for a cruise. Also we would lose the ship as an alongside laboratory
and thus our program would suffer. Furthermore this system would require a small'

nucleus crew to stay with the ship with a higher salary than at present. An

alternative to training ships might be to require all US flag ships to provide a cadet
bunkroom for six to eight cadets. Eventually this would provide sufficient berthing
for all maritime cadets, federal and state, 41 n d thus eliminate the need for training
ships.

I do not advocate this latter suggestion since it would not be as appealing as
having our own ships, but it is mentioned because it does represent .a possible

solution that might be considered.
The foregoing comments are based upon the present requirement for six months

sea time for state academy cadets. All indications are that graduates of the academies are performing very creditably so the cost in time and money of complying
with the 1MC0 standards of training and watchkeepiag for a doubling of this time
for deck cadets does not appear to be justified. Actually certain types- of simulator

and small boat experience would be a far better utilization of resources as an

equivalency for the additional six months sea training. It is difficult to state at this
time how the IMCO standards will affect our policies and operations because we do
not know how the Coast Guard will evaluate training ship time vs observer time on
commercial ships, simulator and small boat time as part of the equivalency package.
Regardless of how the requirement is met, it will be very costly and something in
our programs will have to he eliminated in order to work any form of this additional training into the four year period. Most probably the extra time would have to
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come from time presently devoted to ship's maintenance. My specific recommendations are:
1. Initiate immediately a major modernization program on all present training
ships.

Provide a requirement or an incentive for ship operators to accommodate more
cadets with berths aboard US flag and US owned foreign flag vessels (This is with
the long range objective of having accommodations for One two- to-three month
cruise per year for all state academy cadets aboard a commerical ship. This would
reduce the number of cadets aboard training ship cruises for better training and

significantly reduce the requirements both in size and number for new training
ships). As stated previCiusly, we feel- strongly that the combination of both training
ship and commercial ship experience is the ideal to strive for
3. Initiate Ii program to design and construct modern training ships to be shared
by the State academies.
4. Initiate a program to provide each academy a ship handling simulator.

(Note.Assuming that some sea time equivalency will be granted by the Coast
Guard for small boat training_ , each academy should move to acquire a suitable
vessel for this purpose. Maine Maritime Academy is proceeding with this project at
the present time.)
Before racing headlong into the development of a new training ship, I propose an
experiment utilizing one of the academies and its present training ship. The experi-

ment would involve authorization and support for the use of the ship for other
purposes of value to our country in addition to cadet training. Maine Maritime
Academy has used its training ship on occasion with trade fair exhibits and activities aboard to promote Maine Products. If properly supported by industry and the
Commerce Department, there is adequate space aboard these ships to set up a large
Scale trade fair that could visit ports of interest' throughout the world in order to

promote sales of U.S. products. At the same time the ship could be used as an

instrument of good will in support of State Depart /pent objectives. Maine Maritime
Academy has made two visits to South America with gift cargo in support of the
PARTNERS of the AMERICAS Program. These visits were extremely successful'in

building better relations between countries. As a condition of the experiment I
would propose one three month cruise per year for the next few years so that most
ports in the world could be considered. AlSo this would provide some additional sea
time to meet the IMCO requirements. If sufficient income could be derived from
exhibit _sponsors and a small percentage of sales, the experiment could prove to be a

practical. solution to the type and method of operating new construction training

Anothe possible use for a training ship that appears to have national benefits

would ht_r to cooperate with the college semester at sea programs. This program is

being conducted by the University of Colorado at Boulder using a foreign flag/

foreign crew ship. Reportedly this arrangeMent is not satisfactory and Maine Mari-

time Academy has been approached for the use of our 'training ship, Federal

regulations do not permit us to use the ship for such programs. It would appear that
in the national education spectrum there should be an opportunity for some college

students to spend a few months in study and travel aboard a IJS flag ship, If the

Congress concurs in this objective and regulations were amended to permit cooperation with this program, the use of a marittrne academy training ship could make the'
difference between survival or termination of the program. The time. has come to be

more imaginative and to use our government resources more constructively in

pursuit of national objectives and good business practices, As a taxpayer, I object to

having training ships cruise for training only when iigith a little extra effort they
could be used for additional 'purposes and enhance the practical education of stu-

dents. while still performing their primary mission.
In closing, I would like to pass on to the committee an observation from the visit

of the Maine training ship to Leningrad in 1974. The Russians assigme& a new
Specially designed training ship, the "Professor Ukhov" as our host ship and I had
the opportunity to inspect the ship and talk to the maritime officials at all levels.
Their training ships are designed primarily for training but they also carry cargo.
In this particular case the ship was designed for refrigerated cargo. One feature of
the ship's design that impressed us was a separate and nearly duplicate engine
room that was used only as a training lab. The, training ships were not operated
solely and separately as training vessels but by the Baltic Ship Lines, When as a
gesture of courtesy_ . I extended an invitation for the "Profeshor Ukhov" to visit at
the home of the Maine Maritime Academy, the Deputy_ . Minister of Merchant
Marine immediately responded with the statement "First we must talk cargos and
trade, the ship does not cruise empty."

In the design of new traininhips we should consider what else the ship might

do, such as carry military or aid cargo, act as a trade fair ship and as an instrument
of foreign policy in such activities as "people to people" programs.

Mr. PANSHIN. The comments both you and Admiral Rizza made

on the IMCO convention are noted. As well you spoke to the
problems -of the training ships, and I wish to reassure you of this
subcommtge's awareness of those problems and its efforts to
Obtain increased funding both for repair and maintenance and for
renovation of existing ships.
At this time may we receive testimony from Commodore Hendy

from Massachusetts'.

STATEMENT OF COMMODORE WILLIAM R. HENDY, JR., ACTING
PRESIDENT, MASSACHUSETTS MARITIME ACADEMY, ACCOM

pANIED BY CAPT. GEOFFREY MOTTE, VICE PRESIDENT OF
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, BUZZARDS BAY, MASS.

Commodore HENDY. I assume my comments that I have forwarded will be put into the record,
I will just brieflY summarize them by saying that the underlying
philosophy upon which the Massachusetts Maritime Academy au
proaches the ,IMCO standards-is based on the continued u§e of the

training ship and future ship simulators such as full function

training simulators, diesel engineroom training simulators, liquid
loading simulators and damage control and firefighting simulators.
This would be of course in addition to the traditional knowledge
that we expect our graduates to have,
I would also like to reiterate that in order to continue the training ship, methodS, a substantial commitment must be made to
improve the operating status of the academy's training ships provided by the Maritime Administration,
Considerable effort is immediately required to bring these vessels
into an even reasontible operating condition.
I would like to second my colleague's comments in full., I would
also like to state that with me today I have the vice president for
academic affairs, Dr: Geoffrey Matte, who is a master mariner. Dr.'
Matte also holds extra maritime papers and he is prep5red to give
the committee the benefit of his experience and knowledge, especially as it relAes to simulators.
Thank you.
[Commodore Fiendy's statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF COMMODORE WILLIAM R. HENDY;
MASRACHOSETTS MARINE ACADEMY

ACTING PRESIDENT:

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Ad Hoc Subcommittee, my name is William R.
Hendy, Jr. I am here as Acting President of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy,
a position which I was appointed to on August 19, 1980. I have been employed at
Academy since i961 and have been Executive Vice President since 1972,
I

should like to thank the Committee for this opportunity to represent

Academy and its graduates.
, A detailed analysis of, existing and proposed maritime training at the Massachu=
Setts MaTitime Academy together with associated arrangements for accumulating

time at sea has been submitted to the Maritime Administration for preparation of
the eqaivalency package. The underlying philosophy upon which the Academy's,

approach to-the revised IMCO standards is based is as follows:
(a) The quality of seatraining afforded by the training ships operated by the State
Academies is of the highest calibre. This fact is reflected in the excellent reputation

held by officers of the U.S. Merchant Marine within the International Community

of merchant seamen.
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(b) Over the past decade substantial advances have been made in theiipplication
of various modern technology applications to everyday maritime industrial practice.

Large ULCCs, Container Vessels and LNG carriers are the rule rather than the
exception. Budgetary considerations render it extremely difficult for institutions
that rely primarily on state funding to stay current with the expensive training,
simulators and laboratory equipment necessary to provide realh3tic education in this
area of high technology. Specific requirements are for
(I) Full function ship training simulators.
(2) Diesel engineroom training simulators.
(3) Liquid loading simulators.
(4) Damage control and firefighting.simula rs.
(c) A critical national manpower requirement and considerations for the integrity

of this nation's defense capabilities are presently agfected directly by financial
restrictions at both State and Federal levels. It is interesting to note that in
contrast to this situation, five full function ship simulators are expected to be
operational for deck officer training at Maritime Colleges within the United Kingdom by the end of this year Not one State Academy in the U.S. presently has or
expects within the next three years to have a ship simulator designed to train
officers in modern bridge practice.
(d) The traditional knowledge in seamanship, navigation, meteorology, ship stability construction and maintenance remain the cornerstones of a deck officer's initial

training. Similarly diesel engineering, auxiliaries mechanics, boilers and turbines
are basic necessities for engineering officers_ However, it is of paramount impor
tance that a sound academic program be operated in conjunction with such practical
training in order that it is possible for the technical material to be transmitted at a
sound professional revel.

In order for the State Maritime Academies to continue to respond to the nation's
accelerated needs, (Mared Manpower Projections through 1990), an increasing finan-

cial burden must be borne by the Federal government in order to provide to the
industry enlightened junior officers conversant with up-to-date industrial practice.
A substantial commitment must be made to improve the operational status of the
Academy Training Ships provided by the Maritime Administration. Considerable,
effort is immediately required to bring these vessels into even a reasonable ortratMg condition. The training provided by these vessels is invaluable and proven over
many years. This fact is well _recognized in every way, except the vital supply of
necessary operating funds.
standards by an
In summary this Ac _em y pects to meet the new IMCO stand
appropriate combination f inc eased .training vessel experience, realistically simustructional setting and tradition maritime educalated .conditions in contro
tion founded
on sound academic preparation.
7

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, for your th ughtful attention

and consideration.

Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you, Commodore. Your remarks in their
entirety will be included in the official record.
Admiral Kinney of the New York Maritime.
STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. S. H. KINNEY, USN (RET.), PRESIDENT, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK MARITIME COLLEGE, FORT SCHUYLER, N.Y.

Admiral KINNEY. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, if
New York Maritime College is confronted by Federal rulemaking

with respect to STCW-II-4, that gives full effect to the IMCO

seatirne for mates, we face significant, perhaps impossible problems

of first, cost and second, curriculum compression; if we are to
remain a 4-year college.

The Council of American Master Mariners in speaking to this
went on record to the effect: "' 6 urge that the United States,
avoid precipitous action or premature unilateral implementation of
standards that would place the American merchant marine and
*

domestic maritime industries in a disadvantageous position."
The proposed IMCO rule, if adopted, would hurt the capability of

Fort Schuyler to produce initial entry officers. The United States
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need apologize to no Ration nor to IMCO for the present licensing
standards. There is no empirical evidence that the mates the current standards produce are incompetent.

The IMCO proposals are formulated by compromise among European and other national practices. Witness the divergent views of
required seatime for deck and engine officers, a typical Royal Mer-

chant Navy point of view.

The U.S. methods of education and training for the sea are far
different from the European. If we mix apples and oranges in a
training basket, we improve neithe'r.
Implementation of the IMCO proposal is espoused in the United

States by some based on two myths about seatime as it relates to
license preparation.

First, that seatime is synonymous, with training time; that is,
just being afloat provides increased knowledge, competence, and
professionalism. This is false.
Second, more seatime is better. The longer you spend afloat, the
more competent you become; also false.
Blind acceptance of the IMCO-proposed regulations would sub-

scribe to these myths. Somehow, it's imputed that more cadet

seatime will reduce collisions, groundings, and pollution, .but there
,is nokevidence that these are being caused by entry-level officers
lieare school ship, that is State academy, graduates.

ate University Maritime College is dedicated to training competent entry-level licensed officers, deck and engine. We have done
so for 106 years. We welcome valid means of further improvement,

but we doubt that the IMCO resolution necessarily achieves this

There are other means such as training devices that can be

beneficial, because they provide programmed and evaluated learning experiences in a controlled environment. Bridge operation sim-

ulators are among these. I use that term advisedly. Third mates

are not ship handlers.
To summarize, SUNY Maritime College presently has 1,000 students. The fiscal condition of the State university as reflected by

the fiscal condition of the State of New York will probably not

support the costs of increased seatime, nor can New York afford to

buy expensive simulators or the buildings to house them or to

operate them.
The 4-year program of instruction would be seriously altered by

a requirement to make room for 1 year of seatime. The result in

our opinion would be to degrade, not to imp_ rove, the quality of the
graduate as a seafarer.
The pfesent requirements of seatime to be licensed by the Coast
Guard-m-e adequate, and in the United States we need apologize to

no nation nor IMCO for the quality and capability of the third
mates and third assistant engineers produced by every source in
our Nation under the present requirements and standards.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear and testify,
[Admiral Kinney's statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. S. H. KINNEY, USN (Err.), PRKsinENT OF
THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK MARITIME COLLEGE

I any Shelddn Kinney, President of the Maritime College hi the State University

of 'Jew York, located at Fort Schuyler, where the East River joins Long Island
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Sound. The Maritime College appreciates the opportunity to appear before your
Committee to testify on Sea Training at Maritime Academies.
This opportunity to present our College viewpoint on serious concerns in Maritime Education and Training is another step forward- This Committee has given the

State Schools important opportunities to be heard on pending legislation and authorization, and Mr. Chairman, the hearings have been to us, constructive and
collegial, about schools that are a unique national resource for economy and deAnse.
The hearings today are about Sea Training at the Maritime Academies, With
regret, we concede there exists no comprehensive theoretical foundation for our
understanding of maritime education and training. However, there is a long history
and a considerable body of empirical evidence that can reveal the path to where we
are, and the articles and artifacts of the state of the art. Lacking a comprehensive
accepted theory predictions can hardly be made with much certainty, or unanimity,
but the history and the practice can help us testify to our expectations for improvement and where to go from here.
A vital influence in the history of maritime education and training was the vtion
of Admiral Stephen B. Luce of the U.S. Navy. In addition to his landmark achieve-

meats in Navy education and training, he initiated what I would say was the first
most important step beyond pure apprenticeship of merchant seafarers "before the
mast." He created the schoolship concept embodied in Congressional legislation in
1874.

The original concept deserves our attention for the scope of the principles estal:
lished.' These principles have withstood the test of time over one hundred years,
and through periods of dreadful challenge to the success of the merchant marine in
national defense. The principles are not to my knowledge, under direct challenge
today. But some are definitely eroded and unfortunately close to dilution, and ifs
could be stranded if we don't steer a proper course.
The legislation enabling Luce's concept was Federal. The committee's hearings on
H.R. 5451 carry forward the Federal concern, as does this Hearing

The Federal purpose included recognition of merchant marine training as a

contribution to national defense. Luce knew that merchant seamen were, in wartime,- a vital resource. The committee's ii.F1 5451 hearings were mindful of thid
principle.

The legislation successfully introduced instruction in a Federal schotil ship along the Federal and iitate governments, The committee's initiative in authori2ng apprc
priation for training cruise fuel costa was a recent affirmative of the partnership as

seen on a coat basis a basis on which one partner had in the State view become

somewhat silent.
The legislation successfully introduced instruction in a Federal school hip alongside the dock and afloat with Federal instructors. This concept has mostly survived

and is central to the Hearing today. The committee has been attentive to the idea
heretofore, and we welcome the continued interest and the opportunity to speak

out. Admiral Luce is said to have delivered the first authorized training ship
himself, directly out of the Boston Naval Shipyard refit. We can't expect. quite that
but the interest of this committee is certainly in the finest tradition.
Mr. Chairman, I hold that the basic tenet of Sea Training at Maritime Academies
has the roots I've mentioned going back over one hundred years, and that there are
clear storm warnings flying now and that the Maritime College is very pleased by

the interest of this committee in these matters inid the invitation to present our
views.

One of the clear storm warnings is due to the standards proposed by the International Convention obi Standards of Certification, Training and Watchkeeping of
Seafarers, 1978. A second is due to the status of schoolships.

We reviewed a comprehensive draft of the IMCO Standards prior, to the JuneJuly 1978 Convention, and there were no problems. In July 1978, the delegation
returned and the first sign of a problem. was the question: ' How are you going to
meet the new one-year sea time requirement?" Something happened there.
Evidently there may be various problems with the July 1978 Convention, as the
Council of American Master Mariners is on record to ".
urge that the United
States avoid precipitous action or premature unilateral implementation of standards
on U.S. vessels that would place the American merchant marine and domestic
." For our part, there is a
maritime industries in a disadvantageous position
distinct focus of irrationality, and that is the proposed standard for the entry-level
.

.

.

licensed officer's prior sea experience and age,
The IMCO proposed Regulation II/4 for entry-level Deck Officers would require a
minimum age of 18, and for a graduate of a three-year training school, one year of
sea time Proposed Regulation III/4 for entry-level Engineer Officers would require

2
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a minimum age of IS, and, for a graduate of a three-year training school, 'an
adequate period of sea service,'

The Maritime College does not recommend implementation of regulations that
would permit the Federal and State Academies to accept 15 yearsDlds that in three
years would have completed a program with either onyear or an adequate
period" of sea time to be licensed entry-level officers in the U.S. Merchant Marine_
At the present time the State School programs, having evolved over one hundred
years since the principles established, admit graduates of secondary education
schools, undergo a minimum of three years' education and training, anc experience

six months intensive training under the supervision of licensed training officers
before evaluation by examination for entry-level positions. This applies to both Deck
and Engine Officers.
Mr- Chairman, we make no apologies whatsoever- to IMCO, to any foreign nation,

to anyone, for the basic structure of entry-level licensing in the United States.

We want to improve the efficiency and effecti(i.eness of our Program, but we hold
steadfast to the 1-inciples established, and are .desi .to the mythology' and degrad-

tion . implicit in blind passive acceptance of IMCO as an expedient to meet the
challenge of better training for a better merchant marine environment.
The IMCO proposals are dominated by compromise among European and other
national practices. Witness the divergent views of required sea time forl Deck and
Engine Officers, We should improve our United States practice, but the improvemerit must be based on rational extension of our proved practice_ We must expose
the fact and the fiction, the truth and the myths surrounding sea training, sea time
and sea experience.

Mr. Chairman, I am satisfied that your invitation for testimony at this hearing

exhibits the same interest to know, as best we can on empirical evidence, the truths
and myths about sea training, The Maritime College is pleased to present its view.
Two examples each of truths and myths about sea training are these:
Myths
Truths
Sea Time is Sea Training
All seafarers need it
More is better
Seafarers need more than it alone
If you believe the myth that sea time is pea training, then you would believe that
more is better_ Blind acceptance of IMCO proposed regulations would be a typical
behaviour patWn to exhibit subscription to those myths.
Somehow it is imputed that more cadet sea time will reduce collisonk-groundings,
and pollution events. The statistics, often quoted, that 80 percent marine casualties
involve human error may be reasonably true, but no hint of statistic has shown that
the human errors were .by entry-level officers who were ill-trained cadets, Similarly,
there seems to be a mythology that the pressures of public awareness of marine
hazards or public dissatisfaction with the maritime safety record would be satisfied
by increasing cadet sea time since more is better and sea time is sea training. It
just isn't so, because those are myths, and because our empirical evidence is that

entry-level officers do not pilot ships, they do not maneuver ships in confined
waters, they are not assigned shiphandling jobs, and that night order books left for
junior mates invariably require, 'In case of trouble, or an expected encounter, call
me."

Sea time is not sea training for the simple reason that time is not transmuted
the same
invariably into a proper learning experience. That is not all sea time
time-effectiveness of training There is compelling empirical evidence that for entrylevel officer training, the least time-effective is experience not supervised or critically evaluated by a training officer. The improvement in time-effectiveness is about
three-to-one if the student officer is officially assigned as such currently documented as a cadet observer, with a sea project to be completed, reviewed, and evaluated.
Time-effectiveness is further improved about two -tine by completing the sea time

as Admiral Luce envisiened: under continuous supervision of qualified training
officers excuting a training syllabus that is the at-sea -complement to training
ashore in a dedicated training ship.

This three-tier evaluatipn of timeeffectiveriess is for example, evidenced in 46
U.S. Code and Section 310.3, Part 3I0, Merchant Marine Training, of General Order
ST It is known simply in the trade as sea time requirements for qualification to sit
for examination to become an entry-level officer.

Until that fateful day in July 1978 when the IMCO delegations succumbed to
mythology, I know of no founded assault on the practice established in the United

States for evaluation of entry-level officer candidates. In particular there is no

correlation with human error casualty statistics.
A profession is unique in part because its entry-ports are unique and not common
experience. Doctors have it lawyers have it, and the profession of Master Mariner
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has it. All seafarers need sea training. PKOL-i-ressively senior positions need to have
proved preparation and competence. The Maritime Academies are not experienced
in providing sea training or other.
beyond entry-level.. New York is
commenting only on entry-level.
For the entry-level, certainly, and most likely for more senior competence, seafarers need more than sea training.
.
What more? Study, and exercise on training devices.

Study comes before and after sea experience. The Rules of the Road must be
known before another vessel is sighted, if the encounter is to be a true learning
experience. "What if?" questions can be asked after some basic realities have
become inherited, so intuition seeks the unpredicted but possible. Study guides,
proprietary and union schools, and the academies all provide modes for this study.
IMCO seems to trade off three years' sea time without specific study for two years'
guided study and one year sea time but there is no information on what must be

studied. .
Training dev
ed learning expe-

.

are

ntial because they provide for programmed and evaluatin a controlled environment. No one doubts the. value bf the

simple blinker light trainer. Next, the typical ship light displays can be had by
anything from flash cards to films to planetariums to whole bridge simulators.
.

.A
0

Further, an approved course in radar observer training must 146 U.S. Code) include
'suitable training devices." And now of course technology can provide bridge oper
ationssimulatora.
Shiphandling simulators, or as we prefer to use them, "Bridge Operations Simulators" have been made possible because the ship motion mathematical models are
reasonably well understood, and because the equations are manageable on modern
minicomputers, and the visual imagery is adequately convincing. The willing
I

trainee is quickly, immersed in the dynamics of the scenario, a controlled and

evaluated learning experience. For the same reasons the blinker lights, night vision,

and radar observer trainers are good, bridge operations trainers are good and
Contribute to effective.competencebuilding in sealarerS:

In the light of the principles of maritime education and training as enacted over
one hundred years ago, and the truths and myths of sea training, the changes that
would result from the proposed IMCO standards are not constructive and would
adversely affect the Maritime College.

.

We are pleased to testify to this committee which has'shown such a constructive

concern that the impact would be negative. There are others with unbounded
enthusiasm for an improved image who may be less constructive. The U.S. Coast
Guard, for example, published, in the Federal Register, Vol. 43, No. 147, July 31
1978, notice to the public of its intent to formulate proposals for regulatory imple-

mentation. of the IMCO results. The mace quotes the 80 percent human error
statistic and that the improved training and qualification standards, when implemented, should better qualify personnel on board ships to avoid maritime casualties." Although not mentioning entry-level Officers specifically, the intent seems

clear " . to publish proposed rules " which would call for higher standards
than are presently required by U.S. rules and regulations for licensing' ' " In
reply to a Joint letter from all the State Academies to make haste only with due
deliberation, the Commandant made clear that the one7ear requirement, Regulation 11/4, ''will impact your existing licensing programs since that .Regulation is
one of the requirements which the Coast Guard intends to implement... So it seems
the Regulation is like Mount Everest: it is there, so we must climb it.

The Coast. Guard said that they may "'

.

be receptive to reviewing ship
handling simulator training programs as a possible equivalent to partial sea serv-

ice." We have no expectation that the Co
Guard will move toward providing, any
such facility. There is also no probability at the.States can finance suchmultimillion dollar installations.
The State schools can clearly see the storm
storm arnings. If the one-year sea time
_

rule is enacted, then the sea time requiree
rn it doubles, and our training ship

cos
costs would become unmanageable, n t to mention the scheduling prob. lem. If shiphandling simulator training is the perceived substitute, we can't finance
that either. The irony is that the severe burden is an unfounded external Regula-

tion.

Given funds, we would improve our effectiveness not by extending sea time but
by a proper training ship and improved training devices afloat and ashore. They did
not ask us at IMCO, Mr. Chairman, and we are grateful that you .have.
We are convinced that Admiral Luce and the Congress of 1874 were correct, and a
proper training ship is the way to go. There are two important points: that it be a
Training Ship and that it be kept in a state of good repair.,
'

.
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I testified at length about the state of repair in my testimony of '25 February
on the Fiscal Year 19ST Maritime Appropriations Authorization Act. Very briefly, 1.
offered the opinion that the ship is a large, valuable, effective investment and that
it should be kept in good repair both for Cadet training and for use in a national
emergency. General Order 87, Part :310.4 actually requires that the vessel shall be
maintalfted in good repair and expenses will be borne by the AdMinbitration. Since
that has net becn done, there is a backlog of work to be done. Recent events_give
us
.,
some hope of favorable action.

The first point is to make it a Training Ship, clearly the intent of General Order
7. The USNS Barrett became the Training Ship Empire State simply by change of
name. Not one dime has be.eh authorized or spent by the Federal Government to
make the words come true. The State of New York has funded some material and
work to make it so, but this expenditure of State funds on Federal property is not a'
priority State budget item
Judging by the enthusiasm o IMCO and the U.S. Coast Guard for Automatic
Radar Plotting Aids as a Co 11131 Avoidance System, such a training device on the

ship would improve training effectiveness. Here is an external trend we fully

support. and would like to see funded. That is one example of out -fitting a-training
ship.

i

One final derivative from the original principles: -When Admiral Luce delivered
the first schoolship, if he did, he did not stay with the ship. But Captain Pythian

and other Federal officers did. Now I turn to Section: 310.5 of General Order 87, the

section titled "Personnel... Parts (a) and (b) are relevant. Part (a) relates to the

Section and appointment by State authorities." and Part (Li) specifics, "Personnel
for training vessels furnished by the Department of Commerce."
What better way to emphasize the Federal-State partnership than to read Part lb)

as an'extension of legislation in the Maritimc. Academy Act of 1958 and in the

Section 1.304 of H.R. 5451 to specifically name training ship personnel to
urnished by the Department of Commerce?

In summary. Mr. Chairman, sea training in a proper training ship that is conducted as an extension of an ashore training program is most time-effective. The
ashore training must include alongside the dock use of the ship -as- laboratory, ririd
naturally includes guided classrOom and self-study, and exercise on training devices,

such as blinkers and bridge operations simulators. Supplementary exposure to

actual commercial operations, visits or short tours on board operating units, provide
familiarization with functions of personal relationships, things needed_ to be learned

later such as company loyalties the pressures of cargo or 'liner schedules, the

routine of everyday life, and perhaps the special demands of tankships or hazardous
cargo.

This format is time- tested as one way to go for the best entry-level officers, Mr.
Chairman, and I am pleased to testify to that.

Mr. PANSH1N.' We appreciate your statement.

The point. I would like to pursue initially for the sake of the
i
i cruise
hearing rec ord' is to set forth what the present training

practice is for academies, and how much time is accumulated. The
present Coast Guard requirement is for a total of 6 months.
My understanding from California's testimony, Admiral Rizza,

please correct me if I am not right, is that your students in the

course of their time at your academy take part in three cruises for

a total of- at least 36 weeks.
Admiral RIZZA. Yes; that is correct.
imum requireMr. PANSH1N. Thereby exceeding the 6-month minimum
ment.
Admiral RIZZA. That is correct.
Mr. PANsHiN. And my reading of Maine's testimony is that your
.

.

students, Admiral Rodgers, take part in three cruises, two on your
training ship, one on a commercial vessel, for a total of at least 6
months; is that correct?
Admiral RODGERS. That is correct.

Mr. PANsHIN. What is the situation for Massachusetts, Commb.
dare Hendy?
Commodore }Um* It would be the same as Maine.
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Mr. PANSHIN. In terms of total time do you also-Commodore HENDY. Sixty days a year.

Mr. PANSHIN. Wei you say same as Maine, you also use the

commercial vessel ih the way that his academy does?
Commtdore HENDY. Yes; a portion of our one class, our junior
class, gains time on commercial vessels, a small percentage.
Mr. PANSHIN. Where at Maine every student in that middle class
goes on the commercial cruise; is that correct?
Admiral RODGERS. That is correct.

Mr. PANSHIN. But in both cases the cadets gain satisfaction of at
least the 6 months. In either case does it substantially exceed that,
or is it usually just about that amount?
Admiral RoneEs.s. In the case of Maine some of our students who
are on commercial vessels spend more than 2 months! They may go
on an extended voyage of 3 months, but as far as the training ship
is concerned, we have been limiting our sea experience there to

around 60 to 62 days. We used to go an extra week, but when

finances and the oil crunch came along we really cut it to the hone.
With Federal support for oil we will be able to extend a few days
and not cut those corners as closely.
Mr. PANSHIN. Commodore Hendy?

Commodore HENDY. Massachusetts follows a similar plan, and
would also extend its time a week if we see additional fund_ s from
the Federal government in assistance.
Mr. AtillistAsa, We are achieving some success in assisting with
fuel oil, ai.1 hope that will continue.
Admiral Kinney, what is the situation in New York?
Admiral :-IrsINEY. The New York practice is 6 months' seatime,
all in the training ship, three cruises for each cadet.
Mr. PANHIN. Have each of you seen, moving on to a different
question, the final equivalency package that Marad has submitted
to the Coast Guard, and do you agree with it?
Corn moclore Handy?

Commodore HENRY. I think I will defer to my colleages.
Admir Ill RODGERS. Well

as Admiral Kinney had suggested

before, we think it unfortunate that we got ourselves in this predic-

ament in the first place, but assuming we have to do something
about it I would say, yes, the Marad' recommendations reflect
pretty much the suggestions we have made. The only thing I can
say between the Marad recommendations and the Coast Guard
acceptance is probably the question of whether or not on a day -to

day basis, a training ship is worth a little more than an observer
on a commercial ship. We think it is and would like to get a little
extra effort for that.
Mr. PANSHIN. Admiral Kinney.

Admiral KINNEy. I find it very hard to determine equivalents.
The U.S. delegation departed for London with a prepared position
for the State schools of 6 months seatime. They returned with 12
months. Now the effort seems to be to dredge up something that
we can call seatime when it is not I cannot get excited.about that
exercise. -

Admiral Rizzo. We agree with Marad. However, I still think 6
months at sea as we train is equivalent to 1 year at sea as now

'
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approved by the Coast. Guard, but we do go-along with the recommendations Marad made, which were our own recommendations.

Mr. PANSHIN. Your comments are very clear in that regard.
Again a question for all the academies. You _now have the equipment and I am thinking particularly of Simulators and small craft,
to meet the proposed Coast Guard requirements that might be
accepted under the equivalency package. If you do not what will
be required in each of your cases? How much will it cost and who
should pay for it?
Commodore HENDY. Well I am going to make use of my aca-

demic VP who has been waiting for an opportunity to speak on the
simulator problem.
Captain MorrE. At the moment, we are inThe process of going
out to bid on the radar simulator. This is probably 10 years overdue but we expect to have that in place within the next 9 months.

Our immediate requirements would be for a full function ship

simulator s

Mr. PANSNIN. Excuse me for a moment. I notice that phrase in
the testimony as well. For the hearing record, would,you inform us
what a full function simulator is?
Captain MorrE. It has been referred to as a'ship holding simula-

tor in other testimony but in 'general terms it is referred to as a
full-function simulator in that it performs other functions.-As far
as the academy is concerned, where we are more involved with
basic training rather than upgrading training for serving mariners,
the basic function is for the initial license situation; this would
require us to look at a furtherage of parameters than just ship
handling. By that I mean ,both the loading situation and stability,
ship stability, and the various damage control and safety features. I
think I have heard the sum of $5 million attached to the simulator.

There are those available at a lesser price. I think Mr. Friedberg
mentioned in the United Kingdoin, I have for reasons that may be

obvious, some sort of knowledge in that area, there will be five fullfunction ship simulators fully operational by the end of this year in
5 of the 12 merchant marine academies in that country.
Two months ago I was a student on one of those ship simulators

and I think initially, I felt somewhat as a merchant mariner, a
seaman, a little dubious about that situation for replacing seatim
but it did not take me many hours operating that simulator

realize the valuable time that would give to an academy such as we
have here,

I think possibly if you look at all the simulators, optimally, we
.would liken the housing for these simulators in the range of $7 to
$8 million dollars at each of the academies. That is looking at it
from the optimum standpoint. It is not just the simulator, but the
building to house the simulator.
Mr. PANIsHix. Have you any plans or acquiring smaller vessels
which the Coast Guard has indicated they would accept?

Captain MorrE. We do have a vessel, a sort of a converted

gunboat that we took a gas-turbine engine out of and replaced it
with a diesel engine to make it somewhat duplicative of commercial operations on a scaled-down version. I think it is quite realistic
and we doliave plans, eventually, when funds become available, to
bring that into the training side of things.
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Mr. PANSHIN. Very good; Admiral Rodgers.
Admiral RODGERS. We have a radar simulator and also.a collision

avoidance radar in place but we do not have the bridge simulator
which is the most expensive of those we are talking about and
certainly Maine is not going to be in a position to buy it so we
would have to look to the Federal government, I assume, to purchase that.
With regard to a small vessel, we acquired a Navy tugboat a few
years ago and attempted to use that Unfortunately we could never
get a Coast Guard inspection certificate as a training vessel. As we
poured money into it to try to correct problems, it became evident
that the only proper way to go would be to design something new
as a training vessel.
I might mention we have gone beyond that and have been consulting with authorities at MIT with regard to the design providing
characteristics that would permit that to operate as a simulator of
larger vessels. I have a very encouraging response to that question.
These things can be done, depending on your degree of sophistication. That is the direction in which we want to go. I am in the
process of trying to raise some money for it I would hope we would
get some Federal assistance through Marad for that portion of the
vessel which has to do with the simulator aspect.
Mr. PANSHIN. Do you still have the tug?

Admiral -RODGERS. No it was costing money and we were not
permitted to use it and it would have coat $100,000 to make use of
i

Mr. PANSHIN. You are talking aboutinew construction?
Admiral RonoERs. Yes, sir.
Mr. PANSHIN. L et me k ou one additional question. You re-

ferred in your formal testis
to the possibility of Marad's proceeding with 'two new schoolships as a replacement for the five
existing ones. What sort of role would you foresee in that case for
the kind of smaller vessel you are talking about building; that is,
one that would have the versatility of simulating different ship
characteristics? What part would you hope that would play in the
program that
ine Maritime conducts?
Admiral R i -_-ERs. Well I am still an advocate or the smaller
type vessel, regardle of what we do. I still think that can be an
extremely valuable pa of our training program and I do not think
it would change if we ilt new ones.
Mr. PANSHIN. Let us proceed. Admiral Kinney.
Admiral KINNEY. We have a rather rudimentary radar simulator

that meets the current requirements. We do not have the fund nor
do we expect to get them to obtain a more sophisticated simulator,
let alone a bridge simulator. We have no small craft which would
fit the description Admiral Bell gave this morning. It did not sound
very small. I do not think we could obtain the funds to purchase
the type of craft he has in mind nor to operate it.
Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you.

Admiral RizzA. In California we do have the radar simulator, a

tanker simulatorvery sophisticated, does everything as far as

loading, unloading, stress, trim, and we are inputting a capability
into it now for the inert gas system and tanker crude oil washing
system. We have collision avoidance on the training ship, even
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though the ship is old, we do -ve the modern equipment which
are hopeful of getting -a diesel
will provide good training
engine simulator, We do h ve sf all vessels, Ave have a-complete
program in small vessel trai ing..And as Admiral Benkert said wes/consider that impoitant.
How do you pay for these simulators? We pay for them by
conducting programs for the industry, hoping that will pay for
maintenance and upkeep. We do need a bridge simulator as one
calls it We are talking about the expense of a simulator; they will
be expensive initially, but in the long run, I think they will be far
cheaper than shipboard training will be in about the next 15 to 20
years. We have the capability to build everything now, the capability is here if we want it You are thinking of the expensiveness.
Yes, they are expensive, initially but think of the expenses caused
by accidents and collisions, 70 to 80 percent of accidents and colli-

sions are caused by human error. It is my belief simulators will
us hard
,- really think we should push
bring that down significantlyfor simulators, regardless of c ts. Think of the accidents it will

prevent and the money it w save. I do not think there is any

excuse for the accidents at sea, and. I think the academies should
all have this ship handling simulator, and as Captain Motte indicated, it should be all-inclusive. Everything should be put into one
ship handling simulator because the capability is there.

Mr. PANSH1N. You indicated with respectto your tanker simulator, that it was open to industry?

Admiral RIZZA. Yes. We have two offers. One for veteran officerS,

chief mates, and another for junior officers, second and third
mates. The tanker companies on the west coast are sending their
people who can practice and get experience that they cannot with a
ship.

Mr. PANSIIIN, Did that kind of continuing education program
develop at your initiative, industry's initiative or a combination of
the two? Can you tell us how that came about?
amiral RizzA. It developed at our initiative, we asked industry
to help us, they give professional and technical assistance in developing what we needed to develop in a computer which was added
to a console given to us by one of the shipping companies. At a cost
of about $150,000 and about 8 months of work we developed a
highly sophisticated tanker simulator.
Mr, PANSHIN. Have you any others that are used for continuing
education?
Admiral RIZZA. We have our radar simulator. If we get our diesel

engine simulator we havttinquiries from industry for their people
to take this training. We are looking at the continuing education
program because there is no way we _can pay for the maintenance
and upkeep of it from our budget. So we do this to maintain our
equipment.
Mr. PaNsHiN. Regarding )ur radar simulator, to what extent
does that duplicate the simulator Marad offers?

Admiral RizzA. As far as I know, it does not interfere with it

because there are enough customers to take care of both of us. We

see no conflict.
Mr. PANSHIN If and when you acquire a full -_ nction ship-han-

dling simulator, would you expect to use it in the same way?
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Admiral RIZZA. Yes, we very definitely expect to use it ifr the
same way, because that is the way we will have to raise *Os to
maintain it The west \oast, industiy has already said tHey'would
use it and they welcome -it.

Mr. PANSHIN. What is the situation with the other academies'?
Do any of you have simulators you presently use for continuing
education purposes, and if you acquired any of the simulators we
have discussed today, would you expect to make them available in
this way in the future?
Admiral KINNEY. New York does not currently_ have these nor do

we plan it We restrict our work to the masters degree in`;transportation management. We have about 125 students attending i the-2,7

year program leading to an equivalent of a masters in business
administration of transportation , focusing not only on maritime
activities but also the airlines, railroads, and trucking_ .
Mr. PANSHIN. Are those fulltime?

Admiral KINNEv. About 20 are fulltirne, the remainder are,
people working in the industry in downtown New York, going to
school at night and weekends.
Mr. PANSHIN. Would simulator training
be any part of their
_
master's program?
These are not iof necessity, maxi ers: but
Admiral KINN:
,

primarily people fthe business end 4 the industry an in the

.,,,

have no simulation equivalent.
types of work they
d
Mr. PANSHIN. Are some of your Students ,seafarers who
go back to sea upon completion'of the degree?
Admiral. KINNEY. Usually not Those persons are usually om
the companies and serve, in shoreside capacities and .ate'not seagoing.

4

Admiral RODGERS. We presently use `our radar simulator and
collision avoidante sirpulator for -ply on 4e1 coming from the fleet.
The Portland Office of Marine Inspec ' refers ofCcer'S- seeking a
renewal of their license and we offer a-refresher 'ebitrse one Saturday a month.
We have just acquired a diesel simulator and wey'expect in the

very near future to have a course available on that We have a
tanker simulator which was built by students, homemade under

the supervision of an instructor, but it is strictly for the undergrad.. uate program right now.
As a concept, Maine Maritime Academy is developing a new
division of advanced maritime studies to create programs, to meet
some, of the IMCO requirements for- fleet personnel. That has already officially been put into effect. We have put aj,o_t. of money
into a building to provide adequate facilities. So in time we will be
doing this on a grander scale.
tiP
Mr. PANsuiN. In terms of your education
program, I have not

personally been to Castine, Maine but I gather you are not in a
center of population. Does your location inhibit in any way the
ability of seafarers to come to your school for their continuing

education program?
Adiniral RoncEns. In the mind before they get there_ When they
get there and recognize the quality of life that is available to them,

they come back again. Yes, I usually run into some reactions of
that nature, But we are successful in the things we are doing. We

.
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have been running other pro ams, we run a very .effective ship
medicine course, fully subscri
to every time we,run it Oneof
the little sidelight things aan say, we have facilities, so
an
individual wants to bring .a wife or family and comhine it with a
vacationwe can accommodate them. It is more effective in the
summertime, but on the other hand there are a lot of indoor and
outdoor winter activities available.
.
e have been 'trying, to put together seminars on the .human

element problems aboard ships. Why are there accidents in spite Of.
training? In other words, we are very active in trying to get together a complete array ofoprograw for the maritime induary.
Mr. PANSHIN. Even though%11 roads might not lead to Castine,
some do.

Admiral RODGERS. There is only one 'road to Caste. We are at
the end of a peninsula. Once you get there, you, forget the rest of
the world. It makes up for it.
ry
Commodore HENRY: Captain MOOR has been actively engaged in-

this program so I will ask him to respond to this

fr

Captain Mora. Because we have realized for sip' long that the

.

bridge simulator is an absolute necessity we had a bury- ey of ship--

ping companies on the east coasts Ike had resrionses from 30 of
them which indicated they would reserve berths for ship officers.
We used that as input into a computer' program to look at the
reasibility of a low interest loan to fund minimal set ups for a fullfunction ship simulator. The lowest price ship'.' siniulator at that
time was a .simulator which only looked at the nocturnal scene._
Therefore, you were handling a ship at night and in a reducedvisibility situation. I think that probably accounts for 80 percent of
the difficult training situations that one would get into We proved
by judicious juggling of t e computer program, that it was possible
to fund such a prop-- over 25 to 30 years.. When you inject
realism into that and loo at the possible redundancy of such a
program, I was not prepared to go. any further with it. But it,was
an urdication to me, that a rather more sophisticated full-function
ship simulator could at least be funded from an operational view-,
point by going to industry and having normal instructional downtime being taken up by industry requirements.
Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you All of you have 8een - clear in your
need or strong preference that each academy .receive a ship-handling simulator. -I am sure as this committee proceeds and the
AdminiStration proceed with its plans where some kind of shared
use is poseible this-is going to be an active item for future discussion-I have just a couple more questions for the State academies. t
Admit'al Rodgers, you.have indicceti your students go out to sea

on a commercial vessel for one of their three cruises. How 'does this
training they acquire on the commercial vessel comp_ ere with that
provided by yourschool ship?'
Admiral RODGERS. It varies' feorn ship to ship but the- sum total
we think supplements the training ship very nicely Students, look
foq-kvard to the opportunitrto get out into the real world, not only

the technical side nf it the problems of dealing with peopleI am
soriy, I did not bring a copy with mebut we prepare a so-called
training manual for the studer71 before he goes out so he has a sea
project That is corrected %viler' he, comes back The Coast Guard

'
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requires that It a very effective training period for the student
out there; completing that manual and so forth.
Second, he has to submit a personal diary. We certainly prime
them for certain things we want them to look Into We' told all the
students to check on what kind of seagoing hobbies do you find
while at sea. That is an example of some of the things we try to do.
I read every one of thp reports that come back. Occasionally; you
hear a student say, becuse of problems, they will not let me work:
or I could do only work, or the chief mate-hated cadets, or some-

thing, but that is a really isolated case. For the most part, the

people aboard the ships are very helpful. The.students come back
with good reports on their relationships and the help they receive.

I think it supplements. I still think the training ship is the Most

valuable but this is a good supplement to it
Mr. PANSIIIN. If it were a matter of one or the other, then are
you= saying the training ship is superior?
Admiral FrODGERS. If I had Co choose.one or the other, I would opt

for the training ship, yes.
Mr. PANSHIN,, Commodore Hendy; what has been the experience
at your academy?
Commodore nENDY: The few.that we are able to put on merchant
ships also have a sea project assigned to them, pinch they have to

report back on but we still depend largely on the training ship as
our biasic means of training, and of the two systems, we would
prefer the training ship.

Mr, PAN$H1N. Approximately hovi many are you able to placb per
year on commercial ,vesaels?

Commodore HENriv. We had approximately 70 during this past

.
year.
Mr. PAStamr.i. How do you make that selection when only some

of El class may go?

Conirnodore HENRY. Based on the academic standing of the

cadets in their class.
Mr..PANSH1N. Isthete great competition for that?
Commodore HENDY. There is great competition but it is still
based on the academic standing. We start with the top of the hat,
the highest one in the class and go right down. Those who wish to
avail themselves of that opportunity are allowed to do so, and we
continue down the'liSt until we run out of ships to assign them to
Mr. PANSHIN. If offered, does a student usually accept?
Gornmodore HENRY. Ustially they accept.
,

Mr. PANsmN. Thank you. -I think each of the acadeinies, except

New York, has responded to the role they perceive for smaller
vessels in their training program

Admiral Kinney, what would the situation be with New York.,

Maritime?
Admiral KII4NEY. With respect, to the use of smaller vessels as
substitute for seatime?
Mr. PANSHIN. To satisfy .a portion of the .seatime requirement
under the proposed IMCO convention.

Admiral KINNEY-. My comment has been that we foresee no
possibility of obtaining such a vessel, manning it, and operating it
under our present fiscal constraints in the State university.
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If you' want my comment on its value, I would say that it has
value, that one can learn e great deal about ship handling and

bridge experience from an adequate, what the Navy would call YP
or _yard craft, such as the Naval Academy and the Officer Candidate School and the Surface Warfare School utilize for similar
training, There is value.
Mr. PANSHIN. If then you were able to obtain such a vessel, you
could incorporate it into your .program?
Admiral KniNEv. That is affirmative, if you can find the time for
it I share Admiral Rodgers' concern that each of these addition&

has to replace something,, and- I .am not sure that in keparing
initial license officers, that is a proper priority.
There has been a great deal of talk about ship handling, but I
would repeat, in general; third mates are not ship handlers. They
are much more line handlers and watch officers than ship handlers. They will, handle a ship only in an emergency; man overboard, maneuvering in tight circumstances to avoid collision, but
masters and pilots handle ship_s.
Mr. PANsHm. Thank you.

I believe minority counsel has a question of two:
Mr. LOSCH. I would like to clarify something for the record.
Admiral Kinney, you mentioned in your testimony this new 1year requirement would provide problems and hurt your ability to
graduate officers.
_Admiral Rizza, you mentioned a similar problem, and said that it
would seriously disrupt your 4-year, - 11- months-per -year
curriculum.
Admiral Kinney or Admiral Rizza, is it not true that the 1-year
requirement is presenting a dilemma in that if you want to main-taro a 4-year academically accredited college, the 1-year seatime
requirement for a ?license is in conflict and you are forced intomaking a tradeoff between meeting the Coast Guard requirement
a'hd the Accreditation Committee requirement?
_

Is it not true that this attempt to be both a 4-year college and a
school graduating :merchant marine officers coming into conflict
with the new Coast Guard requirement?
Admiral KINIVEY. Your analysis is correct, that it does create a
conflict with the requirements of a baccalaureate degree. We could
go to a longer period of training. We are alyeady compressing
almost 5 engineering years as well as deck years' into 4, so additional requirements mean either degrading the current programs,
which I believe create valuable people for the industry, or lengthening the program, and when we speak of the Coast Guard requirements, I am. rather curious as to how they rectify in their own

mind the fact that their academy graduates will not meet the
standards. which they are espousing.
Mr_ Loscn. I certainly recognize that inconsistency, having been
a Coast Guard Academy graduate -and also having qualified for a

merchant mariner's license: There are issues beyond' the one you
raise with respect to the Coast Guard minding its own house and at
the same time trying to regulate other schools. I recognize that
Admiral Rizz.a?

Admiral RIZZA. Yes, it would cause a conflict in our case also
Either we would have, to take something out or extend the program
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or instead of three cruises go on four cruises, that

we would
have to go on four cruises of 3 months each But we must limit the
number of people. We won't take over 300 on our ship, because we
feel that that would seriously impair the very high standards and

the intensity of the training program that we put. these kids

through.
_
Mr. Loscx. I atin certainly not suggesting that you trade off your

academic accreditation in order to fill your mission of graduating
merchant marine officers, but certainly that pornt will be raised by
private training institutions. I just wanted to get those Poirrrs made
for the record. Perhaps one of the, ways to deal with that prob m
will be to lengthen the 4- to 5-year curriculum..'
Thank you.
Mr. PANSHIN. Thank yOu.

We have completed the questionsfor this panekI would like to call the next panel. The next panel. is John Mason

of the Seafarers' Harry Lundeberg School of Seamanship, and
Capt. William Rich of Masters, Mates & Pilots.

While they are proceeding to the table, let me inform you that
there is an unusual amount of activity on the floor today, and it
has become more complex than expected, The chairman did ,telephone and asked .that we continue, and we shall.

STATEMENTS OF JOHN A. MASON, DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION; THE SEAFARERS' HARRY LUNDEBERG SCHOOL
OF SEAMANSHIP: AND CAPT. WILLIAM L. RICH, JR., DIRECTOR ' OF 'RESEARCH AND TRAINING; MARITIME ADVANCETRAINING, EDUCATION, AND SAFETY PROGRAM;
MASTER. MATES & PILOTS
MENT,

Mr. PAi4SHIN. Mr. Mason, may we have your testimony at this
time?.

f

STATEMENT OF MR. MASON

Mr. MASON. Certainly. We, appreciate this opportunity to testify.

As you know, the Seafarers' Harry Lundeberg School of Seamanship is the largest educational facility for unlicensed seafarer training in the United States.
The purpose of the school is to train;guide, and encourage young
men and women in careers in deep sea and inland industry as well
as to upgrade older seafarers to higher ratings and license.
We graduate approximately 1,000 entry trainees each' ye
begin these careers in the maritime industry.- The upgrading o
seafarers begins only after they have acquired the necessary sea
time on commercial ships and tugs.
The school's- inland program has grown since 1973 into a corn
. plete licensing curriculum, training tugboat pilots, mates, operators, and engineers.
In that period of time we have trained ai(roximately 539 of

these different ratings. I have included that' or the record. The
most important concept by showing all those diffeetnt ones is that
each ,man must meet actual seatime requirementh before he
tains his license and before he has the opportunity to come back to
the school to upgrade.

As an example, before obtaining the uninspected engineer's li-

cense, the applicant must have 3 years of actual engineroom
service.
Practical experience on deck and. in the engineroom should
always remain the mainstay behind any licensing curriculum, decisionmaking on the bridge and in the engineroom can only be
learned in on- the-job training environments.

In our operator licensing course, we graduated approximately
350 in past years, each student spends 90 hours operating our tugs

and barges, but we have found that a student who already has

background experience in the wheelhouse is the only one we can
polish into a skilled operator.
Boat handling requires practice, and that practice comes with
long hours of on-the-job training before he or she arrives at the
school,

The LNG course that we developed at the school is a good exam-

ple of building a training program around skilled seafarers. We
.0' took §eafarers with years of seatime'experience and 'taught them
the safety aid operational procedures to handle the sophisticated
systems and controls on the LNG ships.

The success of this program was due to our students' practical
background gained from seatime on many other types of ships.
Those seafarers that we had coming into that program were
'already AB's, they were already oilers, they were already wipers,
they were already bosuns, and quartermasters. That seatime that
they .gained actual experience was invaluable when we got them
into the classroom and retrained them on one particular type of
vessel.

-

Since our first LNG course in 1974, 700 seafarers have graduated

from the LNG training program. The LNG course has been re-

viewed and evaluated by the Coast Guard, Maryland State Board of
Education, Charles County Community College, American Council
on Education, and the LNG shipowners. The shipowners' participation is the most important bectause they represent a constant input

of state-of-the-art perform nee and objectives, and without their
cooperation this course wo 'Id have not been half as successful..
If you don't have the pe le that actually need the manpower
contributing their ideas an views, then the courses are lacking
quite a bit.

The maritime industry actively participat4 in 'the Seafarers'

Harry Lundeberg School of Seamanship's educational:processes. An
active advisory board and frequent technical panel meetings enable

us to propose and critique curriculum to meet changing maritime
needs.

The use of commercial ships and tugs to satisfy sea training

requirements will also be facilitated by a close interaction between
industry and the maritime schools.
By, bringing the advisory boards and the technical panels down
to the school; we found that this close-wotking relationship with us
as brought about them saying, "Send u's some people to ride the
ships. Send us some people to ride the tugs."

At the Seafarers' Harry Lundeberg School of Seamanship we
have 2 training tugs that are in constant use servicing 14 different
courses of instruction.

The concept of a larger training, vessel with a large crew for

extended voyages has been discussed many times at our school. We
feel it is unrealistic economically, because of the upkeep, fuel, and
ro
constant equipent.._-changes.
It is also unrealistic
educationally it will traifilffnly one type of ship.

In other words, if you are stuck with a steam-powered engine

room, and now with the rkesels becoming, more and more frequent
onboard theiphips, and, of course, as the complete mainstay for the
tugs, you have a real problem.
Simulators are impirtant educational tools, but only in corijunc-

tiOn with seatime eiferience and good instructional guidance. I

haVe found too often very expensiVe training aides not in use The
reasons: lack of instructor interest outmoded equipment, lack of
student interest, and inadequate equipment, or not a believable
simulation.

This comes from spending huite- a bit of time in the classroom.
Everybody down at the school, the entire staff, we all teach, and
this is just about an everyday process. We have simulators, that we
use quite often.

A cost-effective simulator to complement many varied training
programs is hard to find. At the school we have many types of
simulators ranging in cost from a few hundred to a $150,000
engineroom simulator. Even the best simulator cannot replace
practical at sea experience.

Maritime education and training must always be reevaluated.
That is, once again, going back to the importance of having the
advisory boards, and.'having direct input from the industry.
I appreciate the committee's. interest in our educational philos-

ophy, and I will be 'happy to answer any questions that you may
have.

Mr. PANSHIN Thank you for your testimony. I will hold the
questions until after we have received the testimony from our
second witness, Capt. William Rich.

Captain, would yo ia present at this time your suffimary of.Capin Lowen's testimony
STATEMENT OF CAPTAIN RICH

Captain RICH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman

.

Mr. Chairmar' and m embers of the subcOmmittee, my name is
Capt. William L. Rich, Jr. I am the director of research and training for the International Organization of Masters, Mates & Pilots,
AFL- CIO.

As the chairman is aware,- I am appearing here today at the

request of Capt. Robert Lowen, the president of the M. "M. & P., to
deliver on his, behalf, on behalf of the M: M. & P. a statement to
the subcornmitteer':.,

Captain Lowthii Mr. Chairman., apologizes for his inability to get

here today. He had intended to be here but has liken delayed in
New York.

The prepared statement that has been submitted by hirri\s.
mated to. the committee for the record, and I am prepared this

afternoon to give the. subcommittee a summary of that statement,
and to reply to any questions.
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PAN/ IN, Please proceed with your summary. Captain
Lowen's statement in its eutirety will be included in the pfficial
.

record of the subcommittee.

rile prepared statement of Capt. Robert J. Lowen follows:1

Prime Asze STATILMENT or CAPT. RODWAT J. LOVirN, PTLESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL

ORGANIZATION OP DIMMERS, MATS AND PILOTS. ILA, AFL-CIO

Chair an and Members of the Subcommittee; on behalf of the Masters,

Mates and Pilots I am grateful to you for this opportunity to express our wiews on
maritime traininif with special emphasis on the IMCO International Convention on
Standards of Training, Certification mid Watchkeeping for Seafarers, I978 and the
activities of Federal and State maritime academies in connection with the Conventhin.

As I am sure this Committee is aware, in 1967 the MM &P established with the
cooperation and support of its'` contracting employer comparnes an extensive training program. That program, called the Maritime Advancement Training, Education .
and. Safety Program (M.AI.E.S.). was initially established to meet the eniergency
needs for .trained maritime Jriersonnel created by the Vietnam war and the cones;
ime.
quent need for massive sealdt capacity. The M.A.T.E.S. Program and its
Md.
Institute for Technology and Graduate Studies in- Linthicuni Heigh

(MITAGS), has continued to train our members since that time and is d hated
principally to the improvement of professional skills of, the masters and officers

employed on 'our contracted -vessels. I think it is important to emphasize that since

the passing of that original need for initial licensing created by the Vietnam
emergency, we in the MM&P and our employer companies have confined our

educational and training activities at MITAGS to secondary or what might be called

training. We have done so with the tacit understanding that the
the entry level. We have concentrated on the more advanced kind of training,

rerraaldanuadteState maritime academies would fill the need for training officers at

including such things as license advancement, collision avoidance, all-weather navigation, eergo loading and unloadtng, bridge controls, medical training maritime law
and ship's buainess and other advanced courses designed to upgrade the skills of our
members.

Recently, however, there has been a disturbing development in maritime training
that is causing our organization to re-examine its historic position of leaving to the

of the State
Federal and State academies the task of initial licensing.
academies, including Maine, Massachusetts and California. for example, have been
engaging in the more advanced. post- graduate kind of training. In addition the
CAORF facility at Kings Point is moving toward abandonment of the original
design of its computerized simulator as a research tool and is beginning to engage in
training activities in direct violation of a long-standing cooperative accord existing
among our organization and the government-supported maritime training thstitu

tions. We urge this Committee to withhold any Federal funds for any pu
related to secondary or pest-graduate education and training and leave 'that ield
were it belongs----to the industry and inchvtry-supported institutions.

Turning more directly to the IMCO Convention, I will not repeat sqrne of the
testimony already given to this committee. I believe, for example, that Rear Adm.

-Henry H. Bell from the U.S. Coast Guard has explained to this co ittee the
background, basic structure and general effect on U S. requirements o the IMCO
convention. There are a few points, however, that I would like to mphasize.
In the first place, I think it important for this committee to realize that in all of
the very extensive provisions of the IMCO Training convention, the only significant
requirement that isi not already in our own domestic law is the additional require-

ment for sea service that will be required before cadets of the academies can be
licensed. It should be pointed out here that every provisionsand there are hundreds if them in-the conventionwas hammered out by representatives not only of
the major seafaring nations, but by representatives of developing countries as Well,

aver a period of many years in dozens of meetings at,IMCO and at regional

international groups. Our organization participated in developing and drafting this
convention from the very beginning.
It . has been our purpose throughout thoee efforts to try to raise international
standards of training. certification ,and watchkeeping to a level comparable to those
being followed in our own merchant marine. In large lasure we succeeded in
'hose efforts. Once it enters into force. the new IMCO nvention on Standards of
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping will work a orld revolution in the field
of maritime safetyFor the first time in its entire history, IMCO will have succeeded Ln producing an international convention fl-u- t emphasizes the most important

-

factor in safety the human factor. The convention will require all maritime nations who ratify it including the developing nations, to follow standards of training
and certification that will go farther than ever bbfore, toward protecting lives,
property and the marine environment. We are proud of our efforts, we are proud of
the, efforts of the U.S. government and of the U.S. Coast Guard in accomplishing
_what has been done and we sincerely hop_ e that the U,S. Senate will ratify this
convention soon.

III all these efforts it is remarkable that other nations agreed to rawly provisiona
that will require revision of their own national laws. The only revision we will
require is additional sea service for cadets and in our judgment, the upgrading of

that requirement w long overdue.
We are happy to learn that the U.S. Coast Guard is making efforts to make this

ew requirement more easily realizable by the academies and we are also happy
they are going to make efforts to see to it that smaller vessels will also be able
meet these requirements through training and particularly through simulator
training as a substitute for sea service.
There in much more that I could say on this subject Mr. Chairman, because our
organization is convinced that quality of service in this industry is a key to our
abilioy to compete. We believe that superlative American performance, the high
quality of our personnel and the safety of our equipment are all hallmarks of the
American merchant marine. No subject that this subcommittee or its parent committee could consider is dearer to our hearts. But I know, Mr. Chairman, that there
are many other witnesses and many other facts of this subject that you Wish to
consider, and I will not presume upon your generosity in permitting me to testify
any further. I thank you once quire for this opportunity.

Captain Mull I don't believe it is necessary for me at this time
to go into the history of the development of the maritime advance
ment training education and safety program, and the development
of the Maritime Institute of Technology.

There are two important issues that have -come to our min_ d
that the
Mies at thi0 time feel that their programs ar
steno y the
seatirne requirements of the IMCO Trainin
yen on The
isecond issue is the change of the status in the re
s p between
today. I perceive in listening to previous testirno

the academies and .organizations Such as ours.

The academy system is a major source of litensed officers who

come into the M -M. & P. On becoming members of- the M.M. & P.
they qualify fbr attendance at the Maritime Institute of Technology
and Graduate Studies for the purpose of raising their license to the

next level an improving their professional skills through the
courses offered at the institute. This is an established practice

wherein industry, labor, and management properlY fulfill -their role
and responsibility.- We feel strongly that this is not the role of the
acaderhy organizations.

It is true that during the 7 years that I have been a member of

the IMCO subcommittee on Standards of Training that the seatime
requirement was not an item of any significant debate.
Admiral Benkert, the President, of AIMS, who at the time of the

convention conference representing the United -States, as chairman: and while in his position as Chief of Merchant Marine Safety
has explained in his testimony today the origin of the change in
the sea time requirement as we see it in the convention today and
his explanation is correct.
I believe that Admiral Henry Bell's comments end those of the
representative of Marad and their equivalent package suggestion is
an acceptable solution to the academy group's. problem.
We- believe that the Coast. Guard and Marad's recommendation
will bring the academy training system into a balance and hope-

.fully will move the responsible Government agencies to give the
academy group the necessary tools to do this
The simulation programs now in place at the Maritime Institute
of Technology and Graduate Studies will be expanded by the addition of a full-motion ship simulator and an NG simulator This is
not en overemphasis in our experience of e application of simulation in maritime training. This addition, hich wilr be on line and
tion
functioning in the spring of 1981, brings our program into comp-fete
balance: What is being done now and what is being added to the
Maritime Technology and Graduate Studies is the result of the
establishment of the MITAGS, trustees which role should continue
to be the responsibility of us in industry.
I don't believe that Government bureauracy will be-permitted to
inip e the academy group from adjusting their pragrains to national or international requirements in a rapidly changing industry. Captain- Lowen stated that the quality of service in this industry, through its trained people, is the key to our Nation's ability to

,

.

compete.

We believe that the Superlative American performance, the high .
quality of our people from State, Federal, and labor, management,
postgraduate educational systems collectively are the hallmarks of
our merchant marine today.
We would not like to see anything come down that is going to
impede the development of our greatest natural resource which is
our people. Properly managed, these resources will be the factors

which will bring our merchant marine back where it belongs.
We are concerned about the academy group'sxpansion into

postgraduate education and trairling activities. I think it is impor-,
tant for all to realLze that since the beginang of our own original
program under the collective bargaining agreement of 13 years ago,
we in the M.M. & P. and our employer companies have confined
ottr educational and training activities at the Maritime Institute to
have
- secondary, or what we call postgradudte, training. And we
that
the
Mir.
Chairman,
with
the
tacit
understanding
done this
Federal and State maritime academies would fill the need for
training officers at that entry level,
We concentrate on the more advanced kind of training, including
all
such things as license advancement, collision avoidance,
weather navigation, cargo loading and unloading, bridge controls,
medical training, Maritime law, and ship's, busiftess, and other
advanced courses, designed to upgrade the skills.

Another comment' Mr. Chairman, the CAORF facility at Kings
Point is moving towards abandonment-of its original design of its
computerized simulator as a research tool, and is beginning to
engage in training activities in direct violation of a-leItrg-standing
cooperkive accord existing among our organizations and Government-supported institutions.
The M.M. & P., Mr. Chairman, will assist in any way we can to
have the Federal and the State academies get any kind of funds
they need for original entry license education and training, but we
would urge this committee and its parent to withhold any Federal
funds for any, purpose related to the functions that we perform. It
belongti to the industry and the industry-supported institutions.
I

,
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We sincerely hope that the committee will be able to
e the
State and Federal academies all the assistance they need, so that
they diet continue to be a vital input into the system.
We can be of assistance to the academy group by making available to them on a time-sharing -basis the simulation programs at
the Maritime Institute of Technology and GradUate Studies.
We are available for discussion of time- sharing programs.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairrnan.
Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you, Captain Rich.

You indicated that your sophisticated bridge simulator at the
Maritime Institute is expected to be completed next spring; is that

correct?
Captain Ricn Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PANSHIN Your testimony is clear on the role you envision
for simulator training on the one hand, for initial licensing, and on

the other for \upgrading or continuing education. But to what
extent would that simulator at Linthicum Heights be available for
tra,ining academy cadets and under what terms? Is that something

you have considered?
Captain RICH. That systiern which will go in effect in the spring

at the request of an academy, can be programmed in such a way
that the simulation requirement for an entry officer in certain
aspects of ship handling and navigation can be programmed for
him.

Mr. PANSHIN. I intended to ask more of a -logistic question.
Would you expect that the simulator would,,be available or could
be made available to academy cadets?
Captain RICH. Yes.
Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you.

Mr. Mason, I realize that your school i not involved i43 training
licensed deep sea officers. Nonetheless, y u are training seafarers.
Your school has a great deal of experienc in this regard as you do
personally, Your testimony is very helpful, because it deals with
the larger issue, and I do have a couple of questions:
You have stated in your testimony that with respect to simulators, the simpler the thmulator, the more it is used and the greater
the training value.

From the experience that you have acquired with a variety of

simulators at the Harry Lundeberg School, why is this so?
Mr. MASON. Probably the 'main thing is the instruction utilization of it and by the instructors being interested in it and seeing
the importance in it then the students likewise take great encouragement from them to use the thing.
We have found that the more sophisticated the system is the
greater the chince of breakdowns and down time is on it and with
the state of the art being what it is in simulators, and constantly
changing, that the simpler the piece of equipment is the longer
lived it is t oing tt2 be in the classroom and in its educational usage.
Mr, PANSHIN. Thank you

To what extent do you find simulators to be a useful training
device before the seafarer has had extensive at-sea experience, for
initial training?
Mr. MASON. Well we hardly use it at all for the entry people
going out Once the operators have the necessary time we have

thern for some of the
foUnd it to be very good tool to prepare at
characteristics they will be up against out sea, it is important,
but until they have that initial experience at sea, I think it is hard
that the simulator is
for them to relate just exactly the points
Who
go through the school
trying to get across. All of our people
the
necessary_
time
When
that siMulator-is
are corning to us with
and that is. all` I say
used with therri; I think as an educational tool,
a simulator is tt is just an extension of an educational tool. When
it is used in that framework, it is a very good tool. When it is used
of
just as a grand display with a lot of flashing lig ts and alot
of
different
little
thin
s,
many
times
it
movement around and a
has more of a toy atmosphere to it
Mr. PANSHIN. Do youthave any toys at Piney Point?
Mr. MASON; We have a lot of toys.
Mr. PANSHIN. You also commented with respect to vessels, that

you found smaller vessels to be more useful. What is it that makes
the smaller vessel more useful for the training you are conducting?
MerMAsoN. Probably the crew situations. We are talking about

tugs at Piney Point. Once you get the basic crew, evejgcborly gets
immediate hands-on; everybody gets the feeling of that/tactual 'onthe-job training that is, taking place with the training vessels it is a
or
rapid progressiOn. One minute the man is working on the bargesthe
he can be up at
in the engine room, then the next time
wheelhouse. So it is a constant ongoing thing. There are not a lot
of time and motion lost because there is one persOn on it and

somebody is waiting a turn.
components you see as advantaMr. PANSHIN. A couple of:
economical
cost
of
operation to you and decreased
geous are more
of sea training for your
crew' size; in addition, a superior form
intensity
and quality of
, trainstudents in terms of the immediacy,
ing could be achieved.
Mr. MASON. I think any of us would appreciate being in a stu-

a vessel and having the
dent body of say 10 to 14 people onrather
than being 1 of 300
instructors dealing with it all the time

work I
or 400 people. You feel- more realism. You feel without the
could
not
training
or
not
this
-thing
probably
am doing, whether
get away from the pier: Everybody is using the ratchets, somebodya
is on the radarthey actually become a part of the crew, not just
student.
Mr. PANSHIN. Captain Rich, in terms of the increased sea training at academies, what sort of a mix of commercial ships, training
ships and smaller vessels would you see as being preferable?
Captain Roca. I would, be anfortable getting a young man on a
and shore side academic
ship who has had a 50-50 ratio of Practicalthe
seatirne, if we could
in -class and time at sea. In reference to
I
would
like
to see that young
have the best of all worlds, I believe
percent on his
marl have if he is a schoolship type of fellow, 25 real
world. He
and
25
percent
in
the
commercial
own schoolship
officer.
&needs both to become the complete
Mrr. PANSHIN. Let me see if I understand the percent ages. Half
the total sea training on a training ship and half on a commercial
vessel_

,

Captain

Yes.

Mr. PANIBI-11N. What roles would yob envision for

vessel?

smaller

--

Captain RICH. I envision him spending most of his time in deep

sea ships because that is where he is going primarily when he

comes out
PANstior-- Do you have any recommendation or opinion as to
how much of the 1 year might be satisfied by time on smaller
vessels?

Captain RICH: Right off the top of 'my head I would say. or 3
months would be of value, not only in his training but in satisfying
skills he could develop in that mode.
Mi. PAN-sit-4g. Thank you Does minority counsel have any ques:
tions?

Mr. Loam-J. No

Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you both.. You have brought a different
kind of experience to the subcommittee.
I would like to call the next panel at this time:
STATEMENTS OF DONALD G. BROWN. MANAGER, MARINE AND
INDUSTRY COORDINAT1QN, MARINE DEPARTMEN'14 OF GULF
TRADING AND TRANSPORTATION CO., A DIVISION OF GULF.OIL
CORP.; AND VICE ADM. PAUL E. TRIMBLE, USCG (RETIRED),
PRESIDENT, LAKE CARRIERS' ASSOCIATION

1- gtatementa follow]
PxgvAxv.D STATZMItter OF DONALD G. BROWN

Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I ern Donald G. Brown, Man age P, Marine & Industrial Coordination, Marine. Department of Gulf Trading &
Transportation Company, a Division of Gulf Oil Corporation, and would like to
thank you for this opportunity to appear before you to express our comments on the
effect of two Standards on maritime education and training ;38 well as Gulf's
policies and procedures
I made comments before this Committee on December II,. 1979, I would like to
emphasize at this time that as an owner and operator of tankers under the U.S.
flag, we place a high priority on obtaining the best in maritime personnel. The
"best" in this case is the well trained professional, whether he is deck or engine.
Admiral Benkert of AIMS testifed in December of 1979 on the impact of the
revised standards of the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certifi.
Cation and Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 19'78. The requirement under Regulation II/
4121c), impacts on the-officer who is to be in charge of navigational watch and his
training and qualifications prior to obtaining his first license. The question is how
does the cadet or apprentice obtain the additional period of ". . . bridge watchkeei
ing duties under the supervision of a qualified officer; . ."? The present Academy
or State facilities' programs do not provide adequate time on board actual merchant
vessels, In today's economic climate I am not sure that even a training ship will
give this kind of experience (the Maritime Administration has been reluctant to
cover increases in the cost of fuel to operate the training vessels). I would like to emphasize that basic training at this stage of the licensed officer's
career is very important, and we feel strongly that as much "hands-on eiperience"
as possible is necessary. Great emphasis must be .placed on actual sea time in the
teal environment and in emphasizing vocational professiorutl.training rather than
he academic education.
This may be accomplished by
1. Sponsoring a national training vessel in the sense of the European approach,
such vessel for the joint use of Kings Point and the State schoole,.or
2. Expand the sea program using all the ships available under the U.S. flag, and
include tugs and other vessels where practical training can be obtained, or
3 Recognizing that there ere not adequate berths available 'within the U.S. fleet,
a positive solution would be to utilize foreign flag vessels owned and operated by a
U S company. Gulf uses thisrocedure with cadets from Southern Maine Vocational Technical Institute ISMVTI) under supervision who are placed aboard one of our
Liberian flag vessels for part of their seagoing training, or
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4.. If a particular third mate has not had sufficient prelicensed supervision, he
could be termed a "limited" third mate. In this capacity; he could not be in iharge
watchkeeping duties
of a navigation watch until he can complete sufficient bridge
under the supervision of-a qualified ,ofticer. (This may not be ideal as many ships
for
are not organized in this manner; and it. would add to the time required in order
him to- it for his next higher license) or
-5: tniphasis 'should be Pieced an acquirinras much ;'real" experience as possible
is usefeI in broadening the
during the cadet training perio' Simulation certainly
skills Already acquired by the More experienced officer, and has limited application

to the cadet,
W6. must

flexibility lie choice or mixes of training- procedures, and
simulation should not, beeome a mandatory training requirement on any level.
As I have indicated before. Gulf maintains a vocational type training program to
develop third mates- and. third engineers in cooperation with SMVTI, This is a three
days on board of supervised
year program with an absolute requirement of 365
officer aboard, our Liberian flag
training. This is done in groups with a training subsequently
for the second and
vessels during the first-period at sea; and then
flag vessels. Our program
third periods in a norrifel cadet program aboard our U.S.
has-been in existence since 1974, and we feel that it has turned out the type of
trained professionals that we require in the industry today.
In conclusion, the industry must have and we as an individual comainy require,
..an overall training program that develops a high standard of professionalism and
this can be done by giVing the novice or cadet as much. practical hands-oacexperi
ence as possible_ Also such a program must be economically supportable by the

industry. If the industry is not able to do so, then we have taken the wrong

approach and better go back to "ground zero" and review the whole procedure. -Our
VII program has been successful in meeting Gulfs requirements.
PREPARED STATEMENT OP VICE ADM. PAUL E. TRIMBLE, USCQ

PRE.SiciENT,

LAKE CARRIERS' AssociATIoN

R Trimble, Presi=
d Members of the SubcomMittee, I am
Mr. Chairm-n
Association, representing domestic bulk carriers on the Great
dent of.Lak
include iron ore for Great Lakes steel mills in Illinois, Indiana,
Lakes. Carg
Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York; coal for power-generation; grain from
midwestern farms; limestone, cement, sand and petroleum products.

Those of us involved with lake shipping are pleased that your committee is
pursuing the important matter of sea training, not only in the light of proposed
IMCO standards, but also we hope, in the interest of productivity and coat. Presumably the proposed standards are to improve safety and minimize pollution at sea

in ports worldwide, and especially in I4.& waters.
We have no argument with the IMCO- objectivelpeput we are concerned with the
means of achievement. One way or another. the proposed standards require MORE
that more sea time and concomisea time for trainees. We are not at-all convinced
tantly, increased cost necessarily mean increase capability attainment. Sea time is
an indicator of exposure but not a measure of experience by any means.
While we aggressively support the benefits to be gained from improved training,_
we believe the need is for an improvement in quality rather than quantity. More
is
sea time do& not neeeesarily improve the quality of the training. If more sea time
more significantly in the
uired, what will be the cost not only in dollars, but_
beneficial than the sea time
re uction of other training which may in fact be more
gained.
As we see it therefare four major training approach& presently available. Each
the job training ahoerd
has its benefits and shortcomings. The-, four are an
operating vessel; practical-training aboard a training vessel; classroom training and
training through the use of simulators.
On the job training aboard an -operating vessel is beneficial in that the trainee is
exposed to the true operating conditions faced after completion of the training_ He
configureis expiised to the actual shipboard environment, including the equipment
shipboard team and the everyday working relationships
;lion, the (auctioning the
benefiCial, this approach, even for the present level of sea
of the crew.
time required. has
The trainee is an observer, thus hands-on experience is extremely limited.
(2) Practical experience varies from watch so watch and vessel to veseel, depending upon the whims of individual officers.
13I 'The training benefits are dependent upon the desires and skills.of the individual officers with whom the trainee stands watches.
an

(4) The number of berths available is limited and decreasing as large vessels
'replace smaller ones, and the current trend towards individual berths for unlicensed
crew mew -Ms, which further reduces berths available for-cadets.
(5) There is no flexibility to provide berths for expanded academy enrollrn
_ increased sea time that the.1%78 IMCO Convantion could require.
) It is not practical, arid in fact mad Pose a hazard, to introduce bridge or engin
-emergencies' or caagaltiea into the sea program.
raining ships are excellent for sea training,- both deck and engineering, but can

we or should we afford this luxury at each maritime academy, considering the
capital cost, maintenance and operating expenses, use af'scaree energy supplies and
the training achieved for the time spentClasiroom training provides the trainef with a directed course of study under the
supervision of a skilled instructor. For training in the theosyof shipboard equipr,

'pent operation and skills, this method is excellent. For hands-on practical experi.__
ence, cfassroom training falls short of other means, though it can be supplemented
with exposure to laboratory equipment. L
Simulator training is the newest metki6d to arrivaron he scene: Simulators were
developed in the late 1930'.9 and the Link trainer was a major aid in the training of
the large number of aircraft pilots in Worl&LWar7II. During that same period the
anti-submarine attack teacher provided excellent simUlafionk training for shipboard
personnel involved with convoys or patrolling against submarines. As the aviation
industry has found, simulators are an outstanding trainiig device and the FAA
certifies pilots, in large measure, on the basis of simulator performance under test
conditions not feasible with various passenger aircraft mode.ls. Tli safety records of
our nuclear submarines and the man-on the -moon project are attributable in no
small measure to the simulator- training of-the operating personnel and the 14strc
news.
The use of simulators permits the trainee to gain the experience of coping with a
multitude of emergency conditions and equipment failinfs without the risk ofloss
of life or destruction of equipment should hik response be improper pr untimely. The
trainee is given immediate feed-back on the results on his actions and the opportunity tv discuss his sonition with a skilled observer. The casualty- condition can then be
'recreated in order that the trainee can repeat the exercise and modify his-actions
based upon his learning experience.

Coast Guard marine accident statistics show that over .75 percent of marine,

casualties are people-related. To me that is a positive indication of the need not hnly
for better training BUT also for a better means of measuring the qualification df an
individual before a license is 'skied. Performance can be tested under condition's not
feasible with a real vessel.
We feel that optimum training requires a proper mix of professional instruction,
shipboard experience and experience in emergency evolUtions withima reasonable
time period No single training method is cast beneficial in providing such a mix.
This is the basis for our continuing entreaty to Congress to authorize the furnishing

of electronic sithulators .bridge and engineroom- to -state or regional maritime
academies in lieu of training vessels where appropriate. Such authorization will
facilitate the programming and budgetary process for the Administration. Tlie
presence of such equipment will provide the Coast Guard with means in that area
for realistic testing before licenses are issued or upgraded.

Mr. PANSKIN. Mr.- Brown, would you present your summary at

this time please.

Mr. BROWN. I appeared here /earlier in December to make certain

comments, and I appreciate the opportunity to return. As a
member of industry, I am concerned with the capability of the

Officers Gulf employs and particularly the third mates operating as
new officers. Much of what, has been said I agfee with no doubt
about it This additional requirement, I would like to summarize,
maybe could be satisfied, and I will say our emphasis is hands-on
experience for an apprentice or trainee. The European approach to

a training ship might be looked at Admiral Rodgers indicated

there are other types of approaches in th 's matter: emphasis not so
much on the use of tuition but any of th vessels within .0 U.S.flag fleet that would give good prelice se experience; flowing
theremare not adequate berths onboard, t e utilization of foreign
vessels owned and operated by a U.S. companyGulf uses this
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procedure from our. technical study under the supervision of
instructor. Cadets are placed onboard for a portion of their se
ing requirement.

In .the conditional third mate, if he has not had the sufficient
amount of prelicense time then he obtains this after he has been
given his-license with a condition.
A
Ultimately, there is a place for the We of a computer or sinuila-

tor, but this has to be worked on Flexible alternatives should be
maintained. We feel no one area should be mandatory, excluding
other areas and there should be, again, a mix or Vbstitutions or
mix of emiivalencies...

The other questions could have it Can the Government or indus
try afford this kind of expense? These type of training aides that I
am talking about, the computers or Simulators, quickly become
redundant and a $5 million investment makes a training tool an

albatross on the training institution. I think indirectly of Gulfs

approach throtigh our program with South Maine, we have a 36rday requirement of actual seatime. This is done basically in three
periods. The first is on board basically our Liberian-flag vessel's
with. an instructor. Then the other two periods are done aboard
U.S-flag vessels in closely supervised programs with the present
officers on board. We also participate with Kings Point in their
cadet program. Basically.,I do not think the cadet on board is an
observer. I .feel he is a participant Ei'nd is supervised while on

board. This may not be the general case, but as far as Gulf is
concerned, it is
Mr. PANSHIN. Mr. Brown, thank you for your testimony.- I do
'indeed remember your being here last December. Your comments
were helpful then as they are today.
I would also like to welcome back Admiral Trimble.
Admiral TRIMBLE. Thank you I will offer my statement for

record in the interest of tLrrie. We have heard the pluses and
minuses of the various training tools for- embryonic ship board

officers, that is training ships, cadet seatime on commercial vessels, and simulators, and I think it has been very well covered. So I
will confine my comments to our problems on the Great Lakes.
On the lakes, our academy does not have a training ship, it uses

small craft and is installing a radar simulator. The seatime for

cadets is gotten by using berths on board commercial vessels. That
leaves much to be desired particularly since the number of berths

is decreasing on lake ships so we will not be able to handle the
cadets at our own academy plus those. we are asked to handle for
Kings Point, Maine, and some of the other coastal academies. I

ecognize that seatime on board commercial vessels is probably the
poorest of the three different methods of training but nevertheless
that is what we have and it does offer. a form of practical training.
I feel very strongly that simulators will enhance training considerably as far as seaboard officers are concerned.
It has been said and we are well aware that the IMCO convention does not apply to the Great-Lakes. I was interested to hear the
Coast Guard witness say they are not planning at this time to
apply the /convention to the Great Lakes. That is very- helpful, but
that is at this time The trend has been where some standard has
been put into effect, to start applying it universally.
We should not
,

x
_

-,

-

.

..1

.

be lulled into false sense of security -because we -ctin expec
contend with the-standardiat a future.tim4:.:Besides, if the stan
is good an.cl valid, it shourd, be applied to the',Great La
the
objective is good but I dG' not think the m hod of
.
is sound.
-=:
ank you.;
Mr. PANstinst. Thank you.

s-)

'

You respdnded in the letter part of yours Lary to one of the
questions-I, had, and that was-since the I i = 0 convention did not
apply to the Great Lakes, why then are ou such a strong advocate
of simulators. You answered that m rt but I think there is still a
ors,IrCO convention at all What
question. Let us say there
would.be your position on

simulators. We do not have enough
.a better training tool:
ecau.se of the decrease in berths or because
Mr. PANSHIN. Is
there IN a su per'
y in simulator training?
BLE. I think there
is superiority in simulator
train
Admiral
,
,
Admiral TRIMBLE.nWe

sea berths and we thin
mg.

_

.

SHIN. What are the . areas of superiority in simulators?
MBIZ. It has been petty well summarized. Simulators an introduce all sorts- of operating situations, _emergencies
th cannot-be reproduced on ship as far as a commercial vessel is
ncernrd where time is 'dollars gas far as the commercial vessel is
concerned So, they are not going to be able to have time Jo spend
to set up -various operating -situations for the stUdent to test and

Mr. P
Ad

al

look at Moreover, they do not -h ve a faculty member from the e
academy to ;supervise. So-it is wh Lever interest and capability the

officer on the watch has at that tine which can vary from a lot to
almost nothing. So, as far as tha kind of training, I do not think
much of it But as far as the kind of training you can introduce and
reintroduce .tithewise with a simulator:the student can see in a
briefing recap what he has just gone through and see what he has
thine wrong. You can set it up Again and go through a similar
problem for hire to see if he haS learned from his mistakes.

So, timewise, we are talking about a matter or minutes to reset
the problem. You can set up situations on a channel, potential

accidents, collisions, groundings; but yoli cannot reproduce these in

the real . world as far as shipboard experience on a commercial

vessel is concerned.
Mr. PANSH1N. So where you see advantages to simulators la as an

extension Of what Admiral Rizza has come out in favor .of, a pro-

am for the initial license which is almost totally comprised of

simulation.
Admiral TRIMBLE. I gef that coming doirti the pike, he said 10

15 years, I believe it but I do not think we will achieve that wi
/
the conservatism we have just heard in the Coast Guard.
/Mr. PANSHIN. What role do you see for commercial vessels?
a
Admiral TRIMBLE. I see them still' being used but to a lesser
degree. This gives the student an opportunity to see the real world,
to be a part of the shipboard atmosphere, dealing with die licensed
and unlicensed personnel, tie would not have that experience on a
simulator. So the shipboard life, rolling, pitching, adverse weather,
being away from home, that experience_ he would not get with
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e small portion' of his time
simulators, So,
'
1!
on a commercial v
you so recommend?
Mr. PANSKIN.*
Aelmiral TRIMBLE Yes'.
PANSHIN. In the context

of the 12-mo h. requirement, how
hich you predict as a
much time within ,t _at.10- to 15-year per
ement'should be spent
minimum amount o time to meet the r
on commerical verse s?
I
cent; 85 percept on simuAdmiral Tkrmai.E. No-more than 15
lators.

-

Mr. PAigskuN. Fro the outset o my contact with you last fall,
you have been a ye clear and nsistent spokesman in favor of
'simulators. I think e cry time t subcommittee has heard from
you, your testimony as incind comments regarding simulators.
Some of my questio are re undant, but we want to offer the
unity to respond, Mr. Brown, to the ques
other 'people the op
ed With.cornmercial ships for training.
tion of simulators as c
1 Mr. BROWN. I would like emphasize, the cadet or trainee, third
real world, as the Admiral mentioned,
Mate, ha '/to deal wit
an board a ship. White the simulator has
connOt siniulate
you cannot
tremendous capacity fo variances and immediate changes, we feel

there cannot a substitut'on for the actual physical experience that is
necessa . As Lsaid fore, it can be used it is an excellent tool. I
am rt opposed to e use of simulators, I am opposed..-to. their
phis lest ult. tely they become mandatory. This is my confeel there ould be a conservatiPe approach to look at all
ues. Sornethi g should not be closed but or Jestricted .
what rnig yt be around the comer tomorrow which will serve
raining ap oach?

a simulate has a role'in training-Without Making simulators mandatory, in our
PANSHI
epared -re rks you indicated simulator straining has lim ed

application
t?looking at t

cadet training. Can you elaborate on that? If we arg
12-month period of time, hbw much time should be

training and what kind of _use do you foresee for
for siniula
t
simu 1a_ors.
Mr. BR WN, About 15 to 20, perceokand this would be enhancing
the ski alrgady developed or creating _the envirlanment that
nortnal hipboard practice pievents, such as. the emergency, or
xonditi i ns which you would not parlicularly want to .Submit a
vessel o, stress conditiong under poor loading or as I say, ethergen,
cy str ding, collisions, this type of thing.*
Mr PANSHIN. As part of the total training?
BROWN. Right.
.

PANSHIN. To what extent are yoti in, favor of the use of

am_ ler vessels for training at cadet academies? ;
Mr. BROWN. I am not opposed` to any vessel giving a-cadet an

opportunity to learn good techniques, line handling, whatever.
Somebody said earlier, any ex-perience'gainea is of valued think in
some cases-4 think Bruce McAllister emphasized itthe ability to

--handle a towboat or tugboat is a tremendous asset. Projecting-that
to the shipmate or captain is a great advantage. The third mate is
not a.ship handler. He is the lowest man on the totem poles He: is
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cause he does not have that kind of

not even an AB in-that sens

- responsibility.

MC: PANSIII*. Thank you. Admiral Trimble, back to you. The
Lake Carriers Association has been actively involved :with the
Great takes Acadernyln a variety of ways. In terms of simulators,what sort nf support might the Carriers Associatipn be considering
to proyide to that Academy?
.

Admiral Tunas's, Well, we have assisted in getting the radar

simulator which will be' installed this year We have been assisting
insofar as expansion of the.Academy is concerned, both financially

and in used equipment, something taken off one ship and not
reinstalled, such as radars, generators, pumps.
Mr. PANSHIN. Have, you had any discussion with the Carriers

Association as &gra Simulator.
Admiral TRIMBLE. We have had considerable discussion but nOth:

ing in a tangible way as to how far we 'will, go. We have trimmed
down fairly substantially. We have a commitment nowfor 4' years
of support.

If -training vessels can be provided to academies by the Government, simulators should-be offered as an alternative. As long as
the United States is furnishing a training vessel; is it unfair that a
simulator be provided as an alternative? It "seems to me that is
equitable and a substantial savings to taxpayers:
Mr. PANSHIN. Your argument is persuasive.

r If there were 'a- simulator at Great Lakes Acadeniy, would your
/members be interested in using it?
Admiral TRIMBLE. Yes, companies are interested, they are sending people to various simulators now including over to Lake Grenc
ble. in France. We have been, for several years, sending officers toAimulators for training.

qv

final question. Ydu mentioned the situation
on the Great, Lakes, with the 'decreasing number of ships and
therefore-decreasing number of berths. Has any consideration been
Mr. PANSHIN.

given to providing more berths for cadets per ship? Is that a

' possibility? What are the propects for this?.
Admiral TRIMBLE. The chances of providing more cadet berths.
per ship is not very good becau-se the trend is for furnishing indi'viduaL rooms to unlicerised personnel. That will depend upon the
labor management agreements, but it detracts considerably from
the berths that will be available for cadels.
Mr. PANSHIN. So it is really a dynamic situation but one where
you do-not see the future prospects-as being favorable?
Admiral TRIMBLE. That is correct. Particular y with the possibility of more Sea time being required.
Mr. PANSIN. Mr. Losch?

Mr. Loscn. I would like to find out a little bit more about your
using the foreign flag vessels for training. Do you have a U.S.

officer riding on those vessels to provide supervision?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, a group of cadets go with a certified, licensed-

instructoi. This IS in accordance with Coast Guard requirements.
r. Losek. How many cadets are on the vessel?
Mr. BROWN. The classes are about 20, so it is about 10 cadets and
10 ongineers.
Mr. LOSCH. On one vessel?

-0,

Mr. Bkowri. Our Liberian-flag tankers. Those are
have t ay oPerating from east .Africa7- to the
United tates.
-- '''
i Mr. : sem But you;have up to 20 additional pass bgers..'
( Mr. BROWN:
up to 20; Sasically, we are doing it in unity
- . itisWe,are
often. Again,a question of space..These particular ships have
the space.
, .
--

'

,

,_

,

w
Well in two of the Ships in the fleet-they were
built, they are

now 20 years old, and were built Originally, fdr.-55-meinber crews
and they are down to 35-member crews -plus Ahere was a lot- of
space on board. because you hathraidshia's hqUse and .after-house
but in today's economy of building everything..back-aft, yes, yoware
j
building smaller quarters.
.-

/

Howeyer, the particular'- quarters that are on several of our

vessels have safficientspace,
Mr. Logan. The reason I am raising this point is that one of the
alternatives Mentioned , to train additional cadets- on oceangoing
vessela. Woald be to double- up, triple up'ldri existing commercial
.

---------__

1

vessels, but the problem of space and ac Onimodations has been

voiced.

..
When you put these additional people o these vessels, are yep
one Dr two to a stateroom, or do you put add,
putting more
ommodations in the existing staterooms?
tional berthing
quarters basically have two men to a stateroom.
Mr. BROWN
is just that these Par6cular vessels have the addiMr. Losen.
tional space?
Mr. BikowN. They have the spade available, and there -are classroom facilities. There is enough space .onboard-to carry out this

program.
Mr. Loses :' On you? U.S.-flag vessel
doubling up Of accommodations could

BsowN.-There is not basically
the U.S.-flag vessels- if we could. The

dtwyou think that a similar
one?

h space. We would use
go on in groups of two

or four when they are farther along in their program, and then
they carry out their sea proj4ct tinder the supervision of the shies

officers, and close Supervision from the school.
Mr. LOSCH: Thank you Mr. Brown. Thank your Admiral Trimble.
Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you both for your testimony.

Admir9i TRIMBLE. Will you thank the chaitnian for permitting
the hearings to continue? T think that was)very considerate.
Mr_ PANSHIN. I will indeed. The alternative was thatlbe.night
not have been able to reschedule this hearing at an early date, Mr.

AuCoin still does hope to return but we are reaching a point in
this Congress where each day is

extremely busy.

The next panel is Captaiti MUth, American Waterways Operators and Captain Mayberry of tt Offshore Marine Se ices Association.

Again, we are welcoming back two from whom we haye heard
before, and I appreciate your re urning and addressing the subcommittee on today's subject.
I Captairi Muth, may we rece e your summary first.

-9't
STATEMENTS OF CAPT. tIAROLD M UTH, VICE PRESIDENT OF
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, .AMERICXN _,WATERWAYS OPERA
TORS; CAPT. WILLIAM =.,.1)4AYBERHY. EXECUTIVE DIRECTCrR
OJFSHORE -MARINE SERVICES ASSOCIATION

[The prepared statement-of Captain -Muth, the American Waterways Operators, f011tAra:]
4

Paryaagn

STATEMENT oF Cwt._ HAROLD MUM VICE posioENT OF GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS, AMERICAN WATERWAYS OPERATORS
.

.

-

w. Mr. Chairman, the American Watertvays Operators:Iff. appreciates this °pixel'. ,,
nity toitestkfy on the very important matter of sea training for Federal an .State
maritime cadets.
.
While 'it is generally accepted that:graduates from Kings Point and the State
maritime academies will normally go to sea in large ocean-going vessels of the U.S. ,
merchant marine fleet,- we believe that the alternative for employmenWand career
oPpertunities offered by the towing industry and other small vessel industries, such
as the oil exploratiociindiatry, should receive greater attention.
For example, there are in excess of 4,000 towing vessels plying 25,000 Miles of
P.S. navigable waterways as well as the coastal waters of the U.S. Resides perform.
ing the many tasks required in harbor operations, this fleet of towboats moves more '
than 650. &Mien tons, of cargo annuallx. This -represents twrethirdA of all domestic
cargo tonnage moved on water.
. We quote the above figures to illustrate that the towing industry an be -rightfully
'
considered as an important element of the total maritime picture.
During the subcommittee hearings on H.R. 5451 we testified on e availability of
vessels within the towirfg industry for purposes of the training of maritime cadet. It -.
was our hope that this resource for cadet sea training be better exploited by.both
-Federal and State maritime academies. While our efforts cfid not produce completely
.

satisfactory resuits, the language in sections 1303(0(2) and 1304(cX3)(A.Xii) of that bill
does_sgell out the opportunit:/-for such training.
.

We would have. preferrec to see some language which would encourage the

training on small vessels i.e., such as the granting of creditable time toward a third

mate or engineering license. Without this type of encouragement or reward we

-

cannot see much hope for an increase in enthusiasm on the part of cadets,
The training offered by sailing on towing vessels and supply boats will give cadets
greater exposure to (1) piloting in restricted waters. (2) maneuvering in confined and
congested waterways or harbors, and (3) . wing operations including hawser towing,
towing in the notch, and flotilla towing in the pushing mode,
Additionaa, the handling of cargos by boom dereks, or cranes: the use of wire,
manila; and nylon ropes in cargo handling, mooring, and urimooring; the lailoching
and tetieving of small boats and life rafts; and the &ripping and weighing of the
anchor are routine chores that are experienced almost on a daily basis. -;
It is not our intention ta detract from the importance-of cadet training on boat'd
the ocean-going deepAraft vessels. Nor is it our intention ,to cast any doubt on the
importance -of .maritime academy training vessels_ Vie "firmly- believe that those
important elements- of sea training should be maintained and enhanced wherever
would,
practical by use of large ship simulators and collision avoidance systems
ed b mall
owever, like to point out that the training opportunities
into
not only,,, compresses- a great amount of activity and di =rsifi
.

time frame, it is also done under an arrangement

.

hereby the cadets

- tutoring on an almost one-to-one basis.'

We have some self interest in representing this test ( ony. We desire to attract
more graduates of Kings Pohl, and the ,State aciadeqaies into our industry: All too

often these iedividuals come into the industry in middle management positions
after servingbon deep sea vessels and Wave little or no practical experience on

towing vessels, Therefore, their talents and abilities in management are somewhatil
hampered by this rnissingsexperience.
ie

It might be worthy to note that the U.S. Coast Guard Academy has in recent

years adopted a summer program for cadets whereby a small "number (four to six)
receive approximately six weeks of training in the towing industry, This includes on
board timeon tows thatiply the Western Rivers,
Also, the American Wathways Qperator's in a cooperative effort with the Coast
Guard, provides training for three or four `coast Guard junior officers each year
.
through a four month industry training course)
.

Both of these programs are highly successful and contribute toward d better

-understanding of the industry operations by the Coast Guard officials.

In summary,' we support -FIX,5451 as ptissed by the House but would like to see
some language added to itO,Vheti it reaches the Senate which would provide an
incentive to the cadets to train on small vessels. We believe the language should
specify that training time would lae-areditable toward the license required under
sections 003(g) and 1304(03KB
We thank you-for the opportunity to testify and we will be pleased to answer any
puestions you might have.

Captain Mudd . Thank you.;
It i a pleasure to be back here again. I think I will let my

statement stand the way it is written without going into any summary if it is all right with you.'"There are'two points I would like to
address in it
One is our comments regarding our previous testimony, on H.R.
5451, whereby we expressed the desire to get some language into
the' bill which would give credit to time served on Small _vessels
toward the license that the cadets receive upon graduation.
Mr. PANSHIN. And from what we have heard earlier today from
the Coast Guard,. it looks as if they may be induced to allow some
time for that purpose.
Captain Mum. I was pleased to hear everybody kind of get on
board the bandwagon as far as the -valuable training that can be`
obtained on small vessels is concerned, but I would-'just like to
int out to the subcommittee that there is a regulation in fame

which prohibits crediting this time toward the license that the

State academies and Kings Point graduates get.
It is contained in 46 CFR, subpart 10 05-33, and the, ppropriate
language says, In order to be eligible for an unlimited ocean
license, an applicant must have obtained his service ori- ocean or
coastwise vessels of 1,000 gross tons or over." So unless this regulal
tion is changed, we-see little- hope in the way of encouraging the
cadets to 'serve on the smaller vessels.

The word conies back to us that they are reluctant to do so at

this time because of this prohibition.
PANSHIN My understanding of the equivalency package, and
from Admiral Bell's comments,, is that as the IMCO convention is

implemented, Mard and Coast Guard are considering -just that,
kincrof change.

I wonder if either Mprad representatives or Coast Guard repre-,
sentatives in the audience would care to respond to that point for
clarincation.at this time
Mr. Friedberg or Commander McCowen, could youspeak to that?
STATEMENT OF MR. ARTHUR FRIEDR RG. DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF MARITIME LABOR AND TRAINIIt.. MARITIME ADMINISTUATION

Mr, FRIEDBERG. I am Mr. Friedberg, Maritime Administration. I
think you_have expressed what Admiral Bell said That is that

obviously, as innovations or changes are acceptable to Coast Guard
and to Maritime Administration, the appropriate changes would be
macre in the regulations.
Mr. PANSHIN. Commander MrCowen, do you wish to speak to
that point?

.

l'a

.
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STATEMENT OF COMDR. S. D. MeCOWEN, CHIEF, MERCHANT
VESSEL PERSONNEL MANNING BRANCH
.

Commander McCowEN. No further than what I have said
Mr. PANsurN. Will you plase identify yourself?
Commander McCowEN. S. D. McCowen,
Chief, Merchant Vessel
'

,,

-.--- Personnel Manning Branch.

I would just like to reiterate Mr. Fri berg's statement.
Mr. PANSHM. Which is that the Coast uard is, in fact, considering that kind'of change?
Commander Mccowm. It would be one of the considerations for
the implementation of the:convention.
Mr. F'Aimionn Captain Muth, we will pursue thAt ..in written
questions to seek that clarification.
.Ekcuse me for.the interruption. I do understand
u
the point yoti
.

.

are making, and would you proceed with the rest of your sumMary?

Captain Mum. That is Most heartening, and _I will accept that,

and look forward to. these changes.

-

_

Mr. PANSHIN. I am sure you vri_11-. -

4=

Captain Mum. The only other comment I have about the testimony that I submit for the record is the misspelling of the -word
"derrick" 1-think my secretary knows more about shapely movie
actresses than -ahe does trains and cargoes. That is on page 2.
Otherwise, I would be pleased to answer any questions you may
have about tb.epaper itself.
.

Mr.'PA3v4jubt. Thank you.

Before proceeding with the questioning, Captatn Mayberry,
we have yonrdiurarnary?
STATUMEAt'OF CAPTAIN W. A. MAYBERRY, EXECUTIVE
. D1RECTOROFFSHORE MARINE SERVICE
ASSOCIATION
.

Captain KAYBERRY: Yes. Thank you, Mr. Panshin.
Mr. PANSH1N. You are welcome.

e prepared statement of Captain Mayberry followbd
AILED STATEMENT OF cAr-r. W. A. MAYBERRY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE

OFFSHORE MARINE SERVICE AIAT1ON

Thank you I am Captain W. A. Mayberry, Executive Director of the Offshore
Marine Service Association, which represents the owners and operators of supply
boats, crew boats, to
y and bury barges and other equipmenj that operate in
support of offshore of velopent.
rn
The industry operates over 3500 American flag
vessels and provides env oyment for over 30,000 American seamen.
The Association is ple
to have this opportunity to "testify before the Ad Hoc
Subcommittee on Maritime. Education and is more than Pleased that this Ad Hoc
rnmittee has the foresight to examine the impact that tre International convention of Standar& of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping 1978 will have on
the. American Merchant Marine before it becomes a fait accompli.
We would hope our comments will prove to be constructive. However, by commenting it must not be construed that the Association or the industry it represents

suppofts the ratification of this instrument in its present form. If accepted as

, drafted. it will gtieVoualy change our present national practices and affect not-only
-

the offshore oil industry, but all atrial] vessel interests.
Our examination of the convention leads us to the conclusion that the convention
is seriously. flawed. Despite the strictness of wording as to sea-service and training
requirements, certain vested interests incorporated vague language that will afford

them s ec ial latitude to depart from the terms of the convention Whereas th
pblici o f the Unit& States would not condone such pratices nor is our present
fleet's tonnage within the affected area it an example that illustrates an Imperfec t

Mstrument. Further and more importantly, we believe that the difference of sea

-

Officer
service and training requirenekt established by the convention for the
'neeribg
versus the Engineering Officer could certainly discourage entry into the
field. Thi.4 Unequal treatment ia a departure from.our present national practice
where sea service and scope of examination afford both departmeee equal opportu=
nities- for advancement.

Mr. Chairman, you and the members of the Ad Hoc Committee must realize that
it is difficult to testify before you as to-what effect the convention will have on sea
training. Few organizations that will testify today can be-cerfain how the conven-_

tion will affect their operations, training programs, or their-personnel. Nor is it

clear if there aVe sufficient manpower resources or if there is sufficient interest or
motivation for young persons to consider sea going careers. Until the Coast Cluard
makes the proposed regulatory implementation available, the Congiess,
and organizations can only guess as to the potential economic impact. Even the
mechanics of coMpliance with the convention is unclear, but it is clear that inthigtry
must know how the Coast Guard will interpret the convention before they can make
their final judgment.as to whether or not they should support ratification.

Some of the moues that must be resolved prior to ratification, and that will

impinge on any sea training follow:
Can it be predicted when the convention would enter into force internationally'
Should less than 25 nations sign the. convention,. what would be the position of the
United States? Wou'd the United States implement all or parts of the convention
party to its entry into force internationally? Will the United States continue our
resent national practice for five years after the entry into force? Will the United:
totes grandfather seafarers under the transitional provisions of Article VIP And if

, what categories of seafarers would be involved? Under Article IX will our
dreinistration adopt other educational and training arrangements? Would these
-other schemes reduce the sea-Services requirements of the convention? Can the ?
How will the United States .define near coastal voyageS? ,What.., material will,be
excluded from the examination for ship_s serving on near.ccimtal voyages? Can or
would the .examination be varied? Will the Administration consider-the ship's sig%
and conditions of the voyage to vary the sea service and minimum- knowledge
requirements? Will the United States eliminate the position for-First Assistant
Engineer or run a dual license system? What will be the status of the .Motorboat,
Towing. and Ocean Opdrator licenses? Will vessels,presently operating without
licensed engineers be affected? Vessels with only Chief Engineers:, Vessels-- whose
present complement is Master -or-that of Master and one twd'or three Mates (no
Chief Mate or Second Mate)? The convention permits the substitution of a period; of
special training for net more than two years of the required three years sea going
service (in other categories of licenses, the special training includes an adeqUate

period of sea going service). What is "adequate' and what will "special training"
ntail? After receiving a license as a deck or engine-tifficer,- will further special

straining serve to reduce or substitute for sea service for advancement? The tonnage
parameters used throughout the convention will be atTectedjorrcertain classes of
vessels, when the International convention of Tonnage comes into force. HoW will

the convention be applied to new constriietion with vastly higher gross tonnage'

Althmigh new equipment will be adrneasured at higher tonnages,' the vessels will be
identical in length, power, and service. Must they should they can they be treated
as similar existing equipment?

Although training or plans for training programs will be influenced by this litany
ofi questions, it is quite clear the convention orders more sea service for most
csktegories of licenses. For the State, and Federal Academies the requirement for
approved sea service of one year changes the present- most acceptable requiremen

of 6 or 9 months. For the offshore Industry, a seafarer presently under nationa
practice requires

.

years sea-service to become a master -under one, system or

years following the traditional (3 year for mate and an additional one year for
master) system.

The convention extends the sea service for Mester serving on vessels of 200 gross
tons or more to sixyears.
Although uncertain/of the Administration's position there ate-several clues as to
their thinking. Some would offer promise and some appear discouraging There is
enclosed in this statement a comparison chart' of sea service for licensing require

menta in the offshore marine services industry. This chart, Which purports to

compare present sea service requirements with that of the convention, was prepared
by the United States Coast Guard for COngressmen and Senators whb have equal
concern aeto the impact the convention might have on the American merchant
marine. We cannot apologize for the chart, but an expert, on the convention would

have difficulty interpreting these comparisons: However, it does appear that the
Coast Guard contemplates substitution of approved training for sea'service and that

,
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one month's training could serve as a substitute for 3 months sea service. It appears
and this would
equallx clear that one year's sea service is required as abe equally true for Federal and State maritime academies.
An apprrived training course of study is a step in the right dillection in that prior
tb this chart the Cciast Guard.had consistantly equated a day of training as a day of

sea service. However, it is unclear how they esitablished three for one It is an
administration prerogative, for no guidance, is provided in the convention. Until.-

guidelines or the cegulationa are available, we cannot comment on their decision to
establish a three to one ratio. However, why not a five to one ratio or even more?
Should not the course content, the instruction, the grade of license sought-the type

of vessel on whih the applicant would -serve, lengthen or 'shorten the course of
instruction rather than one'atitrary equation? .Certainly. satisfactory completion of
the prescrihed examination is a measure of the training.' As an aside, academy
graduates completing a four year.eourse would appear to have 12 years accredited
sea service.

.

On the discouraging side; the IMOD Subcommittee on Standards of Training and
Watchkeeping continues its work- in London to esitablkth guidelines for nations in
the application of principles of safe- manning: They propose, -supported by the U.S.
delegation, that the engineering watch consists of not less than one duly qualified
engineer officer. As reflected earlier in this testimony, the convention Would seem
to support this premise. For over twenty five years, this industry has operated its

equipment without the _licenied engLneer. Until the Coast Guard intervrets the
convention in this respect decisions on training must be held in abeyance.
At present -time there are a number: of state supported and private schools which

proeide t 'Lining for personnel in the mineral and oil industry This training js
tad primarily at preparing applicants for Coast Guard examinations leading to
licenses as Masters, Mates, and Engineers on offshore supply vessels, ocean operators on crewboats, and operators for uninspected towing vessels. The courses range
chi

in length from one to two tveelts, with the students- attending during their "off
hitches,

Although it is difficult to determine the total yearly output of the schools, a
reasonable estimate of the attendees at three institutions in Louisiana (two state

schools and one private school) is as follows for one year:
Master/mate, mineral and oil candidates
Towing vessel operator candidates
Engineer candidates
Ocean operator candidates

500
300
100

500

If the IMC...atandards were enforced as they are written, all these candidates
would face significantly longer sea service requirements unless they completed
"approved training courses.!" Based on information in the comparis4 chart received
from the Coast Guard, these training courses would- last anywhere from 4, to .12

months, with the attendees accumulating the total time in one month segments.
The problems which would be generated by this system of training would be
enormous for the students, the schools, and the industQ., in general. Because most
vessel perionne4 work a "7 on-7 off or "14 ori-14 off' schedule, attendance at a
school for amonth long period would deprive them of a month's wages_ When these

lost. wages are coupled with the additional expenses of commuting, tuition, and
room and board at the school, the total dollar amount of the training for one month
could amount to well over $12,000. When that figure is multiplied by the four, eight,
or twelve month long periods envisioned by Coast Guard proposals, the training

becomes an economic impossibility for the individual.
to note that no regiondi school now exists to provide the
It
also"approved training" contemplated by the Coast Guard_ Given the enormous outlay
in capital that would need to be expanded for dormitories, instructors, and training
facilities to conduct such comprehensive instruction (which sei-few people would be

able to attend), it is highly unlikely that any existing school would be able to
provide these services_

Even if there were a "magic wand" that could be waved to create the schools and
subsidize. the students, the fact that replacements would have to be found for the
individuals in training would only exacerbate the manpower shortages now plagu
ing the ifidustry.,The repeated changes in crew make-up and the resultant instability would even have an adverse impact on marine safety. ,
If ratification of the convention mandates the need for Coast Guard approved
training courses, we would submit that certain of these trainigg courses could be
tailored and approved for completion at sea, not unlike the sea -projects currently in
use at the Federal academy. In this way, a candidate could, while acqui -ring. the'required minimum sea service, vmplete an approved course.
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It should be noted that th'e convention is pure and simple. a product of big ship
thinking, tailored to meet the real or imagined problems ;of big ships. Other than
the references to tonnages and horsepower thresholds, there is precious little in the
convention- which indicates that the drafters kneW or were concerned for the peculiar problems of the small' ship in the context of a big ship oriented convention. It
must also be remembered that. y and large, small vessels and the people who work
on.,them comprise the major portion of the U.S. merchant marine These people end
these vessels are employed in deniestic waters, coastal waters; and in substiintinl

numbers on the oceans of the world. Their mannieg. operations, and physical

charaCt re3ties are inherently different from the moderh large cargo or tank ship as
it has c le to be in recent years.
Trai ng of personnel of the smaller vessels- operating in support of oll and gas

tion has of necessity, become the responsibUity of the companies which'

prod

opera the vessels. There are no federal monies appropriated
.
, or used for training.of
personnel for these vessels.
Several companies operate in house training progranis not -unlike those operated
.

by the private institutionb. differing in that the majority of these programs work
hand in gloVe with the company safety programs. They too serve a purpose and are

a necessary part of vessel operationS:
Although the convention purports to establish minimum requirements for seafar-__- .to bring into safety parity those unOmed foreign nations who bootleg incariipeconvention will have far-reacting ramitentaand.mWmanage rusty old tankers,
.

fications- for the small commercial vegels-of the kinited States. With the requirements of deep sea ships serving as a model. the convention will impose these levels
of knowledge and sea service on the smaller vessel. It may very well be that Coast
Guard schemes. of training -designed to reduce sea-service will serve only to stifle
one of the last viable segments of the United States Merchant Marine..
.

.
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Captain MAYHERRY.

I

think I had better just identify that

I

represent the Offshore Marine Service Asgociation, which has to be

construed as a significant part of the American merchant marine.
We operate over 3,500 American-flag vessels, and provide em-.
ployment for over 30,000 American seamen, and we are pleased td

have this opportunity. to testify today, and we are more than
pleased that this ad hoc committee has had the foresight to exam;
ine an international convention before it is ratified, as to what
effect it may very well have on the U.S merchant marine, before it
becomes a fait accompli.

I hope our comments will be constructive, but by testifying here
today, it cannot be construed that the association or the industry it
represents supports the ratification of this instrument in its -present form.
If accepted as drafted, it will greviously change our present
national practices and affect not only the offsho"re oil industry, but
all small vessel interests in the United States.
I think you will appreciate the'fact, from the testimony received
tl s morning_ , that it is difficult for any of these organizations to
testify as to how they feel about the convention impacting on sea
training.

I think you found them struggling in some interpretation that

sought to get relief from what the terms of the convention provide.
And I think a splendid example, until the Coast Guard makes the
proposed regulatory implementation available, the Congress, thes'e
individuals, and our organizations can only guess as to the potential economic impact. And a splendid example is the discussion of
'simulators here this morning.
The Administration, the U.S. Coast Guard, and others, seek the
ratification of the convention. They have said to the industry, to
the State and Federal academies, t'lley, we recognize you,have a
problem with the language of the convention in that it requires a
year's sea service as opposed to your present 6 months or 9 months,
depending on the particular program." And-,they have said, "We

are going to try and solve that by the use of simulators or the
examination of some experience with small vessels," but then I can
only say that I heard a lot of back and filling, a nautical term.
Then they said "Well, in the use of simulators we have some
doubts about it We also would feel that it would have to be
tailored especially into your program, and we would have to exam-

ine it"
Then we lieard them describe small ships. They were pretty

specific, without being detailed as to what size might be available.
Then their statement went on to say that if they find this simu-

lator program tailored especially in the way that they saw it in

the use of the small vessels exactly as they felt it could be applied,

they might, they might, I think that is the word out of the statement, feel justified in notifying the Secretary General of IMCO,
because the convention demands that any departure from the language of the convention must be addressed to all the member
nations.

Now, that presumes one thing, There are certain legal opinions
around that article 9, that is the table of equivalencies, will not
offset the language of 11/4. 11/4 is the minimum requirement of 1

year's sea H, ervice. Tht e is some deb to as to. whether even this
program that the. Cotist Guava is s -ig e ting, that should the St,riteacademies apply themselves..in- the ttie of simitiat'ors, in small'
-,p 0b!:? to the Secrevessels, that these programs. might not .tie
tariat and the other meraner nrAions.
In my -statement I have listed several pages of oeestions, using
language of the convention as we Best, felt that it atr..cted tr.ening.
1 won't read this long list of questions,.hut they are dr,Iwn from the_
convention, and in our /minion, c;:trimit decide what sort of trpiii-.
ing I shall apply. until I 'know hom, 'tha Coast Guard, will internrct
these sections, of the convention, and until they write thorn down in
to what
a- proposed regulatory implementation I ant at a loss_
programs. I should develop or ...Own? 1
-my seamen.

wh:1

I tell

All of these affect this.-and I will skip this part because every

body is well aware .that the State find Federal ac adenines Aro look-

ing for a 100 percent increase in the case of State academies in
their present sea service requinements. But perhaps it wasn't clear
to you, onyyour reading of the convention,' that in the offshore
industry!, where the current sea service requiretherits for master,AS'
presently at _3 years or 4 years, depending on what system the
seaman candidate uses,- the convention now will requires years'
sea service before he can acquire the-same position,
We are absolutely uncertain as to the Admini.stration's position,
but we have been.- proVided several -- clues. You- will note that., attached to my statement is a comparison chart of sea service for the
license requiremerits in the-offshore marine service industry,'

This chart, which purports to compare present sea service requirements with that of a convention, was prepared by the Coast
Guard for Congressmen and Senators who have equal concern as to
the impact the convention might have cyri the American merchant
Marine,

,

The chart is difficult to 'read even for an expert on the convention. However, it does appear that the CoaSt Guard contemplates
the substitution of approved training for sea, service, and that
month's training caul serve as a substitute -for 3 months' sea
1

-service,

It appears equally cl gar well, that is the l year again for .the
academies. An approved training
State and- Federal
course of study is a st ,p in the right direction, in that prior to this
chart, the Coast Gila- d has consistently equated a day of training,
with a day of sea service.
It is unclear to us, because we don't have the regulatory inform._

tiort: hew they established a 3 to 1 ratio. It is an administrative
prerogative because there is no !abidance provided-in- the convention. Until these guidelines or regulation-3 are available, we cannot
comment on their-decision to use the 3 to 1, but-why not a 5 to
ratio? Should not the course content, the instruction, the grade of
the license sought, the type of vessel on which the applicant would
serve,. lengthen or shorten the course of instruction, rather than
call for an arbitrary equation? Certainly, satisfactory compldtion of
a prescribed examination is a measure of the training.

1._

On some discouraging side, I did skin the part_that affeCtS this in

the litany of questions that I provided. We find that the IMCO

-,
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subcommittee that established this Standards of Training and

Watchketiping convention is still at work in London, and they are
now establishing principles for safe manning. They have identified
the training ,requirements, and they are now working on, the man,
ning. /
We tind that the United States, and is proposed by the delegation is advocating that each engineering watch consist of one duly
qu itied engineering officer_ For over 25 years this industry has
,
o rated its equipment without a licensed engineer.
Until the Coast Guard interprets the convention in this respect,
necisions on training must be held in abeyance.
We have several Stato-1400ls and private schools that are working for training in this industry, and we are handling approximate
ly 1,400 persons a year se6king either a license as tow boat-opera=
tor, ocean operator, mate .;or master of mineral and oil Vessels.
If IMCO's standards are enforced as they are written, all of these
candidates would face signficantly longer sea service reqUirements
unless they went to whateirer this Coast Guard approved training
course will be.

It is not spelled out in the comparison chart. It just sayi if you go
to school for so many months, we will equate that but there is no
detail as to what they seelL:
We have a serious.probleM with training schools. Our personnel
work 7 on 7 off, Or-14 on and 14 off, and attendance at a school for
a 1-Trionth-long period would deprive them of wages, : and I've can
calCulate that perhapS attendance at these schools would equate to
about $2,000 a month.

;.

1\1bw, the Coast Guard in the comparison chart has showed- us'
that under their scheme,-._ which is not clear to us, the training
could be for 4-, 8-, or 12-month-long periods, and if it is $2 000 per
month, we are looking at a significant economic impact.
I think the statement is self-explanatory in our problems esta
bishing dOrmitory school 'and the like, but if the ratification of

the convention mandates the need for a Coast Guard approved
training course, we would submit that certain or these_ traininv.
courses could .1 .tailored and approved for completion at sea, not
unlike the sea project referred to here and currently in use at the
State and -Federal maritime academies:

In this way the candidate could, while acquiring the" required

minimum sea service, complete an approved .course, that; could
evaluated, if that is the Coast Guard's bent.
think it should- be noted that the convention that we speak of is
purely and simply a product of big ship thinking, tailored to meet

either the real or imagined problems of big, ships, but I think the
committee is astute enough to recognize that a simulator cure may
not necessarily help small vessels.
As aid aside; I must be thrilled to death I suspect, by hearing all

comments about service aboard a training aide, a

sinalf vessel. I,am 'now faced with the uncomfortable-position that
our -people are trained exclusively on these training .aides_ They

acquire all their sea service on these.,training aides, and in fact,
they are going to work aboard them.

5\
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Perhaps we can use the article on equivalents to evaluate that
just by serving on a small vessel might be worth 2 to 1 just' in

itself, if it is such fine training.
The rest of the statement is parochial, and just in case you don't
ask me, I should like -W. comment on how the 1-year showed up.
'You have heard a fair .amount of opinion as to where it came from

First of all, it came from nations, mostly northern Europe, but
certainly South American nations, where public national Obdcy is

to subscribe to a strong merchant marine. They are well aware
that a merchant marine, a vital one, is necessary tostheir economy
and to their national 1,47ell-being, and in so subscribing, they have
structured a situation where, their sChools fill their needs.
They have schools all over the place. In fact, they take young
men out of regular elementary training at 'age 12, and stuff them

into a maritime school in great quantities, so much so that they

hive a surplus of trained engineering and deck officers.
They had no hardship in saying 'why not years ALsea service,because we don't have billets- they didn't explain it That way, but

they shave a surplus of 'officers; and they haVe no problem in

acquiring extra'sea service.
The language was always- "adequate sea service." You will find

that exists still in the _engineering half of the program as a sea
service requirement, and certainly the Qroup of 77 gran around in
circles when they said 2 years. Well it wls compromised -to 1 year,

but I must say the United States never laid a hand on that, and
this is despite the fact, that for 8 years, they have-told industry,
they have .told our institutions, that we are, out to improve the
world, we have the hest system in the world right now, and this

will in au -way change our present national practice, but when the
1 year was tabled, inside of our own' delegation it was called to
their attention that this departed drqmatically fron-CWhat they told
-us, b'ut despite that they didn't: raise a hand. There was support
from not only the 77 but a lot of medium-sized countries that were
waiting for the United States to snake some initiative.
Now I am unfair and :going. to take, it out of context, but you
have heard AdMiral Benkert here this morning say, that he didet
have any particular problem dealing with 1 year's sea service. He
thOught it was apprcippiate, and I don't know if it was the motiva-tion. But oiti any event, it was decided not to say-bne 'word.veTer
some U.S. opposition to it.

thanit'you.

Mr. PAESH}N. Thank you.

Has tie Offshore Marine Service Association communicated the
many questions that appear in your written testimony to the Coast

Guard?
Captain MAYBERRY. Yes, and they date back to 1975.
Mr. PANSHIN. What response, if any, have you received from the
Coast Guard?

Captain MAYBERRY. am afraid that we haven't had any definitive response from the Coast Guard. One of the things that also
complicated the convention, if I may be permitted to just rUn. on
the United States, as you will recall, was advocating a unilateral

position as a-direct result of President Carter's initiatives.

-
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ThgYhad,moved itip the terms of the convention
its regula r'
schedule, at the insistence of the United States, saying that they
Were unilaterally going to exercise disciplines aboard tankers, and
one of the fundamental things was that the world was running,
.junk. There were ships out there. We hit this particular December
of 1976 when there were ships sinking in our territorial watery,
and they were of questionable merit and flag and 'manned poorly,
and it subscribed, and quite properly so, that there should be an
international stand,ard. But when we pushed so strongly for a
treaty and `a converition, when it came to problemY in Nir own
industries, and this 1 year for the State academies is perhaps a

splendid example, the problems facing small vessels of under ',200
tons and between '200 and 1,600 are manifold in this convention,
when it was addressed to our delegation, not just at the conventi
but prior to it certain people said as their advice to the head of
delegation, "pee, it is pretty tough on one hand to be so strong and
'pact unilaterally and demand stricter and more tight regulations for
tank ships -" Doesn't it look bad for the United States to coma up

and say, "Hey, we also have a problem for small vessels and we
would like some compromise there."

I di&n't feel that it was inconsistent to at least voice some concern, but it motivated the fact that they didn't do anything, and I
= think some of the faults of the convention, I believe they are f6ults,
are
a direct result that we took such a strong stand on internation,
al training to improve a desperate situation in some other foreign
countries that we lost sight of our own initiatives and problems.

Thank you.
Mr. PA:NrsHiN. I Would agree with your observation thapthe provisions of the IMCO convention present a situation for tiff vessels in

your industry which has not by any means reeeived the same kind
of public attention that regulations 11/4 and 111/4 have especially
111/4 as it pert ins to licensing of third mates for deep-sea service.
Lalso underst rid very clearly the concerns you both have raised,

not just with I

t.1t

also with the Maritime Education Ad

Training Act, H. R:14 1, as it regards smaller vessels
Your testimony was clear last' year. Others have testified similarly on these issues as well Congressman AuCoin certainly under-

stands that you don't agree ,f(rith all provisions of that bill in its
present 'form.

At the same time,' there was a companion bill proceeding

through Congress, which has 'hot yet completed its -way into law:
that is the small vessel manning and training bill, H.R. 5164. This
bill does, address those issues. As the hearings proceeded on H.R.
5451, Congressman AuCoin said both. during_ subcommittee hear

ings and later as the Full Committee treated that bill that this
matter of smaller vessels is a subject which this Subcommittee on

Maritithe Education and Training needs to address and will ad-

dress, and he has committed the subcommittee to holding hearings

on the subject in thg next Congress. So the subject has not been

completely dealt with', but it has not been forgotten either.
1, assure you that your representatives from Louisiana on both
the House and Senate sides will not let him Forget.
ptain MAYBERRY. Thank you.

do have some questions for
Mr. . Ppoiswx. (7aptknel:
you that deal with H.R. 5 1T.11, in a,Jouenal of Commerce article on

the August 15, dealing 'w th.job placement of maritime academy
cadets, You 'are reported, as saying that H.R. 5451; will severely
hamper the efforts of the. M. & 0, industry to hire ricadeRiL graduates bectiuse the bill nomdates sett ,ei ice aboard ves-sels ol',more
thank ',on) grosl, tons.
Does this article correctly- report what you said?
_r_Captain IvJAYkEttity4.-Yes..'l -understood the bill to read that way,
but subsequent coptes,siei,Jnim0 have left out the gross tons.
Mr. PAN SHIN There'was:an earlier version of tRe bill, but in t 1-1
version passed by the House, tha,t rfroyision is not included becaus

of concerns that you and others in the industry did rare.
Captain MAYItailit Well, it certainly sZas inappropriate for Me
not to be referring to the ItItest bill. But the fact of the matter does
stand, the Coast I_Iuard.will not allow the graduated third mate
from Kings Point to advance his licepse in an unliuiited e6pacity,
should he work v;,ith us. lie could ,et to be master tufa" minimum
of 300 but that does not ,hive -great appeal to those who already
have an unlimited third-mate's license.
Mr. PANStfiN. 1 did want to clarify that point.

.

e

Captain Mnytitay.,That article went on to quote somebody else
that they instructed _entitor Long.
Mr. PANsflitsr..FhE was in an adjacent article: But I did want to,
point out that your concetns were noted and ref ected in H,R, 5451.
Captain MAYBERRY, It was immediately brought to my attention..
P1174S1-11N, Given this se ice requirement for the graduates of
Fefleral and State academies, service in your industry could satisfy
k
a port of that requiremqnt.
Captain MAysERay. Thebreason we made the commentg when it
did appear in the form of the bi11, we felt that woad not permit
any institutions to be considered by Congress or the Maritime
.

Admicuistration within our area, and
Mr. PANSHIN. That concern is noted as well and will be Rart of

the subject of next year's hearings.
Captain Muth, I started on this questioning earlier duriri your
summary, and the Coast Guard has indicated they intend to accept

time on small vessels as partial fulfillment of the sea license .requirement. Ho4,x7:much of the 12 'months would you recommend
that smallers.4tels be allowed to provide'?
or 33
Captain Mum. I think We would like to see either
percent. either 3 or 4

months.

Mr. PANSAIN. Thank you.

1

Flow available are vessels in your association for this kind of

training? You. did indictite in your formal testimonythdk, you have

program with the Coast Guard, but I was, wend ring to what
extent your membership would be interested and willing- to be

_
Capttiin Mtrn. We have interest by east coast and. west col-

invoived.

.

..

towing companies.' One ofthe companies has taken Maine
tittle Academy peopi on board in the past. The inland si
has not been canvassed. it iti a matter that we have to see
he done, The accommoda ions are available on inla_ d' vess
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think there is a oraFil- i

1
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.

v many
Vifould vim have a rough Pstirn.9ssociltinn rnkrilt he ahli- til
,ani c10(1 ate ?
Captain Nit,T;;
WOIIICI limit it to '2.L ot; :40 for the first ye,'ir. I
,,viit._!',I. A fro,,.'t h and
think once, the urograni vets iindi-r-..a,.
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Mr. 1 A',1q1-ir%r PnCtIV it i '1 ,1,-01'.. Of --.1111,- t
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'Yes 11/414i.- have eninun
r(lo...,t. Goord dot,. onri ip n tor on-10or, but it iS. AA/el
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aeNr0

1
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fioW.

whit. A cry cm t 5-45-10; 41 O your me9,-Iher firnw sc
Mr P
takmes CoaFt t ;wird offlors. and (iilos to !-,ea with the-m?
Captain 7,',l;_ria.,,. They feel it provides an eduCationtil pt cetIts
those individuals who' later come back to Muint them,
Mr: PANst-uN, Have their fears and hopes been sustained?
Captain-MUM. Everybody, industry rind the Coast Guard, feels it
is fi valuable program.
I Would like to make two comments on the impact of thc,...IMCO
.

.

convention to the towing industry. We do not knoW how severely
we will be imp icted becatise there are two (-:.-itegories involved. One
category is ships engaged in near=coastz-ii voyages and the other is
ships engaged outside. near-coastal voyages. Those ships, not __engaged in near coastal voyages, which. means outside some now un-

defined boundary, of legs than 200 gross registered tons will be
fired
have a licensed master and licensed man in charge of
the navigational watch who holds a license equivalent to the 200to-LOU-gross-ton license, depend=ent upon. what is -defined is a
1m-1r-consult yniiage. "Fhat would mean some of the .pekple holding a

towing operator's licenses would not hold tit valid 17ense. it they
went beyond what is now an imaginary- hour dart/ In talking; informally with -the Coast Guards I am told they' nvision that the. line

might go out to 200 miles offshore! ThQt. it would also include some
of t lire coastwise voyages, for exin-nole, to Alaski.--t he Vest InclicrS,

-and Probably also intercoastal voyages, This leaves he vovige
between tlie west coost and Hawaii dangli-na. As it looksnowit.seenas'the. to-wing -onerator license would not be 'a valid license for
.?.
that trip
The only other` immediate Unmet that Ne can se ii3 one that
would aff .4. our second-class towing over itor's hr -e. Currently
.

,

1

he is rec Ai ed to serve only IS Months it sea before, -wing eligible

t; sit. frr -,lie license_ tinder the IMCO. rules. be would have to
underg special ty-iiiting, plus an adeow-ite period- of seatime, or
complete 3 years at sea. So. some of these neonle who come.up.for a
license without the 3 yek.irs SIV:t duty, I aSSIltlIP, 1.4$0111d haVe to prove

they have had snme sofiiiill' typo training,
do not know how
erelv thiS` would impact 119.)fitt. it would have :an effect, Outside
that, I, do not know of anything else that will cause the towing
industry any great nouns.
-1

,..

Mr. PANtiHIN. Fine.

`--Mr, Lo.sch,'

Mr. Loscm. No Questions.

fi
.
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Mr. PANSH1N. May 4 at this time call panel number 5, the simu

iator pans4

Welcome to the subcomthittee hearing. The topic we are addressg. today would be deficient' without hearing from the simulatbr
manufaptur,ers and operators. I do not know if it is best to be first
or last_ Nonetheless the subcommittee is looking forward to receiving your testimony. It will contribute to the-recommendations the
subcommittee will make on sea training of cadets.
Mr. Miller, may we have your statement first,
STATEIVtkNTS OF EUGENE R. MILLER. JR.: VICE PRESIDENT.
HYDRONAUTICS. INC.; DOUGLAS, A. HARD. DIRECTOR, MARINE
SAFETY INTERNATIONAL, ACCOMPANIED BY ELMER G.

GLEEsKE. VICE PRESIDENT FOR GOVERNMENT_ L AFFAIRS.
FLIGHT SAFETY INTERNATIONAL; AND ALAN PE 41 PRESI,DENT. SEIIP ANALYTICS

Mr. MILLI:R. My comments are related to the feasibility of lowship-handling simulators and their potential-application in the

training of deck officers. I am a vice president of Hydronautics,
Inc., of Laurel, Md. Hydronautics, Inc., which has been in existence

about 21 years, is a researc and engineering organization whose
primary activities are in the support of the ship design, ship construction, and ship operations communities. We -have designed,
built, own, and operate extensive facilities includin a ship bridge
simulator, large -ship _model testing basin, a water hannel, and a
computer center. I am a naval architect and am t e head of the
department which operate§ these facilities
*It is possible to build a relatively low-cost real-time ship-h_ aqdling
simulator.' At Hydr autics we have had a proem to develop
a simulgtor for everal years, and a system is now operational
also provided a version to the U.S. Coast
at our facilities. We _Ave
_

Guard. Our initial purpose was to evelop a simulator for use in
our research and engineering prod ts, which include ship design
evaluations, port studies, and accident investigations. Our experiences and discussions with experienced operators indicate to us
that this same basic type of simuiator P may have potential for
operator training.
''' 1 would first like to discuss what I mean by a low-cost ";hiphandling simulator, and then to discuss potential applications and ,

make some suggestions for possible actions. Low -cost in this context
.means in the range from $200,000 to $400,000.
The features which would be included in a low-cost ship-handling-.
.
simulator are as follows:

First, mathematical model which represents the ship dynamics
in response to control inputs and the simulated environmental

forces_ The equations and associated coefficients should be able to .,
represent the ship in all modes of operation, including slow speed
and astern motion. The environmental forces should include wind,

current, waves, shallow water, bank suction, et. cetera. Different
ship types and sizes are modeled by use of the proper coefficients
and constants in the equations.
Second, computer program which implements the mathematical

-model, monitors simulator, control, and drives the displays.

.

.7, Third, full-scale bridge or pilot house mockup with the appropri:
ate, equipment and displays including sheering stand; control console with throttle controls, thruster controls, and displays of RPM,

-speed, rudder angle, wind speed mod direction, et cetera;, radar
display; and chart table,
Fourth, simulator control console to run the simulator, change
...
conditions, set up new problerns,,e\icdfira.
Fifth minicomputer to run tlie si ii ator.
Sixth, out-of-the-window visual sc ne displayed on one or more
TV-screens. The scone is a simplified computer- generated image
which may be generated by the simulator miniCompiiter or a dedi
cated microcomputer. The photographs included with these com:
ments illustrate some of these features.
The characteristics which distinguish this type of system from
the more typical ship bridge sinialator mentioned earlier are basirally in the size of the computer used and in_the complexity of the
'displays. No compromises needamade in the mathematical modeling of the ship-and the environment. Very complex ship-handling
situations can be represented.

In summary lowest shiphandling simul'ators can be bu- t. that
accurately reproduce the ship dynamks, and that rely o somewhat simpliid
l
particularly
i l lfor 'the -out-of-the-w ndowf e displays,
visual scene.

.

.

Ship7handling sim lators are new being used in the training of
deck officers. In gen al, the personnel involved are relatively
senior, and the trainin applies to specific ship types or specific
locations. Wh consider g the training of stu
n of maritime
academies, seve I basic q estions will have to be ar wered. They
are What knowledge'is to be provided? To what extent can simulations be used in the teaching of this knowledge? What are the
required characteristics of the simulators? leim personally nOt in a
position to answer these questions, and can only urge that the
studies directed at obtaining answers be continued. It is certain
that the conclusions from such studies, particularly those related to
sigintator characteristics, will have a major impact on Simulator'.
k-St, and as a-result, no option should be overlooked_ :
From- ur experience, it is-reasonable- to assume that a relatively
low-cos ship-handling simulator, such as the one described above,
t

would e useful as a part-task trainer in the teaching of the principles o ship handling, radar navigation, and colligion avoidance and
bridge teamwork. Principles- of ship handling include the effects of
vessel size and type on reaction time turning, stopping and backing, use of rudder and throttle for maxifhum effectiveness, and the
effects of environmental factors such as winds, currents, shallow
water, banks, and passing ships. It is unlikely that a low-cost
simulator would be useful for teaching tasks which depend directly
on quantitative observations of the visual scene. S ch tasks might
include collision avoidance by visual observation, p salon fixing by
visual observations, et cetera.
,
It_,Oould also be noted that low-cost ship-handling sirgulators
,fiave been used successfully for nontraditional vessel typ'es d
situations such as very long river push tows, a tug towing a 1 rge
barge or a disabled ship, or a ;vessel 'coming alongside a dri ting
vessel. To date, traditional simulator training has involved large.
.
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, A computer.prograin. which iniplenents:the mathematical model, monitors simulatarontrol and drives the displays.
A full-scale bridge or pilot house mockup with the appropriate equipments and

-____

displ ys including:
Stfsertng Starld.

Control Console with throttle controls, thruster Controls and diSpla --of RPM,

speed, rudder angle, wind speed and direction, etc.
Radar Display-.

Chart Table.

A simulator control console"to run the simulator, change conditions, setup ne

problems, etc

.

:

'.

uter to run the simulator.
---.1r,
window visual scene displayed on one or more T.V. screens.The
scene LA a sin litleid coraputer-generated image whieh may he generated by the
A mini-co

.

An out oft

simulator mini-computer or a dedicated micro-Computer.
The phntographsincluded with these comments illustrate. somMinf these features.

The characteristics which distinguish this type 'pf system I=ota the more typical
ship bridge sitnidiitor Are basically in'the size of the computer used and in the
complexity of the displays. No compromises need be made in the imithematical
modeling of the ship and the enyironnient. Very complex ship handling situations

can be represented.
,
With respect to distinguishing characteristics, the:latost genetatikof commercial
mini-computer, programmed in a high level language, is used insterd of a specialpurpose simulation computer, The bridge equipment is specially 'built rather than
adaptedfrom actual marine hardware. The bridge displays can duplicateila typical
.

,,...:

.

shirrangement with separate antilog meters for each -funckion, or a single computer- generated display for a number of filiretions'.can be provided. The radar
disnlay1,4 based .on computer graphics presented on a cftT screen rather than a
computer generated kjgnal for an actual r ilar.' The visual scene is a cointauergonerated perspective line- view in black a
white on T.V. screens rather than a
scene projected on a circular screen outside the winds }.vs. The-scene content is low
compared to that .generated friini ii model hoard system or i more complex comput-

,

er-image generator: It`mily be notedithat computer graphics hardware is rapidly
-decreasing in cost, so that soon, features such as color and increased scene content
and resolution can he added with small.cost :impact.Insummary, low-cost ship4mndling simulatofs can be built that accurately reprce
duce the ship dynamics, and that rely on sorneWhat'simplifieci
clisolays,:particularly
,.
for the out44-the-window visual scene.

I

Ship-handling simulators arenow being used'M the training of deck officers ri
general, the personnel involved are relatively senior.. and the training applies' to

specific ship typcs,or specificilocations. When colisiering the training, of students:of

maritime academies. sveral basic questions,Will'hiive to be answered. They are:
,what,knowledge is lo tie provided! To what evt4nt coat simulations he used in the.
teaching of this knowledge? And what are the required characteristics of the simulators? I am personally not in a position- to answer these:questions, and can only
urge that the studies directed at obtaining answers -he continued, It is certain that

'..- the conclusions from such studies, particularly the se
to simulator character=
istics, will have a. major impact on simulator
nikator cost nd, as a result, no option should. :.
be overlooked.
,.
From our experience. it is reigionith.le to assume that a 'relatively loW cost6ship,
h
ling simulator. Such as the one described above, would be useful as a putt trick
.

.

ding
_er in the teaching of the principles of ship handling : radar navigation .and ,
-2

. collision ayoidance and bridge team work. Prim:Mies of ship handling include the
...effects of vAsel size and type ofireactiOntimi-turning. stopping and baeking, use of
rudder and throttle for tmisirritni-i 6.ffectiveness,, and-the efferV; of enyironmental

factors such as winds etieront4

'hall,-iw` water,

h,-,-tikis

and, friosinlAhin- It is

unlikely that at loiv-roSt sirnulatorwould be useful ter -teaching tasks which depend
directly op quantitative lag servatfons of the visual ,we tie. Such tasks might !include
collision avoidance by visual 'oriservif ion, position fixing tiv ViStlid observatidns, etc.
It should also be notisd that leas v cost ship=handling sirnillatiks have been used
successfully for non-traditional .Ye,sel tyt,es !fild.,9it1=Nttions Suril " Ye
long river"

4

.

.-' push -tews,

ii

tug towitig,'iL large biirge, or A disithled ship or a v-..sel colning..

alongside a drifting vv.!.-4,4",l.

'rim

nitre traditiOnal sin:lobour training his involved large

vessels or -those with hit:Liltdims cargos Orr ;ii0.II ,:essels a recently gnu-Mated officer
will have little in no responsibility for 4o1) him:Mini' However. a number of gradu-

ates do go to smaller vessels. large tugs or the onsisire industry. For these graduates. simulator training in these non-traditional areas may he :of:'gteilt value: t

.

.
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In summary, a relatively low-cost shihandling simulator may have-implicat,ion
as a part task traLuer in the teaching dr ship handling radar navigation and

collision avoidance:and bridge teamwork, The concept is attractive because it can
provide Mere simulator time at a given coat, operatiopal flexibj14 and quick turnvessel types
&
around times for a wide range of slIuationand
Based !in the itbove comments, I would' recommend that roW;cost simulator conprograms' -'
be
evaluated
in the ongoing research
cepts, slIch, as the Doe described,

directed at the det6rmination of required simulator characteristics, Pertuips
sample group of students could be trained on such a simulator, and their performance compared with another group trained on a more complex simulator. Conseration should also be given to the problems the maritime academies will have in
integrating simulators into their curriculums. Since the-delivery time is reasonable
and the cast is modest, it may be worthwhile to .provide a simulator to one olf the
academies. This would provide a base of actual experience for use in the evaluation
of plans for extensive use of simulators at all of the academies.
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Mr. PANSHIN. We will receive the summaries of all three panel.

ists before proceeding s,nthquediorm..Nextwe'Aallhear- from
MarineSafety International. Mr. Gleske.

STATEMENT OF MR GLESKE, FLIGHT SAFETY INTERNATIONAL

Mr. GLESKE. The comments I am going to make are based on our
company's 30 yeAis of experience providing training to professional
pilots and 4 years of experience in providing training to mariners.
I have five points I would like to focus on which summarize our
views. We believe that a well-designed simulator course Can supple_.

ment sea training and meet the liMCO training requirements. A
well-designed simulator course seems to be the crux of the matter,
as one of the previous witnesses commented.
We believe in, presenting a course, the simulator is really secend-

. The course must be designed to meet certain defined objectives. The staff which presents the course is just as important as
the eqUipment used in the program. In considering the IMCO
requirements, midshipmen are working toward gaining their third
officers' licenses, and as third officers their ,primary functions. in-

dude watchkeeping, navigation, and collision avoidance. Therefore,

we think the course should be designed around these functions.
There have been comments made abourthe Federal government
subsidizing simulator training at the academies and that sinlulator
training at the academies be offered to the commercial Becton We
feel very strongly that this would be a-definite conflict of interestfor the government to do the licensing and the training. By that I
mean- the spillover of simulator training from the academies to the...
commercial operators. We feel it can best be done by the private

sector.

Two final points Simulation is not the total answer. As in the
aviation industry, there is no substitute for real time hands -on

experience.

Previously we have made this offer informally, MarineSafety is

prepared to work with the Maritime Administration, the Coast

Guard, and the academies to provide whatever courses and equipment aria necessary at each of the academies to meet-the requirements.
e statements of Elmer,G. Gleske and Douglas. A. Hard fpllow:j
PREPARED STA1*-MENT or ELMER G. GMISKE, PLIGHTSAFETY INTERNATIONAL AND
DOOGULS A. Haan, MARINESAFIrrY INTERNATIONAL

Mr_ Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to
participate in this hearing on how IMCO's 1978 International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers will affect the education and training at our maritime academies. My name is Elmer G. Gleske, I am the
vice president for Governmental Affairs of FlightSafety International (FSI)).
me is Captain Douglas A. Hard, director of MarineSafety International (MSI) which
is our wholly owned maritime training subsidiary
In 1974, after a thorough investigation of need and market Potential. FSI manages
ment conclyilded that sophisticated ship simulators could meet some of the training

requirements for masters, pilots and navigating officers responsible for handling
large and complex ships. With the encouragement of the Maritime Administration,
FSI spent several million dollars of its own resources "to purchase a ship siniulator
and establish a maritime training facility_ Our original plan was to, place the facility
in the United Kingdom where our market stuliies indicated the greatest utilization

potential, but in compliance with A direct request from MAHAL), we had the

simulator installed in New York to keep this new and advanced technology here in

the United States_ M a result, MSI was incorporated, and in 1976 began to offer
training services to the maritime industry worldwide.
Since then the highly professional staff of experienced mariners and educators,
headed by Captain Hard, ..
has trained more than 820 licensed and unlicensed maritime pel-sonnel. In addition to the original visual..ship simulator, MSI has the
world s only Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) cargo handling simulator, and several
electronic navigational aid simulators, Two restricted viaibility bride simulators
are now being constructed, and an engine room simulator is in its final stages. Soon
MSI will be able to train- virtually an-entire ships tornplement In each case the

simulators have added substantially to the quality and scope of coverage Possible in
each training program.
With respect to sea training requirements, the proposed IMCO regulations require
not less than 365 days seagoingexperience for all candidates. seeking eertificatioriai
office in charge of a navigational watch on ships of 200 gross registered tons or
ma

We understand the maritime schools in the United States will be hard

to meet this requirement within the boundaries of their present programs;
even the spirit of these proposed regulaticiT should be complied with in some

manner.

A possible solution to this dilemma lies within Article IX of the International

Convention on Standards of Training, Certification-and Watchkeeping'for Seafarers.
That article explains that the government of any country may establish eqUivalents
for seagoing service This allowance is made with the provision, however, that the
level of seagoing service, knowledge and efficiency as regards navigational and
technical handling of ship and cargo ensures a degree of safety at sea . . . -at least
equivalent to the requirement's of the Convention. '
If and when the Convention goes, into effect, MSI believea each of the maritime
academies can meet the minimum one year seagoing requirethent by supoitmenting
..
their present programs with ship simulator training

We also affirm that the quality- of such simulator training depends primarily
upon the 'qualifications of the instructional staff and how thoroughly they have

prepared the exercise programs. The ship simulator, although essenticd,,is second
ary. Proper training methods and a well prepared exercise plan are more significant
in establishing an equivalenty than any particular kind of hardware_ Instructional
development has proven that undergraduate training does not require the same
degree of expensive sophisticated simulation necessary for teaching experienced
professionals.

Based our MSI's past four years of experience in simulator training, it mush be
Stated that the maritime academies' budgets will be hard pressed just to maintain
and operate ship simulators, let alone purchase them. Even if the government
provides each academy with a simulator the ohviouB war'to relieve the budgetary
strain imposed by ownership of a simulator would be to use it to enter the commercial training market. That however; would place the government in the position of
subsidizing direct competition .with the private sector. We think it would be unconscionable for such government subsidized competition to occur, Particularly when
four years ago we were asked by the government to establish a simulator training
facility in this country.
Further, we believe that the public interest is best served when the government
establishes and maintains high training standards and requires the impartial evaluation. of personnel in the industry. The conflict of interest created by the government doing both the regulating and training of people in the commercial sector is
avoided if the private sector provides training to commercial operators_
MSI is prepared to cooperate fully with MARAD and each of the academies in
assisting them to, comply with IMCO's training requirements. We would be pleased
to provide, operate and maintain whatever simulator courses and equipment are
necessary at the Academies to satisfy IMCO requirements.
MSI's maritime simulator training experience is extensive and has the additional
benefit of FSI's nearly SO years of training experience. Since 1951 FSI has provided
training services to ptofessional pilots. Tqday, FBI operates 38 flight simulators at

20 different learning centers in the United States and Europe_ It protides training
courses to more than 7,000 pilots annually, from more than 1,400 corporations, all
the military services, FAA, NASA, the airline industry, foreign governments and
foreign corporations.
.There is no doubt that simulators cannot, and should not be thought of as a one
hundred percent replacement for actual hands-on experience, whether it be aboard
an airplane or a ship. Nothing will ever replace the benefit of real experience, but
certain areas of training can be done far better and safer in a simulator. Simulation

has an' irtiportara and rightful .plate in the aviation and maritime communities'

training programs and we believe,
that properly developed and administered train.

,
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ing programs can provide the supplemental training neceguiry for each academy to
rneet the convention's acceptable equivalence of seagoin experience_
e win be pleased to anawer
Thank you for the opportunity to present our views.
any cipeations you may have.
'

,

IVIr/PANsniN. 'Manic- you for your comnients.
Mr. Pesch.STATEMENT OF MR PESCH
Mr. PESCH. My name. is. Alan Pesch,president of Ship Analytic&

Our.firm represents a total resource in the area of ship simulation.
What I Mean by that and the reason I preface my remarks ithat
we define the requirements for training and are our exports in that .
area We conduct and operate' several simulator facilities in the
United States and we also design and manufactare the 'hardware
for the systems.

The major theme that extends throughout my remarks today is
that a match exists at this point in time between the maturity in
the Airnulation industry and the emerging:ch racteristics, and requireents
stemming from the national and ternationarmarine
m

., community which is-calling for this technology.

,

Over the last 10 to 15 years, largely in Northern-Europe,begin-

,

ning with applications in Grenoble and the efforts in the U.S.

CAORF we have gone through a complete development cyCle. We
are now building and delivering third-generation technology, the
cost of which is far below that which now exists in present siMula
tors. The costs have come down, to a plateau and they will not, be
getting that much better.
Finally, as to benefits achieved from simulation. I think a review
of the research conducted by CAORF and the Coast Guard brings

home the issue of the value of simulators. This committee has

addressed-that question several times today seeking answers. The
answers do exist in experimental results. The Valdez experiments,
conclusively show that operational experience gained on a simula-:,
for is comparable to that based exclusively on ships entering the,
port.

The study conducted by the Coast' Guard and the Maritime Ad
ministration now in its third phase has a great deal of data which ._
can be used t_ o define simulator characteristics and can be applied
today. There is data out there for management to proceed with
I will wind up my remarks with a -very brief statement, that all

--

through the hearing today, we have sought a blend of training

technologies, between small ship handling, simulator training, and
application of time, at sea. We concur that a blend has to exist, but

we tirge the committee to understand that blend should not be

confused between obtaining skills for at-sea and time-at-sea, relating to acclimation to the job, as opposed to licensing and certifica-

tion needs. These are two different things. In short, a simulator
shortens the time to achieve the skills. That mixture should not be
confused with the attainment of acclimating to a job at sea as
opposed to skills attained on a simulator.
With that I will conclude.
[The statement of Alan J. Pesch follows.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP ALAN J. PESCH,' PRESIDENT OE SHIP Amifivi
Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

INC.

.
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I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this committee regarding the use of
simulators for marine training., Our credentials for doing so derive from the fact
that our company has been active in the field of marine simulation for over 10
years. By way of introduction to our firm I might briefly, outline our background.
Our firm represents a total resource in the area of marine simulation. This means
that we have been active' in all-of its major disciplines and development aspects.
These include the development of training requirements for definition of training
simulators and the development and operation of major research and training
simulators, Additionally, we design. and manufacture advanced bridge simulators
and training devices which include full color computer generated imagery (CGI)
visual systems, as well as training systems for cargo handling and engineering

=

-operation!.

nes:Di:Or theme of My- remarks is that we find ourselves today at a point in time

where a match -exists between the maturity achieved in simulator technology,.
application and coats, and the international and national regulatory requirements
calling for application of the technology. t

The current levels of maturity in simulator technology had its beginnings in the}
late Os through the early 708 iii Europe. This was followed by.developments in this
country by Marine Safety Inc. and the application of CAORF b the 1.J.S. Maritime
inistration in the mid 70s. Throughout this time period refinements in simulation and importantly, world-wide acceptance by seafarers increased dramatically.
Within the last several years, the U.S. Coast Guard and the Maritime Administration jointly sponsored a research program in thp area of alp_
simulators to
certification and training of U.S.snerchant marine, ersonnel. The findings supported the appliption orf training sienulators for cadets, chief mates, and masters skill

levels, as well as defining the major design characteristics required in a marine
simulator context. Finally, a technological maturity has occurred within the past 2

years to a point where .low cost, high fidelity CGI systems are now affordable by a
wide segment of the marine community..
Regarding the development.of international and national -requirements, a quick
overview would reveal that prudent ship operators on both a national and international basis paved the way r the development of these training simulators as early

as the late 60s. Their sup" began with the development of the Grenoble facility

by EXXON and has proceeded by numerous ship operators sending crews for typically a one week training periodto various simulators world wide. This impetus was k.
followed by national legislation in the form of the Port and Tanker Safety Act of1978 which contains repeated references to the application of simulation technqlo ses
to the training and certification of merchant marine personnel. Finally, the 1MC

Convention, which is the subject of this meeting, has defined a requirement for
seagoing time which represents a somewhat unique anomaly For our state and
federal maritime training institutions in meeting international standards as com-

pared to the training available in other nations.
Given that a certain degree of concomitant development has occurr between
simulator technology and the national and international-requirements for
application, I. would suggest that this lcommittee seriously consider the benefits to be
derived from the inclusion of simulation technology in the total curriculum context
offered by our federal and state training institutions. It is important to note that a
proper balance of seatirne, classroom, and simulator application should be achievet

e benefits of simulation have been clearly identified and validated in the

marine context through numerous experiments on the U.S. Maritime Adininistration's CAORF simulator. These studies have included comparison of the responses
typically performed by a deck officer at sea to those performed-in the simulator, and
have shown tlitat these responses are essentially equivalent. Further. studies have
demonstrated the advantages of simulator exercises for a ,specific port, notably
Valdez, Alaska. This experiment showed that personfiel whose experience was based
exclusively on shim entering the port performed equivalently with personnel' Whose

experience at Valdez was exclusively one CAORF simulator and further, that

personnel who received no experience at CAORF nor on ships transiting into Valdez
resulted in off-track deviations three times as great as those whobad experience on
the simulator or who had at sea experience in Valdez.
Studies conducted by the U.S. Coast Guard and U.S.. Maritime Administration

have demonstrat4d that the 'major characteristics of marine training simulators
may be defined as a function of stated training requirements. Redrilts have shown
the need for full color daylight and night scenes, maneuvering targets, relatively
large fields of view, and importantly, the requirement to design a sufficient train

ing subsystem into the simulator to Kssure that its training effectiveness is actually

achieved. The importsuit point is that sufficient data. are currently in nand to
broadly define and specify a training simulator for cadet triMing applications as

-
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well as those at a master or, chief mate level arid we currently manufacture and
.
operate such a system.
tics
to achieve these simulator characteristics
ass Importantly, the technology is available
at relatively low cost, ranging from 1.5 million dollars to 4.5 million dollars dependmay be maintained and operated
ing on the characteristics selected The facilities
by a relatively small staff of-personnel as a function of the high inherent reliability.
of thii-d generation technology.
With respect to the future applications of marine simulation, I would forecast a
widespread proliferation of these devices in both the commercial and government
will continue 'as a function of an
sectors of the marine industry. This proliferation
and from prudent
increasing demand
demand :r training both from the, regulatory processshift
from the emcommercial_ sbippl interests. Future development trends will whereby the curtorsto
the
emplacement
of
training
systems
placement of sirnu
with the delivery of the
riculum and advari ed instructional technology is combined
the offshore and fishing industries.
simulator . Logical expansion will develop inapplication
of these devices, quantitaFinally, as a function of widespread use and
tive'data bases will became available which define the current skill levels of our
merchant marine personnel as they utilize simulators and allow regulatory authori_ties to establish reasonable quantitative standards for deck officer performance.
.

industry and can be traced to the
These may in this form, be acceptable to the Tanker
Safety Act of 1918. Through
enforcement of legislation such as tee Port and
States, and the pionesring
the,aPplication of this -technology withinwidespread
the Unitedacceptance
of simulation by
efforts of facilities such as CAORF, a
merchant marine personnel will continue to a point where the United States is in a
position of world leadership and demonstrated excellence in the skills and operational safety of its merchant marine industry.this information. I will be pleased to
Thank you for the opportunity to present
answer any questions the subcommittee may have.

Mr. PANSH1N. You said in your written statement that the IMCO
convention has defined an anomaly for the schools?
Mr. PESCH. By and large, our training institutions exceed or
surpass in all respects the qualifications under the IMCO convention. This is the one area where our country is deficient. Other

countries bring their seafarers up through the ranks and their
qualifications are better than ours in respect to seatirne. Therefore

.

.-the wdrd "anomaly."
Mr. PANSHIN. What is your response to the statement as to
whether we need a simple or complex simulator? -.
Mr. PESCH. Any simulator is not defined by how good or complex
it is.,It is rather defined by the training objectives that are sought
to be achieved. You need to define the requirements at the level
that will be applied in cadet requirements in this case. Certainly,
very simple simulators as mentioned by Admiral Bell this morning
would Suffice at certain levels but probably a more complex' device
is required to actually "train" cadets.
le
Mr. PANSHIN. If you can, define skill requirements.
for
a
cadet
are
different
than
Mr.. PESCH. Skill requirements
those for a master or chief mate as you define the characteristics
not enter ,into the questhat defines the system. Complexity does
tion. Use is defined Aliere it fits into the curriculum of the individ-

ual. Certainly a very simple simulator could be applied at Piney
Point. You are talking about achiev4ng the trained 'exit" characteristics of that school which is the. final upgrading of unlicensed
seamen who only need to learn to handle the wheel well. We are
talking here today about cadets whose "entry" characteristic
begins where Piney Point leaves off. This requires a more complex
simulator.
Mr. PANSHIN. Do any of the other members of this panel wish to
respond to that statement?

GLIWICE. I cannot find fault with that,

is in line witkour

I will defer to 'Captain- Hard: He is the educator in-the
My name is Douglas Hard I have been very

lisg to the comments today.. First_ we seem to be
surpr
questionhig our training programs. Our training programs are
probably ,among the best if not the best in the world. We have
gotten ourselves caught in a situation with this '365 lay requirement. I think far too much stress is being given to this.
A third officer is going to stand watch. He is going to be expected
to handle routine watchkeeping. He will be expected to do routine
voyage planning. He will be expected to handle emergencies which
occur during his watch and know what procedures to follow to get
a qualified senior roan onto the bridge. The important thing to
identify how we can better do this and better achieve these training objectives. I would like to give an example of how seatime is
is on a training ship, a
not a valid measure. Whether a cadetcraft
he may be training
commercial vessel, or whatever other
aboard, if he is making a trans-Pacific crossing, he can spend 1
months crossing the Pacific and never encounter a traffic condition. The same cadet can spend a week going up and down the east
coast and probably have as much experience as an apprentice on
that vessel, as many officers making a trims:Pacific' run.
-We have to focus in on the exposure we want these people to
have and how we go about achieving' that. Obviously, routine situations and emergencies, these are definite areas for which there are
procedures prescribed. But the beauty of using a simulator is that
for the situation where a man must rely on his osyn judgment,
rhaps not based on his experience or anybody else's experience,
e must choose from the alternatives available to him. Perhaps the
best alternative is to call for help. Perhaps the best alternative is
to rely on yqur training. You can do this with a simulator and it
does not have anything to do with time.
The Coast Guard has already accepted simulator training lieu
of time-at -sea training. I am' puzzled that this is not an approved
Procedure. We have done it in the liquified national gas cargo
handling training;- it has been accepted by the Coast Guard since
1977; we have done simulator training in geographic familiarize:
tion,. for example the Savannah River and Fort Valdez, Alaska. I
think it has proven itself. By the fact that such training has been
accepted by the Coast Guard and we are going into the fourth year
of this type tr- irig. There is no question that it has beentovalid.
When it appli to undergraduate training, there seems be a
question. I-sub `it our experience proves it fi3 valid to use simulators.
Mr: PANsam. Mr. Miller, do you have any opinion?
Mr. Mier PR. I think the question was can simulators be fairly
simple?
I think my opinion would be somewhat of an intuitive one, but I
would think that very useful simulations can be done with the
equipment and 'Systems which are a lot simpler than 'one might
for
suppose at the outset, and that I think is a valid subject
investigation, for the. committee's investigation.
Mr. PANSHIN. Thank you.
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simulator youri

to what extent would you feel that
of simulator wlla- a e value ,,to the officer who is going
throui upgrading, in contrast t6-the cadet who is in training for
his or her initial license?
Mr. MuLes. You are referridg. to a relatively simple simulator?
Mr. PANSIIIN. Yes.

Mr. MILLits..-I would think that it may very well have as much or

perhaps more value to an office urflergoing upgrading than to a
cadet. If we are talking about the questions related to ship handling specifically, presumably more senior officers have more responsibility in that area
Mr. PA.Nsmtkr. Mr. Gleske testified in bpposition to simulators at

the State acadewies entering into competition in the commercial
marketplace with simulators used for continuing education
programs.

Do either of the other simulator manufacturers here have an

opinion on that?
Mr. Gusx.E. That is for a full mission simulator.
Mr. PAIISHIN. Yes, for full mission.

Mr. Muiss.. Since our organization is primarily involved in engi,
veering as opposed to training, I don't really have an opinion on
that one way or another.
Mr. PANSHIN. Mr. Pesch?

Mr. Pescii. We have no objection to it since we believe-it to be a
logical outgrowth. I don't think you can stop something like that I
think it's going to occur I think it's for.the benefit of the industry

and I think its for the benefit of the institution and right across
the board.
I endorse it, as a matter of fact.
Mr. PANSHIN. HOW many full mission simulators does this country need?
_

Mr. PESCH. In my opinion?
Mr. PANSHIN. In your opinion.

Mr. PE.SCH. Our market survey shows somewhere in the area of 5
to 10 systems.

Mr. PANsffm. Mr. Gleske or Captain Hard, would you care to
comment on the utilization of your _present simulator and whether
you would agree with that comment?
Captain HARD. I don't think there is agreement as to the defini-

tion of a full mission simulator. I have heard a great deal said
today about the operating simulators worldwide, and until the

definition of a full-mission simulator is agreed upon, I think we are
in a very gray area.
Example: Our simulator, it's a relatively simple one as far as the
mechanics, but it can simulate virtually anything that a vessel can
do night or day. That includes underway rep_ lenishment, docking,
berthing, and locking. The only thing it can't do is run where there
is insufficient water, which is exactly what you want a simulator to
do.

There are other simulators that are prettier, that are more ex-

.pensive, that have fancier images, but that does not a full mission
simulator make, and I would question, going back to what I said
'before, the whole basis, the whole value of simulation is to use it
for your training objective.

You don't want a big fancy simulator to train a map how to use
a radar, He goes in there knowing how to use the radar. You are
training him to handle his 'easel and to stand his watch. .
11.You are training furn,to be a better officer, to plan that voyage,; .
to work well as a team witli:the other people on the bridge. You
don't use the full-mission simulator to teach him how to use a
Loran set or use a collision avoidance system. That is a separate
task,:perhaps on a part-task simulator, perhaps in a classroom.
How many of these full-mission simulators are needed; that depends orii the degree-,of training you wish to accomplish, but at this

point there isn't any agreement as to the definition of a full.

_mission simulator.
Mr. Paristuri. Mi. Gleske?

Mr. Gum& How many simulators can be` supported in this
country? I maintain that if the Fedelid Government supplies the
simulators and they are wrong in, the requirement for the number
bf simulators, one thing that is going to happen is witnesses are

going to be back here every year asking for more money to operate
those simulators.
Whereas in the private sector I think all we are asking for is to
give us the chance to compete, and we feel that if we can compete
fairly, we are confident that we will get a fair share -of,the market.

If we misjudge, and project that there is a need for five or six
simulators and there is only a requirement to keep four of them
going-full time, MSI is going to suffer. The point is I don't think
the taxpayers ought to subsidize that kind of market uncertainty.
Mr. PANSHIN. Your comments are clear on that point. Both
ShipAnalytics and Hydronauitics provided information as to the
cost of the types of simulators each of theni are discussing here

today,. but I didn't see that in your remarks. Just for the sake of a
complete record, what would be the approximate capital 'construction cost of the ship handling simulator that you have at Marine.
Safety International's installations at LaGuardia?
Captain HARD. The one that we operate is a multimillion dollar
simulator, but to give you an answer on how much it would cost to
do the type of training in question today depends on how well that
training is identified.
It hasn't been identified yet. We have heard pimple all day long
discuss how many days and what type of a mix, but you have to sit
down and look at your instructional objectives. What is going to be
acceptable to the Coast Guard? When you can determine-what kind
of a simulator yoi need.
Mr. PANSH1N,I understand your point. Mine was just if we are,
using dollars as one measure. I'm just trying to determine where in
the range the simulator you presently have at LaGuardia falls,
Yo_ u said multimillion dollar.

Captain Haan. It's $2 to $3 million. Replacement value in today's
numbers I couldn't givewe \ have added substantially to its
Mr. PAIISHIN. Marine Safely International is, I believe, unique
earriont the panel in that they also have substantial experience in
flight -simulation through the parent company.
What major lessons have you learned from your experience with
flight simulators that may or should apply to marine simulators?

Are there two or, three points that you would stress out of that

considerable body of experience
Mr. GLESKE I think the key thing si to define the objectives of

what is trying to be accomplished Starting with the student pilot

and training an airline transport p_ ilotrequires considerably "diffsrent simulator sophistication.I would like to compare a student pilot with a midshipman. One
would not take a very sophisticated simulator to teach basic skills

to a student pilot: The question came, up earlier this Morning.
istiaument =:
training is done on a part-task trainer.

ie peOblecall that a simulator, but the point is it is a somewhat
simplified device compared to the simulator upon which the airline
transport pilot receives his training.
One-other point that I really didn't stress. -There is still nothing.
like hands-on experience. Simulation is not going to be the end all
be all.

I would suspect that in the fixture Marine ihnulatore,Coyld be
tsed
evaluate, whether a candidate
certain

license.
.
Mr. PANSHIN. How are simulators use_ d in the Anitial training of
pilots?

Mr. GLESKE. As I mentioned, for the student pilot they are velatively,Simple devices used to teach instrument procedures.

In the more advanced training sophisticated simulators actually
duplicate the feel of the aircraft.
In these sithulators, the cockpit is laid out identically to a specific type' of airplane. One can receive training that would be 'danger-

ous to do in the airplane The whole purpose is to expose that
person's judgment or decisicipmaking to what is required' in various
critical situations.
Mr. PANST4r14. Would that 'be called a full-mission simulator?
Mr. GLESKE. Yes. My definition of a fulhmission simulator is one

that covers all the crew duties of the command section, whether
it's the bridge of a ship or a flight deck'of an airplane.
Mr. PANSHIN. You were here this morning when Admiral Bell
spoki, and then during the ensuing discussion, and I am sure you
heard and noted his characterization of simulators.- From your
background in aviation, do you find that an accurate charadterization?

I believe that as I heard it', his point was that in aviation the

difference is that the simulators are priffiarily Procedural, whereas.
in marine it's more of a unique situation.
Mr. GLESKE. Yes; I do recall that comment.
Mr. PAivsnot. In a deciaimirnaking context.

GLESKE. lei a mit of both, procedurei arid judge
but I
think the bottom line is good judgment means safety. To teach
someone to operate something safely, whether in aviation or not

and, the pilot does everything right and the correct lights come on
or go out, or with a spacecraft simulator.

Mr. PANSHIN. Or the nuclear reactor operator.'
Mr. GL EKE. Yes; it's a matter of trying to give someone as much

experience as they can absorb in a certain specified time at their

.particular skill level to make the right decision.
Mr.

So you really see more of a similarity-1

,

Mr. GLUES. Yes.
Mr. PANSHIN [continuing]. Be

trying to accomplish?

.

UMSKE.Yes.
PANsi-prz. Minority counsel

characterization of the two
marine, it seemed to me it may
something to you, it may be imporh.rbate to s
of-You-to go over r d talk, to him or at least invite him
up to your respective facilities to show, hire the capabilities of your
i, ased on Adm
of simulators, air&

various Strieb1iator3.

It seemed to me that he believed that yoli are not going to be
able to simulate all the details and the complexities of vessel

operation. Perhaps it would be while to try and encourage the Coast
Guard to make some field trips.
One question- for Mr. Pesch. You mentioned that you are a fullservice simulation company and you are doing a lot of other things
besides just. training. You mentioned the Mari-tithe Administration.
Have you established an ongoing relationship with the Maritime
Administration for development of needs for simulation?
Mr. PESCH. We have been a contractor to the Maritime Adminis-

tration, both in our prime and subcontract roles for a number of
years, dating back to the late 1960's. The principal study Which I'
referred to, namely . the study conducted for the Coast Guard an
the Maritime AdminiStratiOri, is called Certification and Training
It defines. the characteristics, of a major simulator' for the master's

and chief mate upgrading; level based on the skills and knowledges
required to be trained. As Captain Hard pointed out, it has been
-laid.out and defined in that context.
characteristics have been defined. They
-The sinnilator
'include the need for color. The size of the field of view, the need for
Maneuvering targets; day versus- night capability, the need for the
careful design of the instructional facilities, and the critical variables which Must be included. All characteristics have been defined
"iii the context of a research program, at the cadet level as well as
.

Mr. LOSCH. Is thiS a major portion of your work?
Mr. Pesca. A Major portion?

Mr. iLpscH. Yes; what, percentage of your total operations are
related to Marad?
Mr. PESCH. To. Marad?

Mr. Lt CH. Yes; whet I 'are trying to get at how much' training :.,
do you do and how much .Marad/Coast Guard investigations or
studies?
Mr. P4cH. We would be characterized as a major company in
that ,area.
.

LOSCH1 A majer portion of your business?

,

major, portion of our business. I would say it's approximately 30 percent of our business,,
maybe 25 percent.
Mr Loscit'And the feat-of your husiness is training?
Mr. Prscti. The rest of our business relates to work for the Navy,'
relates to work for commercial ship operators, work for the .major
PESCH. No I viouldret say it's'.

maritime unions, we are under direct contract to all those segments of the marine industry.
As far as segments, the Naval Training Equipment Center is one

of our major clients; we have a $3 million contract there; for

example, in the training area.
Mr. Loscn. So -about a third of your business is Marad or Coast
d
A
Guard related?
Mr. PFsen. That would be accurate.
Mr. LOSCH. For their Et. &

Mr. Pte. Yes.

divisions?

Mr. Loicn. Do you expect that relationship to continue?
Hi I would hope so.

. Is your headquarterefin Niantic?
r. P CH, Noi we are in Norfh-Stonington, and we also have a

field office in Long Island andivie have a field office in Washington
and Norfolk.
r -LOSCH. And you just "retained Martin Pitkin in your organii

7

CH. That is correc

H In what capacity?

a W- _

e representative.
our organization?
cif. No; as a matter of fact he
luded. from any
interaction in his previous capacity at all: by oil
employment
contract.
H

o

H. Will-he solicit contracts

Mr. LOSCH.- Very good.

Thank you very much.
1
Mr. PANSHIN. I have nofurther estions, but simulators are an .
extremely-important-part of t6day discussion and also a topic that
is relatively new to this subcommittee.

-I am wondering if any of the panelists have any concluding
'remarks that they would like to make which they think might be
aid to the subcommittee as compiles its hearing record today?
Miller?
MILLER. No; I don't think so.
PANSHIN. Mr. Gleske?

GLESKE I just want to close with tin invitation to the chairman,, members ,-,.00. the staff "of
committee to visit us. We

would be happy to show you aiifCmarine simulators° and flight'
simulatofs that are nearby.
Mr. PANSHIN4 Thank you.
Mr. PESCH: I second that

Captain HARD. I think it's very important that before any regula-'Lions are written or conclusions reached as to whattype ofcsimulatOrs are needed, a better understanding must be achieved of simulators availahle and the objectives to be met.
One unsolicited comment:,I happen to ire" a Kings Point graduate,

and I think one of the best things that has come along in the
maritime traMing field is Kings Point'S dual license program. I
think it's the future of the 'American. maritime industry, and I
would hope:that this committee could do everythingin its power to
see that: program survives no matter what the impect.pf
IMCO
convention on seatimerequirements.
Mr. PASHI14. Thank yoa, Captain Hard
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'

_ri Pesch, I don't 4now if you were able to complete ; Yaw
'-*
,

remarks. We did hear your Lrivitaticm.-_-,

4.

Mr. PESCH. I just said I second Mr. Gleske's comment. You are
welcome at any point -in time to visit dur facility imNorth. Stoning-PANSIHN. Thank you, and-,I thank all of the panelists.
have one final witness, and I would like
e:-Subcommit e d
to call him
y of the Uanne Engiiieers:Be.neficial Asaociation,
Mr. EdDistrict 2, scheduled on the panel earlier todaY, but not able to behere at that ,tune.

Mr. Kelly,pelcorne, and may we have your summary please.

STATEMENT OF ED KELLY. _MARIA ENGINEERS BENEFICIAL'
ASSCICIATION, DISTRICT 2;
,
PRESIDENT

SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE

r. KELLY. While extending invitations I would like to e
ivitation to visit our training facility in Brooldyn,
'
aining facility that we have at Toledo, Ohio.
I am sorry I am late. I was tfild that I wouldn't get on before-o'clock, and I- arrived a little earlier when Captain Rich. Was on
Mr. Chairthan and members bf the subcommittee, I am Edward
V. Kelly,%.special assistant to the . president, District 2, MEGAAMU. As ypu know, District 2 is a union representing masters,
mates, engineers, and radio officers 'aboard U.S.-flag ships engaged
in foreign commerce and those that sail on the Great Lakes, and
the inland waters of the United States.
Mr.'Chairman, we are grateful to you and the other members for
giving us the opportunity to express our views on maritime training in the United States, particularly on the 1978 International
Convention of Standaids of Training, Certification and- Watchkee
ing''for Seafarers. Incidentally, I was inforined this is the first
.

IMCO convention which.rpcognized that properly trained personnel

are-essential to safety of life at sea and protection of our enyiron
orient

Our union has always been interested in training and sitfety
you have probably seen our motto"SafetY is Good 'Engineering.
There is no doubt that safety is a direct result of the -quality of a
mariner's training and we are. 'proud of our record:-.-W are extremely interested in the quality: of training at Kings Point and the
various State academies,'If the Federal government is making a

commitment to maritime education, and we beliege it, is we believe
the academies should have topnotch leadership, the finest facilities,
and the best training equipment. Incidentally, we wduldlike to add
that the Maritime Administration made an excellent choice in
selecting Tom King as Superintendent of Kings Pointwe are
confident his leadership will keep Kings Point. preeminent in irnari
time -edutation. We also believe improvement 'in training at Kings
Point wilbresult in improvement at the State academies.

Mr. Chairman', like other maritime .unions we have our own
training, schoolsone in Toledo for the Great Lakes and one in
New lark fOr the deep seawhich enable our members to take
courses leading, to promotion or upgrading of professional --skills.
But as a union, we depend prinlarily on the Federal and State
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academies for the majority of our entrants or original licensed
applicants. Therefore, we have a direct interest in the quality of
training and education at the academies in order to provide our
companies with the best trained personnel available in the world.
In addition to the academies, Mr. Chairman, as you are probably

aware District 2 has and will continue to turn out original third

mates and engineers both in the New York and Toledo schools. We
feel that union schools are more flexible and faster than the acade-

mies in selecting and training needed third mates and engineers.
For instance, during the Korean and Vietnam war we turned out
the third mates and engineers in a very short period without which
needed military supplies would not have been delivered or would
have been carried on ships staffed with foreign officers. At present
the academies do not have this flexibility. We also believe as a
union and as an industry we must give the unlicensed personnel
the opportunity to get out the forecastle and come up through the
hawsepipe in the American traditibn of self improvement and
reward to the enterprising. There has been a tendency in the past
to spend too much time on the individual who has the money to
enter a State school or the marks to enter Kings Point, and not
enough time on the young man who is willing to make the sea his
'career by starting out as an unlicensed seaman. Many of our- best
officers both sailing and ashore in the industry have come up
through the hawsepipe and if our schools were not available these
men may not have had the opportunity to raise themselves to
licensed positions. We also believe that in a democratic society the
ideal ship is one manned with a mixture of licensed officers from
the schools and the forecastle.

We talked about the quality of training in the U.S. maritime

training schools and as I mentioned earlier, the United States, has
the best trained entry mates in the world. during the STCW convention we worked to raise the training level of foreign flag third
officers to a level found in America: if these standards are approved
and then followed by all the seafaring nations we will have made a
giant step forward in improving the safety at sea and protecting
our environment.
As we see these new standards, other nations will be required to

revise their laws governing training but we will only have to

address the requirement of additional seatime for the prospective
third officer, something which should have been done a long time
ago. By using the equivalency provision Of the convention, the 1year seatime is not critical to prospective American third officers.
This provision gives American officers flexibility by allowing them
to put together combinations of approved equivalent trainings to
meet this seatime requirement. One of the principal methods for
acquiring that equivalent service is training on simulators.
However, as experienced mariners, we know that equivalent
training, including that on simulators cannot replace the need for
sailing experience. It is our opinion that every effort should be
made to provide the prospective third officers as much actual sea
time as possible. We believe simulators should be used only after a
ospective third officer has spent..a minimum of 6 months on
bridge watch under a U.S. Coast Guard licensed officer's supervision. This would be the most effective point for training on simula-
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tors. Furthermore, the equivalency clause should not be used to
lower our standards of training nor should; it be used to justify the
purchase of expensive simulators until requirements are clearly
defined: The cost of operating and maintaining ships, particularly
training vessels, is increasing and we hope the schools do riot
back on seatirne. The easy way out is to go all out for the simulatorsbut we feel the simulator will not replace the much needed
time at sea. We would prefer monies be appropriated to the schbels
to acquire small craft with ship-handling characteristics scaled' to
large vessels and a pilothouse equipped with all the navigational
aids generally found on modern vessels. These craft should have a
priority over the acquisition of the simulators.

Simulators have a place in maritime education and training.

They are a valuable aid to training, particularly for masters,' senior
deck, and engineering officers, and harbor pilots drid, as 'mentioned
earlier, they have their place in training the experienced prospective third officer. But this hands-on experience can only be gained
at sea.

As mentioned earlier, every effort should be made to 'get the
prospective third officer to sea as often as possible, even if this
requires paying nonsubsidized companies money to, tarry 'our

future officers. We feel that MarAd should make an shout effort to
get every U.S.-flag ship to carry cadets. We also feel strongly, that
cadets should not be carried aboard foreign-flag vessels, 'tiartkalarly those that are manned by officers not licensed, by -the ''Coast,
Guard.

Thank youI would be pleased to answer any questions.

Mr. PANSHIN. Very good; and may I apologize for the problem in
communicating with you as to the time you were expedted to have
been on the panel.
I am sorry for that difficulty.
Captain Rich earlier today testified that in his opinion'Nontinuing education is a program that the State and Federal academies
should not enter into.
Do you have any comments on that?
Mr. KELLY. We feel that the union schools of continuing education are excellent ones, and we algo feel that the union schools,

school in particular, can work with the academies using tfi

facilities to upgrade our members.
Mr. PANSHIN. Such, as for courses -which you in cooperation
would run with them using their facilities?
Mr. KELLY. That is right.

Mr. PANSHIN. As contrasted with programs which they run entirely by themselves?
Mr. KELLY. That is correct.

Mr, PANSHIN. As we look at the IMCO convention and its imple
mentation, what recommendations do you have for the possible use
of simulators and smaller vessels?

Mr. KELLY. To begin with, we prefer that the individual, the

much time as possible at sea. I personally
trainee, should spend
believe that it should IN: at least a minimum of 6 months, and that
the simulators should be used to supplement this training.

We feel that Marad should make every effort possible to get
every U.S.-flag ship, to carry cadets. We also feel strongly that
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cadets should not be carried aboard foreign-flag vessels, particular1

those that are manned by officers not lidensed by the Coast

uard.
I have heard testimony today where one of the companies puts
its cadets aboard Liberian-flag ships. I question what license some
of the officers have aboard those ships.
Mrs PANSHIN. How do you feel about the use of smaller vessels?
Mrt's. KELLY. We feel that this should be in accordance of prior

third.

8eatime first, smaller' vessels second, then the simulators

Mr. PD.Ist-niv. Byseatime do you mean deep sea?
Mr. KELLY. Deep sea, yes,
Mr. PANsfing. Minority counsel?

Mr. LoscH, No questions.
Mr. PANSH111. That concludes the questioning.
Thank you for appearing, Mr. Kelly.

Mr, AuCoin is still on the floor, 'unfortunately. He asked me to
extend his, apologies and personal thanks to all of You for your
contributions today and for your cooperation and patience with our
proceeding.

The subcommittee will proceed to examine today's record. There

will be written questions directed to some of today's witnesses.

Further hearings may be held on this subject.
Again, may I extend to you Mr. AuCoin's thanks and those of the
Stibcommittee for coming and participating in today's hearing.
The 'committee-stands adjourned.
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Oueat on No. I

Most of the attention dur

g the hearing focused on the full

a

What other types of-simu-

function or ship's bridge simulator.

lators would be.useful in maritime training?
types

Should different

imulatora be Installed at differbnt State and Federal

academies?

Aneder
In the navigation training area,

_

than bridge simulators,

type of almulatorozosz commonly in use'is' a radar simulator,

radar navigation training.

of the Academies already have,

or are in the process of acquiringythese simulators for radar
navigation and collision avoidance training.. Radar simulators
are_"part-task" training aids in comparison to':_a full - function

bridge simulator.

We strongly.support use of radar simulators.

'Beyond that, for navigation training a well-equipped school
should -have operating models of a variety of position-fixing

deVIces some of which might be-classified broadly as "simulators",
such as Loran C units with signal generators, Omega units, gyrocompass, etc.

In areas other than navigation training, simulators are very,

Useful for-instruction in subJects such as trim and stability,
tanker /ceding/unloading and hull stress, main propulsion console
operation and fault response, and centralized engine room console
'operation and. trouble response.

In any of these subject!

number of different simulators are available or feasible, generally
related to specificyendor.s components as installed for actual.
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operation aboard ship.

It is not necessary that there be uniform17

'ty among the academies either in the number or type' of these simUlators.

Considering, for instance, the variety of main propulsion

systemaand consoles in use in the fleet, it would be financially
impractical for any academy to do more than select representative
diesel or steam plants on which to base selection of propulsion
system simulators.

Funds also limit the degree of detail within

any simulatorS which an academy may wish to procure.

At the

State academies, acquisition of this equipment has for the most
part been financed by the States and the schools themselves, with
some support by industry donations in a few Cases.

h regard to different types of bridge simulators, our investi
gations based on third mate performance objectives are directed
at developing the most cost-effective combination of features
for deck cadet training purposes.

A similarity of basic capabilitie

`should be expected.. There are also cost efficiencies in having
a be9ic.,compatibility among the academies in factors such.as

computer programming,-and equation parameters for major variables
such as ship hydrodynamics and, visual scene generation.

For the

salt -water academies this indicates a considerable, similarity in
the principle features.

Where there is a significant element of

difference in the performance objectives, as in the ease of
Great Lakes deck cadets who must have specific pilotage skills,
ve recognize that this may require a different level of basic
capability in a bridge simulator for that purpose.
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QueStion_No._ 2_

What are the present life expeotancies.of the schoolShips?

If they were rewrated, by how much could their life expectancies
be extended?

At what costs?

Answer
The present life expectancies of the :choolships and their _

estimated extended life expectancies if renovated are as follows::
scmosishtz

Expectancy
(Yearl

T.V. BAY STATE

1992

T.V. EMPIRE STATE

1992

2002

T.V. STATE OF MAINE

1992

2002

T.V. TEXAS CLIPPER

1985

1995

T.I. GOLDEN BEAR

1985

1995

The estimated

Extended Life (10 yr.)
(Year)

2002

o extend the life of the sohoolships 10 years

million over a three year period (1982-1984).

would be

estimate by vessel iS as follows:
timated :Cost by Vessel

lah

r 10 Yr. Extabded Dire

T.V. BAY STATE*

$5,400

T.V. EierRE STATE*

5,400

T.V. STATE OF MAINE

5,400

TEXAS, CLIPPER

T.V. GOLDEN BEAR
TOTAL
terahips

3,800
5,gog

$25;o00

The
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Queation No,a
For Kings Point, what role will.training ships,
ent o_f sea training?

and simulators play in,the fulfi
State academies, what role will

vessels,
At the

ommercial vessell,,smaller vessels,

and/simulators play in the fulf llment of sea training?

if MarAd

bullds'tWO new training ships, how will this change?
Answer

The U.S. Merchant Marine Academy provides approxiMately ten (

0),

1

months of sea time On commer 'al vessels.

To comply with the IMCO

requirement for one (1) year's sea ,tra1ning, we are planning to

provide the equivalent of two (2) additional months training on

smallVesaels and by simulator training when a bridge simulator
becomes available for training use;:

Thio,.simulator: training could be

a shared use of an acquired unit serving both the 'SUM Maritime
College and Kings Point.

At the saltwater

academies

_ the

a-combination of training vessel time,

requirement could be met by
raining on bridge simulators,

smalr'Vessels and craft, commercial Vessels and other types of
training such as specialized training extending the use of radar
simulators-.

.The mix of elements may vary from school to school.

The suitability of any particular mix will be determined after
a proper evaluation of the thaining syllabus, equipment and
facilities.

Construction of two new ti.ainitig Vessels would not otherwise off

the mix of elements for providing the necessartaa,-training. FF
to provide the current,. 6 months of sea-time would utilise: from

8D%-30% of the, available time of the two new training vessels.

ly
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D003 MarAd arit

Pate,a request in the next budget-cycle for

small craft at

e State academies to serve as training vessels?

Answer.

We are not contemplating such-a request at the present time.
are exploring availability of suitable small craft from within
Government.

Given the enactment of the Maritime Education A Training. Act
of

980 (P.L. 96-453) and the specific-authorities it provides

to the Maritime AdminiseAration in malting excess or surplus -

craft available to the academies (Sec. 13i8(b)) and the
authority to Coast Guard for inspection of training vesseis
,(Sec. 192(e)(1))! we intend to explore this alternative befor.0

reqUestingfdads.
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9u

-n go.,i'

When a cadet sails on a merchant Ve

l

who oversees the

completion of his or-hei academic project!during the time at sea?
pees the Coast Guard in cooperation with Kings ,Point set guidelines
for this?

Answer
U.S. Merchant.Marine Academy sets, the guidelines and ovdrsees

completion of the-Sea Project.

While the Coast.Guard admini-

stars the original licenaing examinations and issues the, licenses
c

it does not set the guidelines relative to the Sea Project.

The

Merchant Marine Aca4Cmy has detailed sea-project direr

and requirements for its Midshipmenand a Separate Departmen
of Shipboard Training including Academy Training Representatives
in the ports of New York, New Orleans and Sari Prancisco, to
supervise :this aspect of the Academy's program.

While od board

commercial vessels deck cadets are supervised by the Chief Mate
And engineering cadets are Supervised by the,Chief 'Engineer.

The Maritime Administration is responsible for all aspects _

the KingsPoint ourriculum.

However, there is a practice of

close cooperation with the Coast Guard.
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question T9*6
Sea-Land, in a statement submitted to the Subcommittee,:suggests

that the most costeffectiVe means of meeting the increased sea
training requirements would be to "support an expanded at-sea

training activity on board commercial vessels-"' Is thisan opt on
would consider?
Answer
The Mar1

Administration did consider the uad of commercial

vessels for sea trailing* as part of
.

alterna

-.'earlier study

to tr indng ship:construction.That study is titled:
N

Alternatives for

a Trainin

State Academ

lyiltijLLImm:21.71% February 19 9

Cadets - .ALife:,',_

and ha's been supplied to

the Subcommittee.

Although the study investigated the alternative or all State
academy cadets (other than the Great Laltes Maritlie Academy)

achieving 12 months seatime aboard commercial vessels the base
data developed In th

tudy are adaptable to consideration of

providing six months incremental sea time for only the deck.

.cadets of the five ult-water State academies_
pibsidczed ,hips normally :provide two cadet' berths for a total
326 avail

le berths on 163 ship%.

The study showed that by

fdoubling up cadet quarters occupancy, or adding cadet quart;rs
on those ships where this is feasible, 540 berths could be
available on the 120 ships built with CDS since 1965.

To this

should be added approximately 60 berths on CDS-built ships constructed prior, which cannot be doubled-up,:for a total of
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appmox1mately600 berths available Sri the COS -built fleet

However, scheduling interactions between cadet and ship avF
ability limits utilization of available berths to 60-70 percent

under Ormal conditions.

At 70 percent utilization (.ti-Ce study'

uses 60 percent) the maximum capability of the UugmentedAnumber
of cadet berths would be 455 cadets.

Against this number, the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, wh
totally dependent on commercial sailing, requires berths for at
.o.

least 200 midshipmen year - round.

The number ifleck cadets at the

five salt-water State academic,, if they were

osail for six

months at a time in two groups in either thei

and or third,

hla

demand for

year, would'c;.eate an ad_

ohal year -roan

175 berths.

The total demand for berths is barely matched by supply only
substantial doubling:up and addition. -of quarters where
feasAble.

Simply put, berths are lust not available .in

sufficient numbers.

Additlonaltherthing would have to be

provided in the existing fleet and in new construction.'

Also, St should be noted that lth the enactment of the Maritime
p

Education and Training Act of 70 (P L. 96-453

the Government

would-incur. subptantial expenditures if we place State academy
cadets on commercial vessels as a program action.

Section 1304(c)

of. the Act provides in -part that 'While traveling ohder'Orders for

purposes of receiving training-Under this paragraph:5:i board
commercial vessels or in shipyaras; plants or iridustrial:or
educationai_ ok cniza'tion7, any ind1VIdual who is attending a

141
smaritime academy shall receive from-the Secretary
allowances for transportation (including reimbursement of, traveling

accordance with any regulations promulgated by the

_expenSeP

Secretari."

It is

_mated that this would require an annual

expenditUre fortraveChf about $93,100 based on current travel
r,itds.

Additionally, cadets would be paid- $375-60 per month

(current rate)'and be furnished with quareers,-and'zUbsistence.

by their steamship company employers while assigned to merchant
vessels.

The total'or these costs, to provide an additional six

months ;sea time to State academy students, is estimated to be in
tes.

excess 'or $1-35 million per year at current

would have to be subsidized by the Governmen

These costs

n ofte,way or

another.

The State academies_ -are currently authorized to utilize commercial

vessels asb substitute for up to two months eF the exiating six_

,-

month training ship sea time requirement.

We continue fo encourage

.the. academies to peek assignments, for their cadets oh commercial

ships on a voluntary basis.

However, from a standpoint of a

program alternative for the incremental nix months of sea time

required under the NCO Convention, ether alternatives (bridge
simulators and small training craft) are considered to have
greater training effectiveness potential a
of the. academies"-Trogramsi

be less disruptiv

'
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'01.d.MatAd make.a

4ecaing upon:
iassachtisetts

available, wha

Fleet, particular

_rough evaluation of OUr Reserve Fleet before

GEIGER as the best vessel available for
me Academy?

this vessel was the best P-

bur Reservej.

his say about
aspect to _

our National Defense nee

tithe needs of our MariXiMe education programs? Was the GEIGER
typical of the state of most of the vessels in the fleet?

Answer
MarAd, together with Massachusetts Maritime Academy,

a

thorough evaluati.04 of prospective training vessels befo're,the

selection of the USNG GEIGER as'a training vessel.

The:Massachusetts

Maritime Academy requirement for berthing' 800 cadets, and its
training space 'needS, are such that other ship; in the National
Defense,Reserve Fleet wereilclea'rly,inappropriat

consideration

Massachusetts
as Acardemy schoolships.' The Superintendent of Massachu

Maritime Academy, Admiral iia4ington, by letter of October 10,.
1978, stated that'a thorough.search had been made,far potenLal
training ship replacements.

As part of 'this search', MarAd staff

Joined- the 'Academy:s staff members:to visit the San Francisco'

Bay area to inspect the S.S. MARIPOSA, GEMS VANGUARD and URNS
GEIGER.

'Admiral Rarrington.concludea in his 1978 letter that the

most viable.schoolship replacement', candidate was the USNS GEIGER.-

To insure a complete evaluation of potential schoolships, MarAd

in 1979 identified three additirveasele to Massachusetts
Maritime Academy for consideration ai possible replacements
for- the. BAY STATE.

The:vessels identified were the USS TULARE,

USS FRANCIS MARION, and USS PAUL REVERE.

These are q4 Marin

type shipsr built about 1953 by the Maritime Administration

Andiconverted tor naval eerVice.

A group of Massachusetts

Maritime Academy representatives (including alumni) and MarAd'
,7repreeentatives visited the USS TULARE, and for comparative

purposes the gm GEIGER,(for the second time) in San Francisco
on August 21, 1979. The conclusion of the visiting group, with
no dissents ,-- waspthat the'GEIGERrwas the best ship for-the task;

that a major conversion to increase passenger capacity to
s

adcommodet6 Massachusetts Maritime Academy's 800 cadet requirement
would be necessary to make the USS TU;ARE suitable as a-schoolship:.

The Coat of such an undertaking was deemed prohibitiVi-

($6 - $8 million)-and the time required for activation was-

estimated to:be at least five months longer than for the GEIGER.

The need

have the replacement training ship at Buzzarda:Bay

between June 1 and 23, 1980, foi,the 1980 training cruise was
-forcefully and repeatedly stated by the Academy to be of paramount

:importance to.Aeademy programs and accepted by MarAd as a target

tor

y of the GEIGER to Buzzards Bay.
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_ USS FRANCIS MARION and USS PAUL REVERE were also
visited and compirative:coste for activation / conversion of

these vessels versus the USNS OEIGER were developed by MerAd's
Office of Ship Operations,

The USS PAUL REVERE activation/

conversion cost estimate came reasonably close to the estimate
for the USNS GEIGER.

However,Fwhlle the REVEREand the MARION

were being studied, the Navy was forced to withdre4 them from"
consideration.

Thereafter, at the request of t,e Academy arranceme_

were made'

O.

for Academy personnel (and alumniI to visit USNS GEIGER a second
to identifyAneed

for its use as a, training vessel based on

experience derived from the Academy cruise on a sister ship in
1978.

On October 23, 1979. Admiral Harrington. in a telegram

to Assistant Secretary Nemirowf repeated his 1978 request for
the USNS GEIGER is a replacement for the T.S.A3AY STATE.
The GEIGER was the only vessel that was suitable as a training
eel.

The Massachusetts Maritime Academy requirements for

berthing 800 eadetsi'Plus its need for training space, were such
that other ships in the NDRF were definitely not viable candidates.

The'OEIGER is not typical. of the shipg'in the NEW, most of which
are cargo Ships laid up by MarAd under MarAd specifications,

It

is a passenger vessel laid'up by the Navy under Navy specifications,"
However, it was activated in time to meet the Academy's cruise
commitments.

4_

It was certified by the U.S'. Coast Guard and classed

by the Ameridan Bureau of Shipping.

It was delivered to the

Academy after successful dock and Sea trial's and a successful
2,000 mile delivery voyage from New Orleans.
,With the activation of the GEIGER, there are now no vessels'

In theNDRF that can be used as replacements for the Maritime
education programs without a major conversion.

edthat

q
to renovate
5 mllion
millionws anot - adequate
.

---.,

the GEIGER=

Was

MarAd that made this original estimate?

Row was -this figure arrived at?.

Artswer

MarAd made the origulal $3.5,million estimate to activate the

USN3 GEIGER inthe fall of,108 based on informatimassembled
during the summer of 1978.

The estimate reflected. information

fret a condition survey report condUcted-at the,time of lay-up,

inspection of the vessel,.anticipated Coast Guard andais
regulatory requirements necessary to certify the vessel with
the USCG-and to place the vessel in ABS'Clais; an Allowance.for

unknown extra work requipments discovered ln the opening and
inspecting of the machinery plus modifications requested by
Massachusetts Maritime Academy to improve training and-habitation.
The Maritime

was not in 4 position to change the

mate one Styes introduced Into the lOgislative prOdesa.

Costescalation factors reflecting inflationary increases in the
costs of labor and materials pushed eosts_beyond $4,000,000 by

the time the actiVation was adcomAished in mid 1980.
Question No. 9

You testified that certain-specifications were required in the
contract MgrAd signed with Boland Marine.

Why-was soMething as

basic as A sanitation system not required by this contract?
all;

The installation of a marine se agedevice was'inolnded In the
bid specifications

However, due to funding limitations and

'with the U.$'..Coast Guards agreement to waive this requirement

until FY 1981,,it was decided to postpone its installationuntil
after the cruise-.

Y STATE-after

1110'OoaSt-Guard-ford :39edeficientieS

Boland Marine completed its work.

Should these deficiencies

have existed given the terms of your contract with Boland Marine

Ware yousatisfiedwith the work done by Boland'Marine?

If no

Why was the vessel allowed to leave New Orleans?

"Inotar
The T.V. BAY STATE left the Roland Marine yard in New:Orleans in

Class with ABS and certified by tholLs,

The Coast Guard

deemed that these deficiencies were not aufficient.y serious in
nature to preclude the delivery voyage of the vessel to Buzzards
Bfy.

Thus the Academy could begin, preparing the ship'for'the

cruise while, the remaining deficiencies. were being rectified

after the vessel's arrival at Buzzards-Say.

These deficiencies,

along with others identified by'MarAd and Academy personnel airing
the shake down delivery voyage, were corrected.

In any activation

of a vessel after an extended lay-up, deficiencies may develop
during the shake down period that were unknown at the tine of
ivation.

These 1;ems are not the responsibility of Boland Marine

the Maritime Administration was satisfied,with the work accomplished,

,by Boland Marine.

To test the results of that work, the MarAd

contract provided for a dock trial of the ship's power plant and
a sea trial'.

Both trials wereobserved by representatives of

Massachusetts Maritime Academy, the Coast. Guard, -and the

American Bureau or Shipping and were Judged successful.- The
_

contract also provided that Boland conduct the shake down

delivery voyage romjlew Orleans to Buzzards Bay.

Massachusetts

maritime personnel were present at the Boland yard, or on board
the ship, from about ten (10), days before the dock trials

began-through the contractor's shakedown/delivery voyage.
inspection personnel also made the voyage.

In addition, the

contractor was required to retain his delivery crel.con board

for 48 hours after delivery of the ship to the Massachusetts
Maritime Academy at Buzzards Bay to facflitate the delivery/
on.

MarAd

Queitiod Ne._11

Iii

ilit`

tron-Wle BATSTATE after

br-the -p

V,

and Marine completed it

work,-are-You satisfied wittvthe

aspection procedure employed by MarAd?

me Adminis ra ion had two inspectors on a full time
basis

monitor and oversee thelactivation and repair mork

the BAY STATE.

All repair and activation Mork had to meet

the approval or these inspectors.

No work was accepted until

it had been inspected and approved by a MarAd inspector.

In

addition, both ABS and U.S.c.O. had inspectors Onthe job to
'assure that all work met their requirements. , As with most

vessel activations, MarAd4 U.S.C.O., and ABS inspectors are
Jointly present to witness testing, inspections and completion
of each item "put-ln-hand."

MarAd is satisfied with the inspection

procedures-.

When the vessel left Boland Marine a successful sea trial was
conducted, followed'by a successful 2,000 mile delivery voyage
from New Orleans to Buzzards Bay.
on the BAY STATE
Academy.

The problems that occurred.

ollowed the delivery of the vessel to the

All repairs required,by U.S.C.G. and identified by

MarAd and Academy personnel during the contractor-manned delive
voyage were accomplished prior to, the first cruise departure
from Buzzards Bay.

The "eel grass" problem was clearly

ePerational and rtotrelated to the.aetivatien of the ship.

The

s was drawn into titfe shipisciteulating/coolint water system
at the Academy` -berth and sharOlY restricted the flow of cooling

vaterto'the

cam auxiliary power plant which provides

electricity.

-the ship.

?is

Stricted water, supply reduced the vacuum in the unit

ary

condenser to 18" of mercury, Tarsus a normal 26 t6 27 inches

The lower t

o usual Vacuum was_accepted by the Massachuaet

Maritime Academy crew and this set thestage for the power
.failure, which w-s to follow.

Prior _ to the va

departure from Bnizards Bay, thelftrAd

- engineering sur

-rmer Chfef Engineer) who had been

observing and inspecting repairs, had informed the Chief Engineer
that the-le
Engineer -(

vcrossover valve should be repaired.

The. Chief

was replaced shortly after th& eel grasp -incident)

de61;):-''that the valve should be repaired at sea after the

vesselsailed., and the ship sailed.vith the leaking, valve.

The MarAd.engineering surveyor also advised the ship's engineering
force prior to sailing that, because of the leaking valve, it
would be necessary to shut down the electric fire pump to Inspect
and clean the condensers, and that a diesel driven auxiliary fire
pump would provide adequate fire main service when the electric,
pump was shut down.

However, at that time the auxiliary plant

was shut down because of the restricted flow of cooling water.

e, the ship's

orce did not foil, this'procedure and

unable to'opongtheaondenserS'for inspection
As the_ ship

eel grass was drawn into thg condensers.:

at and

ould not condense tWateam from the

The decreased water 71.

turbine at the necessary
prevent major damage.

kw auailiaryAlesel.

to milking a shut down necessary to

Lie

was then supplied by a 600,J

Following the steam-plant:shut down,

initial attempts toopen the

condensers for inspection were

behind the-inspection plates. This
Pius Crated byWater-pressure
from -the
pressure was caused by the leaking aros over valve
fire main into the condehser

water system as-hefire pump

at
to operate on power from the auxiliary diesel genera
of
delay in-identifying the cause
Thos.; there was considerable
This further delayed
the condenser water pressure problem.
for removal of the eel grass. The impact
opening the condensers
water:system was
of the leaking crossover valve on the condenser
ed by the MerAd engineering surveyor the next
again
cont

aornin

when he boarded the ship'yla tug.

9uestiongNo12
-Adhoa0 rano-flan/lit-7

o-see that money appropriated

the- Congress for:renovatin

as that responsibility as

ning vessela.is spent lasely7
this instance'

Or
The responsibility for the,management ofmp

-ems to renova

training vessels come undernhee,auspicas of the Maritime
Administration.

It is MarAd`s responsibility to assure that

fUnds for these programa are spent wisely.
pa reap

to the USNS, GEIGER', funds for its activation were

spent Judiciously.

The entire NDRF was canvassed several: times'.

to determine What vessel or2vessels would be capable of accommodating.
the 800 man (officers, Crow; and cadets), requirement of the

Massachusetts Maritime. Academy MAL, The GEIGER was identified
as the sole viable candidate for Ma's schoolship replacement.
Based upon a condition survey, the existing maintenance and
repair hietdry of the vessel-, knowledge of lay-up Prodedures in

effect, and the Maritime Administration's experience in activating
vessels, a .cost estimate to reactivate the GEIGER was calculated.

It should be stressed that this

e of estimate is necessarily

tentative in the case of a Vessel laid up far close to 10 Years
and inspected with machinery in an idle status and not opened for
inspection.

The GEIGER underwent drydock repairs at the Todd Shipyard in
Alameda, California and topside repairs at Boland Marine, New Orleans.

Burins the entire activation period the vessel

endeff

by a U.S. Coast Guard inepector and/or an Ame

ppth (AEG) representative.
the repair and activation work was,compl.eted at h0
1111 was held 41
anal.

d.

he U.S. Coast Guard and ABS in

The GEIGER completed the sea:trial successfully,

obtaining' certification from both the Coast Guard and ABS.

GEIGER was steamed by
. Following the. successful sea trial the
Orleans to Buzzards aY,(site

the contractor's-cre4.fromNew

ofAMA's Sehoolshlp berth), a distance of close to 2,000
nautical miles and delivered to MMA with the
onboard at Buizards Bay for 103 hourato faci
the transfer of the ship.
deficienci

uncovered prior to and dU3ing

e sea trial,

Bay that had

duridg the subsequent voyage,to Buzzards
safety'iMplications were remedied
;nificant seaworthiness or
as required by the Coast Guard before the BAY STATE started

her 1980 summerrainingscruiseg

n"?' wg' (0-CC

;5730
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Chairman
Ad Roc Select
onunitt
on Maritime Edizeition and Training
'131 House Annex 1

Washialton, D.C. 20515
-_ Mr. Chedrrnerit

Enclosed you will find t
October 1980.
_

trust you will find the waivers responsive, a
ommittee
important questidna in the field of maritime education and training.

n eddreaai

Sincerely,

Lialied Off

or, U.S, Coast
17 direction of the Comas')

Ench 0) Ras
October

Chairman AuCoin's quentlone contained in his letter of

the licensing prooste, how does the United.States Coast Guard admin-

in
r requirements for lIcensure? In other words, what criteria do yoU use
determieing whether a person is qualified to sit for the third mete or third assistant

engineer licerze exam?

ibility4-for examination for third
A. The criteria utilized to determine en individual's
the
statutory
provisions of 46 U.S.C.
meteor third assistant engineer are based upon
Eligibility requirements for the specific licenses are set out in
228, 229 and 672a.
regulation and are concerned with!
ure and extent of
ry completion

Q. 2. Do lice
the state
up_through

differ for graduates of the US. Merchant Marine Academy,
:me acadeMies, the union sehoob and the officers who work their way
e hawsepipe? Please be as vecific as you can

applying fora
A. Citizenship and character requirements are the same for-all individuals

license as third mete or third assistant engineer.

Physical requirements for all

applicants are essentially the same as well the primary difference being in the visual
sea service criteriaacuity standards for mate and engineer licenses. :The training and
academies,
union
school
graduates
and those
for individuals graduating from the
individuals coming through the hawsepipe vary depending upon the amount and type of
As the following table indicates, under the regulatory licensing

training received.
Guard approved training programs may, to a
scheme, training received through Coast
certain degree, be substituted for sea service experience:

157
a

QIJALIFICAT1ONS

Training

:ATE OR THIRD ENGINEER

Sea Service Experience'

Graduation from U.S. Mere
'Academy

Academy curriculum includes a roximately ten months service on ocean
or coastwise vessels of 1000 gross
tons or over while enrolled at the
institution.

oraduition from state maritime
academies (except the
Lakes

Academy curriculums include approximately six months service on training vessels while enrolled at the
particular institution (twi, months
of which may Mire been obtained upon
"commercial vessels).

Maritime Academy)

Completion of prescribed course a a
maritime union schools

Programs include approximately ten
months service on ocean or coastwise
vessels of 1000. gross tons or over.

Three years service on ocean or
coastwise vessels of 1000 grosstons or over.
*NOTE - Service experience for engln
propulsion.

eg -su] o -

is based upon mode and horsepower of vessel

-Q. 1 Are licensing requirements set forth for.eacii of the above
-If not, why?,

Licensing requirements

each of tbe groups noted in question number two

fouhd.

In 48 CER 1042, 16.043 10.10-21 rind 10.10-23.
-

Q. 4. Flow do these requirpments compare with the training given students at the Coast
Guard Academy and Other service academies? Will IMCO requirements apply to them?
If there are differences, please explain.

A. The regulations only require graduation from one of the listed institutions .orytraining
programs. In this respect, graduates of the Coast Guard or. Naviil Academies are `

treated in the same manner as their eceitemporarieq from the Merchant Marine
Academy Or state academies.. The provisions of the International Convention' on
ndards of. Training, Certification and Watchkeeping of Seafarers, 1978 (STOW 78).
have no direct affect on the service academies' programs as, the Convention does

not apply to warships, naval auxiliaries, or state operated vessels in non-comlnercial
service (see Convention ARTICLE III). There will be an.ef feet on the individual in that

a Coast Guard or Naval Academy graduate will not automatically qualify for
examination for a third mate or 'third assistant engineer license- as is now the case.
This statement is made on the assumption that each institution continues its present
sea training program.

Q. ,5. Who prepares the Coast Guard licensing exam? Are the exams generally accepted

as an effective indicator that a person-who posses has the requisite knowledge to
function as a third mate or third assistant engineer?
A. Our license exams are prepared at the U.S. Coast Guard nstitute, Oklahoma City by
the Merchant Vessel Personnel Branch. This branch consists of eight U.S. Coast Guard
officers, (nine are authorized) seven of whom hold U.S. Merchant Marine Officer

Working with these officers are six civilian employees, two of whom are
licensed U.S. merchant marine officers. Also included in the six civilian employees is

:licenses.

a personnel research psychologist Who has a masters degree in psychology with a major

in testing and measurement. The satisfactory completion of the- examinations Is
considered to be an accurate measure of the applicant's ability to perform as a third
mate or third assistant . engineer.

Q. 6. You testified that you foresee

owing a portion of at-sea time to be acquired on

small vissels end simulators for,

license. 'How

this be acknowledged

In'ivritten re

'-

ute for a portioe
Vessel training and simulators as a su
If
41,e of small vessel"
required sea
ring has only been approved In principal. The..
problem when related to the Convention as ktes not stipulate a
training p ants
age) vemel upon which the required sea service must be
size (gross tonnage)
p

A: The use of

ob

Although the uae of vessels. of less than-1;000 grobi'llons would be a

e from Coast Guard policy, we believe its limited usa. Can be accepted. There
le question that a small vessel and/or simulator training progain can be of more
value than a dayTfor-thy trade off fgr straight sea time These types of training can

ntense and repetitive. situations may be introduced which a prudent master would
hesitate to undertake with a large vessel. To be truely effective, the training must be
defined in terms of gods to be achieved in relationship to other instruction; Mow the
training will be-aellvered In terms of training aids and'instructorsi anyhow it will
relater, or be reenforeed, by at sea experience. Flow much value can be placed on this

training is a question that cannot be answered until specific proposals are4orthcoming

showing the intregration of these types of training Into the overall prograni. The
mechanism to acknowledge the acceptance of these types of training will be by Cast
either the
Guard approval letter to the partic}dal Institution. When directed
Academy or one of the state maritime academies, Consultation with

Maritime

Administration shall be undertaken prior to Issuing the letter.

Q. 7. How were the leWer limits of 1000 tons and 4000 horsephwar arrived at
socalled "unlimited licenses" for present licensing purposps?

the

A. The origin of the 1000 gross ton applicability to "unlimited" deck licenses Is somewhat
lye to track down. In this area, our response must be based on a certain amount of,
deduction as our immediately available regulatory records only go back to 1938.

The yek 1940 marked the initial issuance of the Coast Guard's predecemor agcy's
regulations in the therenew Federal Register., This initial publication contained those
regulations in effect as of 1 June 1938. and the 1000 gross ton limitation was found in
con-Election with the issuance of certain deck officer licenses.

In searching further, a review of the vessel manning and licensing statutes reveals the
1000 gross ton figure is found in 46 U.S.C. 223. As used in this statute, ocean and
coastwise mechanically propelled vessels of 1000 gross tans and upward are required to
have three. watch standing mates. This statute
based on the Act of May ll, 1918,
which in turn is based on the Act of March 3,1913. (The only difference between these
two Acts was the addition of a certain'type of vessel to the list of exceptions which is
of no consequence to this question.) Accordingly, we are led to believe the 1000 gross
ton figure is derived from the 1913 and 1918 statutes. It should be pointed out that
ratification of the International Conference on Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping of Seafarers, 1978 (STCW 78), will cause this level to rise to 1,600 gross
tonsva figure considered to be realistic in light of the growth of ship size.
The information concerning the horsepower criterion for engineer officer's unlimited
licenses is easier to-determine.

Unlike the deck officers, there is no definitive
statutory source. 46 U.S.C. 224, the statutory authority to issue the engineer's
licenle, charges the Coast Guard to be "satisfied" with among other things, the
applicants "experience". The statute also provides the authority to establish various
classes of engineer officers. Accordingly, the horsepower criterion is considered a
logical and proper translatiof the statutory charge.
The regulatory execution of this standard is traced,as folio(a)

Returning again to the initial publication of the Federal Register Regulations,

It

is found engineer licenses were restricted to waters (ocean, coastwise, Great
Lakes etc.); vessel tonnage (750 and 1500 vats tons mentioned} and mode of
propulsion (steam or motor) with no specifics as to horsepower (Hp).

(b)

As non-cundensing steam powered engines disappeared, and rhorsepower of the
installatiom rose, the old limitations no longer appeared to be realistic. By 1948,
a 2,500 HP division line was formed between "Limited" vs "Unlimited' licenses.
The e. Ling distinction between steam and motor was continued. Criteria to
changd"from the "old" to the "new" system are also enumerated.

(c)

Advancing technology rendered the 2,50p horsepower standard unrealistic, and a
4,000 horsepower criteria evolved in 1956, which is still recognized today.

It should be pointed out that this 4000 HP standard is not designed to be an exact
representation of the average horsepower of a modern veel. it is only used to
indicate that, in general, engineering installations equal to or greater than this

standard will have characteristics adequately siniNar to permit the person

tJ
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concerned to competently discharge

his or her duties.
This standard (and
philosophy) is internationally accepted based on the International Convention on
Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978 (STOW
78). Although the convention does use a different designation, 3000 kW propulsion
power, it is equivalent to our domestic standard of 4,000 HP,

Q. 8. If simulator time will be allowed to satisfy a portion of the sea-training
requirements, what plans are there to allow laboratory time -- dockside or ashore -to satisfy a portion of this requirement?
A. Laboratory time, either dockside or ashore, will not be accepted as a substitute for sea
time. This type of training is envisioned as falling within the allowable two years of
instruction permitted by the Convention. The primary advantage of the almulator is
that it has the capacity to "generate" situations which are infrovently encountered or
can't be safely conducted at sea. Further, the simulator enables each student to be
exposed to decision making situations of an emergent nature, under safe conditions, *

Q. 9. To what extent is time spent on commercial vessels spent observing in contrast to
"hands-err training?

A. The question of what is the ratio of observation time to "hands on" training on
commercial vessels in regard to U.S. merchant Marine Academy cadets, has no
definitive answer. In general, each cadet is assigned to a fourtur bridge or
eugdneroorn watch with a licensed officer, While on watch the cadet will perform
essentially the same duties as the watchstnnding officer which, by the very nature of
the job, requires almost einal amounts of observation and hands-on involvement. Thes
remainder of the cadet's daily training is spent under the direct supervision of either
the chief mate or the chief engineer. This training may be in the form of additional

watches, work on the cadet's sea Project (a writtv work project prepared by the
Academy requiring defi4litive answers: by the cadet based upon the individual's
observations and experience gained on board ship), or "daywork". Daywork for engine
cadets normally consists of the hands.,on maintenance of the vessel's main propulsion
or auxiliary machinery. For the deck cadet, daywork may consist of deck maintenance
work, such as scraping and painting, steering, or supervision of stowage or discharge of
cargo. Beth individuals are under the general supervision of a licensed, officer while
performing daywork and may receive instruction while physically-performing their
duties.
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Q. 10. Wotild a training_ pro
offer advantages?

combining he uscao

chool ships and comm

Mal vessels

A. The use of both school ships and commercial vessels is a good all-around solution as
regards the obtaining of sea service. Each has its own unique set of advantages and'.
disadvantages. Proper *' -",--of both forms of training, assuming availability tends to

eliminate or mitigate the disadvantages of each type of training. Some of the more
obvious problems concern availability of enough commercial vessels 'to accommodate
cadets, lack-of formally trained instructors on commercial vessels, the uripredictibility
of ship,schedules, and the meshing of school sessions with vessel operating schedules.
A combination of both vessel types should continue to be considered to maximum

extent possible for the training of future mariners.

he maritime academies of other countries intend to meet
Q. 11. How
requiremefts of the IMCO Convention?

at-sea

A. We have been led to believe by the deliberations of the STOW 78 Conference that
other countries having maritime Academies do not have a problem in meeting the
at-sea requirements. .Tope countries' academies already require more than the one

year of sea -time, primarily to acqintint cadets with the probleins of handing
multinational crews with attendent lanpiage and communciation difficulties. It should
also be noted that these academies, by and large, do not have degree programs and
therefore are not anomalous with United states practices.

Q. 12: At present, how much time on smaller vessels may be used to count towards
fulfillment of the sea-training requirerrient?A. At. present, service on board vessels itSf less than 1000 gross tons is not acceptable
towards fulfillment of service requirements for license as unlimited third mate. As
stated in answering question 2, graduation from a service or maritime ricademy is
considered sufficient experience to take the required examinations. We don't foresee
impoSing a tonnage limitation based simply upon a small vessel training program being

incorporated into the overall raining,

After all the purpose of the small vessel

training is to teach and demonstrate ship handling principals under relatively safe and
controlled conditions.' How much credit can be offered for such a program depends
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upon evaluation of a specific program, none of which have been offered yet.

Q. 13. In a statement Sea-land submitted to the Subcommittee, that company claims that

IMCO in itself is not sufficient to improve the safety of life and property at sea;

improved licensing examinations are imperative to fit the demand of today's maritime
equipment. What is your response to this?

A. Taking the Sea-Land statement at face value, I am forced to -o est their perception
the purpose of the
of the purpose of the license examination program. In our
examination program is to verify an applicant meets a minimum standard of
competa.ncy through knowledge of general principals, not specifics. In light of.the vast
amount of equipment and individual manufacturers involved in the construction of a
modern vessel, any attempt to deal with specifies is considered unrealistic. An
increase in sea time would do little to answer their concerns in that there is no way to
guarantee an incllvidues exposure to all different items of equipment. I do not
el:ntend the license examination program is perfect, or nearly so, but we are
constantly attempting to improve it. I can appreciate a vessel operator's desire to
employ only those persons who are highly knowledgible in the operatioro of their
vessels. In this regard, 1 consider the operator's responsibility to provide specific
training to this end far outweighs that of the government tru-ough a license
examination program.

Q. 14. During his testimony, Admiral Benkert of AIMS stated thato the one year,at-sea
tequirement was primarily an effort of the Scandinavian countries and the countries
of the European Economic Community". What are the present training requirements
of deck officers in these countries?
A. See response to question eleven.
Q. 15. There are different types of bridge simulators- Which types, or in other words, how
basic a simulator, would be adeqllate in training merchant marine officers far initial
licensing?

A. The answer here relates to the effectiveness of the simulator and its ability to
accurately reproduce a scenario in which basic ship handing skids can be taught and
learned. Each simulator package could conceivably be totally different in terms of
sophistication yet provide the same basic desired skills when effectively used. Once
the minimum specifications have been established, a more definitive answer in terms
of sophistication of hardware will be possible. See answer to question six for further
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elaboration upon the relationship of simulation training to total training.

Q. 16. Can you provide the Subcommittee with a complete list of the 39 deficiences
discovered on the BAY STATE? Could any of these deficiencies have jeopardized the
safety of those people sailing on the RAY STATE?

A. The deficiencies noted during the inspection for certification of the BAY STATE in
June and July 1980 at New Orleans, LA. and presented to the Mamachusetts Maritime
Academy are listed below. Some of the deficiencies noted could conceivably have
jeopardized the safety of vessel personnel. In the judgment of the Officer in Charge,

Marine Inspection, who issued the.vessel's certificate ¶f inspection, however, such a
possibility was considered remote.

List of the 39 Outstanding Deficiencies for the BAY- STATE
1.

2.

Make permanent repairs to ladder well 04 deck frame 90.

make permanent repairs to wasted section of port air plenum top 03 deck frame
131.

3.

Repair or renew damaged gaskets on exterior water tight doors main deck.

4.

Provide adeq
refrigeration spaces.

5.

to inspect the hull condition in way of all insulated

Repair and reinforce damaged hand rails in way of life boat accommodation
ladders.

6.

Replace missing pr damaged light guards and globes throughout vessel.

7. Reecure loose hand rails on exterior decks.
8.

Inspect, stamp and stow an additional 566 adult life preservers:

9.

Provide life preserver stowage accessible to on-watch personnel in the engine room
(12 ea.), pilothouse (12 ea.), bow lookout (1 ea.), and fantail (1 ea.L

In.

Repair broken welds on boat davit arm looking device, davits 3 and 4.

Repair broken dogging ears on watertight port light tween deck port side frame
80.

Relamp/repair emergency lighting and exit lights throughout vessel.
13.

Regasket and replace missing and /or broken dogs on 1-10 davit electricaljunction
electrical
boxes.
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14.

Conduct installation test o I, 2 and 9 boat davits prior to Use.

15-

Conduct fire and boat drill.

Testing and inspection to be conducted to the

satisfaction of the cognizant OCMI.
16.

Post maneuvering information,to the satisfaction of the cognizant OCMI.

17.

Repair 1 MC, public address system to the satisfaction of the cognizain OCMI.

18.

Provide Oil Transfer Procedures in accordance with 33 CFR 155.

19.

Install sheet lead lining or other acceptable material in all shelving for storage
batteries in accordance with 46 CFR 111.15.

20. Make permanent repairs and prove operation of bilge eductor for chain locker.
21.

Install hand rail and coupling guard on main shaft near stern tube.

22. Install and demonstrate an approved charging system for radio and smoke
detecting emergency batteries.
23.
24.

Install and prove operation of remote shut-off for fuel transfer pump.

Hydrostatically test all oil transfer hose and piping in accordance with 33 CFR
156.

25. Make permanent repairs aid prove operation of priming pump for bilge and ballast
pump and electric submersible bilge pump.
26. Make permanent repairs to steam supply stop valve at external desuperheat
27.

Install deck bilge slop "discharge connection and prove operation of remote
shutoffs for each slop oil discharge pump in accordance with 33 CFR 155,

28.

Install an approved Marine Sanitation Device. Vessel is authorized to discharge
minimal quantities of raw sewage into Buzzards Bay, Boston Harbor and those
areas which vessel must transit when arriving at/departing these two areas for the
period 15 June 1980 to 31 August 1980; in accordance with COMDT (G-1VEP) letter
of 16 April 1980. Installation shall be to the satisfaction of the cognizant OCMI.

29. Comply with OCMI, New Orleans letter of 16 June 1980 concerning thermal,stress

analysis and main steam stop valve approval, starboard boiler, limiting main
steam temperature to 800 degrees F.'

30. Remove oil and water separator or make accessible for inspection in accordance
with 46 CFR 61.10 prior to May 1982.
31.

make permanent repairs and prove operation of all Class HI doors or emove all
power controls from the same.
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32. Renew hot water heater.
C.

Make permanent repairs to leak in starboard sea chest steam out supply line in
lower engine room.

34. Make permanent repairs to leak in chill water line in auxiliary generator. room.
35. Make permanent repairs to steam supply stop valve for starboard forced draft fan
turbine and test overspeed shutdown on turbine prior to placing starboard forced
craft fan turbine in operation.
36. Make permanent repairs to th feed make--up line forward of the starboard boiler,
37.

Unlag, inspect, repair, and

-lag as necessary, lowest boiler uptake expansion

joints.on both boilers.

38. Make operational or remove fuel oil settling tank high level War Ms and remote
reading gauge.

39. Service or renew as necessary salinity indicating systems.

Reqitirements 5 thru 12,15 thru 24, 27, 33 thru 36, and 39 are to be completed prior to
departing Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts for the 1980 summer cruise.
Requirements 1 thru 4, 37 and 38 are to be completed prior to departing Buzzards Bay,
Massachusetts for the 1981 summer cruise.

Requirements 13, 25 and 26 are to be completed prior to I October 1980
Requirements 31 and 32 are to be completed prior to May 1982.
Q. 17.

You testified that after she was renovated, the BAY STATE met the criteria

necessary to obtain a certificate of inspection from the Coast Guard. In light of the
problems she later experienced, and in light of the fact that 39 deficiencies were
found by the Coast Guard `could it be that the requirements for receiving such a
certificate'ere not stringent enough?

A. The regulations contained in 46 CFR 166 =168 set the minimum safety standards for
certification of nautical school ships. It is the Coast Guard's view that the application
of these regulations does provide for an acceptable level of safety for such vessels as
the BAY STATE:
Determinations concerning deadline dates for correction of deficiencies noted during a
vessel inspection apply equally to all classes of vessels subject to inspection and ar6.)
based upon the following considerations:
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the seriousness of the deficiency in relation to the overall safety of he vessel;
availability of parts or equipment,
(c) vessel schedule; and,
(d) Where feasible and consistent with safety considerations, the de
(b)

operators.,

Serious deficiencies 'require immediate correction. For less serious deficiencies, a
certain amount of .nexibility in Rrescribing correction deadlines is exercised as
indicated in my response to question 1St
Q. 18. Who has the ultimate responsibility for insuring the safety of a vessel like the

BAY STATE that has undergone extensive renovation? Was the responsibility met in
the case of the BAY STATE?

A. From a strictly legal viewpoint, the ultimate responsibility for insuring the safety of a
ve%eF'jesicles with the owner/operator. The fact the vessel has been granted a
certificate of impection in no manner relieves the owner/operator of this responsibility (The Lyndhurst, 149E 900 (DC ED NY 1906)).

k

In this particular case, we believe no culpable negligence exists on the part of any
Federal or State Agency. Serious deficiencies were corrected prior to departure from
New Orleans, and less serious items deferred as we have indicated in our response -s to
questions 16 and 17. The unfortunate events on the BAY STATE appear to be more of a
series of fortuitous events rather than a purposeful ignoring of known deficiencies.
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academies should delote more time and_resonrces to trainin. veneelay Would
s mall c_ ft be ade-uats for
in
I agree with Admiral Rodgers that Maritime Administration aboWid continue
their study of new training ehipa. For the next ten years training snipe
will continue to carry the-major training'role, particularly if we must
**mad our sea Use to inert IMO requirements. There in no guarantee that
the present training ronnaln will not have to be replaced during thin period.
Unlike the other More modern state academy training ships with peasenger
acCommodationa for cadets, the California Training Ship GOLDEN BEAR, built
in 1944 and used as an Attack transport in World War II, in a cargo veaael.
Students lie. in cargo holds in troop style accomandatione.
It is Mai-stied
that these World War II cargo- bold -type living accemmodatiOns en the GOLDEN
BEAR be improVed substantially an soon se possible. This correction can be
accomplished at a coot of about I. million and it ie atrongly re-commended
that the Congreaa provide funds specifically for this purpoee. This amount
is in addition to the normal annual coat of maintenance. and repair. If thin
upgrade is Accomplished, the Training Ship GOLDEN BEAR will provide en
adequate and effective training /ship for the next ten years. By maintaining
the modern electronic equipment such an the collision avoidance ayntem,
radar and navigation, CommunicatiOna ayatema and engineering equipment an
ia,now provided on the T.S. GOLDEN DEAR, you will have a training ship
very adequate for flea training and cost effective- considering the high Coat
of developing and building a new training chip. A new training chip,
._although desirable, is not easential. In addition, simulator training ,
is becoming increasingly important add in moat inatencea is much more
offectlive and more efficient than shipboard training.
My previous teatiaony before this committee diacuaaed the siMulator anpecte
of training.
In my vies, utilization of aimulator training in the merchant
marine ie about ten year* behind the ties. We have the technical Capability
and sophistication in cooputers and simulation to devalop,no* the various
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With the rapid advances being
simulators needed for chipboard training.
made in computer technology, I firmly believe that in ten to fifteen yearn
All ehiPaoard
moat Shipboard training can be conducted on aimalatore.
simulators can be integrated inta'one complete unit chip simulator. At
that time, training, aChoolOhips should be maintained at the aeaclemy commie
pier as a live laboratory only. In addition, the schoolabip also could
nerve ea one of the ready reserve merchant attire to be used when needed
by the government. The at -sea training hhale of cadet training could be
redu0e0 to three or'faur conths only and aerved,on board a comMercialsehip
primarily in order to expose the cadet to the merchant marine environment..
A aahoolahip training cruise would no. longer be needed.

I am convinced.that requirediimmlator training will decrease ai
ehipboard accidents and Ciunialties at ewe. With the technology we hive
today in simulator training, I believe that We are negligent in continuing
to tolerate the high rate of casualties at sea; that(' is no excuse for thin
( situation.
Seventy to eighty' percent of accidents at ass are due to personnel
errora.
It should be obvious that the quality.of training must be improved
and that a better method of training must be initiated.
Thinkof the savings
in coots, resourcee and lives that will reoult vis-a-vis the relatively
cheaper costa of providing aisulatore for training at atate maritime academies
and requiring training on simulators and Certification for everyaapect of
chip, operation. One ninintdr.preVentdd Would provide cony sinulatore.
The
eimulator is the moat effeCtiVe, efficient and coat effective training
availa4le today..

Initial training and experience aboard otaller craft and tugboats is the
most efficient and effective way to develop practical seamanship skills and
shipboard ability. vessels of thirty to ninety feet in length ate excellent
for the training of young officers. AThio in an area where actual experience
rather than simulated training in extremely important. With smaller venaela,
oXills and techniques,cas
e
,
over a period of time by repeating
various maneuvers, while bagel!. up in vessel 81204 The la as area in
which most merchant marina '..1C,17E; get little experience.
Shiphandlinrcan
moot effectively be learned on tugboats initially.
l recommend that day-for.
day'hquivalency. be awarded for ,p to two months training aboard email
craft between 100 and 1,000 to!
displacement.

avuld_training veancla enga
in commercial missiongLaa part f_the activity.
during a trelaing_cruiewl_ What do you think o
-atering ouch commercial
activity as nert of the °ruin.,
California Maritime Academy frequently has carried small amounts of
CoMmerCial cargo during 4 training cruise.
Usually thin cargoligh,been
auppliee and equipment f.,r relief of a stricken area or charitable donations
of equipment for intern -:!final goodwill.
I nee no technical objentione to
carrying commercial cargo ',I! hire.
HoweVer, we could anticipate some
obJectiono from commercial ornate and maritime unions. an a pradtical

benin, however, the cargo carryin;apacity of training shim is too email
to have any competitive ismmorcial'edgnificence.
The training value to be

-,-
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gained fro. carrying Commercial cargo would outweigh the economic,
inefficiency of carrying very small lots of commercial cargo.
l'also would recommend the use of our training *hive 04 excellent mobile.
platforms for * trade fair or display of U.S. products in c04jOnetion with
the training cruise. Such an operation would be entirely compatible with
a training cruise and at the same time it would provide funds to offeet.ehip.a
operating costs such ea fuel oil. It would be an efficient and practical
operation.

o event

heimUletoro be
would the academies

Stalled at the s
:ider an exclLaigsLeogri4

0 experience a Variety of a4ator tecbniquen?
There Mould be no particular advantage in establishing different types of
bring. OiMalatora. Chon,g00 in the.simulation program can produce the Change
in ramponaa aseociated with hull configuration, engine power, propeller
pitch, displacement and Speed. The'phyoical configuration. of tie bridge isnot considered. to be a aignificant variable. An exchange program offers an
alternative approach to individual on-site construction of simulator
facilities. However, atudentexcasagswould be a very costly undertaking.
Traneportation coats, per dimecota and schedule adjustments would have to
be Welshed against the capital outlay savings.
d

4.

he reluired7
Absolutely; no hands-on training, facility can vetch the intensity or the
quality of siMUlator training. Alpo, simulator exeminstiono for licenie
'incorporating Oommon shipboard emergencies should
required by the U.S.
complement to the written aVO4Flet1040.
Coot Guard as
Computer aimolation can create any condition of cOnatrictsd passage and
beevy traffic anywhere in the world and any conditioh of wind, wave, tide.
storm or any shipboard situation at sea. SimUlatOra will 'speed up the
training process. giergeucies can be simulated Which will aeldom be
encountered in a lifetime at sea. Case studies of pant accidents and
disasters can be recreated god studied on a simulator. A simulator can
create unsafe conditiooe that could not be dupliCated in actual shipboard
operation. Every conceivable, accident or possible failure can be accomplished
more safely, more efficiently and in a shorter time on
einulator than on
a training ship. Simulation training turns out batter officer's because
they learn by their miatakee on the simulator. Simulators are valuable
for training new officers and they are more equally usepil for training
veteran officers on new equipment. Furthermore; simulators provide month's-.
of experience in a matter of hours.
Many of our midshipmen 'Beek employmemt in liquid carriers. For this reaeon,
tas a part of our training progrom to reduce the cause of environmental pollutions
we require all Deck 01061110st to take our Tinker Simulator course, furthermore, Odell transfer operational *re common to the operation of *very type of
vessel.
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Radar simulator training in ilea required of all of our Deck midehipmen.
basically for qualification an "Radar Obeerver" but *lee for piloting
radar navigation, limited ahiphandling, and rules of the road training.
A Ship or bridge aipulator is a.neceseary addition to our training effort.
and a course structured around ouch a simulator would be required for all
Deck midshipmen. familiarization training would he provided for Rkinearieg
midshipmen.
5.

the one= ear
men be a
a
Sea or
houid an
ehaul4 aimulator time,_trainiag Wenaele as doCkaide laboratories and nmal
of fulfilli.
thin re =uirement in the tutor
yeagele be the
For the present we aunt hold to the minimum requirement of nix months nee
time. since we do not have adequate bridge and enginoroom training simulators
operational- at this aCadely. However, I activate that within the next ten
to fifteen yeara, highly sophisticated simulators will be taking over the
bulk of shipboard training. This Simulator Capability available for training
will have reduced considerably the need for the amount SY time now spent on
shipboard training. Te0 to fifteen year* from now I would eatimato that for
cadets at state- maritime ecedemith, only three to fonr Menthe aboard a
cemmorcial Chip at the moat Would be sufficient to supplement the time spent
training on the eieUlatere." The training ship program at aea, ati utilized
today by state academiea,-then could be eliminated. Our present training
shims could be maintained on campus as laboratories at the pier which could
be activated in an emergency for. use in the Ready Reserve Merchant Ship
In ten to fifteen years the operation of a training choolahip
program.
will have become excessively more expensive in manpower, energy, resources
and time. Prolonged training it are will become increasingly more limited
in scope due to the potential danger inherent in
training operation
conducted in high density traffic.
dim Months of time on a training ship should be well integrated into a
progressive training program utilthlug a combination of simulators, amall
craft, and dockside chip lobe to properly prepare the atudent'to obtain
MAXIMA benefits from hieaix,monthe aboard the training Ship.
An organized progressive training program of three successive underway eh
board training periods, integrated with preparatory training-on various types
of operational eieulatora0 smell 'resettle and dockside laboratories aboard
the ship, mikes the at-sea periods far more worthwhile than would ever be
achieved without this type of approach.
It in essential that the training
Chip experience be condneted under a controlled thetructizgial environment
to progress logically on, akill'levela developed in the pre- training period.
Such a program develops a far better trained officer than using the came
amount of time and effort one year) on board ship only
It is essential
that a combination of eimula or time, ahipbOard doeltaide training time, and
amnia craft instructional ti
be considered equivalent to come portion of
the at -sea time.
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necaaaary. to
Instructional timMaboard ship while alongside the doMany types
demonstrate while in a non - operational mode, the op
Thia
wo0ld
include
of equipment not easential to the life oetha ship
lifeboat
aaintenance
_
such items as cargo gear, ateoring gear, gyro c_
Up to 90 days. of Attand many °thorn. This training ahould.be counted f
ie. training time with each'sight tiours of actual in
aboard oquivalent to one day of eel time,'

Smallveaael training ia one of the backbones of instruction in moamanihiP,
shiphandlinge piloting and linehandling0 gy using vemeela of increasing-Size from Z6' to 65'the student develops akille on him owl, J0 able to
make: mistakes without Serious. COnaeditincea and receives far mare opportunity
maneuver in anon lava
This type of vessel can perform
to handle veemelm.
time and at far reduced cost. The student becomes better prepared through
this type of program to actually handle the large training ship -through an
entire one- to two -hour manahver during him senior cruise. Thin is truly
the zenith of his practical.instructional career at CMA.
Time spent in stall craft proctical,operation and ins; ruction should count
as up to sixty dart of equivalent time to sea training. gash six hours of
ottlel time under instruction or email craft operation ahould count aa one
day or equivalent See time.
g
Simulator training he created a revolution in trainin
oird ship to
It allows for time conauming exercises
profeasiona.
condensed into Shorter time pariodaf Simulators permit the instructor to
Oat up certain aituationa to emphasize particular pointa. Simulators make
it possible to let etudanta make mistakes` to prove a point without seripous
consequences to life Sr limb or the environment.

Time on ahiphandling eimulatora, an well as radar siaulathra. cargo handling
simulatora, and engineering_simulatora should he counted as equivalent tins
to age training. by to 60 daps of sea time abould be allowed with three
bond of actual simulator time to count as one day of equivalent ties ties.
At the present time the California Maritime Academy follows a progrsa dialler
to the format dancribed ab60. This program far exceeds the proposed one
year she training requirement. Following is a brief description of our
program:
Course -No. anctTitla

Dascri-tion

D-119 Shipboard Lab
First Semester CMA
(Dockside)

A courea oombining instruction
the practical use of cordage.
ting, spliCing, whipping, reeving
tackles and rigging stages and
boatswain chairs with dam. - today
practiCal operation and maintenance
of an operating vessel. Chipping,
painting and assigned work both on
the interior and exterior of the
ship are inclUded.

R.

Actual Tinto

90

Actual Time

piaoriptiOn
Small Teasel
Oparitioa
SicOnd diameter 0MA
(Small Croft)

a aboard the
An operational co
4cadaii.0 65-4. a_ el l'-boata
_designed to give the students '
practical experience in anchoring,
line handling. SaMsanship and
piloting.
.

'5 has.

Op/rational instruction in rowing,
handling boats under Oars and (Lail,
launching and retover7 of lifebOats.
lifeboat nomenclatUre and equipment.
This Gourde prepares the student for
the U.S. Coast Ouerd Lifeboatemn'a
Certificate.

TZ-101Boatbdula
(daall Craft)

A couple consisting of practical
instruction in both the basic
practical and VhaorstiOal Aspects
Modola are heed
of cargo handling'.
to show etreksea on the various parte
of conventional cargo Sear. Practical
instruction in wirviplicing and
canvas work is included. All instruction is.put to practical us, loading
cargo and mainta ing cargo gear on the
training ship.

D=116 Shipboard Lab
Third Semester CNA
(D04501410)

)

90 bre

-

During the firat 44 training
aeikatli the students are faalltariled
dithehipbOard routine. They.reciive
46n unit for watch Standing in tk, '0
`capacityof otdinary and able'asaaan
whari.theit-act as halmeamulocicout
and standby, and observe watch routine.
The (ancient* receive two,units of
ship'a maintanance end seamanship St

D-501 Sea Training
Fifth lomester,CHA

which time they recei'v'e a bleind of
,

lictUte and actual praotical applicationa. In addition, each student
reueieen.one-haif of a unit fogoo,f

introductory coDrse in Conaunicatk*
and Rules of the Road.
D-215 Seamanship Lab
Sixth Semester CMA.

(DOCksid)

Part I; Practical instruction on
board ship covering the operation and
Oiintenance of all specializaddeck
aechinery including anchor windlass,
.trinchae, capataia and cargo gear.

1.5 hrs.
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As tibia TINA

Description

'SSIDIJ62._an. Title

Port ?$ Practical inetruetisin in the
operation of small craft Conducted
aboard the Academy's 26-ft. 56.ft.
and 40-ft. laanChes.

(Small Craft)

Practical work on mointonance and
ovirhaul,of'shiOboard osfstY4*fir
including lifebootd,

devocitM dome
(Docksido)

45 hrs.

45 hr..

e uorgency. squad-lock:re, firo

fighting syatets and damage control
e quipment.

During the

D5002 40* frainin
eighth domestor CNA

'

training period

the studenteohive one unit for,
operation of the vessel in the capacity
Of Junior Watch Officer. .Two Unit* of
marina tuchnidol skill. ouch as'loading
atores,,cargo operation, maintenanCi,
supervisory skills, gaiety, lifesaving
unit
and firefighting. Ono.half Of
rill be'givon for Communication classes
in light, and_ flag hoists and ons.half

of a unit in Pulls of the Bond clans*.
and practical application.`-7

rind the
During this sea training
rd of
student will upend mboutro
him time under supervision of the thip'snsvigator in practical navigation
ezorciies.

D-315 Applied Beaman*hip (dhiphandling)
Ninth houlootor CNA
(Small Crift)`

'

Practical experience in ohiphandling

45 hrs.

with vomsuls sufficisatly largoto
duplicataihiphandlinmprobless
encountered with such larger voesols.
ParticiPunto are onerciami in ".oft"
landings, anchoring techniques, 04Ln..,

overboard procotroc-sooring techniquos
towing, emergency drills,
and linohandlin
and collision avoidance.
4t

30 Marine duper-

Bolin introduction into the skills of.

vinery Lob

first level management by maw* of
supervisor work group* aboard the
training ship with the objective of
using skills learned to accomplish
omeignod tasks.

Ninth &wester CHA
(Dockside)

45

Cc

eACLIW.e.
Maciagement

Lib
Teeth Reeeater CM&
(Dockside)

Descriition

The menageeent of ship storescrew
and personnel isAtressed in'this
practically oriented course. The
paper work and tovernment foram
necessel7 for ordering supplies,

Actual Time
.A5 hrs.

idventery.liste, personnel moment
forms, enCiaspection forms are used._Project organisation-1, streamed by
allowing the-eenior midshipman to'
organise. and administer work aboard

the.ship daring lab periods.: "

3W-faith Rees*
(diemletor)

cma

D-314 Ranker Loading
Sieulator
Tenth, Semester qma
(Simulator)

D-503 See Trel
Eleventh Sexes

This coirme- evolves around the.
Academy's Rader Simulator.

45 hrs.

Instructor atreemewoperetion of
radar, collision accidence, cosetal
piloting and navigation and Rules of
the Road.
114,student receives precEical
instruction on the Academy's
computerized .Tenher-Cargo loading
' Simu later.

During the- third.traieing cruise the

student receives oneupit for visael
operation 'While acting es Senior Watch
Officer. at which time he ham the full
responsibillly for the navigation,
.collision avoidance, maneuvering and
routine. Sa receives two units for
Navigation Lab during which time he
:determines 0800. 1200. and 2000
positions and-does a full day's
navigation Work. -In addition. he
receivea.onehalf.of a unit in
Communication (radio. light and flag
and another half of a unit in Meteor
'taloa lab.

.inch student is given a responmibility
normally assigned
ahip'a officer.
His Job is to develop. plan, to dothe.
Joh. Justify the_personnel. required,
ork*eize them info a work force and
supervise the eccomeimheent Of the

teak.

45 hrs.

BUtgliggrA

ATXNT CM

Actual limo
de
Smell Craft

360 hrs.

4$ diva

180 hre.

days
S

Slaulator (Fader and

0 days

Ignitor Loading)

Sea (training ship)

252 days

36 iota.

(8 months)

up;

luT*0

(bore - described program not only meets the letter
OY ballot that
las La the one -gear SO* time statement, tint proVidita a such bettap
high quality merchant merino officers.
whoa. to pr vi

In'addition,,ninety hour* on a bridge aniphandling simulator, equatod'at
tv hours of bridge simulator time for ono,day at Boa, become* equivalent
to 45 days at so.. Added to the shove au; of 357 days. the total tisa an
sea than will,seceed the one.y0ar 0100:100a requirement.
:

I hope thin answer to your question sakes the. California Miritisre Acad.
position,os this matter very clear.

Mriti.a Ac d

a-

.

Have your otaitiVe,,

devoted to simulator

Our languor Sindlator becama operational in "January of 1979 in the initial
aimultanoous trim and tree* data.
Tha improving sods, incoryorst
ims availabls in February of 1980. Our Radar Simulator bacon. operational
rixndiog
arrangements
virtually are complete. and wi expitt
,in April of 1980.
to have a Marine Diesel gaginorpos"gisulator operational on our comma within,
one year.

,mode.

An impresSive clameroom curriculum has been built around both simulators no
'thst-maximum,resultn.. compatible with the equip ant tapabilitime, arebeing
Each of Maio mimulatora is bolas updated as tunciCVOrein. For
. blamed.
instance, Oa linter Simulator has incorporated ship trim and steins
digabilities4aince initial listollation sod wilI.moon be modified to include
include
'inert gma features. The Radar Simulator will soon be modified to
automatic collision avoidance features.
.

Ihaelts thoo two year* the &scoot of student time *pent on aimulatera has
inoreaaad from shout-24 -hours to 90 icours. Ourlidsr Simulation Laboratory
providas pricniCaX-nalania, in the basic theory of radar and'tho idjustmonfland Operanien of ,the radar set. Our prissry.Courso teaches radar plotting
for :basic rulea of the'read, collision avoidance and navigation to enibl+
the student to qualify for the Coast Utcord.certification of "indir.Obaerver.

lowevar

_ use the simulator for a variety of other new training roles

Third Claes (dophomora) . U44 the coastline. gaaarator of,the :radar.

simulator for mix hour' praOtical work in .conjunction with clam**
instructinn in navigation piloting.
In the fall, continua training in radar
Second alums (Junior)
sarlinetiou for mix bowel nine hours of imetruntiOn.in olasmrooll and
sinulstor on basic principles of deriving information from radar
presentations ind relative motion and determining coureas of action
to avoid,collisiona. In the spring? ve provide mix hours of training
ow4pid radar plotting and hamic problems of -collision avoidance.

first Maio (Senior) - In the fall our midshipmen take a minisum,of
of
hours to qualify for Radar Certification including tneory, operation
Of equipment, collision- avoidance, radar navigation, and operation end
prinoiplaa of lleetronie Salative Wetion inalYsers.i Wring the 'annual
training cruise, the Firmt and Second Class midshipmen undergo intensive
training in all phases of radar narigation and collision avoidance,
ninne the, training shirdeliberately is taken into high - density *hipping
lines idienever.posaible.

Our Tinker Simulator Laboratory eimulates a 70,000 PVT tanker.
All first
Class (Senior) Peck midshipmen are rengfted to complete a.course in tanker
operation/J.
part of this course. a:laboratory perad is conducted On a
rimeittor blabs, and each midshipman spends a minimum of-18 bourn acquiring
akil a in loading, diacharging and-OnOrgency proceduJrns. Real time. atreas
and -via] calculation simulation ia prOvidnd and attipallutiOn measures are
streamed. The simulator providee repetition and realistic emergency
situation* in all *ream ff liqUid cargooperatione. By the tine the
midshipman ham completed the courea', he boa had to cope yith a myriad of
crisis situationa. 60utualdy we help* to EinOtinrtte a crude oil 'flaking
ayet00 into the simulator.
In one week; the veteran tanker students. learn
Sore about oil tranafer operations than they did in a year aboard an
iftipetatiOn11 tinkit.

Completion of Our Marina DI:eel Engineroca Simulator in abOUt one year will
add at least another 60 hours of iimulat* time for our Engineering ntudenta.
I

me thank you for allowing me the opportunity to offer my *Viva on
areas of anriti4O treiniag. Please write or call anytime that
assistance.
Sincerely,

usmq

president

cci

Mr. Arthur w, PriedbOig
aaritime AdainiOtration
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EAT LAKESs4ARITIMEACADEMY
rsiorthweityrit Michigan College

.

Trivet-It City Michigim 49684

(616) 905650

ovember 26,'.1980

The Honorable Les AuCoin
Chairman
Ad- Hoc Select subcommittee on Maritime
Education and Training
721 HouseAnnex 1.
w
Washinton, D.C. 2051-5

Dear Congressman AuCoin:,,

k.

Thank yoti for an opportUnity to reply,
quells ions which were not asked- at

writing, to
1980, oversight

September -9,

hearings- due to time restraints.

l

During his testimony before theSubcommitte, Rear Admiral
',Rodgers claimed. that we should be "studying. new training ships
in spite of the fact that simulators are becoming increasingly
important." .P0 you, agree that-state-academies should devote
more time and resources to training. vessels?
craft be adequate for a portion of the training?

Our
As you'know, this Academy does not have a training'ship.
mission anck goal is to"train the best qualified ship officers
Central to this goal is our belief
possible -for the Great Lakes.
is "real
in hands-on experience aboard commercial vessels.
world" experience. Further, it provides experica aboard the
.very same'iessels to which cadets may be- assigned for their first
Commerical placement recognizes the need,for the.cadets to
jobs.
.-be accountable: their reputation starts to be formed from the
first day aboard as a -cadet.

The advent and sophisticatiolt of simulators in maritime training
provides opportunities to accomplish certain types ofAtraintng
that are normally not possible aboard operating commercial
Such:tratniog -includes collision avoidance, engineering
vessels'.
casualty control, firefighting, and ,tha handling 'of other
It is my Viv that appropriate simulator
eMergency situations.
training should be substituted for Vportion of:the required
nine months sea time for Great Lakes Maritime Academy cadets.'
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We consider:our small craft exercises in ship_ handling, towing,
navigation and collision avoidance, -and dock bumping
key
ingredient in our deck officer training program.
While we have
never asked for a reduction in see-time, the importance of this
-activity certainly merits inclue
in any consideration of an
equitable reduction.
2

Should training vessel engage in :commercial missions as part
ot the activity during
training cruise? What do you think
of fostering such commercial citivity as part of the cruise?

Due to our placement of cadets aboallicommerical vessels,
not appropriate for us to answer this question.
3.

it is

Should different:types of bridge,simulators be installed at
the atate.ecademIes? In this event, would the academies
consider an exchange program for their cadets to experience a
variety of simulator techniques ? :

't lee any advantage to different simulators at different
academies.
I am sure one can be selected that will allow a
majority of the desired simulations.
Also shipping cadets around
to'other Academiea creates scheduling, logistical, and financial.
I

problems. 4
4.

'

Should traintrig on all three types, of
radar, and maker -he required?

mulat

-- bridge,

_

1 think minimum standards of competency:shoUld be more accurately
identified.
After that
the tools needed to accomplish this level
of competency can be more easily assessed.
5.

Should any part of the one-yer requirement be spent actually
at sea, or should simulator time training vessels as dockside

laboratorimr smaller vessels be the way of fulfilling
this,requirem_

t

in, the future?

I don't believe we should leave a stone unturned irktraining more
competent and safety-conscious ship officers.. The AtuTne
reduced accidents and less:environmental .damage far exceed the
cost.
Having said this., the methods mentioned (small boats,

isb
simulators, labs, etc) are all valid vtni les for accomplishing
an ever higher degree of training.
Sincl AMerican ship officers are probably among the beet trained
skill
in the world, I believe ourinterestin higher levels of
should be totally divorced from suggested standards that require
I don't belieye that qUanIty
a full: year of sea time.
Programs presently
necesearily-relates directly to quality.
offered by America's Maritime Academies are the equal of
standards set forth by IMCO and should require no-additional time
at sea.

Sincerely,

Ge_--ge B. Rector,

RADMr USMS
Director
GR:a;a4c
.cc:

Mr. Eric Bernhardt, MarAd
Adm. Paul Trimble, Lake Carrie re'
State Maritime Academies
',item Yankee, President RMC
Cr.

.

'
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AINE MARITIME ACADEMY
CAMNE. MAWS mot

*

The Honorable Les AuCoirr, theirman
Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on
Maritime - Education -and Training

721 Moyne Annex

1

Washington, D. C.-261S
Dear Congressman AuCoint
and welt_ ne
was, pleased to receive vita letter of October
opportunity to respond to the questions .posed therein:
1.

_h

Should training vess*ls engage In coMmerclai missions as part
Of the activity during a-trainingscruise7 What do you think
of fostering such commercial activity as parr of the cruise?
Maine Maritime Academy wants to go,on record as being strongly
in favor of conducting commercial activities aboard the training ship during cruises, The amount of cargo and/or number of
Passengers (edusatIonal program for students other than maritime
cadets) carried would have a negligible Impact on private tommercial activities whereas the benefits to the academies In
training and finfrisialsupport could be significant. A Serious
weakness in our )rogtam today IS the lack of opportunity for
students to handle cargo or to become acquainted through
practical experience with all aspects of a total cargo trahs7
bortatlon system. From a national point of view, It would
appear that the use of training ships-for trade promotion
activities aboard in foreign ports could help to generate
cargoes for U. I. flag ships and give students aboard an appreciation for the marketing of products that eventually leads
to cargoes.

The present training ships have very limited potential for
commercial activities, but authority to engage in, this
activity, even in a limited way, together with the encouragement and administrative support of the Commerce Department
would provide sufficient experience to possibly influence
the design of future training ships.
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BhoSild different typeS of bridge simulators be installed at
the state academies? _ in this event. would the acadeMieS
consider an exchange program for their cadets to experientea variety of simulator:techniqUes7

Bridge simulators can be a very effective training aid,
i question the need for very expensive and SophIsticat
bridge slMulators in the initiki license program..
In
opinion the so-called full mission bridge simulator should
become an instrument for Certlfitation in conjunction with
the chiefejate and master's license and a small vessel
designed to perform as a simulator of larger vessels would
be much more effective for training prospective third mates.
Maine Maritime Academy has completed the conceptual design
phase-for such a vessel but has not been able to proceed
further for the lack of funds.
There is a wide consensus of opinion amongst those EndIviduals
responsible for maritime training that the additional six
month sea time for state academy deck cadets:required-by the
IMCO agreement cannot be justified. Therefore; even the
equivalency measure being considered to satisfy the document rather than the need should be studied very carefully_
as to their impact in terms of time and Corp.
k
Furthermore,
We need to recognize that the technology in simulator development will, undoubtedly. change rapidly -during the next decade
no it would appear wise to proceed slowly and work toward a
rather simple modertately priced 'simulator for the owlet
programs and put immediate e4Shasis on a small vessel program 'w
that can continue to be an effective training device for
For the price of one bridge simulator each
several decades.
academy could have a small training vessel.
'

cannot give a good, direct answer to the euestians,posed
because Iam not aware that there are sufficient differences.
in the presently available bridge Simulators to justify the
cost of having students travel between the different academies.
More information Is needed on the capahilittes.pf the prepoted
I

'

simulators.

When a cadet satin on a merchant vessel-, who oversees-the
completion of his or her academic_ project during the time
at seal Does the Coast Guard in cooperatlan with the state
academies net regulations for this?

183
Beginning In ig67,.our Academy initiated with KARAO/ U. S.
Coast Guard officials a cadet.tralning program permitting':
us to assign ouestidett to training billets on commercial
'Mips in Substieation for one of three required, training_
cruises on our training Ship.

.

The U, 5. Coast guard conditioned its approval on,the
$comptetletr,Ofe-satIsfactory -sea project.
If the condition Is met, the U. S. Coast Guard will accept not
exceeding Otaty (60) days of such training to- count'
toward the present 180 day original license requirement.
The sea ro ect is prepared by our training OIVISIOO
officers. one or deck cadets and one for engine cadets.

The leepr2jAcJA are graded by these
While on board one or more of the officers will supervise
the cadet training program, which Is best explained by the
enclosed reporting-on:board letters addressed to the
master (geck cadet) and chief- engineer (engine cadet),
Additionally; our cadets are required to submit;
I.

3.

A satisfactory cadet 'hipping report;
Satisfactory ship's
fiver's evaluation. report;
Satisfactory evidence
Sea time

in order to receive approval of the sea

and four hours of

--course credit.

To the best of my knowledge no ant,- state academy has perfected this type of training to the professional level attained
et MaineMaritime Academy. One has a limited program whereas
other state academies 'have experiMented with observer as
distinguished from training programs which often do not
Involve Sea OtOjetti or U. S. CO4St Cuardapproval.: The'
,emphasis in such cases is obtaining some practical experience
on an observer bails,'
must also emphasize that the support we receive from the
shipping organizations is voluntary support which gives racognitifl,tO the high standards to which we hold Our cadets.
;
Unfortunately, there are not a sufficient ember of training
billets to accommodate cadets from all of the state academies.
TO require this by law a regulation would create an administra lye
nightmare Considering the present size of our U. 6: Merchant
:Marine and the lack of oadet accommodations,
As you know,
the subsidized carriers are required to proVida cadet training
billets for the U. S. Merchant Marine Acadefirr
1

It is difficult at best to cover all of the above subjects
adequateli, but it is my hope yeu will find the information.
useful. Please let me know.lf
can. be of any further
assistance.
I

Sincerely

C. A. SOW
RAM, USMS
SUPERINTENDENT

Enclosures

[Enclosed re ort referred to in this letter has been re,

twined in the subcommittee files.]

wcAr&ki6,106WB.vo, Box

ILIZZ,A404,0Ay, AVAIACHUSLUS 0

STATE COMOLS

October Z3, 1980

Thellonorable Les Audoin
Chairman, Ad .Hoc Select Subcommittee
' on Maritime-Education and Training
Congress of the'United States
Washington,- D.

C.

2.0315'

Dear Congressman AuCoin:

of October 8th and the opportunity
Thank you .for your
to respand'in furtherdelail to some of the statements and 'questions
,preserftWat the September 9 oversight hearing. This reply is
ordered to.correspellid to the specific queStions'posed in your. recent
letter:

agtee with Rear Admiral Rogers thatitecaUse we both recognize.
the training ship lieu at the heart °Can-efficient maritime
ning program,realistic replacement hulls,should be planned for
the future. Simulator training can only'setve to complement the
training time ut sea and give-the opportunity to investigate hazardous
riavigational and maneuvering situations that hopefully will never be
it IS. becoming
encountered during their training vessel experience.
'singly obvious, as- the difficulties in operating the present
of training vessel multiply with age, that 4 viable replacement.
source for the existing fleet of training vesselM be recognized.

A

.

It woqld be extremely difficult for this Academy to. devote
Our state budget is
Any more time or resources r0 training Wessels,
not equipped to respondte the extremely high maintenance,: operatat and other periphbral costs involved with running a large
Furthermore the demands of the academic program,
mining vessel.
and our uccrediting-.authorities, further restrict the possibilities
Tor increased seatime during the four year baccalaureate degree period,

Small craft can provide an acceptable means of complementing
the large training vessel, but even these vessels are extremely
expensive to operate in terms of fuel and officer and crew salaries.
It IS the
This'question has been discussed at some length.
unanimous opinion of experienced faculty arid staff that the logistical
difficulties imposed by operating training vessels on a semi commercial
?asis would cause insurmountable problems. treat diffictilty has been
experienced in operating the last three training' cruises. at this

185
Academywithln the physical parameters already exis ting. Jo present
further range of -operational limitations would be impractical.
The distance between the Academies and the high cost of travel
or the number of students involved dictates that a "Full Function
idge Simulator" be installed at -each of the Academies. If the
tact type of simuldtor_is chosen, there is no reason-far an
erchange-of studedts between Academits,,(see 5).
4.

Each cadet sailing on a merchant4:vessel is required to complete
term paper and voyage report to the satisfaction of an assigned'
acuity advisor.
Reports on. the cadet's performance and general con
duct are solicited. from the- Mester'and deck or engineering officer
responsible for the cadet's daily shipboard work. The-COaat Guard
dies net monitor these projegts.

,

The United Kingdom's simulators are distributed as
Radar 'simulator at.all maritime colleges, approx. 12.

Nocturnal bridge simulators at four colleges.
Cc

Full function bridge

mulotor at one college.

6.

The United Kingdom's simulators are paid for by the local edUcationaLouthority from funds provided primarily by the government of
the United Kingdom-.
The industry participates by paying approx.
$1200/studentiweek for!,each'officer that is sent to esollege for
simuiator training.
We' at theeAcademjrbelieve that it is of paramount importance that
both the incoming jiitlior'officers and serving'officers of the merchant,
marine are afforded,thk-high technology training facilities preVided
by other leading-',marltpaenati

I thank you:Sincerely for the interest demonstrated by yourself
and. emters of the Select Subcoftmittee on-Maritime Education and
Training. in providing effective educational and training programs for
the merchant seaman-of the United States.

Commodore William R.
Acting President,, M.M.A.

Wai:ik

STATO ONwellyTY OP NOW v014

NtAFHTIME:COLLEGE
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October

980

Honorable Los AuCein
Chairman
Ad Hod Select Subcommittee on
Maritime Education'and Training
Congress of the United States
p
HOuse of Representative'
Washington. D.C. 20515,
-

anCoin:

In .your letter of 10 October. youaqked several questions regarding' p actical training for the initial licensing of merchant marine officers..
appreciate the opportunity to present our views.
Should
ieg_Yeasils?

r

.

-e4 to train

will in
it 14 extremely unlikely,thet,atate appropriations
amounts sufficiOnt:to expand the length'of, the annual training cru
to make improvements to lips. Public Vessel at New York State expense.
:ffe expense of the federal responsibility for
Nor can New York aff
Six monthe'Nupervised training ship time is adequate when the
rep 'bir.
dedicated sea period is embeddedi 1A a comprehensive training /education
program (including all kinds of instruction and small-craft experience).
Let's get away from "apple time equals X-4 part orange time"

,

Should not he
Mile small craft drill would enhance training
We are
ant.
They ate d
equated to a portion of (twig ship) sea time
ts- integration
convinced that the critical aspect of sea time training i
planned, supervised. Arid tested by- profess.
tnto a coherent prograi that is
The overall program Includes
sionaily experienced seaman /engineer educators.
craft expera variety of mutually complementary components, including small
We should avoid making strained analogies comparing experiencei
ience,
era not cOMparahle.

The commercial mission would dictate time. schedule, and too
No.
and dilute training ship persimnnel with non-training team. (Commercial)
riders.

'

The ideal bridge'-operations trainer would be CA011i,compat_

The

. gesearch,CAORF eon d develop scenarios that would he fag to trainers CAM,.
compffilible4.
Tra nets at the State Academies could :Ala fed theie,masterl
see tins" as part -fWprofessional1V-demlloped syllabus.. This would.
provide training program quality control.; The coMMoo Trainers at the State,!.
Schools could develop other special-interest compatible scenarios and ex
change them..` The answer is no, we do not believe different types df brIdge
simulators should be installed.
No, we would not like to consider exchange -programs'for CAdets, with
attendant tr vel expenses, time slippage, etc. (Exeept,,ofcourse, miner
'visits MaritiMe Cadets can make to'Xings Point, just across the river;)
ettphasis on simulators must Tift permit_the training ahipftovbe ,
neglectet. TWoondition of the ships requires a major suCtained commitment
for their maintenance and'rep ait, The training ships are od*.primamy training aids.
0

4
6

SuCoin, the Maritime College is greatly indebted to youifor the
energetic manner and high degree of competence with which you have under -'
taken the extensive investigation into education and training for our merchant
marine and the results that you and your Committee have prodUced, We at
Sort Schuyler are grateful that the 616nnels of cosmunication between the
Seam Academies And the'Committee.have beei so'open
In the nine years teat
t have been president, there has never been the opportunity for the State
Schools to be heard,tbat you have on your "watch" fostered. We and -the
nation's Merchant marine, are ip'ypur debt.
-

THE'. A ERI-CAN ,--MATER.WAYS, QPERATCAS.

ILSON DOULEVARO

.

AkiiNgTON.

RAT& 1101.

toter 15 ..1980

INC.

RGINIA-20209-

TELEPHONE : ITO 1141-TV i

Honorable Les Au Coin

Piairman
Hoc-Select
_Select SubCcaraittee on.
Maritime Education and Training
Reptosentatives
Washington, D. C. N.20815.

In respOnse. to your' letter of October 10, 1980 requesting
information en the cooperative training program between the
.Coast-Guard and the-towing' industry, the enclosed: two reports

of Coat Guard officer trainees tell the

story.

We have in recent Months, gizmo some thought to- reducing

the

training period from four to three months. We feel that
be able to train four officers per`.year

ih- this way. ;At might

vice three.

If you or MY.
the

Panshin hava any q

enclosures, Please

let

me }mow.

Extensive material accompanying tlii
in the subcommittee files.]

e

has bee n retained

frifernatia al
K.Nrd.f, N

12 _ 1.

_

B._

Honorable Let 4uCoin-;halrrnall.Ad Hoc-Select_subcommittei on
1`41aritime Education and Training
U. 5v lioastrof,,Representg.tives
7211-louse Annex I
Washington,

-1b !.

Rear_iir..Chairmanr

Thit is in reply to your 0

,

Atli e tvr, asking for answers to thre
obey
addittwifal questions to be includ d in the record 'of the Subcommi`ttee's

ptember 9th hearing.-

.

The questions and'anSwers follow:

Thereare different, types of ridge simulators. Which Aypes
-Other.words.'how,basic.a simulato , would be adequate in trainin

marine Officers fori,initfal licen ing7

The responsibilities facing a initially TicerfSed7third mate areprimariLy_.those of watchkeepi g.

While underway, the paramount

concern it safenavigation of the vessel .-whether in open gcean or
coastal waters, Safe navigation is Comprised of accurately maintaining the vessel's course, I cating and monitoring the vessel's
posjtion at periodic interval avoiding-other vessels and obstaclesancrmaintaining the proper co unications and records during the
-watch. Junior officers do vi tuallyr no nshiphangl ing , therefore,
any simulator which can "realistically" recreate the atmosphere
and environment of being aboa d a ship underway and -address the
problems of keeping coUrse, a iding traffic, and generally maintaining a `proper watcl would
acceptable.

A simple nighttime display wo ld be sufficient since watchkeeping

is a 24-hour activity. The i portant factor is the credibility of
the stmulltion. For
Does the ship appear to react in a

.

realistic manner?

r image 'presented look real or does
(Spot pr ected lights on a_black backgrourit
can create a far more realistic image than cartoonish,computer
generated image presentations in full color.) I the panorama
actually viewed correct and a -urate? (e.g., is the correct aspect
of vessels. navigational. l'igh s. buoys and other. navigational

it look artificial.

Does -whate

st1 p

at_

_.aids maintained as changes in lin ship's bridge loce
height of eye above the water occur?), and is the fidel
panorama of sufficient quality :for the training objectives
These are, subjective areas whidh can only be evaluated by expe
mariners.

.

.

°

I

In the event that simulators at maritime academies are used for con"
tfnuing-education programs,lwill these simulators compete at an unfair
advantage with commercial simulators for purposes of training and upgrading
.
seafarprt?
i

Whether or not-academy s mulators- used- for- continuing education will

.

create unfair competition depends upon the source of funding of those
kimulatorS. Obviously,if tax mpney is used to provide, operatepncl. maintain -a training iimulator when private enterprise 15 willing
to do, so, with its own'funds, the competitiSn is unfair. On the other
hand, if priva te enterprise' provides whatever services Are requIred
by the academies the use.bf they hardware during non-contracted hours

should be left to the discretion of the operator or as rkquired by
contract.

In your view, would it be. more icost4ffective for maritime academies UP
install sophisticated- simulators stIch-r,as the kind you manufacture, or could

academies train their cadets just as sell ,with

less complex simulatb`r?

:

The ship simuJabir presently orated by .Marinelafety International
Was riot rnandfaCturbd bY it

alAougb our p'arent company. ,FlightSafety

International; noW,his'-a simulator division
a ship

which could manufacture

simulator If fequired. However, as explained in our answer

to fluestion 'Plumber ;I; kless sophisticated simulator than the one we
presently operate:wpuld be quite sufficient for training cadets
because they are training tO...become'good watchkeepers, not-good
shiphandlers. The cost-effectiveness in each case would depend

upon thb actual simulator:in question; its capabilities, cost-And
intended utilization.
°

We believe that there ;hould be no 'question thpt,the United States should
go on record certifying that exigting.--programerneet the objectiVes of the

proposed IMCO Requirements for Certification and. Watchkeeping with' respect'
to the 365 days seagoing exqerience. The record established by our

merchant marine officers are proof-of this The use of simulator training
it something to be considered to enhanciebtfie carrent-training programs.
Thank you for the opportunity to present tftese.additional views.'
Sincerely.

1-Ionorableles Au Coin
Chairman, AdHoc Select ComrnittEe
Maritime Education and Training
ft' HMSO Annex 1
Washington, DC .20313

Dear Congressman AuCoin,

I- apologize for this late response to your October .10 letter; however, i have just
returned from two weeks of -travel. I trust' this information will reach your
committee in time for inclusion on the record.-

in resporisb to yoir first question, which was; "There are different types of bridge.
simulators; which types, or in other words, how basic a simulator would be adequate
in training merchant marine officers for licensingr

As I have pointed out in Some of my earlier' testimony, a simulator d .its
characteristics are selected based . on a set of training objectives and, gaining

requirements for specific groups of -trainees. Our firm manufactures and delivers
complete training systems ranging from those containing very complex simulators,
to systems containing simulatorsjudged as relatively simple and basic. Our design

approach -is to specify design, and manufacture the least complex simulator

hardviare to achieve the specific stated training -requirements, envisioned in the use

of that simulator

system for training merchant marine officers for initial

tieensing or at the ca et level can be addressed not only with my opinion, bilt with
facts contained in -a r -ent MarAdt ti. S. Coast Guard study This study, the Training
and Certification p 'ect, showed that when Kings Point cadets were examined on
\
the CAORF amulet°. the following problems were-Uncovered.

A. Stand-on vessel action OM taken too earl* with night only simulation,

indicating some lack of- confidence and potential problems complying With
international rules of the road.
=
s
.
.. _
.
.
B. There was an apparent overemphasis on radar information in comparison with
.

\ \-

visual information; this suggests that basic radar or electronic display
simulators Wohld serve only to enhance this deficiency and suggests the need
\
for a daylight visual scene.

N.. Stoning in

essional Center,N. Stoilin ton, CT 0- 59, 11 SA (203) 535 -3092

C. Vessel, handling problems under difficult conditions were observed, (e.g., a 40=
knot, wind). This suggests
need, for a daylight
to train or gain an
appreciatioWfor shiprandling In severe, conditions.

B. There seinieil to tie- a laile 'of Understanding of the .information available.
_,Noted were difficulties understanding range. light* and ,horizontal separation,
'stressing the need for high qualitY--night visuals as well As diy scenes.

Each of ti ese'pistential problem* pointa-out the ditfii.ulty.of talning cadets on a
simple simulator. For example, training and certifying eadeis with only a nighttime
scene may reinfor4ipoot eadet;behavior:'which k the leniency to turn too early.
Tha could be parti arly-tiangerous with respect tofimplernentadon of ruse' 17 and
the requirement to StandOrr, Also- the overemphasis on -radar instrumentation
information on a bridge which -wcaikl-not have an adeqUate Visual scerie would occur.

This again is a .corruncin cadet fault wthell wed only be 'reinforced by a basic
simulator. Numerous ship, operators would agree. that the average cadet. alieady
displays too much Inset-est iii n-electronic Intorrnation asoppoied to learning to liselhis

eyes. The need to obtaifi visual bearlrigs:and.trathcadets to use their visual skills
suggeitstdtht any sinuliator,foi older training would reqhlie daylightimage. Point

Ciregarding vessel handling Wsii sifigests that a nighttime:simulator_ Would:- not be
adequate; In a nighttime visual scene,: the- concepts of handling the ship would riot
become __apparent .-to a trainee since very, little ..vishar 1F4erination is .1
ted
.
:::..regarding:the yaw rate -and -Line handling chatacterlitics-ot-ship in a nigh
.

-

In summary, I would answer your question by static -that there is
erimental
evidence gathered on the Kings Point cadets in the course of a Mari and rp. 51

=

Coast Guard study which suggests that a visual simtdator which incl i a a elsylight
''.scene be requiied for such training. 'Slily Would be thdged as-at least h ing medium
to high`-.complexity in the visual subsystem. Operating: economies
a 'cadet

simulator however, could potentially be achieved in the -radarfsuba tem, In the
bridge equipment and bridge design. Other data in the training daylc
flOiDrrinl
rea

Id suggest, however., increasing thecomplesity of the
eedback displays and scoring. Complexity in this:-flinctional
or will often double the effectivene_ss of the device.

nd question wasthe eveht that simulators at maritime
ntinuing education programs; will theSe simulators compe
advantage with commercial simulators for purpose of " raining
used

seafarers?"

ration and
ystem of
mien are

at an unfair

d_ upgrading

1 believe that to'Some extent the maritime acade ies will compete w
commercial simulators for the training and upgrading of seafarers However, ineneve th,At this
competition is both healthy and in keeping withVaraliels in other areas of education,
namely, those of the state and private universities which biter continuing.education
in competition with commercial interests. The academies Most probably will
nonce
e on training which would be ganeric in its Origins, namely the rules tif the
road asic shiphandling, etc. I would envision commercial simulators to concentrate
oh
specifically tailored to individual ports. or other special curriculums
d by the industry, Congressional intervention would be inappropriate in the

development -of continuing education programs at these fadilities.Which SO
closely 'parallel similar developments in our state university school syitems which
are also heavily federally Subsidised with hardware and equiprneth facilities similar
to those that we are discussing today, You should.note that I- take this positiop

despite the fact that we offer commerical training on out simulator and plan to
continue to doso on a profitable basis when the maritkne academies achieve an
operating status.-

In response to your third question which waa,-"In your

, would it bernore cost=
effective for maritime academies to install sophisticated simulators such as the kind
you manufacture, or would academies train theiricadets as well with a less complex
simulator?".
.

r shoOld like to .point out that our firm specifies, designs and manufactures both
sophhtleated simulators as well as less complex simulators as :defined 'In your
question.- We design all of our simulators to be the least complex .required to-meet -the training requirements at hand. As such the range In costs for devices we
marnifacture for bridge *ills simulator wattling is from $75,000 to ove&3
dollars. With an averagyistem in the area of 3 million dollars.. We believe that the
academies should insta a. system which is of medium to high complexity in the
visual system, a low4complexity in the radar subsystem, a low to moderate
complexity. in Me bree equipment and bridge structure, and a very high,complexity
in the Instructor sta On and trainee feedback displays. Our .opinion regarding these
levels of complexify is based on research, data and an examination of the; cadet
training requirenients. It is not based on a product configuratiOn, which we routinely
offer for sale, hut:rather is tailored to Initial officer licensing training requireinents.
Theimplicatiorej,of sacrificing fidelity with 4 less complex simulator partidularly in
the visual areafOl the instructor station would result in both training inefficienciesat the institutions, and. perhaps most importantly, the potential of negative training
resulting fre0, for example a simple nighttime system as 1 responded in your firit
question Wshort, if the academies were to buy a leis complex system, you might
find trams with original licenses who would actually be trained to enhance -their:
existing
ficiencies.-Illamely, they respond to vessel traffic too early, andricaln

accordance with the rules of the road, have a further overemphasis on the use of
Nelectronlc information such as radar, have difficulty appreciating the handling!
problems of ships under poor.environmental conditions such arwirid, and lack a full
understanding of visual information which' Is available. to there, such as the
of

vtsnl bearings correlated with electronic bearings and full. understanding of the:
operation of range lights which are not usually well. simulated in most basic night
terns. As I stated--in prior testimony, I believe that the Coast Guard and mu-Ad
rough their previous sponsored researcht could prepare a sufficiently complete
-ification .today for the purchase of siroidators_at all the various. maritime'
academies and that these systems, could be adequately specified to assure -that a
wrell-trained cadet is licensed under an American system of 6 or more Monthsof at
sea time with the remainder in simulator training for equivalency, and further that
these cadets tr9840. with these cenfigurationf%would be judged to be as good or
superior to Cade s or entry level officers from other countries having in excess of a
year at=sea time.

a
_ for the opportunity to submit this additional information; I hope that it
provides the committee with some clear insights regarding this impo tint issue,

erelyoura,.._

Fetch
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.Hon..Los AoCoin, Chairman,

'Ad Hoc WootRubcOmmittee On',
Maritime Education end Training

721'HouseAnnei
Washington. D.C.
.

Dear Mr. AUCoin:

In response to:your letter of October. 10, 1980 on
answers to questions for the record of theSeptember 9
oversight -hearing.woUld,like-to.,proVide_the_followingl
Is Q: ' "There are different types of bridge simulators.
Which-types. or =in -other words, how basic a simulator,'

would be.adeq0ate in training Merchantlmarine officers
for initial licensing."

-

I do not believe that'a- definitive answer to
Al
At is.my
this question -can be provided at this time
Understanding tb4it MARAD'and the U.S. Cmast'Gtard are
now involved in a-redearch program.that will develop
somp answers to this question.',:sHopefully. this work'
will consider, the use of ?part task" as well as full
It is likely that,part-task
capability simulators.
simulators oan.be much less costly than a full cape
bility simulator and also be more efficient for 4.
maritime academy. .For-eximple,4 Radar Simulator, A
navigation light simulator and a ship handling simulator
may be no more costly than one full capability simulator
but could accoMmodate.a significantly greater bumber of
'students in-a given time,
-At HYDRONAUTICS, our exporiehco+ia with .a sirm.t=±

lator that could be oonsidered.a part task wimUlator'for
ship handling. Basedpn comments-from experiended
mariners who have operated the simulator welbelieve that'
this type of simulator would be useful for training.
-HOwever,-,we have not conducted any experiments to specifically investigate 'training applications. We'vould very
much like to participate in the on-going research ptogram
to decal-mine the simulator capabilities required for the',
training Of:merchantmarine officers 'for initial licenOur simulator facility could be made available
sing.
for this purpose.

Itthel*Verit-that.eimu atora at maritime acede-j
2., p;
Mies are used fer-,continuing,education prograMs..will
'these simulators compete at an unfair advantage with,

commercial aimupttorsfor purposes of training,andwp%
-grading ifafsrers1
.

]A:

maritimescade-r:would seem that simulators -at maritime

Mies would-have the peential.for competing with.commerclal-eimulato4s with an unfair advantage. This ad-vantage-would be,one of cost if no requirement is placed
con the academies tolecover the appropriate capital Costs.
A posaible approach would be to require the academies to
include pre-defined,capital costs in the costs:of-4,tontinuing education, program and to return-theSe funds to
the Government.:

f you need any additional information, pie
Sincerely,

NYDRONAUTICS, Incorpor
7141-a--,7

EUGENE R. MILLER, Jr.,
Vice President

September 5
The Honorable-Les- AuCoin

ion and TraFriintj

Chairman, Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on
U. S. HOU9D of Rep_ resentatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Mr. AuCoin:'

This letter is in response to your letter of August 1, 1980 to Ms, Rebecca Berg of
R. J. Reynolds Industries, Inc, in Washington,D.C. regarding your Ad Hoc Select
Subcommittee on _Maritime Education and Training oversight _bearings on ,
September 9.
Sea-Land Industries, Investments, Inc. does not Wish to-testify at_that hearing but
would like the attached statement entered as part of the Subcommittee's record.
Please let me know if any additional information would be helpful to you
Sincerely,

CTCN, MC: - R, Be

n - Represent ative, RJ

SEA LAPIC7 IN>=il1S`TRiES INVESTMENTS, INC, E.O. pox 900, Edison, New: jersey 08

-:Tel:(261) 494-1500

ATEMENT FOR THE RECORD OF THE AD HOC SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE
FOR MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING OVERSIGHT HEARINGS
SEPTEMBER 9, 1980

Sea -Lard` Industries Investments, Inc. and its subsidiaries are engaged in various
_transportation ventures throughout the world. One of our kubsidiaries, Sea Lend
Service, Inc. is the worlds ',largest privately owned ceintathership company,
operating 37 U.S. flog ship nerving 122 ports in 46 countries.
1

v)
of maintaining a strong and vital U.S. merchant fleet, we are
keenly i wrested in maritime education arid training.
In,

ftwth ranee

-

1

Thin we are appreciative of
the
ortimity to respond-to your questions regarding education and training, as
well as commentfng on current legislation lift 545L
.
r

Question: How the changes expected to be brought about by implementation of.
the. Convention on Standards for Certifiaation, Training and
Watchkeeping of .Seafarers (1978) will affect maritime education: and
frOthing as well as our policies and operations?
AnsWerf

.

-

It is our ithdOstanding that the Convention will require a minimum of one year. of

seagoing service in addition to an allowed two years of "approved special
training". It is the requirement that
be spent at sea which seems to be
the primary concern of the representa
of the state supported training schools
which rely heavily, on their school ships to provide sea-going experience:

Sea-Land does not believe that implementation of the one year at sea regulation
will have any effect upon the quality of junior officers presently being -graduated
froth the various state' schools and the federal academy at Kings PoinL Nor do.we
expect the Convention to change the quality of junior officers produced from
industry sponsored schools. AU of these facilities have, in our opinion, eminently
ctory programs for producing junior officers.
If the intent of the Convention is to upgrade' he quality of junior o jeers entering
the 'approach taken by
the profession, and that -would seem to-be the casethe Convention falls short of-the ,mark. In our opinion, promotioti, of safety of life
and property at sea And the protectionjmvine
of tenvironment
environment would be better
served. by requiring. the "Administrations", referred to in the Convention, to
strengthen and improve their examination procedures for the licensing of junior .

officers.-

-

We are told that new vessels are more complex to operate and Manage than ever
before The ivalue of a single ship, can exceed the capital ant Of an earlier
operator's entire` fleet:, Yet we are still examining people entering the shippi
field in practically the same subject matter that was included in the examinations
of thkty-years ago. There have been-some changes which reflect the tact that the
vessels of today are not tHh-- same an those of thirty years ago.. These are
however, woefully inadequate and in some respects, the examinations of today are
finitely inferior to the former tests. I rifer to the fact that the multiple choice.
_tion Ms supplanted the ataay type examination question. The training schools'
prepare yolmg people to Ow their license examination. The schools will respo,gd
examinations by broadening and intensifying -the training of -young
to
trolls of entering the profession:
people

The objective of improved safety at sea can be better served by eoncenating_on

. the problems, of personnel motivation and training ratite* than pursuing the ever
increasing demands for more and more hardware on ships as if equipment of itself
was capable of running an engine room or a bridge.
.4

*Question: Hew does Sea-Land help to tratn deck and engineorulgroffigers at sea?
Answer:

Sea -Land cooperates With the federal and state maritime academies_ by making
berths_avatiatile for deck cadets from the various institutions. these young men
and women are given an opportimity to learn cornmereial vessel operation during
periods at sea averaging about two months at a time The only restriction upon
their utilization as trainees is a routine caution to the. Master of the vessel not to
prejudice the provisions of the company's labor "contracts with regiird to work done
On board by cadets. To_the best of our knowledge, this has not -been a problem of
great consequence at any time.-

.

Question: Recommendations`
requirements,
Answer

current

sea

traini

The question of when- the calet gets to go."-to sea Ls much more Important a
Whether the-sea-training is for six months, nine montits or II year. Young -men and
women continue to-be graduated from 'state sehooW and the federal academy who do not really care to'follow-a career at sea. It is hard to condemn any Student for
taldre advantage ohm free or low cost education opportunity: It is also reasonable
to require an obligatory service for this free, or low cost education: Hiyiever, the
real goal is to select young people with a genuine desire to follo'W a career at sea.
Thus, it may be advisable to hold: n abeyeince the final selection for attandanerat
school, until the candidate completes his or her sea-training period- which should
b'e as early in the individuala training /Isis possible.,

For examples' in 1943 cadets received ninety days of basic training end, ere then
sent to sea for a minimum stint lg:six months. Even bearing in mind that a
wartime salvation ,distorted the -reality of . the experience,- the procedure

nevertheless provided for an effective Screening out of some individuals who did
not have either the desire or aPdtude for a sea-going career.
Question: tea-Land's recominendations for.improvement in proposed see- training
requirements. (presumibly those of the1979 Convention) ';
Answer:

One question thht has beep .posed is whether`sehool ship experience is superior to

cadet training on commercial vessels. It is difficult to answer this 'question

coriclusiveilaWie way Or the other.' Masters and Chief Engineers abound who are
products of both training systems. 'Complicating the Matter is the unmistakable
fact that many. of our most competent and respected Masters and Chief Engineers

"came up" through the ranks, and never - attended a state school or the federal
maritime academy. 'you wish to make a judgement -on. the basis of which training syptem (school ship

experience or ,on board commercial vesseisK offers- the best return .for .=the
taxpayer's ddliar I would recommend.Ahat you catefully-corvider a program
wherein the money presentty expended for the upkeep of state school ships that

"cruise". for perhaps two months out of the year might be more productively used
tio-sqoport an expanded/at-sea training activity on board commercial vessels.

For example, it has been brought to our attention that the qdestion of 'berth
availability for cadets on commercial, vessels was studied in the pest by the
Maritime Admirifitration. Also, that the conclusions reached by the study favor
the contikuation orthe prseat operational procedures for school ships because of

an existing inability to accommodate cadets at sea in -sufficient numbers on
Commercial vessels. No doubt this is the . present situation. What we - are
suggesting is that the money .presently put into .school ship ocieratioe might be
sufficient to solve the problem of space availability if it was to be,used for that
purpose.

Asa non-subsidized operator, Sea-Land has no legal obligation to accept cadets
'from the federal. academy. We do carry cadets, however, becaLthe obviously, it is
in our own self interest to support such programs. While I know of no

e

operator presently refusing to accept cadets on board ship, there may b_
circumstances which hinder such'eooperation on the part of other operators.

Under certain conditions, perhapOpeetiliar,to;.aii individual sittiation,-ao operator,
may,peraeive of a Iced to conduct his own= training, of seafarers. ::.;Sea-Land
Service recently completed a retraining Progyam for senior' engineers becausePt a,
need to prepare men to man our new diesel vessels, I am certain. other carriers_.;
vise similar programs to meet their requirements. :I mention this matter,oKly-

maze we are all aware of the fact that from time to time-an opeeaforT,m0st

.rneet,a need for training that may be unique.- This makes it necessary to maintain
a training establishment, that can be tapped for expertise.when the .need arises.
The 'larger tae. base of the training establishment the more apt one is to find the
d
answer to ones particular
training need.
,
S.
Pt.
With rtga rd is the question of simulator training and its value vis -a -vis on the job
training, it is important to identify just what is meant by.simulatorttaining and to
identify the spectfic,disciplines that we may wish to consider as c'anFlidates for
simulator training.
,

For example, let us 'briefly examine the diesel engine contra; simulator at the,.
Maine Maritime'Academy, or the bridge simulator at the La Gtfordia field office
of Marine Safety International. Both of theselnstallations serve specific purposes
and are extremely valuable tools for training. However, one sadly overlooked use
of the siinulators could be in the area of license examination. :Consider, if you,'
will how much more valuable would be the results °Unpractical demonstration.on
a bridge-simulator of a young officer's knowledge,and mderstanding of rules of -the

road than to conduct a test of his knowledge by a series of multiple choice

examination questions.- It is clearly recognized that .the numbers of simulatbrs
niw Available preclude ,a broad ablication,.,at this time of the concept just
referred to but it may be wellto-eotider the. Value_of such usage when evaluating-.
requests for funding of simulatorlristalations. Training ,on'sinulators can take
the place.: of some onthe-joitrainifig, which in the marine, industry may simply
equate to on-the-job-''obseNation7 of what another perseruls gdoing. It is a .rare
master who will jeopardize his own career.-and license to permit a junior officer to
Practice ship handling.: yet we expect this young officer to be competent in that
'caution however that
--'disqipline once appointed to his-first command
sirnitlators are not all of equal quality insofar as duplication of the real _wotlel is
concerned and placing an early heavy reliance on simulators as a training aid may
result in some degradation of the quality of units to be placed in operation as
people scranibl0 meet a designated need:
Finally 1offer brief cornifients regarding HR 5451:
gdd. to Sec. 1303 (b) (2) (B) (P. 5, lines14-20) the provision that final seledtionwill_
be'withheld until the candidates completes ha or her initial sea-training period.
-

-

Strike from SeC. 1303 (b) (3) (D) (P. 8, lines 10-15Y the reference to "without

competition" and the reference to a "national demographid balance". There is no
justification Whatsoever for speciid treatment in appointments to the academy.-

e from Sec. 1303 (b) (5) (A) (8) (C) (P..9 line 17 - P.- 10, line 6-) the entire
There is no justification for taxpayers of this country to subsi4ize the
u,iation of persons from other countrieeser that they can go out and compete

section-

against Us,

Strike from Sec. 1303,(b) (6) (A) (9J etc'. Reason as above.

Thank you for4the opportunity to enter these. comments in the
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REAR ADMIRAL GEORGE B. RECTOR

(DIRECTOR, GREAT LAKES MARITIME ACADEMY
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OUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
D HOC: SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON

MARITL,E'EDUCATION AND TRAINING .
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airman'andlembe
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W

he 'Committee:.

I am Ge'orge B. Rector, Direct

of theGreat LakeS Maritime.
wish to address the isaue
ffect'maratime'education and t;aining.

Aeademy in Trevers1 CrIty, Michigan.

of new IMGO-standards will

44iph
.

Great Lake's Ma itime Academy; and also, 1

to oreaent

11.

roblems we are facing .cohberningea'trainang,Pequirements
treat Lakes..'

The revised
a dards'as propose by the-IaternWonal
ar.ventioaon Gtandaxdg of Certification, Trainlng, and
WatOheeping of Seafarers (1978) apply onlyNtio the certification
.hatrairiihg of deep aeu. deck officers., The Great .Lakes Maritime
emy leek officer program trains eaddts to qualify for the
Class Ptiot's icenee (Great Lakes) and not Tor the ocean

Mato'atiapnae

,-railuates:of the Great Laken Maritime

my -deck officer 'program normally
=rs_

seek

as deck

U.S. vesaels operating within the inland water 'System

The Great Lakes Marittme:AcaBemy engineering,
prepUree cede0-4to write for the ThiO Aasiatant

Great.Lakes.
Pr

Enilineer'e License (steam and motor. vessels):

It is my

und-erstanding that.'InC0 candarde do., not affect maritime education

una training of U.S. Merchant Maxine engineering officers.

use of the limited numberAf U.G. flag vessels operating:
Lakes there is an Absolute limit on the number ofning berths available. As we approach that
increasing enrollment'it is becoming Apparent that we must adju;.'
aea tr ining.requirements in'both our deck officer and
officer. programs,.

AdmIA
I have submitted a proposal to the
,M. Department of,Commerce for rqdu i g the. required se

requirements in our engineering officer prograirrFo 9
months: ;'his redActionwOuid not -only-Ins-are an
Greet Lakes
cadeeo46erverJperths on
adaquAte number
ure,:but it would also provide the opPcrPtunity
vessels tn the
al 7i
for intenalVe'ohoreside laboratory training n several Ar
to

that is Orrently not available:
repair of equipment casualties
casualty control procedures
emergency , procedures

lay up and fit out procedureo that aro particularly
impdrtant for Great Lakes:vessels
months of sea training on commefcial Vessels

laquate for Aualifying cadets asengineoringmatchstanders.
pecial procedures listed above could be more effectively'
The
taught in laboratory situatleAsHdith Actual, ulpment plus
simulatora and during actual periods of yeast" ay up and fl
The back officer, program at the Great .i.mk =s Maritime Academy

th an emphasis on
a cadets to become Great Lakes pilots
g procedures for
Ftsdling teenniques and the--specinc:pl
vigation in the restricted waters `of the Great. Lai es_And

With increasing emrollme
ing wate A s.
nstant number
Thing the same cadet berth limitations of
sea
I feel that any reduction in t
of ';:;3. flag vessels.
WAY :lave to be
eck offider program
tr is int requirements in ou
lmulator
aunt of shiphandli
.!ompensa ed f-orby an eqUal
aror

training.

Any shiphandling simuloator utilize

n our program

would have to include the capability rf dupl p.ting. the precise
naviOtionalsituations encountered on tne.Great Lakes and its
connecting waterways.ta qualify y-the cadet for.the.appropriate

s endorssents. Because of the eMphasis on ship haTidling
niques.in our deck officerprogram simulator training-could
ntagpusly add specific training experience 'in emeegency,

dures Seldom encountered

actual shipboard training

gpments.

urge you to cbrinider, the.acqui4ition of appropriate
. .

hipnandling riimalatar equi_prann.t for all etate-garitimeanademy,'

deck ofticerprograms,as asUbstitute for a substantial percentage
of Tres:ant ai'a-time
reqniremenr4
,,,
,

UNIVERSITY AT CALVE TO

TEXAS Aar
tviacHELL CAMPUS

M.O. -sbx legs

caLasTaru, TE

0

The- bean
Texas Maritin
22 Augu

AuCoin, Ohalrman%_
Ad foie select siommitteg on M;qtline Educatien
,,21House Annex 1
hington, 0, C. 20615

d Train

r CongteSSMan AuCoin(
ent on the issues to be considered
I appreciate the' opportunity to
by your Sulacummittee during the oilers ht,hearings to 'be Conducted 9 September .
ibed ip your letter'of 1 August 1960,
;MO. The areas of interest as de
_ affect ciimaritime education and training
are chinges in Smcp stend;ids and
'and the policies of the Texas Ma time college, the evaluation of current and ,

proposed sea training equirem to and how hest fulfilled, and comments on the
use ef;-t,raining ships.at the
doff 5-,TAI IAA

by the'.International Convention on Standards of cettie :
The
-A Prop
atOkeePing of Seafarers (1978)k with'the. exception of
find ion, Training,v,
era
training' required for the.ProgDeetive Third Mate,
'extended period
Y significant affect upon the policias and operations of
have little,
College,
the Texan Matiti

-

Current pO ieies st the Tu)ia Maritime College permit the Maritime Service
liconse:uhen the requirement for 7a miniMunfoA three years in
and six months of training at sea ate satiafied. This policy
i _ne an
'de
Marine training law now in effect?,, Trainipe'coepences 7.11
derives
individual, in enrclied AS a Maritime kervite Cadet, and the sea train-,
the date
lenient
in
sa
isfied.by embarking in the %rxxs CLIPPER each summer for
ing..ilegU
The ship is-underwXyfrom early Juni until 'eerly August
three
$ in the Atlantic, Caribbean, and Gulf. Of MexiCo areas, The Fall
and vi
eYeea
in
late
au6ust-or early aptember and the SPring'Semeeter eomsemes er c
st:two weeks of May :Maritime Service.OaV are. permittedleave
pl_
s In
Calvesten until:00,C! -s. Of:CadetSis rethe:' Li
CLIPPEpi return
d to re urn to the Campus several days in advance of the beginning of tho.hll

-, -fade

.

.

Onp of the three requited traininT.cruises may* cmplete
StaTe's Klag Fleet vebsel%

In-1090,

,,3-2 CaOetS were embarked in

board a Unite
'leg Fleet vessels,'

These cadets were cppOleting their second, or Junior training cruise. Senior Cadets*
e required on hoard the training vessel where they serve 1 JOni0V Officers.

Should the ,proposed-iMeD standard of
.nths sea time be literally imPoeed,
would be signifiCant impact upon the Ts as Flaritime College.
Presumably,
ie cost of.fuei would hp:deubled,'or nearly#mo, the ancillary-costs of all other .
services reguired,by the training cruise would be significantly increased, and there
ia'reasohable doubt that the institution would continue the'license. option program
it.the absenceof heavy. subsidies from.outsido sources_ The record will show that the.',
Texas Maritime:Academy, in Fiscal year1976,'.received 66% of financial'contributions
from the State, 21% from the Federal Government, 135 (12.3) from students, a0d 0.75
from p rivate oontributione.
At present, :contributions continuo in the same -proportion; howeVer,.SS% of the students attending as Maritime Service Cadets 4re non,residen e

Should the twelve month sea time rule be literally adopted, and the financial
eacurees identified, significant'schedulingwproblems would remain
The choice would
Seem to be four, three month cruices,ln which a 'frestiman%cruice 'would be required,
or three. foUr_donth cruises tihich would require 'a re-nrientation of the Academic
schedule.
,

Fresently,neither of these/two options ApPear'to be.Viable,
EVALUATION OF CURRENT AND PROPOSED SEA TFAINING P_PourkfliPens AND HOW PEST FULFILLEb

The currently prescribed requirement fora'minimum ofthree 'years in-training and
any years.

months at. -sea has served the ifidustry well for

.

.

.

.

As Dean of the Texas Maritime ColleCe, 1 have embarked in the t
fining ship.for
the 1070, 1070,and the re ently completed 1980 training cruilaes, a- have personallY.
-.obeerVed the training of our cadets. The training-is consistent, well organized,and
..under the direct Oltpervision of licensed officers who also serve 'on our'faculty.
The
routine includes watch standing; training,-and maintenance.- Cadpt watch standers,
under supervisien;'cOntrel the ship:. Training consinteof formally organized and.
'graded
classroom instruction, and maintenance censiets of repair of in-operable equip,,
Cent, preventive maintenance to toperde and engineer nq systems, and a considerable
amount of chipping'and'Oainting.of all topsides' living =bates, and public spaces.
.

,,==.

.

.
.

In United States Flag Fleet vessels, training is-available to a selected number
ur junior 5sdets,-;%In 1960, 32 of our.cade%s shipded in Fiag vessels, this being
Flag FIVet trainunusually large number. Previous years have averaged ar'bund 15.
ing'cruises are poPeier because the cadet is paid wages, as compared with paying ti4tion
and fees for the oriiiie,' currently averaging 51,200,O0,exclusive of personal expense.
money
cadets eeladtedfor.Flag Fleet ships .are tbKee expected to.acucit themselves
well with a minizniK:of supervision_
Each is enrolled in a Marine Trangnertaiipn Courae
of four seMestei'hOurs credit and must subMit a report for grading upon the coMpletion
fjhe cruise,. .Which must be al least 60 days duration.-.The report consistsof ten or.
more "'days WorIc In na,:,igation, deseriptiorroP all operating syctema In the ship/Odes,criptiorfof aWthe cargo handling-equipment in the shrp as wail es edesertption-of
..

cargo *ratiPng,' Those assigned to tankers are,r-41ired,tb Submitdrawings of,all
piping Jaycyte-nd catgb tanks, The cadet dencrihe meorinn:ny5tems used.in the ports

entered while,,on board,Aeteribe'all lifesaving and safety",5quipment on boar,% an4
essentially complete the game. syl,labbs 'as if.0n npardthc trainivapip, the differencebeing the degree of superVicien.
.,_,

The training ship offers a superior Means by which the grospcntive mariner may
efined goals,
Forialiy organised courses of:instruction, with
be trained.
Carried Out under the direct supervision of a qualified profegsional are highly
erience for
The
Independent,
i.e,,
Flag
Fleet
cruise,
is
ayalicable
affective.
an
properly motivated Meets and providea additional insight in the indust_
closely
be as effective for the:aVeragh cadet as
balance, it is not
supervised training ship operation.

litily to

Ship handling 'and engine similfators:have proven their value and there
longer a ques gn.as te their utility.: Each is .a valuable addition to the
a Maritime Service person.
experience of
E

TIME CO

F THE

The primary purpose gUthe training ship is to provide the mpeng whereby thesix month seetimerequiremeht may be satisfied. When hot cruising, the ship Ocguiiies
a'berth alongside the.pier on Pelican agland, the Vocation of the Mitchell' Campus of
The ship will continua to nerve as Adormithe Texas A S-C1 gniverty aecgalvegton.
tory with 155 cacletaing on'board'until a new 400 person dormitory has been completed
Dormitory construction has been'approved and the construction contract is.achedu4d:-_
for award 25 August 1980.
-

Depending on the weather, and/or tonitruetion delays, plans call for occupying the
CLIPPER
in either the., Fall pf 1901 or the Spring of'1902. At that
will no longer.be required to serve as an auxiliary dormitory.

g The4a p also serveg.aa anahoratery"..for both deck and engine,caleta, Deck
tight cargo handling, boat handling, and the Use of theship's electronic
cadets are
gine cadetS are introduced to the practical examples of steam
'navigation systems.

I

propulaionrand gearturbinesetperatien and maintenance techniques in the engine
auxillar Sygtem.sp es of dr hip. The larger public spaces, 1.e., the'forwdrd
and after promenades 4 and thcim n mesa deck, serve regularly as classrooms.

i
The M6ii,significant feature of the TEXAS CLIPPER ig the cost of origration,
'which tends to overshadow ita general utility as gn'effectivs training vehicle.
ThS'cost:of op eration - continues -to increaae as,'the ship ages, although there in a

a ni4nifi-

sonable pAsSibilityethaf Maldtehange.g0Sts will level off temporarily if
rehabilitation effort, now planned. by the Maritime Administrationjecarried
'Cu

The increased coat of fuel oil has an obviouR impact.; however, -the recant decision
o permit the-Seeretary to help defray training fuel gift oats will help considerably
The eatmated end of the useful life of. the TEXAS CLIPPER is 1985" Should the Maritime
Administration invest adfficient funds to rehabilitate the ship, it Seems the useful
life could be eatgnaed for a significant period of time.
The Texas Merit/pa. College'is on record as being in support of-a dedica-d fullt iaining ship or ships, which would appear to.he the logical successor to:
Attractive us i4k mav appear,
numbeeo5 ageingeshipe now in use for training.

tiongiderable effectiveness in'training would be lost should the Academies react
:the eiclusiVe use of commercial ships, ':
i

In conclusion,'i mixture of training ships% commercial cruises, and simul
vice cadetm at tb
training appeal: Audraffek the. most effective meaes of'training
It is not particularly important that the individuaEstates'Operate the snip,
time.
as long'as the ship is responsive:to the educational and training needs of the indi
institution the ship agrveS.
viduel sod
Since

ke
pants
Dean

h G211Hoyiwes

ustis

NT OF THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATIONBEFORE THE
E ONMERC4ANT MARINE AND FISHERIES, AD HOC SEIECT
EE ON MARITIME EDUCATION AND TRAINING, CONCERNING
OR TRAINING.

SEPTEMBER 9, 1980.

embers of the SubcdT1%it ee:

.

The Federal Avis

on Administration is pleased to have the7.

:opportunity to'discuss the.use of simulaldors in aviation in
:.Ofder to 'raid tte Subcommittee in its. study of the ,use of

simulators .in sea training.

Asthe'state-of-the-art in'simulator technology has advanced;
tore effective:Use has -been made of the aircraft simulator in-

Both the trainiA4 and checking of flight crewmemBers.

The

Increasing complexity and operating costs of.the modern
turbojet and its operating environment point 1 greater use of
the. advanced technology now available in aircraft simukators..

Simulators can'prOvide more in -depth training than can Be

accomplished in thetaircraf.

There is alsd.avery high'

,percentage of ttan'ster.of learning from the simulator to the
aircraft.

The additional use of simulators inlieu of the

aircraft results in safer Bright` training great cc 4M

ionp for the erstprs, and Achieves the benefit of fuel.
conservation 47,-1 a degrease-in-,noise pollution.

During the last 25 yearp, as simulator technology has improved,.

Changeq'to the Federal Aviation Regulations (A
a

have been

the increased use of-simUlatdis in air carrier

made to

FAA acknowledgment of the'ValUe of simulator

training programs
_

ntng began in 1954 when air carriers w5re allowed

perform all burAfour proficienc
simUlator.

o

check- maneuvers in a

From this beginning,the'FAA has continued to

pro owi, evaluate..and regulate the use of simulation'in
I.

.r. aviation.

r-Cthe'lat

960's, visual.attachiMents appearedon

Since that time. a breakthrough in -computerization has

permitted the development of compUtergenera-ted image visual
systems;

In December 1973,;Amendments tO the TAR.permitted a

simulator-approved for the landing maneuver to be sutitituted
for the:aircraft in a pilot recency of experience
qualification.

These changes to the TAR cont

significant.step towa
issued on June Z'4

Simulation Plan.

thp .devel'opment of

%BO, which contains the FAA

new amendment
dvanced

The new FAA rule outlines a thr estep

program-for airlines:to follow In,opgrading their flight.
simula;ion capabilities fo a pint' where nearly all required
training activities and check
adOancid simulators.

iwild be allowed topa

s can be carried out'in

Rowever..only experienced airline 'pilots
icipate _ ''thg advanced . simulation

Historically, pilot flight training .reciairements have been

concentrated.in a list ot.specifiemaneuversand procedures
required to be performed by 4Cpilat on an-individual oasia.
Examples include stalls, steep turns, various types of instrument apProaches and findings._

These maneuyers-and:

.procedures are fully set out in Appendices E'and F to Part

of the FAR, which are enclosed for reference.. Under this
4

training philosophy, .the measurement of'an

capability to safely maneuver an aircraft has been how well he
or she peOforms in these maneuvers and-procedures.

However,

recent,at,nlyor airline accidents which involved pilot etror
seems to indicate t at the pilot's ability to perform the
skills requi'red to physically maneuver' the aircraft was net a''
factor.

Rather,- it seams that a lack of coordination between
4

:

members of the-flight:Crew', and the failure to properly evalua
and manage an abnormal 'situation, were the priirary factorS
4

which ultimately led to the.accident.
the

.would appear that

aining,needs of the airlinEpilot'go be-ond:rteaching that

pilot the ILoperfechniques, and physi6-1 ski4is to maneuver an
aircraft.
L

The airline pilot is also tequited to receive brining
to petforM-as.a part of a team-the team being the entire
aircraft crew.
training.

We call tnipotype cf training "drew concept"

By far, themost effective method of employing crew

.

ning is through line"or-iented flight training
(LOFT) which was recently introduced into the FAR. ,Under -LOFT,

en tntire.flightcrew is placed in a_simulator, and is required

_perform as a team thrOugh a flight segment which has been
programmed into thd,Simulator._ ..During,the flight segment,

certain simulated Abnormal pnd emergencysituationsdare
rntroduced, and the crew:AA required to deal With those
FT

situations without outside'; lelp from an instructor.

proved to be a very effective means of providing the extra
training needed.. by an. irline pilot= to deal WithWsituations

requiring abilities. beyond phySically

lying the aircraft..

Realism in , simulation is essential to the succeSs

OFT.

If

PA' Simulator does not represent the physical and flig
characteristics of the actual aircraft, and if the visual

Aystemdoes not adequately represent the flight environment,
the flightereW will not function as they. would in a 'real

world" situation.

great

has placed such

This is why t_e

emphasis on the advancement 9f'simulatbr tWphnology.

.,Th

vanted simulation plan can

!led

fo

The first phase of

he p

conducted in existing

simulatofs which have beer uraded to Phase I standards.
Phase I permits pilot4.ta meet various. training requirements in
simulators..., This :includes-tboe 'recency of experience"
requirement, which specifies, that Pilot!' Must have a minimum of

211
three* takeoffs.end
takeoffs
landings within a%90-day period ta!reMain

,qualifiedin

par icular aircraft

Phase I aisopermitac

pilotsto complete periodic prOfiCiency Cheekt which are
required every 6 months for captains and 12 months for copilots

and flight engineeraln simulators apProvedunderPhate

The secondphase will reqdlre substantial simulator
improvements

Most of which'art already achieveable.

Among,

other things, simulators must be programmed for crosswind and
wind shear. effect, a variety of runway conditions, And hrake
and Lire failure.

Each 'Phase II simulator must be equipped

with a.gix-axis motion system (pitch, roll
v

and heave).

Also,visua

yaw, surge, sway,

systems must ihclpde dusk, as well as

night scenes, improved, we ther 'iresen24tions,,andan expanded
elo of vier..of 75° hrir i'z ntal and 30e vertical from each
-

pilot position.

econd phase, pilots
:training'and checks In simula
simulators to .transition from
e

frpt

be allowed additional
For example, pilots can use
-e airplane to ahother_in the
, Boeing 47 to copiloit of a

:Boeing 704.'-' It also will permit pilots to upgrade krOm

copilot to pilot-in-command in the:same aircraft type.

third phaSewilI permit nearly all training and check rides
to be.conducted-in sfmulators approved under thAtl.phase,

,fInqltidir4-initAill training for pilots who have

certain:type'of airplane befor

Implementation of this linal:Thase will require additional
development by'simulator manufacturers.-to prOduce'equipmenl

that can duplicate
example,

uallyevery aspect of the real world of
he simulator must be programmed to.
.

-

incoporate characteristis*ffetmotions!..such as when the
e

ending gear is:ekten

flaps deployed' realistic cookii

sounds and.np

varims inflightlshenomena OUchmt

ground effXbt

_itudlaand the effects' of,

f

icing.

Visual systems also will need furtper:upgrading to

include realistic daylight presXntationg;-mpecial'weather:
representations, and the capability for reatistiO protraya] of
.

Apecific airport scenes.

FAQ x*pects 'the- new rules tos _mUkate airlines to upgrade:::
A

--their simulatortEto take full advantage ef;their capabilities
A,

meeting training requirements.

There are many advantageg--'t-

the use of simulators in aviation training,

It reduces the:,*

puMper of training flights, with a' corresponding reduction ,in

oidints,,fuel consumptio* mn
savings.alone are estimated

_

The fuel

craft noise.

range from 32 million to 73
!

million, gallons depending on how extensively the airlines

utilize simulators,

The greatest advantage of simulator

2

tnaini g isthat this equipment can provide ope
.

onal

..

,

experience in normalydperating procedures, abnormal
_:

operating.-

.

-''

procedu es, emergencY Pr 0OduraS, -any :leather condition, any

liggti4COnditiOn, any airp ort 1
u

4 whion would be Imposa

ark

ini
.-,-

or iinsa

to bond

a ,.

eal.

A

cralt--1117-fi1-gh

view _ f

,-.

all --as--qtri-d-stre-e-T- -o-r-a-lsTawn-- t3re--on

dOidenOatia ehoWS tbat ttre-cau 6-of moat .'

accidents is lick: of

experience in dealing with abnormal

flight s'ituations, rather than the pilot's inadll'ityta'eqntrol

Nthe'aircraft or-perforM
speCific maneuyert;;.Thussimulator
_
-

.--

t

tra4nihg.can enhance safety by provididg experience in these
abnOrmal flight situations, whith-could not be .obtained-in
ectUal. Aircraft.

In addition, -Simulator training can be

utilized,21,..hour.va day,.:36,5 days a-year, in any building large,
--.0eogghjO:bOld,the7,60ipmentl.

All of 'this_ adds up to training °'

flexibility with maximum safety

We have only discovered
Simulators.

w

ossible drawbacks to the use of

The first in that It the Simulation i$ not

b

training on the simul=ator can be:counterproductive, either :by;

---6achIng the pilot' bad habits Or by instilling in the..pi10t-0
= ee'eenso of confidence,
ena

This problem can be eliminated by

ng'that the simulators do In fact reproduce
p

ty:.ho

-.

.

eternal, conditions'and the ree

in

naiveness of the

y

alr

slt

For thin reason, the TAA halfpubliehed extensive

quirements f r aimulatora in FAR $121.407 end-Appendix Bto
Pitt 12
=

ra-Whick id theT-high- ptbdurement coet-ef-ev-:

The otherpossible

nisticated:simulatOr, An'advinded. aimblator.een

silt' coot.

pilots .to

$6 million. ,For-emi

of

tlircraft, the reduction'An,the

on

O

roraft-that need to bediyetted'

211266 f.iights 'and the

of procuring the simulator.

slier coMpaniee training

,For

.pilots-in less eophistitated air

a

e cost' of-

'idvanced simulator may .be'prohibitiye.
-

,

ore than'f:affect the expense

nge in

8

...

owning` An

'amall,numbers of

-

particular type f:engraft are in operation, simulators'may
not currently exist. ',For thiseeason,, the -FAA has never

required'the use-ofeimulatots

.Ratner our regulations have

always been permissive, allowing the Operator=to aubstithte'
=

use of approved simulators for flight training and checking.
"'ths'operatc& so chooses,.

urchase

Naturally, an opiretor Will not opt..

_7uletor'unless it does not exceed theeost of

the flight trwining'ie'ihe sircreftRoweiret,:ell operators-of'
erge Turbojet aircraft today either own their Owe simulator
simplator:time from other Operators.

'A Copy of ourJun 0 rule on the use-of. advanced simulation
has beer_ attached. to this statement for the Subcommittee's
information. The FAA will be pleased t provide the
Subcommittee with any further. .information which would

assist

-

The maneuvers and procedures required by:section 121424 for pilot initial, transition, and
upgrade flight training are.set forth in this appendix arid enlist- be performed inflight except to
the extant that certain maneuvers and proCedures May be performed in an airplane simulator
with.. visual system (visual simulator), an airplane simulator' without a visual syaten- (nonvisual ehnulator), a training device, or a MUM airplane as indicated by the appropriate symbol
Was-respective -oolumn_oppolitSthsmanseveror Procedure:
Whenever a maneuver or procedure is authorized to be perfnrmed in a non-visual simulator;
be per
nay be-performed in a visual simulator; when authorized- in a training device, it may
static
airplane.
Whenever
the
onned in a visual or non-visual itirciu/ator,_. and in some cases, a
requirement may be performed, in either a training device or a static airplane; the appropriate
symbols as entered in the respective columns. f

For the pure of this. appendix, the following

Filotn Command (PIC)
Second in Command (SIC)

= PIC and SIC

PJ
PP
SJ

Flight Engi
= Pie transition Jet ti
PIC transition-Prop.
SIC transition Jet to Jet

SP = SIC transition Prop. to Prop.
All transition categories (PJ, PP, SJ, SP)
AT
SIC upgrading to PIC (same airplane)`
PS
SF =- Flight Engineer upgrading to SIC (same airplane)
Both SIC and Flight Enneer upgrading (same airplane)
BU
bled on following pages.
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_redone' BeftIgter I. Vol. 45;

i20

une

1009_/ Rt lafand Segel ego&

reriteri ter emettriatherc:

''Nun- Visual Simulator" cattle* under
the caption atipgtedi Training?!
& tram Wthr by deleting the
Dint flight IS scheduled for *there' symbol In the -W14111" column and by
than e both* and for at hunt I hour
'adt** the "P' symbol In the Von.
Visual Simulator" mold= under ilia
before end,* hag after the venerated
time of molests( the 'destination tithed. caption' rduil Tro44..

al

64 sppropriatg *other ruining
gonna It or any nonthInatian damn,
indicate the
will era:
At Islet t No feet above the lowest
Arr-Bni:MA. If it clichog sponged) le
required and suthoriglid for that 0,011:
or

(li) At {eel 1.10O foot *Wire the lowed
grublithed thetniment approach
minimum or iCOO fret above the airport
elevation, whichever is greaten and ..

(till The viethilitrat that eiinthOortill
be et Wel 3 milen.or 2 *nee mom khan
the lowest applicable itleiblliry
WrdAUMS, will Beyer le fee ter, for the
instrument aPproach procedure* to be
used at the deetinegon nirpoi-n or

121E01 !naafi: it
TT. By deleting g ths.nth and
it fReoareadl.

It By amending g U1.073 by inserting
the words. 'loading of the" between the
Words -the' end "Crete ne" In the
lefrodOeterY Phrase of the motion

by *vision the tide and I =A are)

torma Mil and iff by

a. Dilating &i W. symboUtg the
column finder ths caption

"Initial Trebling":

BOMA the "SF symbol in the
In-flight" column and deleting "PS" in

the "NonNietta Sizotdeirte Worm
ander rho teptiln "Upgrade Training";
Ord

-'elf" symbol In the

'Noththeuel Simulator" trolunitt under
;
the caption "Upgrade Training
& Items
lit end le) by deleting
the "B" symbols. ht the "Inilight" column
d 'ddingh
hol
th
"Vietral Simelotot" column tinder the
caption Inthal Trabants."

PART 12TCERTIFICATION ANO
OPERATIONS OP SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIERS WITH HELICOPTERS

M. By redesfreal 1 127.113 try
ntaregoon fat and by Ida* . new
flaFagrolth VA to toad es follows:

road is rollowm

,

'rementrerentormanon

tel nt toad awaken Ata (*Mew% arm

(.10 *
Ibl After Aug. 31. Intl. no perenkthay

of paeseigera ankle such
(el
infohnetion is metntalned btpther
thgeriehy the sir carrier or cud -r ercial

',Pen III Apponal g tAmenap41
10.14 emend* APPend1-11 ef.Puir
do fotloortu
1. both teal by eglith4 the following;
esoteric. 01 the end:
efItaht eriinvee a-m*4W
ovventeroner for the pentad* typo of
amigo*. the mthal tether** may be

*le* by ogles en appeared pinuoid
***eft* Nelisileeily oneness ihnrecarleto
and donne! yotinebt impaction Imp
L Item mom trIP
sylabAll
and "Sir from the 'Irdlight-,colutsmo
under the captione 'Ira* Training ".
-The:entice Training- And 1p ade

-An

,

.

b. Adding the
eyothol in the 'Non.
!Antal Bilnulstor cahutto under the
caption °linnet Training':
a, Adding the ''Ar- symbol In the
.:
ITO*Vieual SlenWator Cethmn ender
the Caption 'Tropeltion 'Da ining"i. and'
d- Adding the *111 ginotoil th the
.

epee* a pessengerecareyfon het!
ter
under this part unless theta la efrthed to

each forwardbakhead andasCh.
paisangar eget back sign or placard ,
that rands -Fasten Belt Belt While
1,ereted.- Thoth give or planned. need
not meet dra renitirorneobrof paragraph
te) of this
2T. By adding o now f tr..u& in mid

at follows:

araffi arlenng ow*** eve
.

SI each takeoff ore helicopter that

**ore* no stinger and mow
tompennients. fonnethotely before or
ediately char httrthth the seat belt
'fen off mi announcement shall trathade
that potion/ere should keep their safety

belts fastened *hi* *fated; stun
the neat belt eira fi off.
Moe tit. sat out thyme sett Faders!
Anouth Am of ittth the BAC. 1334. 1333.
tom through Mop Ben Ord Depeetteani of

Vinson:loon Am ito tax. tessionl

Ontaapie FAA has dein-nosed chat tin.
dOCATIord ISVOloOS axpoi oiron eablth to not

abotifkant under raenotIve Bede Met eel

Wham* by Denerothot of

Tranisonedoo net:Jewry OntinteneAd

koirvitheal end ad*** lia

**Tor
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. the caption -WOW Training"'
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doral Reg liter / Vol. 43, No. 327 I Monday. June 30.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

darat'Aviation Adivilrastratkon

.

b. Abnormal upon norm procedure*,

Nei ts7klit Sonata Me. 41419 and

Advanced Moruitation

oc
c. Emergency prodoree..
d- Any Weather aglignion
e. Any lighti
Any atraott Iace bon.

[Training situations whichwotdd ha

*Omer Federol Aviation
latrhiniotrotion (FAA). DM.
Aroma Final rule.
mAtioanal Tbionda (1) Allows
expandid training. chocking. and
;initiation of flight crowrnembors in
advanced flight Owning iimula taro and
(1) Encourages operatoro to -gorged*

with that Hilt thing* and Ito ilmulator
approval ailing constituted a

b. Individual Right crtwrnembirs,
a. Whit oathine canes
Loccomplithed?
a.:Normal operations procechirea-.

.

Risotto it nrod 131
;

Ruin and Regulationa

.

Mali Offnulitors and to part ern g higher
TAM-antis, of training In simulators to
that the trail scope of flighterow training
Is enhanced. The bonellto of this Ado .

Maid* oubotantially improved sniffy,
fuel contonation and a reduction of
airport congestion. In addition, this rule
offers a regulatory elthmotive which ,
could noult In oigniflcant coat savings
for air tanners and Northville a
ebnilficOnt atop in President Conte.

provonto reduce roguloion burdono
through development of shothitiveo.
megamva Onir holy 30,10Ni
POI InSITNan @Waning-iota norcrAgr

r Smith. Regidatory projects Branch'
(AV24), Safely Regulations Starr.
Aosociath Adminiotrator for Aviation
Stondarlia. Fades! Aviation
Adminlitro lion. Kg) Indepondonce
:Aviour S. W . Waihington. D.C..b3351.
telephone (202i 733-8718,
algtganAktrift ARV 044.0flinallOto

History
Thai' final rule la haled on- Notice Of
Proposed Rule Making (NPRMI NO.-

publishtd in the thalami Ithaistor on
November.th. 1470 04 FR nissoi. All
interested ograona have boon Wen an
oppoMonity to goiticipate In tht making
of the role and due conoideration has
boon morn to on matter prevented.
Rackground

AI the atettoot-thoart in airnololor
technology. hos advanCori. more cif relive
use has boon made or tho airplane
simulator in training. checking and
certification or mom crowmembers.
Simulator* can provide more indent hmooning than can be accompli shod in mho

inthoiaible or onset o to conduct In tho
aircraft, ouch as wind dthar or blown
tire on landing.
E Whin can training occur?
4, 24 hours a day.
b. Any day or the yeor.
4. Where can ths training take Minot
a. Any building that cannons* the
annotator.
b. Any plath In ths world.
All of this adde up to oatrarg
.

significant step toward theittathinon
utilisation of airplane simulators In .
eight veining and checking.
an the tycoon of the landing
mancouver approvilpropam. FAA.
Industry operational studio, and a
nview of the latoet simtikthar
tichnoloay, the FAA propotha ito
advancid eimulation plan in Notice/F. IS to outline Lbw atipm for optimum
utilisation of mirplane simulators.
Nance Ttlift proposed to amend to
g g 41.thr and 121.407 to allow expanded

training. chocking and mortification or
flight mownthrobere in an advanced
flight training simulator if that

stmulator

.

(I) la approved under I tat .407 of Pam
TM and meets mho appropnote olmulator

flialbility with maximunithiety. In
thquinments of Appendix H to Pori 121:
addition, the tat of nnulators instead of
tho iirolano moulti in groat coot
reductiono for tho operator and achieve,
the benefit of fuel conoorvition and a

&throw in aiiort

During the last 14 yam* as simulator

technology has _improvsd, Change* to the
Federal Aviation Regulatiorio (FAR) .

were mid, to allow the incroaled two of
simulator* In air come training
Frei/room. FAA onknoelodenont of the
value of simulator training began in laM
when air enniara Watt 4110atiag to
perform all but four proncioncy chock.

moneuvoti In a simulator. From this
blaiknOta, the FAA hat continued to
promoto. evaluate. And motile the use
of almularion in aviation. In the late
MOTs vismitsttochnstros appeared on
:the market. Since that limo, a
broakthrough In mamputer technology,
has pomi non rho development of
cornpoisfgenaratod linage (CG1) almost
oaten', In December 1973, FAR
Ainendnionto 81-n2 and 121 -ltin Were
Nomad which allowed additional

rrainina in vioual ihnulatoro. Sinai. ".
many training mineoves, such as

online failure on tak*Mf and mail
apprOaerea, MOWN glottal coca to

provido tho nocosiory training. these
amendments moulted in sad acing

eirplana flight training to approximatli
1 it howl for an airline transport pilot
cortificati. Mcsuot of the Notional§ or
ounotoloto at that too. the 114 hours of
actual flight time max neoggagra to Olin
the pet to land the simians:- fly inhpt
m4nouve and to become familiar with

Ms ratl of i f airplane harem the FAA

certification ask. A tern amendment
*Melons with i very high porcornsge of
to 121-439 ( -endmont 121-248)
frontier of learning from the simulator to 'tog
allowed a alto_ for opprovid for the
the airplane Than are many
soh solos** in the oat or good omuloiors landing mangtiO to be otibotituted for
the Airplane lOo a 'at recency of
for training..
toporionci qualth. ion Th. Landing
7. Who can ho tithed?
minions, approval
ram imsociatid
r. Unto flightcrew.

(2) Is used se part of an approvod
pravam that MOON Ms training
requirements of I 121.424(a) and (o) and
Appaodla H to Fart 121.

ha notio; furthor proposid a now
Appendix H to Pail 121. This APpondia
provides mitena.and g moons for
achieving approval of advanced-

*Wane almolotoro for flightmow

Mining and amain. Thin plan for

anbleitng the roe of advanctd
otmuletion consists of this* colon
phases and an (aloft phase to fecilltate
the plan's implementation. The three.
phase plan provide, guld4rice through a

progrethive unnda of flightmsw
Mining ilmtdators no that the total
Kopf of (lightens, training can bo
enhanced. Each ohne orignmpeosce tha

providing ohs,. an that the final
advancod emulation [Maio includes all
tho requiramento of prorating phooes.
Appendia H dem-aria Lb* olmulalor and
visual mystify' riquiremonta which moot
bi Naito to obtain approval of
s of Wanting in the `simulator.'
certain
'mow In Ifs Appendix an In
Thu re

g:oggitl

the 'Imitator approval

aingitgininta in 1 122_407.-

-

Mom I
Phasol lo tit current landifig approval
program. The trsininn permitted under
this pham* la marrentiy authorthad for
fully qualified eit Gamer pilots by
3111 439 and through FAA ithemptions.
Phan I is designed to onconroge
operators to upgrade their older
simulators to the 'rootlet extent
ble.

Moe U
nage fl 1. dantnag to provide new
*Imitator Morning capabilities by
expanding the ability of the oimuli for to
portray the mound and flight

environment and Incesaaing the

acconthis to ilia operator's approved
simulator upvada plan Thin would

-

almidatoel_ruponolveriest kr *donor'

Program to a preemie where
thewenainbers con also gain aspenanca

to upgrading the emulator. a spaculds
hour Line Wientad Flight Training
(LOPS) mime is required lifter the

result in km of all plum HA waft.

appropriato Part at priil !Mutilator
ditch Thu cow,* mum be approved- by
the Arfironiatrator and ba clawed to
prepare the flight r-wmember for tins

comprehensive goal of tho plan for
ainkuralof upgrade would he moribund It
the plan are not implemented as
davaloped and approved.

operations_ Linder Phtae tin. transition
and-u/ grado.nairting and =aching now
accomplished 111 a simulator, Trinenion

liaMing is the Dann= required for a
pilot to Move from ono mulatto to
,another in the earn* airplane gr oup. for
asampth,-copilot D-722 to copilot 14-ew.
Dprrada trMoLng al it la applied Ln thee
rule, la upgrading from copilot to
captain. At dm completion of a Pert
Appendix A, cinch in the emulator, an
appropriate airman candlcale or an
=p1=1* rating, or both, will be issued.
InetrUcton used in thou Phase 11
kraininigprograma. as well ea pilots who
rata,
at be highly expadencod..
dot* molt bar qualified at least aa
command to an =plane in the
_ .ma group and mum meet the

.

loquiremaids of Appendix H before
being eligible for naafi Li cactiflention

nu= ILA
Under Mast RA anyean 121
operator may conduct Phew 11 =Ming'
for 2% peen- Ut 4 alatulalar approved for
the landing manauwar under Pim* I. tf
iii. operator moats the additional
roquiretrionti in-Appendix H and
etihmite a plan for approval by the
Administrator to upgrade its
atinulattirie) to Meal rte Phase
standard*. This interim program la
designed to provide line and =monde.
benefit to an operator to upgrade Its
alinulators.whill gnawing safity:throwth
additional bathing _requirements.
Through the upgrading of industry
.
almidatort, further training to advent
rendition* a xpidencad in the opiraDorte
=LI be possible.
. Loch Par 121 operator who submits
an e=eptabla simulator up ado plan to
tbs Adminithrator before July XLIPal
may apply for approval to wee a "bawl.

simulator for transition and amnia
banana to dasulbed in Phone II d the

pin, VilleoPhele H simulator
raguhamenta are met. the ddilicoal
=fining ranulmmoota spacified in Phan

In dialing With choral flight. Oyelatnr

Extension of Ma.. ILA =Ming 'will not
be unaldeud because the

.

and environmental situatio_ria. TMa can

be illuatrated by =Moan= currant

FILE= Ill
Phase W la designed to allow all but
atone airplanabathths. the Una china.
and operational lino experianu to be
conducted in an advanced .leptons
eM=stor. Al the completion of the final
annotator check. the applicant will
mania the appropriate cartifleate or

titbit Due to the Wort of the training
and trha poosible low experience lava of

the training candidata.' high dears of
emulator fidelity and motion la
. mandatora (Applicanto must still meat
the frapdrilfilana for an Irlina transport,
pilot candicata. including ISCea hours of

pilot flight time, to be aligibla for that

flMxlator latlnolOy t

need* determined from airp
accident invasdgationa.Tha thaual
raquirintonta of Phase If Must also ha
capretientad in daylight dusk and night
pun= under Phase 111. Therafore. night
and dusk *canes may not be degraded
under Phase ilia

The advanced simulation plan
outlined al Appendix 11 'polio* only to
an operator who 44a0 tha stimulator

tinder an approved Part 121 training
program: To conduct total initial,
.tninsitiOn. upgrade. or recurrent training
th a simulator tinder the plan. all
required aimulator Instruction and
dodo most be conducted in a siniWatin
Ca Pan of an approved advanced
aim illation nothing program: The

=Maim line oriented flight training in
advanced eiroulatora could be the most

training program would Wirral, Phase'

Thwaisharr of miciam

radium on takeoff maneuver Can he
conductod safely and

arraigned to'provide only lira Willa of
maneuver training that haw* been
bietoncally conducted in the airplane.
they have not teen capable of providing,
=Ming in different flight ativirrottinente
such al near thunderatomo or on icy
runsvoyo which might be encountered on
-lin* flights. Ma type of training can be
condo cted In advancad Mandator'.
A review of NTSD accident etatiatica
shows that pilot error and adverse
*mother conditions are W. primary
causes of moat air carrier accidents.
Thai review indicate* that it Is not the
pilors inability to control the airplane or
1.4 fly specific maneuver bit rather the
failum of the mew to daal with the
abnormal flight situation which causes
eta araidenti. Improved training

also designed to guideXn

ILIL-except the 4 bolus of 1.01,2 training
Safety. to thataeit few year
cu dad above. WV rernovad. Other
significant doeelopments In airaulator
.PaA tgl training and Operating
Catialagy have made it possible to
eapenerme raquiramante *till apply.
malialically almolato a specific lb-plena
Ph... RA infanta approval ends foe
and its ground and flight anwimmykant.
oath Phase l annotator flood n the
Aly taking advantage of the
operator* approved plan ore Soars after ;developments in this stale oftheart of
approvad for Those OA training.
airplane groolnion. flightame Veining
Appmval of the plan will be withdrawn
could he upgraded from a *wetly
if any simulator M not upgraded
maneuver and prouclures-oriantad

training In a miticaleldlarigth engine
Hoe ever. beau* aimidatoto hal/abaft

cartificatatindor thila plan.) Title Phase IN

U and III sbnulatora with other
oimblatora and tattling devices to
maximies ins Waal battling. checking.and unification functiona. Certificates
iseued during Phaea DA will contain a
limitation which raquirea the pilots to
=mate wider pw-t 121 until they have
met Mating operating exporienca
raquiramente of Appendix It

ffighicraw sMudator training With
improved training now pooaibla in
advancad simulators. Conant fligliteraw
training is &lad on the mannivera
which have bean blatoricaliy conductad
to the airplane. Thu* manouvara
include stalls, amen rums, instrument
approaches and airplane engine and
system fall-mac Since currant training la
baud air that whirls can be
accomplished in an Optima. the
Wattling is procedurally anon tad and
designed to avoid placing the airplane In
an omit condition. Sunda tore have
been able to refold' maneuvors training
Including etrpleina engine and system
fallidectairdog so that. for example,

!Wilk-ant mains for reducing them
types of accidents.

tiridtthe FAA's advanced simulation
.

plan. which is Implemented in this rule.
ettnulatom
havp the capability to be
programed to reptaaent a full range of
flight conditIona as well as
at yin
'pacific airplane accidents in abnormal
environmental conditions.. in this Way
illahlaret40 could experience a farranging eat of MOM Sairly0Wautnit and

malfunction, This could swot the maw
In making proper ludgrnants when

abnormal eiluations occur in flight;
Safety would. therefor*. be anhancad

dramatically by producing better [lined

pilots. Without thwarting 'Wolcott
upgrading training to this extant will be

impusibla. Safety would also be ready
thermared bacauaa advanced bathing
eimulmom can provide training without
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beyond the min ki
The'FAA wrib
continue to monitor the advancements
;In simulation end Is prepared to propose
amendments to that regulation if it
becomes nectmeary in the future:The
FAA le committed. however, to
osestabliehing minimum simulator

simulator procamine-Therefore-Phsee ..
.

requirement. to ensure antirtimur
eintulator sophistication and capability
befortinerthitting the simulator training
to he eithatituted fur beiningth the
.airplane. Detailed opecilleatMne ere not
tocluded Co allay. teoli_nOlogical

innovation sod development. Where
cortmente *hawed that the Appendix li
was too reetrictive, the Antoine proposal
fa addressed later in these non- Setting'
minimum' simulator requirements
through the public ntlemakine process
gnomes the widest degree of
participation in the development of the
'requirements and provides sufficient
stability in the requirements so that
tors knees* intnno mg demein
Ilafill for and investing in eimula tom.:
which may tike several yeem to be
delivered:

Responeehapratentellevi

C simulator requirement 11 remd_ree that
the mohair feepOnSe OnnSili:herpie the.
Vilnei SySieth SeepaStee but in nit use

prthraming Involves using specific date
sablolee to present trainine situetions

before that of the at niane or liter then
Ion milliseconds after the airplane'

portions of actual operational situations :
as conmared to preeentingthe full or
, 'universal" actual Sheehan. This might
be illustrated In the case of e simulation
Of Mamas contaminationhepresentanie programing would begin
With actual almithe date for dry runway
stopping distance; end would eerily

would -respond tinder the came
'
conditions. In ectual operations the

Whictare 'repreeentelive!Of seethed

'

&bol 'e would have to move befare the

nisnel Wile would Chang This is not
necewerily true in the eimuletor. Fele.
coca can affect alining effectiveness. :
Thee@ response times eft intended to ,
elirednete tale* cues named by a
sitniposntly slower or faster rearainee In
the simulator
in the' aircraft.
Y
Men_
_:_
(Feed. wiull
ehetenietienne or

other demiMeting technique* so that
en accurate yet representative wet and
Icy runway could be presented in
simulator naming Univereal programing

CM-itias share

would maim airplane flight teal data ,
for every type of runway ceder* and
°fear' are referred to to the preamble of . contaminant to grainy duplicate any
the proposed rule, their penformancra
ritual operet tenet eileenen. uniVereeii
contharatoidyls no-I ens cifiktill
_ _y
fInfreniine se defined heft is
addressed. Cannot feel dynamite ofipafri -.'.. imprectical in Many OituetIone
be included as criena which an
The itbilmod
plan pet is
advanced simidator must meet. Further,
to achieve a eafenffily to present any
e remarement ehoold be included for a
actual situations Which may beinvolved
eubjemive evaluation of each ! . .
in s tribal program today or in the r
chafe elerithes by pilots experienced in
future -bat not a requirementio actually
CominentMotion.- visual,
the eirplane type oimulsted. The
prewthl ell situations it ail Mete: With
.
inaburoant system response, themesing
proposed raleequest for purely
this to mind, tripod requirement 4 in
the speed lreeponee time) of the motionr objective tellititioni is understood and. Phase band requirement in Phase Ill t
i
meant and instrumentefelerne to an
eppreciated, but the empirical
Of Appendix H are-revieed to clarify the
absolute valued:15o milliseconds e#
experience of pilot* must not be Ignored, phase Mehl intended foreech
stated in simulator _requirement eg In
ReeponseControl feel dynamics
requirement Operators should be
Phase D should not be a requirement Of
should be included in the simulator
were, however, diet eireinlethre Meet he
the advanced simulationplan, The
requirement, and as adopted. Appendix propemed preient the actual
important beim ie ensuring that the_
H tholudes them Significant benefits are altualione remelted by Appendix H and ,
'teething, of the eimuletor is like the
to be gained from a simulator evaluation bythele bainine p_roereme. A. training '
simian* simulated. Further. the FAA
conducted byte pilot who ivated in the
programs chanee, simuletor programing
should not require a specific tett for
enplane type simulated. A pilot rated to
must he changed as well. fly expending
merasurine response time becauee of
simulator capabilities
the eirtilarte can tie together all of the
the
differences -between eimulatore made by objective tests results to reach a fine)
advanced slinalation plan: an operator
dtfferen1 MenurennsteSS.
decision on approval of the eithelelor.
has this flexibility,
1146anseTho,c-oriuTitmlffr correct.
Fo this rearerc'elontiotor evaluations
A: Contment--blininum equipment hot
The 3111 and 110 millisecond reMof0e
under the plan will be conducted by an
I. An frCEI. Is essential lo a viable
time requirements lifted In Oltsaeo I and
FAA national simulator evaluation team
tailor beinins program; but the
p of Appendix H
Intended to be
which will include pilots rated In the
elecraft KEL Is inedequatc wit! would
(Merin cee over actual airplane response
aircraft 'imitated. The requirement foe
wuweeesarily reetrim the use of the
times, not ebeulute response times. ley
control feel added is timulesor
annuleicr, Diehl eirnalator include*
y defining -specific feels In the pPopolat
requirement 10 to Phew"! of Appendix
many features which
part of the
numerous commentate were misled into
H to en objective test competing the
inch as an instructor's
pal
thingine that they
simulator to the actual airplane. During
absolute
console, motion sr/Stern. and await!
response limes rather than tolerances. . the development of Notice ritEt the
are fait mil her (ruining
system.
over eirplano reapOnter timeurn.
FAA wee unaware of the existence of
depending on the type of .raining and
section. in Appendix H dealing with
en 'objective teat in this area
checking being conducted.
FAA
response times are teethed to clarify
Commenters have shown that in
should therefore Consider an mn.
that they are times for the athriene to
objective test is now possible. Due to
epircifically deafened fur the shooletor
read plus 300 Or rho millioeconde, as
the accuracy end
of
Further, the requirement to freer failed
applicable. The team to determine_ the
objective twine, in obleolthe met
components within ra haute is arbitrary
.response time are also revised to
comparing the dynamic Control forces of and unneceesery. Commence will dictate
:detcribe and clarify en acceptable Mat
the sirwletor to that of the aircraft
the quickest Sitheisies repair passible
procedure, to aloe the required outcome
would weeny enhance the quality of
since the operator will be forced to trans
of the last end to allow the use of an . control feel of edvanted einielelOte.
in the 'Ireton* If the simulator is not
r. ego ve grit lent approved by the S. CommenrPepreeentative vs.
mpairedAdmin4tielor.The FAA continue. M
univereaiprograming Representative
fleapanee--The COMMenter
Comet
Maintain the tomortenee Of cOnsidirirtg ' programing eh Id be actepteble In'
, and the MU requirements in the
cue MOrrela WO. that is, the relative
presenting bainine sitawiono under
thbodaction tcrAppendiell eterchinged
response of motion. visual, and
libelee U and flinf the advanced
to allow operation under an MEL. which
Instrument systems, at pad of the
simulation plan.
-has been approved for the simulator by
.
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mreloatInie the vieual *Wien Ti i test
procedure could consist of a twat pattern
on write of lest patterns deemieviao
that an Mineola, or Maintenance.
technician could alt is the pilot seat and
visually confidn Ave Haus! smear color.

visual pmeentatiOrt Such ereaa as

r

provide pr., lijiperIMMSM in this awe will
be powible and aafsty will be enhanced.
While curved tines ore diMmult to
produce In 'today! vidiateyeeme, a
combination of mapernidal occidting
visibility could provide a
and red
.rvAltitic effect Simulator etanufacturere
have assured the FAA that (hie
requirement isnot Unreasernabla aryl Is
within toddy's etaiwoldhe-aM

rote: landinretcling approached aid
ground to
mai-moven are patty

enhanced by expanded fielde of view. In
visual requitement I of Pheee 11, aloudpope may othig only as they would In
tite airplartethimulated or as required by
vieual system hardwire. Recatile the
visual syaten thematically idelfacth the

Runway Visdal Range 1111fS),:focus,

Intensity level hodsom and &nitride as
Compered with the emWetor sttitode
reality of the simulator Satoh
Indicator- There would be a software.'
experience, ft It impodant that multiple
Modal width the computer an that
visual system diepleys be edge-blotched
sped*: test egolpment would not need
to be brought Into the shout tor. The the and designed with appropriate vieual .
Overlap' ao that visual system gape do
procedure would be aided by e special
not occur except se they would In the
visual wethrn anagram to facilitate a
- enplane. The sine and location of
IsOick and reasonebly accurate
different airvieoe window*, however,
evaluation of the visual system el each
only regixtre some shiftir>g of visual
position and between pilots'
system diaplays jivtdcb cony be wager
poeltiona This requirement la designed'
than the editor window) so that, for
ao quickly pink up Mural aye& effort
and would not replete the very htholved example. the pilot can keep the runway
in sight through, a aide window on
and precise Visual *ye tem taste that the
operator nods to "edition to align thecircling approach. Visual system
utoualealtem
hwdwere may therefore produces alight
certain pinion of Me flald of
The nisi 111 elmtdator requirements
Pe
view which cannot be avoided: Under
concerning telf-tesbrOfend diagnostic
analysis require-hay aotometic testing . thief eircionslancei. a slight gap
'required by dine system herderart"
of emulate,/ hardware and software and
may heopproaed if the A &Moil Velar
tnclode i printout of emulator
nods awl the simulation is not
aselfunctions ee they occur. -The
adversely 'Saved. The verticel.fleld of
atitematie tights deathbed In Male 111
view -shall be 30' minimum. The visual
lifers to the teeth required for FAA
system ehould be slignedoo that the
Mittel and wending approval and not
.viecol color( owe is accurate at the
decessedly complete testing of all
lower Oat of the preservation and the
*Offerer, end droottry, AA 011111106
upper edge of the presentation allow,
serthnolclyadvances. this requirement
sofficient field of 'view shove the .
will Be essential for the FAA to
horizon to see buildings and, obstacles
effectively evaluate and manila in
on the ground without dishicting unit
operator's elmulstors. The seltheeting
meridian,.
Nquirmptmt win provide more accurate
date for compering the simulator with
11. Comment Visual effecte:Viauel
Are airplane and will allow a *U6 more effects .0th MS weather preeentanorte
thorough avelushob in Mao Use. This
*hoold be lithited to specific abode of

iL ChromeniVeylight visuel syeenk
There appear to be only loon or
poasibly three. valid wierwliflned
requirement' fm a daylight visual

.

i.

.

.

.

.

eyetem- They are.

a. The ability to realistically portray

thediffic4 dthwayenvdonnthrst
acquisition problem of a playtime lowapproach.
The ability to sallow a cockpit
.

lighting Will In which pilots can
accurately read charts sncrapproath
plelel without undue diversion of
attention front other flying tasks.
Ulric slue that for ineaperiented
pilots the daylight endronnferd Is fear
threatening and Clow' for moth rapid
orientation during Vdsual eppro_thes
and landings. it is presumably for this
reason that daylight visual systems ere
.required by the propoeedrule for initiel

trainees
Due to the voluminous technics!
apecilicetion0 Moigrod to defter an
adequate system, the definition of a
daylight visual tyaterri ihould be M
general operational tem, pother than
technical terms The proposed rule. sell
forth only a few discrete technical
abeeificatione. and thus Insdepuetely
describee a proper daylight visual
ayetem. Such MM ipproaa ilso allows
situation in which literal compilione
with the rule might Well produce. FUrthe7. the Phase 1.1 alma'
-will milt in benefits to the operator by
' operationally. a totally inadequate
.
reducing simulator down time.
requirement fore-Artie obscurstion of
daylight instal systern Additionally,
. Diu maths printeuta will be in enradth
ground Hones (Item al should be deleted several of the specifications proposed
dated to be compered with the shrtuletor because initial eysierris are linable to
(for example. surfaces a rido4e st
portray clawed linos and therefore
Ist71. to determine the -training adore of
discrimipote against competent:
aka alcoulelor each day. and will .
Clouds will be uthealietic
emnsmptuST IpMfinafl to daylight
fiethonseRequirements invOluirkg
facilitate redordtheepiret which will
'Avivt sipriuleti on by certain
assist the FAA's surreillsrica of the..
ofitial effects should be deathbed
marinfticrorem, and orecltide
Operator's approved advanced
according to s .pacific phase of night.
technological edvencement In
elevate don training program, The
Ibis point wee also described in
prom sing direction which May make the
nuMber of surfacer sod edge'
' diagnostic printouts must be retained by = Comment Noe Within the context of a
the operator as part of the deity
final approach to landing.hovrever. the
eaningless,. Other specifications in
dIscrepaney log greedy required by
Notice nawla should not be assigned
reqoirement for partial olpsextratien of
SZkiernal(11 to show
'abeolute vale's In the abignee Of known
. round scenes Is valid. Most ecthal
compliances beramen recurring
salons for the many other variables In
tratrardwal approachie involve flying
As daylight system. In fact, a
shoulder avaluatione. Appendix H.
through cantered to Wolter, cloud dealt,
requirement to Merely meet only a few
Maw U.1,' simulator requirement g
where rho rounidia eleible but the
mviled to clerkly this requirement
specifications could well result in
runway Is obscured by clouds. This
degradation of the duck and fright
10. CommentPhew a Mewl syStero
restate in 'duck under sctidents
presentations which now enjoy WrM
field eif view. Scow cornmernerefivotad
bete use pilots go Below mbifintun
an expanded field of view up to Po'.
altitude. to see the gonwey, rsogiu the
acceptance by the oser
ItesporrieSinct the niojority of air
Otharadlessined elating that espneneed aimlene to contact an obeli-urban or
carrier flying time is during its hpht
airmen only need a limited field of view .
land short of the runway, With the
hours and for the geasone cited
fbeepooseA field of view of at Weir
Phalellpartial obectire non
the FAA is corroodled to once-ors
requirement nettling designed to
sesentlatho
73" haOdautsl
.
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commenter provided no data to elmm
hoe safety would be compfonneed.
With regard to paint 7, Moods tare an

systems shall 'be able to° be operated.
raja donnas the intent that pilot thous)
systems may be included m the litMlui
but when merinos, moist work M both

r.

only* portion of a totel nothing
pogrom which mat be approved for the

The dueemheie Plan is to provide
standards for e pooposoivo upgrade of.
akvano simulators ao that the total

mope of fighters" training can be
enhanced tech phase Median the

pilot petition&

preceding phase au that the final

rdi6tOwe
With
"Iltd
h"l'"ImuillWisiAmathimeast
tree
of the
advanced
Neculetion plan are designed to provide
*conies to u ode the simulators to a
level winds rem m in the safety hanafita
desalbed touter point 1. Simulator
eachnohner- for Phase II le currently

Federal Aviation Reinlationa fig CM
follo'ca effective July 3th too.
AND WONT INSTRUCTORS

operators to ml
technology Into their training pro
Ns complete plan is not pre Died,or if

111 Is approved under 1121.407 of We
chapter and meets the appropriate
simulator leciMeemants of Appendix 1-1
of pen 1.21; end
.

Faders' Aviation Act of ittla which
Name that the -Administrator !hall give
consideration to the duty resting,
wpm air carrier. to perform their -

program that meets the teething
requirements of 1121.424 (a) and eel end
Appendth H of Part 121 of Me chapter,

--

gleamy orate public interest, ...°

PART 131ERTIFICATiON AND

rule is coneident with that statutory

O PERAPONS; DOMESTIC, FLAG. AND
SUPPLEMENTAL tufa CARRIER! AND
COONOSACIAL OPERATORS OF

requirement.

points of
.

commenters. numermapictote of

tillostIon with raised oncoming the
interpretation of technics! requirements.
Thus. Appendix H emended berets!,
mesa to clarify wording proposed in
Notice 752-.10eeerpointe include
ameolidatine all rtooiremente cormoon
to several phaset of the oleo into the
isbedurtion of Appendix H and making
the following minor changes to wording
geed in the Nonce
1. Phase H. rfreirdng and chocking
Permitted.- is amended' o show drat
Vermition traiding le for all pilot
pneltione. not Jost pilot to Commend
I Phew. th Simulator Requirement A.
Is emended to delete 'and Phase
Demands" winch to thaPProPrIolk to

included to the simulator but at all
green representations need no

epecillt.Also !!e capability of' ten
levels of occulting added to thin
requirement to show that each Aloe
some need not heir. ten _levels if it is
Inappropriate.
a Phase
VWuel Requirement A is
amended to state that both Maui!

_th the appropriate simulator. Memel

k

-tem, and additionel tremble
quiremeote of this Appendix for the
phase for which opproval le requested
and preceding phase,. if epProPtie le2. An evaluation of the elffi.W tor to
bosuns that its ground. Sight, and
landing performance matches the type of
Torpsio_ atmulsted ( sae f Approval

fit Is deed as part elan approved

services with the highest possible

"frac airport momenta -ne mast be

simuletor for a epecitic phase, the

following moo be dymonstreted to the
astisfaction of the Administrator.:' .
1. Documented proof oicampliance

the in.ilieht re linemen's of Appendix
of this Pert If the simulator=

In deteeloPtogiliie plan, seta FAA sera
fad consideration to Motion am (b) of the

Phase m Visual
mem t
amended to clarify that __ cast three

Appendix most be approve se a Mane
L 33. or W simulate, as anew
To obteto FAA approve) of

(MAO approved simulator may he
Ofecl [netted of the itiolene 40 SAWN

altered. the tratning improvernents
weeded to provide or safer flight
operations. will not be enbleved
Point 3 waver dimmed previottely a.

nue EL

simulator which IS tried Ur this

ar
er. say eiratene retest Aironeuermateol.

the orairi4 teemed in the Art 10

IH eddition to th major, Oboe relied

In _addition to the simulator agrossi

1 gy rgoiging fel ier by addr
P gripe (dm read ee folio

a to

alo

Cthement 11.

Thin Appondts deecribes the ennolator
and mous! system redultements width
must be achieved to obtain minnows. of
tertelo types of Dentine tn &I simulator.
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pendix FL
Proficiency Ch
uiromorits
The romancers end procedures required by section 121.441 for .pilit proficiency checks are
h in this appendix and must be performed inflight except-to the extent Oast certain me-_
and procedures they be performed M en air aline simulator. with e-vUluel system (visual
simulator), an airplane simulator without -a visual system (nen.visual simulator), pr a training
63 indicated .by the appropriate symbol in the respective coluthn opposite the'maneuver
or Proetititire:'

Whenever a maneuver or procedure is authorized to beperformed i
it may also be performedM a visuel.simWetor; *hen authorised in a.

be performed in a visual or nun

einiulatof:

non- visual simulator,

'rig device, it may

F.

For the pirpose of this appendix, thelollowing
B

Pilot in CoMmond .;,..
Both Pilot in Commend and Second Common
wed asfterials (WI indicstes-that a.particuler-cond o_
,
,

#

`int the maneuvers end- procedures column.
When a maneuver is precedeCI.by
by'
symbol

specified

it indicates the maneuver
may be required in the airplane at the discretihn;of tht.pereon conducting
the check .

out the maneuvers prescribed in this appendix, good judgement cernmensurats
h level of safety must be demonstrated. In determining whether such judgment has been
ncwn, the person conducting the check.conside,rs adherence to approved procedures, actions
based on analysis of situations for which there is no prescribed procedure or recommended prec.
ice, and qualities of prndence,and Cate in selecting Leanne of action,
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Doppler Redo. end Inerfiest Neyteetten System IINSh .11

.i. lloolemaot end Iqulpment ,Initollottens Teelning
billets Ivotsiofiers Program -Attorney end

1. Ap

Doppler 'Radar or Inertial Navigation System

must submit a request for evaluation of the
quern to the Air Carrier District Office or
International- Field Dace charged with the
overall` inspection of its operations:. 30 day'sprior to the !tart of evaluation flights.
(b) The application must contain:
(1) A eurronary of experience with the
system showing to the satisfaction of the

2. Equipment and equipment installailai
Inertial Navigation Systems` (INS) or
Dappled Radar System.

(a) //eras] Navigation

ppler Bader
with

Systems .cruet be installed
applicable airworthiness requiremen
.

(3) A maintenance program for
plianco with Subpar! L of this Part
(4)'

-7

pas reliability, availability of en route aids,
and. adequacy of gateway and terminal radio
facilities to support the system. For the
Purpose of this Appendix, a gateway it
specific navigational fix where use of long
range navigation cortartencea or termi_nates.

authority.

applicant for authority to use a

Administrator a history of the accuracy and
reliability of the system proposed to helped.
(2).-. A training program curriculum for
initial-approval under q 121.403 of this. Fart.

. lepton-Hens

room* 1qutontint

discription of squipMent installaZ

n.

to the-Opfrations
Proposedual outlining all normal and emergency
procedures relative to use of the proposed
tsystern, including detailed methods for con
tinning the navigational function with
partial or complete- equipment failure, and
methods for determining the most accurate
system when an unusually large divergence
between systems occur.. For the purpose of

(b) Cockpit errangeme.nt must be visible
and useable by either pilot seated at hie duty
elation.

(c) The equipment must pravide, by visual,
mechanical, or electrical output signals, indications of the invalidity of. output data upon the
occurrence of probable failures or malfunctions
within the, system.

(d) A probalik failure or malfunction
Within the system must not result in lees of the

largo divergence is a
this Appendix,
divergence that results in a track that falls

aircraft's required navigation capability.
(e) The alignment, updating, and navipLion computer functions of the system must
not be invalidated by normal aircraft power
interruptions and transients.
(f) The system must not be the source or
cause of objectionable radio frequency inter-

beyond clearance limits

ference, and must not be adversely affected by

(6) Any proposed revisions to the minimum equipment list with adequate justificaion therefor.
(7) A list of operations to be conducted-using the quern, captaining an analysis of
each with respect to length, magnetic corn-

radio frequency interference from other aircraft systems.

(g) The FAA-approved airplane flight
manual, or supplement thereto, must include
pertinent material as required to define the
normal and emergency operating procedure/

the Ad Hoc Select Subcommittee on Mar

aining of the Coinmittee on Merchant

